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Introduction
Alien Politics

Earth vs. th e Flying Saucers
Aliens have invaded the United States. N o longer confined to
science fiction and Elvis-obsessed tabloids, aliens appear in the New York
Times, the Washington Post, and the Wall Street Journal, at candy counters
(in chocolate-covered flying saucers and as Martian melon-flavored lol
lipops), and on Internet web sites. Aliens are at the center of a battle at
Harvard, caught in the university’s furor over the psychologist John Mack’s
work with alleged abduction experiencers and its attempt to revoke the
Pulitzer Prize-winning professor’s tenure. Aliens have been seen in cred
ible company at M IT. There, at the 1992 Abduction Study Conference,
psychiatrists, abductees, ufologists, and professors in sociology, religion,
and physics seriously discussed the possibility that aliens are abducting
people from bedrooms and cars and using their sperm and ova to create a

Graycie (Gary Tenuta)

hybrid human-alien species.1 In Nevada, a stretch of interstate near the
secret military base and alleged crashed-disk hiding place Area 51 was re
named the Extraterrestrial Highway. Attending the dedication ceremony
were Nevada government officials, the stars, directors, and writers from
Independence Day, and county, state, and national directors from the Mutual
UFO Network.2 Walt Disney World added a new attraction, the ExtraTERRORestrial Alien Encounter. Disney invited abductees to Orlando to
promote it.3
Aliens have been used to market A T & T cellular phones, Milky Way
candy bars, Kodak film, Diet Coke, Stove-Top Stuffing, T-shirts, Rice
Krispies, air fresheners, toys, abduction insurance, skateboard accessories,
and the backlist at M IT Press. Titled “ Subliminal Abduction,” the catalog,
with its “ totally alien prices,” features the typical big-eyed gray alien and
the alien’s remarks on various books. For example, about Thomas M c
Carthy’s Ideals and Illusions, the alien says “ Item 120 explicates earthling
delusions with grace, wit, and savage sarcasm. A must read!” Fox Network’s
popular show, The X-Files, with its focus on abductions, conspiracies, and
the search for truth, has generated its own line of products (mugs, hats,
books, T-shirts, comic books) as well as a lively discussion group on Amer
ica OnLine. CompuServe features a closed abductee discussion forum. Ab
ductees Anonymous has a site on the World Wide Web where abductees
and experiencers (those who feel more positive about their alien encoun
ters) recount and interpret important events in their lives. A special section
is reserved for abductee problems, such as spontaneous involuntary invisi
bility. Entertainment Tonight says that ETs are one o f the most accessed
subjects on the Net, second only to sex.4 The Penthouse site, promoting the
September 1996 issue, features both: it displays photos that publisher Bob
Guccione claims come from the “real autopsy” of the alien who crashed in
Roswell, New Mexico, in 1947 (as opposed to the fake alien autopsy broad
cast by the Fox Network first in 1995 and frequently thereafter). The pho
tos are actually of the model alien body used in the Showtime movie Roswell
and on display at the town Roswell’s International U FO Museum.
Word on the Net is that former Entertainment Tonight host John Tesh is
an alien. The tabloids claim that twelve U.S. senators are space aliens. Scott
Mandelker says that 150 million Americans are aliens.5 (At least they have
political representation.) A Roper poll suggests that at least one in fifty
Americans has been abducted by aliens.6 A Gallup poll says that 2 7 percent
o f Americans believe space aliens have visited Earth.7 The Penthouse site
raises the number to 48 percent. A Tim e/CNN poll says 80 percent of its
respondents believe the U.S. government is covering up its knowledge of
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the existence of aliens. Sixty-five percent believe a UFO crashed in Roswell
in 1947.8
The Weekly World News says that an alien has visited Newt Gingrich. Re
porting on the alien’s exchange with the Speaker, the tabloid quotes the
spokesman Tony Blankely: “ I can assure you that no extraterrestrial that
comes to this country from outer space would be eligible for welfare
benefits of any kind.” 9 M AD magazine asks why the aliens don’t take
Newt.10 The opera singer Maria Ewing feels she’s been overtaken by the
Internet: “The Internet is like aliens landing on the planet and we can do
nothing about it. I don’t like that at all.” 11 It is an age of aliens, an alien age
when alien images and alien copies and copies o f aliens appear unpredictably and unannounced in places they shouldn’t, in places we can’t un
derstand, in multiple, contradictory, alien places.
Take, for example, this insertion of alien imagery into the history of the
space program: “ UFO Rescued Apollo 13 ,” the headline for a cover story
in the Weekly World News. Compared to the tabloid’s coverage o f the vam
pire baby (“ Bat Child Found in Cave!” and “ Bat Child Escapes!”), the alien
report is tame, an unabashed attempt to link into the success of the film
Apollo 13 in the summer of 1995. The tabloid does more than capitalize on
a popular film, however. The,story of the U FO ’s rescue of the beleaguered
American spacecraft accents the failure of the Apollo 13 mission at a time
when the movie and most popular media emphasized the safe and tri
umphant return of crew and capsule. Stressing the human vulnerability of
the astronauts, the tabloid relocates NASA’s story of success to an alien do
main. In the Weekly World News account, the situation was too dire, humans
and technology too weak, ignorant, and ill-prepared to cope with disaster.
While mainstream media blurred the boundaries between the film and the
mission — Tom Hanks not only played Jim Lovell but also brought the
astronaut with him when he accepted an award — the tabloid wedges an
alternative history between them. This alternative tabloid history offers a
challenge — however credible or incredible — not only to the truth of
Apollo 13 , the ?novie, but to the original Apollo 13 mission, itself created for
a television audience.
The tabloid, in its wild possibility, rejects the idea that outerspace is
empty, vacant. It disrupts the fantasy that three white men, heroically ven
turing out into a new frontier, encounter no one at all, no one to colonize,
nothing to appropriate. It reminds us, in other words, that in space, “ we”
(if those who get there can be said to represent any of us) are the aliens. The
tabloid story of a UFO saving the American space program challenges the
illusions of technology, power, and agency created in the American theatrics
4
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of space. W ith hints o f conspiratorial secrets, the tabloid lands in an alien
space o f virtual truth.
This is a book about alien space, about following and creating links from
cultural images of the alien to tales of UFOs and abduction, to computer
and communication technologies, to political passivity and conspiracy
thinking in the contemporary United States. By examining changes in the
metaphor of outerspace that accompany the shift from outerspace to cy
berspace, we can traverse webs through U.S. society at the millennium and
better understand American paranoia. To this end, I read accounts of and
reactions to the officially produced space program of the 1960s. Like the
tabloid, I situate America’s space program in an alien domain. I consider
the witnesses, and the witnessing, of launches of manned spacecraft and of
alien intrusions into women’s bedrooms and bodies. I look at the discred
ited and stigmatized knowledge of aliens and at what this knowledge might
hold for mainstreams in American culture. Abduction, I suggest, is more
than an alien story. It’s a symptomatic or extreme form of what is wide
spread in everyday life at the millennium.

Windows 2000
Thoughtful analyses by scholars in religious studies have asked about
the function of flying saucers in the belief systems of UFO aficionados and
“ cubists.” 12 M y questions are different. I’m concerned less with UFO be
lief than with aliens in everyday life. How is it possible that American pop
ular cultures in the last decade of the twentieth century are so taken with,
so interested in, so inscribed by aliens? People all over the world report
UFOs and claim to see their occupants, but aliens are embedded in Amer
ica. They have a history in American folklore, a present in Hollywood films.
They are part of the cultural moment of the millennium. Stories of aliens
and alien abduction appear in the most unlikely places, like the speeches of
Louis Farrakhan, gay fiction, the New Yorker.13 Why? Interpreting these
texts won’t tell us. For this we need a broader, more multilayered and in
terdisciplinary analysis. We need an interrogation o f the connections be
tween cultural artifacts and social and political life.
Understanding the aliens in contemporary America requires attention
not only to the stories some o f us tell, but to the practices and technologies
that enable the stories to be told. We have to consider how the knowiedge
o f the alien is produced. So while I look at the tabloids, testimonials, T V
documentaries, and Web sites that transmit knowledge of aliens, I also take
up the networks of power and information that enable these transmissions
In tr o d u c tio n
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to occur. This latter concern, leading me as it does from television to
televisuality, involves thinking about the conditions o f democracy as it is
practiced in the techno-global information society that is America at the
millennium.
M y focus is on those familiar alien themes and images that escape UFO
subcultures to appear in a variety of contemporary media and in easily ac
cessible locations in popular cultures. Langdon Winner says that although
genetic engineering and life in space “call into question what it means to be
human,” science fiction is the primary site of speculation about such radi
cal changes in the human condition.14 H e’s right, up to a point. Science
fiction is important. But I’m interested in the more mundane aliens that
populate alternative science, that come to us from a branch called ufology.
Popular practices of science such as ufology are fields of knowledge de
voted to exploring and expanding, often quite beyond belief, the scope of
human experience o f the real.
Alternative sciences like ufology are compelling because they claim to
be true. Like mainstream sciences, their truth claims take a variety of forms.
Indeed, they insert themselves into the interstices of medicine, psychology,
biology, religion, astronomy, and ecology. Because o f their claims to truth,
alternative sciences have political interconnections and repercussions, par
ticularly in democratic societies that claim to value open discussion or in
scientific circles that credit themselves with being objective, interested only
in evidence.15
Ufology is political because it is stigmatized. To claim to have seen a
UFO , to have been abducted by aliens, or even to believe those who say
they have is a political act. It might not be a very big or revolutionary po
litical act, but it contests the status quo. Immediately it installs the claimant
at the margins of the social, within a network of sites and connections that
don’t command a great deal o f mindshare, that don’t get a lot of hits. UFO
researcher Robert Dean (no relation) has experienced this firsthand. He
sued his employer for discriminating against him because of his UFO be
liefs. Dean won. It is this stigma attached to UFOs and UFO belief that
enables the alien to function as an icon for some difficult social problems,
particularly those located around the fault lines of truth, reality, and rea
sonableness. And it is also what makes aliens and UFOs interesting for crit
ical social theory, not whether or not they are real, not whether the claims
about them are true. That some people believe UFOs are real and true af
fects our concepts of politics and the political.
Images of outerspace throughout popular culture give us access to social
and political anxieties accompanying the information revolution. They
6
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give us a window to changes in the cultural imaginary (luring the late twen
tieth century. William Connolly writes: “The acceleration of speed and the
multiplication of border crossings in late-inodern life create distinctive

possibilities and dangers simultaneously.” 16 Connected as they are with
fantasies about the future, with time traveling and border crossing, aliens
link into the hopes and fears inscribed in technologies. At the moment of
globalization, of networked opportunities and communications transcend
ing the local and national, they provide an extraterrestrial perspective.
So although aliens appeared in American popular culture at the last fin
de siecle, and although most societies tell stories about otherworldly visi
tors, I concentrate on what the details of space stories tell us about Ameri
can society today. Narratives of abduction and conspiracy are uniquely
influential in the current technological context, a context where informa
tion travels at the speed of light and everything is entertainment. They tell
about particular ways of being human that, as they describe experiences be
yond belief and control, reach out from the lives of UFO abductees to sug
gest an abduction of a completely different sort. They tell about ways of be
ing human that transform the representations of agency and spectatorship
found in space imagery up through the seventies. Narratives of abduction
reconfigure the present’s acceptance of passivity, suspicion, paranoia, and
loss as, themselves, forms of action.
M y argument is that the aliens infiltrating American popular cultures
provide icons through which to access the new conditions of democratic
politics at the millennium. The conditions are new in that — despite the
thematics of space, technology, and millennium deeply embedded in Amer
ican self-understandings — the increasing complexity of an age brought
about by networked computers and information, on the one hand, and the
inscription of American politics within a televisual public sphere, on the
other, have created a situation where political choices and decisions are
virtually meaningless, practically impossible. Faced with gigabytes of indi
gestible information, computer-generated special effects, competing expert
testimonies, and the undeniable presence of power, corruption, racism, and
violence throughout science and law, voters, consumers, viewers, and wit
nesses have no criteria for choosing among policies and verdicts, treatments
and claims. Even further, we have no recourse to procedures, be they scien
tific or juridical, that might provide some “supposition of reasonableness.” 17
Popular media are filled with examples of the undecidability of contem
porary political issues. Elaine Showalter, in her book Hystories, attempts to
treat some of these issues, such as Gulf War syndrome and, yes, alien ab
duction, as part of a new epidemic of hysteria. In so doing, she misses a
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fundamental point. What is at stake is the question of truth. N o expert
analysis can decide the matter, can convince a “ public” o f its rightness.
Globalization and the Internet destroy the illusion of the public by creat
ing innumerable networks of connection and information. By their intro
duction of disagreement, confrontation, and critique, they have always al
ready displaced any possibility of agreement. Showalter writes that “ it will
take dedication and persistence to counter sensational news reports, ru
mors, and fear” — as if there were one truth available that simply needs to
be discovered.18 As if we can know the difference.
In contrast, I am convinced that many contemporary political matters
are simply undecidable. M y particular interest is in those, like ufology and
abduction, that not only turn on questions of evidence, but involve charges
of conspiracy and are in conflict with what is claimed as “consensus reality”
or “ common sense.” 19 Although the crash and investigation o f TW A
Flight 800, the bombing at the Adanta Olympics, and the arrest of Timothy
McVeigh come readily to mind here, the O. J. Simpson trials are the most
obvious example. During and after Simpson’s criminal trial, a large percent
age o f African Americans, as well as others, were persuaded that Simpson
was the victim of a racist, evidence-tampering conspiracy on the part of the
Los Angeles Police Department. D N A evidence entered by the prosecu
tion was not as compelling as what, for many, was a personal experience of
discrimination and harm.
Given the political and politicized position of science today, funded by
corporations and by the military, itself discriminatory and elitist, this atti
tude toward scientific authority makes sense. Its impact, moreover, is po
tentially democratic. It prevents science from functioning as a trump card
having the last word in what is ultimately a political debate: how people will
live and work together. Skepticism toward experts, authorities, and a tech
nology that has made virtuality part o f everyday life means, increasingly,
that more people find it likely that technology is used to deceive us rather
than benefit or protect us.
We have moved from consensus reality to virtual reality. Politics itself
must now be theorized from within the widespread dispersion of paranoia
that has supplanted focused targets such as “Jim Crow” laws, Richard
Nixon, and the Vietnam War. Insofar as its practioners can link together
varieties o f disparate phenomena to find patterns o f denial, occlusion, and
manipulation, conspiracy theory, far from a label dismissively attached to
the lunatic fringe, may well be an appropriate vehicle for political contes
tation.20 Some government agencies, as well as some researchers and jour
nalists, have already been thinking and acting in ways that might have been
8
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dismissed as “conspiratorial” under traditional politics. As Grant Kester
explains in his compelling analysis of federal information policies during
the Reagan administration:

W ith the growing use of computer networks the government is faced
with the problem of an information blizzard — a lascivious and poten
tially threatening intermingling in which memos, affidavits, invoices, re
ceipts, bank statements, and other documents combine and recombine
themselves to produce dangerous new constellations of meaning. In this
scenario the threat doesn’t lie with a single piece of damaging informa
tion that “leaks out” and exposes government malfeasance, but with the
possible interconnections that might be made among dozens of differ
ent bits o f information; bits that might mean little or nothing by them
selves, but that, when assembled by the researcher into a particular nar
rative form, could prove extremely damaging.21
To reiterate, my claim is not that people who think they have been ab
ducted by aliens threaten to destroy democracy. It is not that UFO believ
ers are irrational.22 Rather, being unable to judge their rationality points to
the lack of widespread criteria for judgments about what is reasonable and
what is not: ufological discourse upholds the very criteria for scientific ra
tionality that mainstream science uses to dismiss it. “ Scientists” are the
ones who have problems with the “rationality” of those in the UFO com
munity. “ Scientists” are the ones who feel a need to explain why some
people believe in flying saucers, or who dismiss those who do so as “dis
torted” or “prejudiced” or “ignorant.”
Such dismissals, handed out ever more frequently as science increas
ingly impacts on our lives, contribute to the mistrust that pervades con
temporary democracy. Those in positions of power deploy terms like “rea
sonable” and “rational.” Previously, the victims of this deployment, the
“unreasonable” and “irrational,” remained isolated. They had difficulty
getting attention and fighting back. Now, thanks to widespread develop
ments in communication networks, the “irrational” can get their message
out. They can find and connect with those myriad others also dismissed by
science. They can network and offer alternatives to official deployments or
reason. They can reclaim their rationality on their own terms.
What happens when there is so much suspicion of terms like “reason
able” and “rational” that one can no longer tell what an informed decision
on a matter like, say, partial-birth abortion or nuclear waste storage might
look like? This is where America is today. We face a situation of profound
blurring, of complex interconnection, that has profoundly altered the
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conditions we use to establish the intelligibility of an issue or judgment. We
have permanent media. Although not yet seamless, as proponents o f push
technologies — which, like TV , deliver messages without the user having
to search for them — advocate, the experience of media in millennial
America smears lines between ad and information, product and producer,
ad and product, entertainment and all of the above.23 The new communi
cation technologies make possible connections between persons and infor
mation that were once unimaginable. These include temporal and spatial
connections: I can see images from Mars now, in real time. They include
conceptual and visual connections, “ special effects” no longer limited to
Industrial Light and Magic but available from Photoshop for the splicer
on a budget. How can we tell whether a person in a photo was inserted or
really there?
Access to media and technology affects the practices of democracy.
More opinions, more contestations are possible than before simply because
of the ease o f connection. Dismissing others’ opinions is more likely to
provoke outrage, to get some kind of response, even if only a few thousand
people on the Internet are watching. The lines of thinking, the networks of
discursive authority that had remained separate, are now more likely to
blur as more people know more about what happens. Yet, they still may not
know what it means or even if it really happened. How can I know which
statement on partial abortion reflects “ facts” the pro-life movement wants
to disseminate? How can I know whether this is an issue on which I might
change my mind or compromise?
UFOs, aliens, and abduction provide ideal vehicles for accessing the ef
fects of these changes on American society. America has a long history of
contestations, fringe groups, and conspiracy theorists. Now, though, any
contest, any group, any theory has more opportunity to acquire an audi
ence, to link into a network where it won’t be obscured by those parts of
our culture with claims to public or political status. Because of the perva
siveness of UFO belief and the ubiquity o f alien imagery, ufology is an es
pecially revealing window into current American paranoia and distrust. We
might say that it’s “ of the fringe” though no longer “on the fringe.”
Phil Cousineau’s book UFOs: A Manual fo r the Millennium helps me
explain why. Cousineau provides the following “Quick UFO Facts” : “ For
every fundamentalist Christian there are five UFO believers; U FO believ
ers outnumber Roman Catholics by a ratio of better than two to one; U FO
believers outnumber the voters who placed Reagan, Bush, and Clinton in
office; There are three adult Americans who believe that UFOs are real for
every two skeptics.” 24 Although the meanings o f “belief” and “ real” aren’t
10
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clear, presumably including a spectrum of views ranging from the possibil
ity of life in outerspace to the conviction that one is oneself an alien, when
considered against the scientific rationalism claimed for the dominant cul

ture these statistics suggest that UFO belief is widespread enough to con
flict with the concept of a unitary public reason. UFO belief thus chal
lenges the presumption that there is some “public” that shares a notion of
reality, a concept of reason, and a set of criteria by which claims to reason
and rationality are judged.
Likewise, to focus on the ubiquity of alien imagery, I want to refer to a
line that appeared in a 1994 discussion of American disillusionment in the
New York Times Magazine: “People talk as though our political system had
been taken over by alien beings.” 25 What are the cultural conditions that
make such a sentence not only intelligible, but also not surprising? What
can it mean that reference to aliens and alien abduction pervade popular
media even as these references differ in their cynicism, irony, dismissive
ness, or respect toward UFO belief and believers? The interesting phe
nomena involve more than belief in aliens and UFOs, for Americans have
believed in an astounding variety of things.26These phenomena include the
interest in aliens on the part of those who don’t believe, in aliens as fashion
statement or icon of techno-globalism or globo-technocism. The interest
ing phenomena involve the myriad acknowledgments in networked infor
mation cultures of the extraterrestrial gaze.27

The Theatrics of Space
The stories Americans tell about space are stories about who we are and
who we want to be. They incorporate the practices within which we live
and govern ourselves and the technologies that make it all, the practices
and the dreams, possible. To this extent, space stories provide a key loca
tion for interrogating the link between American technology and Ameri
can identity. Central to these stories is N A SA
I would like to claim that the connection between space and technol
ogy is uniquely my own, but it isn’t. Its pop-culture configuration was
brought to us by NASA. Itself a product of the Cold War, the space pro
gram was part of a general theatrics of space in which the roles of hero and
scientist, citizen and witness were enacted. In the sixties and seventies,
outerspace and the U.S. ability to conquer it appeared as a serialized ac
count of American power and success. Technology would win the Cold
War and the ratings war as it proved the superiority of the American dem
ocratic experiment.
In tro d u ctio n
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The celebration of technological achievement had some political draw
backs. Even as the Apollo flights announced man’s arrival on the moon, the
astronaut image did not deflect public attention from the economic, racial,
and political warfare spreading throughout the United States. If technol
ogy could send a man to outerspace and bring him safely home, why could
it not solve more basic problems of poverty and hunger? Given America’s
domestic problems, the space program seemed, at best, a luxury we could
not afford and, at worst, the most visible expression of a powerful, invasive
technocracy. The advances in rocketry necessary for space flight were ac
companied by the development of the digital computer.
A tension between human and technological achievement was present in
the very first days of Project Mercury. For example, the issue of Life an
nouncing John Glenn, Gus Grissom, and Alan Shepard as the space pro
gram’s first launch team also ran an article on computers entitled “ The Ma
chines Are Taking Over.” 28 Describing “the great computer invasion,” the
article asks whether we are “altogether wise in . . . putting ourselves at the
mercy of these electronic robots.” In a section headed “Our Computerized
Government,” it reports the IR S ’s use of computers to “scrutinize” tax re
turns and explains that “ by next year one ninth of the country will have its
tax returns watched in this diabolical fashion.” The computers that made
space flight possible were seen as contributing to a larger system of sur
veillance, to a techno-political colonization of American lives in funda
mental and ironic contrast to space-age freedom.
Now that personal computers have let us take matters into our own
hands, cyberspace is the new frontier, the realm o f possibility, creativity,
outlaw hackers, and nerd billionaires. Computer companies, traditional
media, and politicians such as Newt Gingrich and A1 Gore transmit the
message that the Internet is our future, that it frees us from the confines of
home and office, connecting us to people, places, and profits throughout
the world. The launch o f Windows 95 is a bigger event than Galileo's win
dow to Jupiter.
In stark contrast, outerspace has been reformatted around our lack of
will, our acquiescence to powers apparendy beyond our comprehension,
our passivity in the face of increasing complexities.29 For the week of the
twenty-fifth anniversary of Neil Armstrong’s moon walk, Time featured a
cover story on the Internet. A brief article on the future of the space pro
gram describes NASA’s loss of purpose and finds the agency “ trapped in a
downward spiral of mediocrity.” 30 Newsweek1s cover story on the possibil
ity of a manned Mars landing announces that we have the necessary tech
nology but questions whether we have the will: “Real space flight is never
12
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as easy as it looks in cyber-space.”31 Twenty-five years after Apollo, the im
ages of anxiety have reversed themselves.
That same year — in fact, about that same time — I started thinking

about alien abduction. John Mack, the Harvard psychiatrist, had just pub
lished a book on his work with alleged experiencers of abduction by ex
traterrestrials. Mack left out “alleged.” As I read Mack’s case studies, I re
membered that in 1973 two men from my grandparents’ hometown of
Pascagoula, Mississippi, claimed to have been abducted by aliens. They
were fishing out on a pier by the town’s large shipyard. I had fished there,
taken the skiff out with my grandparents and hoped for catfish and not just
sheepheads. The men who were abducted, Charles Hickson and Calvin
Parker, were taken for examination (by “ officials,” not aliens) to Keesler Air
Force Base in Biloxi, where my father worked. Hickson and Parker didn’t
have any sort of radiation poisoning or damage, but they seemed credible.
People took this seriously. Up and dowTi the Gulf Coast it was a big deal.
Nineteen ninety-four held other important twenty-five-year anniver
saries. I was surprised when the anniversary of Woodstock got more press
than the anniversary of Neil Armstrong’s 1969 “giant leap,” now reduced
to a small step. I was also surprised that former football player and B-movie
actor O. J. Simpson got more coverage than the moon, Mack, and Woodstock combined. During the next eighteen months of attention to Simpson’s
trial for the murder of Nicole Brown and Ron Goldman, the tabloids went
wild. And everything — serious newspapers, serious broadcast news and
radio — seemed to turn into tabloids.
In this setting, I began to wonder how it was possible that alien abduc
tion could become not only a common cultural motif but also a phenome
non that some people take seriously. This question launched me into a
study of the contexts and conditions in which the discourse on UFOs and
abduction was produced. It also led me to the context and conditions of
American society and culture since the end of World War II in general and
since the fall of communism in particular. The more I ventured into the
weird world of flying saucers, the more it started to look like business as
usual at the millennium — or was it the other way around? Abductees claim
to be harassed by government and military agents, by shadowy operatives
and MIBs (Men in Black). The Pentagon admits to funding research on
“remote viewing” or psychic spying. The Clinton administration acknowl
edges the Tuskegee syphilis experiments on African American men. The
mainstream press alleges CIA involvement in drug trafficking in America’s
inner cities. Members of the UFO community swear that the government
is covering up evidence of crashed saucers and alien bodies. The British
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government faces up to “ mad cow disease.” Conspiracy theory is everyday
politics.
An atmosphere o f paranoia pervades traditional media, informing dis
cussions of the Clinton presidency, suicidal cults such as Heaven’s Gate,
separatist cults like the Republic of Texas, and the Internet. Indeed, some
time between the fall o f 1996 and the spring of 1997, the attitude o f the
mainstream press toward the Internet shifts. Although tech coverage has
long included utopian and dystopian trends, during the first half of the
nineties the utopian spin dominates. The Internet means teledemocracy
and information superhighways.52 By the second half of the nineties, darker
themes o f paranoia and conspiraqr inflect most accounts of cyberia. Rather
than featuring lofty speeches from Newt Gingrich and A1 Gore, traditional
media deride the ABC correspondent Pierre Salinger for flashing a photo
graph downloaded from the Net as proof that a missile was responsible for
the crash o f TW A Flight 800.33 Instead o f calling for a computer in every
classroom, commentators in the traditional press now advise parents how
to protect their children from UFO cultists using the Internet to “recruit”
new members. This despite the fact that most of the members of Heaven’s
Gate had been involved with the group and preparing to move to the “ level
above human” for more than twenty years.34 The shift in mood is so pro
nounced that even the technologically enthusiastic New York Times agrees
that cyberia is facing an “ image problem.” In April 1997, the “ Week in Re
view” section of the Sunday paper leads with an article titled “Old View of
the Internet: Nerds. New View: Nuts.” 35 The Net is no longer presented
as the penultimate exemplar o f rational democracy. Now it’s a sign o f mil
lennial paranoia as well as the new frontier.36
This is the context, then, for my reflections on aliens, reflections that
link the alien to a political context of paranoia and a technological context
of complexity, uncertainty, and interconnection. After losing to IBM ’s
chess-playing computer Deep Blue, Gary Kasparov remarked: “I ’m a hu
man being. When I confront something that’s beyond my understanding,
I’m afraid.” If, as I suspect, this is the predominant way in which Americans
confront and live their lives today, then it calls for engaged and sustained
inquiry.
I make such an inquiry informed by questions about democracy. Con
temporary political theory already features active debates over the links be
tween democracy, reason, and the possibility of the public. And, again, I
claim that because there is no public, because there are only spaces, dis
courses, networks, and fields that seek to legitimize themselves through
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their installation as “the public,” we live in new conditions under which
democracy must be rethought. Likewise, because there is no “reason” that
can anchor, ground, or unite the disparate networks constitutive of the
many popular practices of contemporary democracy, but only discourses
that aim to establish themselves as such, democratic theory can no longer
presume a reality based on consensus. It has to reposition itself within vir
tual reality. Consequently, I provide a way of theorizing politics that is em
bedded not just in popular cultures but in the broader terrain of the social
often analyzed by cultural studies.37 That is to say, I consider aliens not
simply as televisual or media products, but as figures within a complex of
fields that includes science, science studies, and alternative science as well
as ads, tabloids, and fashion accessories. Aliens can be linked under the dis
course of ufology. They can also be considered icons to be clicked from a
variety of different sites. I do both.

Conspiring against the Public
In contemporary America the familiar is strange: computer manuals,
programming the V C R , communication with the taxi driver, automated
voice mail, the man on the corner who seems to be staring at our child. The
familiar isn’t reassuring. It isn’t safe. It isn’t something we know, under
stand, predict, or control. Like newsstand tabloids and trash TV, the
strange is part of our everyday world; indeed, so much a part of it that we
don’t try to bring it in. We don’t try to fit the strange into something we
can handle. We coexist with dissonance.
This dissonance has been a concern of academics, commentators, and
activists o f all kinds. Conservatives and fundamentalists formulate the
problem nostalgically, stressing the decline of the family and the loss of
moral values. Their proposed solution tends to rely on shoring up bound
aries, be they those that establish the nation, gender, sexuality, or ethnic
ity. Other conservative reactions turn to scapegoats: the feminists and
relativists destroying the universities, the drug addicts and homosexuals
spreading AIDS, the teen welfare mothers draining federal budgets, the
aliens swarming into California, Texas, Florida, and New York. More pro
gressive responses to the familiarity of strangeness have presented the
problem as one of attitude: we need to accept the strange, the different. We
need to be more open-minded and tolerant. Once we appreciate multiplic
ity and hybridity, we will jettison the ideal of assimilation and embrace
nonassimilation. “Can’t we all just get along?” Though a welcome relief
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from the Right’s barely concealed hate, progressive efforts don’t seem to
recognize how acceptance of otherness turns to resignation, how political
apathy masks itself as tolerance.
Underneath such approaches to strangeness, whether regressive or
progressive, rests a vision o f public life as loosely centered in a public
sphere. In this public sphere, citizens, whether they share a specific set of
cultural values and traditions or have broad commitments to mutual re
spect and rational deliberation, are not strangers to one another or them
selves.38 Instead, they discuss matters of common interest and concern.
When they do so, they understand one another. Their languages and mean
ings are clear, comprehensible. Disagreements are rational results of dif
fering preferences, themselves rational results of differing outcomes in the
distribution (also rational) of goods and services, talents and opportuni
ties.39 Citizenship, in other words* is characterized by a familiarity that is
never strange.
This familiar conception o f the public sphere and its citizens has already
been the subject of convincing critiques, some based in sex, race, and
class.40 Despite their persuasive force, I worry that the critiques might be
too limited because they still allow — indeed, require — the possibility o f a
group o f “ us,” a mainstream, a public, who speak a common language and
employ a common rationality. This common rationality is the standard by
which deviations, irrationalities, are judged, through which exclusions are
not only effected but discerned. Differences end up deposited onto some
set of others, onto unfamiliar strangers. But what about situations where
this supposedly common rationality and language produce strange, contra
dictory, incredible, irrational results? I am interested in discourses like
ufology where participants think they speak and reason like everyone else,
but where everyone else finds what they are saying to be incomprehensible
and irrational. This seems to be the situation of America at the millennium.
Simultaneously denaturalizing and literalizing the strange and alien, the
UFO discourse provides a means for grappling with the other. N o matter
how familiar, cliched, or banal, the alien remains. In abduction accounts,
moreover, the closer the alien gets, the more foreign it becomes. The ufo
logical alien, the product of the understandably self-defensive discourse of
the UFO community, marks the contemporary situation o f American
techno-political life. It appears in popular culture as an icon we can click on
to run a program of nonassimilation. We can use the alien, therefore, to
open a window to narratives that cling to claims of reason and reality even
as they contest them.
Once linked to the indeterminabiLity of the rationality o f the public
16
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sphere, and hence to the collapse of its very possibility, the alien highlights
two important characteristics o f the site of politics today. Conveniently,
The X-Files> that exemplar of contemporary popular fascination with the
alien, provides handy and appropriate catchphrases. The first is “Trust no
one.” The public-sphere ideal relies on a minimum o f trust, on at least
the ability to distinguish friends from enemies and “us” from “them.” As
Zygmut Bauman points out, however, there are intermediate categories,
such as the stranger (and, I would add, the alien).41 These third parties, per
vasive in the contemporary American social, already disrupt the fiction that
we can tell friends from enemies, that there is some discernible difference
that can be used to tell the one from the other. Produced through a con
centrated replication of the themes of mistrust and conspiracy running
throughout U.S. history and particularly pervasive today, the ufological
alien is an icon for such “undecidables” and “thirds.” Its presence is an in
vitation to suspicion.
Accounts of space aliens and a long history of suspicions toward for
eigners, immigrants, and strangers both suppose a conspiracy undermining
America’s experiment in freedom and democracy.42 Voices in nativist and
UFO discourses alike express anxiety about breeding, miscegenation, and
hybridity, about the collapse o f distinctions between the alien and our
selves. In each discourse appear concerns about governing, about whether
confidence in those entrusted with the protection of democratic freedoms
is warranted, or if, in fact, they too are corrupt, part o f some covert plot
that will bring us down. In each the fear o f the hidden that is always part of
any notion of publicity or publicness motivates a vigilance and paranoia in
the very name of the American people— “if they only knew.” 43 Today’s
mistrust may be more indicative of a general suspicion o f experts and politi
cians than of an actual supposition of conspiracy.44 Rather than pointing to
the marginality of conspiracy theory, however, such a dispersion of mis
trust creates a particular problem for democratic politics. Specific networks
of confidence become ever more fragile and tenuous. Ufology, then, is one
version of larger cultural patterns of suspicion, conspiracy7, and mistrust.
The second characteristic of democracy’s contemporary American en
vironment is summed up by the idea that “the truth is out there.” Accom
panying the mistrust of experts and politicians is a sense that, even if one
doesn’t know what it is, the truth is still available. Such a situation, I argue,
produces paranoia by dint of what William Corlett refers to as the force
of “ reassurance.” 45 Paranoia responds to anxieties surrounding what can
be assumed to be real or certain in today’s high-tech televisual culture by
reassuring us that out there somewhere, however hard to find, there is a
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stable, identifiable truth. Those in Heaven’s Gate whose Nike-wearing
bodies were found in a large house in Rancho Santa Fe, California, believed
they had found this truth. They complied with its demands. In this book I
think through the effects of mistrust and paranoia in an effort to theorize
the conditions of contemporary democracy in a technological, globalized,
corporatized, entertainment- and media-driven society. I consider the dis
course on UFOs and alien abduction as a cultural space that says something
about us.
I have two motives for using this vague and dangerously inclusive “us.”
The first concerns the UFO community.46 Speakers and participants at
UFO conventions and writers of books and articles about UFOs use the
term “ UFO community” loosely to refer to anyone with a strong interest
in UFOs. Like notions of the academic community, “ Hollywood,” or the
queer community, the term gets fuzzy around the edges and not everyone
agrees who’s in and who’s out. Problems with the idea of a “U FO commu
nity” resemble problems of queer identity: not everyone who has seen a
UFO identifies with the larger group. Usually, however, people in the
UFO community have a general sense of what the term means. At any rate,
what is interesting about the community is that it combines a reasonable
replication of the demographics of the United States (tilted toward the
white middle class) together with a self-perception o f being an excluded

minority.47
The U FO community’s sense of exclusion stems from its perception
that most people, especially scientists, the media, and government officials,
ridicule belief in extraterrestrial contact with Earth. Many who think they
have seen a UFO are reluctant to talk about it outside safe, supportive
circles. I’ve been surprised at how many of my academic colleagues have
come out to me with UFO stories o f their own since I began this research.48
Abductees in particular say they are wary of talking about their experiences
for fear that people will think they are crazy — a sentiment expressed by
many women in consciousness-raising sessions during the 1970s. So when
I ask what the U FO community reveals about “us,” I’m seeing the commu
nity as a microcosm of some broader American public. “Us” refers to any
one. It signals a white middle class while acknowledging differences in sex,
class, and ethnicity. Yet “ us” problematizes the notion of a “center” and the
possibility of generality by focusing on a set of experiences and beliefs with
marginalizing effects. It gestures simultaneously toward strangers, toward
those disdained by society at large. This book’s tide, Aliens in America, is
linked to Tony Kushner’s Pulitzer Prize-winning play, Angels in America.
At the same time, it connects with the only singly authored book sympa
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thetic to ufology that has been published by a university press: the Temple
University historian David Jacobs’s The UFO Controversy in America.49
By destabilizing ideas of us and them, center and margin, inside and out
side, I want to complicate theories of American culture and politics. Radi
cal as well as traditional accounts of citizenship and collective identity at
tribute some coherence to the notion of a public sphere. Whether norms
of public reason are considered oppressive and exclusionary or the pinnacle
of the planet’s expression o f freedom, the idea that the mainstream, the
general populace, the community at large shares a set of common assump
tions about reality is rarely challenged. UFO belief is one of those rare
challenges.
What makes ufology significant among these challenges (which include
a variety of alternative sciences and other rejections of consensus reality) is
its connection to the broader theatrics of space played out in the United
States since the Cold War. Most societies have cultural traditions that es
tablish and interpret relationships between Earth, its people, and the cos
mos. But the United States is exceptional. Emerging out of a tradition of
stories about the “ frontier” experience, the American exploration of outer
space came to be linked to the achievements of technology and democracy.
As Lynn Spigel writes: “Ideas like freedom need an image, and the ride into
space proved to be the most vivid concretization of such abstractions,
promising a newfound national allegiance through which we would not
only diffuse the Soviet threat, but also shake ourselves out of the doldrums
that 1950s life had come to symbolize.” 50 The American space program
was produced with an eye to audiences. Folks at home and abroad would
view its achievements as indications of the success of the democratic proj
ect. Anyone now or in the future could look to the Americans who walked
on the moon and know that communism would not triumph. Through the
space program, then, America produced a narrative of freedom and pro
gress that would structure popular understandings o f truth and agency. In
this context, asking what ufology says about “us” reaches for that vague
sense of America as ethos, popular opinion, self-understanding, mentality.
The American articulation of outerspace together with technology and
democracy incorporates an uneasy mix of colonialist, nationalist, and globalist ideals. Until the space program, the United States rarely presented it
self explicitly as a colonial power, although expansionism has been integral
to its self-understanding.51 By reiterating the expansive fantasy of the wild,
lawless West, the metaphor of a “frontier” tapped into earlier notions of
American exceptionalism.52 Indeed, this very exceptionalism, the success
of America’s democratic experiment, was to be revealed and proven by
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breaking the laws of gravity, escaping the confines o f Earth, conquering
space itself. As America reached out into this “ new frontier,” the rhetoric
o f outposts, settlements, colonies, and colonization became part of the
public language o f outerspace. This language is fitting in that “space tech
nology and communications,” as Elayne Rapping points out, “ make pos
sible new extensions of American imperialism, both cultural and military.” 53
Once linked to a growing critique o f the excesses of the military-industrial
complex, to increased attention to the histories and situations of Native
Americans, and to continued struggle in former colonies throughout
Africa and Asia, such colonial rhetoric disrupts the space program’s smooth
presentation of democratic freedom.
The UFO discourse resists official “ space frontier” rhetoric. NASA re
deployed American frontier myths of a wild, open West, one vacant,
empty, and ready to be settled. Ufology challenges the assumed vacancy of
outerspace and thereby intervenes critically in narratives o f national iden
tity.54 It demands that NASA, the government, the military, and the au
thorities who act in America’s name, allow for the possibility that, in space,
we are the aliens.
W ith this nationalist celebration of American achievement came an idea
that transcended the nation: Earth. Neil Armstrong was not just the first
American on the moon. He was the first man on the moon. This global re
orientation met with diverse responses. In his study of American apocalyp
ticism, Paul Boyer mentions the critical response of some prophecy popu
larizes to the space program: one writer warned specifically that the
program was “ a scheme to promote global thinking.” 55 In a collection of
memorabilia from “ Spaceweek 1 994” at Brooks Air Force Base, in San An
tonio, Texas, I found a poster by Yvonne Alden that expresses a similar sen
timent. Below a graphic of the earth in space is written: “ I pledge allegiance
to Planet Earth, Mother of All Nations; And to the Infinite Universe In
which she stands; Our planet, Among millions, Expressing Truth And U n
limited Possibilities for all!”
Despite ambivalence toward the space program, outerspace remains a
theater within which American self-understandings are played out, if not
exacdy worked out. During the eighties, being included in the crew of the
space shutde symbolized that a member o f a minority group had arrived,
that this group was now accepted in and was part of American society. Dis
cussion of the future of space exploration continues to provide a vehicle for
thinking about technological innovation, American lack o f will, the possi
bility of global cooperation, or the outcome of recent policies o f privatiza
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tion. Initial responses to the announcement of the possibility of life on
Mars and Europa further illustrate the interconnections between space and
American identity. In many traditional media, speculation focused more on
that discovery’s impact on what it means to be human and what it says
about America than on what was learned about the solar system. Some said
the discovery meant life was no longer special. Others said it ended human
isolation. On the Internet, folks wondered if Fox studios might be behind
the attention to life in space as a promotional tie-in to the film Independence
Day. More serious speculation linked the discovery with a governmental
interest in restoring confidence after the Oklahoma City and Adanta
Olympic bombings. And a few thought this was just the tip of the iceberg.
After years of denial, why would the government reveal the possibility of
life in two places in less than a month? Surely the government is about to
reveal the truth about the crashed saucers and alien bodies. As the manager
of a local market said as I leafed through her tabloids, “Aliens in space? I
want to know about the ones who are already here.”
The idea of a theatrics of space helps me construct an analogy that
clarifies NASA’s and the ufologists’ competing versions of outerspace. The
discourse around outerspace associated with the glory years of the space
program (i.e., with the Mercury, Gemini, and Apollo projects) is like the
Broadway rendition of Walt Disney’s animated musical Beauty and the
Beast. Both are scripted around big splashy productions with lots of popu
lar appeal. Both are expensive and feature safe, familiar cartoon characters.
If official space is Beauty and the Beast, then UFO space is The Fantasticks put
on by a community' theater group. Amateurs operating on shoestring bud
gets spend their spare time putting their hearts and souls into old scripts
and forgettable scenes. They infuse the words with significance, finding
that their own lives become more meaningful. They use a familiar lan
guage, but discover truths others miss. As they improvise and make this
language their own, the familiar becomes strange, suggesting something
else entirely. The strange becomes familiar, inscribed on their lives as a
script to be staged.

Coming Up Next
My first chapter, “ Fugitive Alien Truth,” demonstrates how the ufolog
ical alien works as an icon that allows us to link into embedded fears o f in
vasion, violation, mutation. M y argument relies on the alien’s link to truth.
Produced by an alternative science, by a discredited discourse with claims
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to truth, the alien deploys scientific and juridical standards as means for
assessing its truth. It uses the language o f reality to contest our taken-forgranted experience o f reality.
As I explain, the UFO discourse and community were formed during
the Cold War. Changes in political context since the fail of communism
have enabled the alien to break out o f the U FO subculture and become a
repository for postmodern anxieties. Truth is now a problem for all of us,
not just for those trying to find evidence that flying saucers are real. The
confusions and hesitations of the UFO discourse are thus a concentrated
version of the facts and pseudofacts o f life at the millennium. The alien icon
marks the disequilibrium we face at the dissipation of distinctions between
fantasy and reality, original and copy. I argue that the prominence of the
alien in postmodern American culture marks the widespread conviction
that previously clear and just languages and logics, discourses and proce
dures, are now alien, now inseparable from their irrational others.
Chapter i approaches the alien from the standpoint of the fabrication of
U FO discourse and the widespread uncertainty about the criteria for truth.
M y second chapter approaches it via an inquiry into the official view of out
erspace and its only legitimate inhabitant, the astronaut. Entitled “Space
Programs,” this chapter sets out the theatrics of space as produced by
NASA for a television audience. The space program produced a narrative
of freedom and progress that would structure popular representations of
truth and agency. It linked outerspace with the achievements o f technology
and democracy. As a consequence, the astronaut came to function as a sym
bol for the best of America, the best American, the citizen-hero. An effect
o f this empowering o f the astronaut, however, was the constitution of
watching television as a civic duty. If space spectacles signified American
achievement, then they depended on their transmission to an audience, to
credible witnesses who could attest to the truth of the event, the magnitude
o f the achievement. N ot only did this result in a domesticized vision of an
engaged citizenry, a vision informed by media representations o f astronaut
wives, but it led to the establishment o f a televisual public sphere: “ If it mat
ters, it will be on T V .”
Chapter 3 looks at current space programs in the televisual public sphere:
namely, talk shows that feature women who claim to have been abducted by
aliens. The abduction discourse occupies the very terrain produced for the
official theatrics of space, and abductees occupy a cultural position similar
to that o f astronauts. I explain how abductees get installed in this position
as a result of the Challenger explosion, on the one hand, and the constella
tion o f social practices that created tabloid talk shows as a phenomenon, on
22
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the other. I then concentrate on those elements of abduction narratives that

reexplore the same American visionings of certainty, technology, and free
dom that were crucial to NASA’s production of the astronaut.
In my view, Elaine Showalter’s discussion of alien abduction overem
phasizes the sexual component of the experience. Reading only the ac
counts of abduction experts, the men who have carried out much of the
research on alien abduction, rather than firsthand accounts by abductees
themselves, Showalter insists that “abduction scenarios closely resemble
women’s pornography, from the soft-core rape fantasies of bodice busters
to the masturbation fantasies recounted by writers like Shere Hite or
Nancy Friday.” 56 Showalter and others fail to connect the sexual dimen
sions of abduction with reproduction. Anxieties around reproduction,
mothering, and the capacity to protect one’s children are among the most
pronounced themes in these narratives.57 By drawing out themes already
part of the American theatrics of space, my readings of the writings of
women who identify as abductees demonstrate how reductive the porno
graphic interpretation is. Thus, in my third chapter, “Virtually Credible,”
I explore the reworking of the experience of the astronaut /citizen to pro
vide a more convincing analysis of the complexity of abduction. Whereas
the astronaut celebrated governmental and democratic successes, the ab
ductee brings to the fore the government’s failures, its inability to protect,
its schemes and conspiracies, its relationship to aliens and the otherness it
denies.
I take the title of my fourth chapter from a poster in Fox Mulder’s office:
“I Want to Believe.” Whereas Chapter 3 stresses the continuities between
astronauts and abductees, Chapter 4 focuses on the new configuration of
technology that explains the disjunction, the dissimilarity in the alien the
atrics of space. I draw out the multiple layerings and linkages constitutive of
the abduction narrative in order to highlight its ability to provide a
metaphor for Internet experiences. Moreover, Chapter 4 clicks on inter
connection as the element that links abduction, the Internet, and conspir
acy theory. It argues that democratic politics in an age of virtuality will need
to turn to conspiracy theory as a way of making links, rather than simply ac
cepting those linkages and explanations given by corporate and governmen
tal power. To this extent, it theorizes the paradox of the information age:
that approach to political action which is most likely to enhance freedom
contributes to the production of paranoia. In other words, when the truth is
out there but we can trust no one, more information heightens suspicion.
Finally, in Chapter 5, “The Familiarity of Strangeness,” I link the space
alien to the noncitizen, arguing the impossibility of global citizenship.
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Through a critical interrogation of the slogan “ Think Globally, Act Lo
cally,” I draw out the problems of presuming connections, rather than mak
ing them, in the networked tcchnocultures of the late-capitalist informa
tion age. In this context, I return to the themes of dissolution, hybridity,
and paranoia as the conditions for democracy at the millennium.
The social field o f contemporary America consists of competing con
ceptions of the real. As we face ever more decisions on complex scientific
and technological problems, as we confront increased skepticism toward
political and scientific elites, and as we grow accustomed to virtuality, this
distance from any consensus on reality will only increase. Attacks on cul
tural and science studies have blamed this situation on “ postmodernism’s”
critique o f reason. What these attacks fail to grasp is the way that skepti
cism extends “all the way down” ; it pervades mass culture and everyday
worldviews. “ Common” sense is lacking. There are only particular senses.
The discourses on outerspace access the distrust with which we respond to
senses, realities, that are different from, even when only potentially, our
own. They challenge us to face head-on the impact of the dissolution of
notions of truth, rationality, and credibility on democratic society.
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Fugitive Alien Truth

“ Subscribe Abducted*9
The X-Files capitalizes on and contributes to pop-cultural pre
occupation with aliens. Although Special Agents Fox Mulder and Dana
Scully investigate a variety of paranormal cases for the FBI, the series’ un
derlying theme is the governmental conspiracy surrounding the alien pres
ence.1 W ith story lines compiled from cases in U FO literature, The X-Files
hints at varying levels of explanation, complicity, disinformation, and in
trigue as Mulder searches for “the truth.” Scully and Mulder have discov
ered what appear to be alien bodies, submerged saucers, and miles of un
derground files on genetic experimentation. Scully has been abducted and
Mulder attacked by aliens. Yet they always lack “ hard evidence”; they never
quite reach “the truth.” A poster in Mulder’s office says, “I want to believe.”

In the episode “Jose Chung’s from Outer Space,” the writer Darin Mor
gan satirizes the inaccessibility of truth within the series as well as around
U FO phenomena in general.2 The episode opens with a typical abduction
scenario: a car experiences electrical failure on a dark and lonely road as a
bright light paralyzes its teenage passengers. The narrative within which
this scene would normally occur, however, quickly folds back in on itself as
the gray aliens carrying out the abduction are themselves abducted by what
appears to be an even larger and scarier alien (those in the know will
quickly recognize it as a Reptilian). From there any possible narrative co
herence is sacrificed as the search for truth turns up a New Age cult version
of a Hollow Earth enthusiast (i.e., one who believes that UFOs originate
from within the earth itself, a view that preceded the extraterrestrial hy
pothesis), a burned-out and lonely Dungeons and Dragons player aching
to make contact with a UFO, and a challenge to Scully and Mulder’s gen
der identities: Scully is taken for a man in drag, and Mulder emits a girly
and uncharacteristic scream upon discovering an alien body. As Scully per
forms an autopsy on the body — an autopsy videoed, cut, and remade in a
parody o f the alien autopsy video broadcast by Fox Network during its pre
vious season — she discovers that what looked like an alien is actually a hu
man in disguise.
This motif of the conspiratorial human underpinnings o f alien abduc
tion repeats itself when one of the teenagers is hypnotized. Although in her
first hypnotic regression she claims to have been examined and probed by
aliens, when hypnotized a second time the girl instead recalls men in mili
tary uniforms. By the end of the show, truth itself has been abducted.
When Mulder interviews an Air Force pilot, the pilot cannot confirm even
his own existence.
Less mainstream than The X-Files, Bill Barker’s “ SCHW A” graphically
represents the paranoia of our alien age. Constructed around the small
alien with the large black eyes, Barker’s “ Complete SCHW A Kit” includes
an illustrated book, stickers, a key chain, postcards, and a “ survival card.” 3
All the items are printed in high-contrast black and white, with stick
figures, aliens, and flying saucers, the latter signified by simple ovals. Draw
ings in the book range from a conspiracy theory, stick-figure interpretation
of the Kennedy assassination (the bits of skull flying off Kennedy’s head are
shaped like saucers) to stick figures hanging themselves as the saucers
come. SCHW A graphics present H IV as an alien invasion on the cellular
level. The oval saucer links surveillance, religion, viruses, corporate capi
talism, and alien abduction, evoking a universe where everything is con
nected, out to get us, and there is nothing we can do to stop it.
26
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Invn.mil (Bill Hurker)

We can’t even figure out what SCHW A is. The hook SCHIVA, whose
drawings are credited to Barker, is published by Schwa Press. It is available
from the SCHW A corporation. The same corporation is featured in the
drawings as its SCI IWA logo infests the stick-figure society. The big-eyed
alien is part o f S C ! IWA, but not original to it. SCI IWA performatively dis
rupts the illusion of boundaries, of clear distinctions, o f ownership, and of
innocence. Sentences in the book and on various items in the kit explain,
“ Every picture tells a lie” and “ In case o f abduction: i . Remain where you
F u g it iv e A lie n T r u t h
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The Kennedy assassination (Rill Barker)

arc. 2. Give or do whatever they ask. 3. Forget everything that happens.”
The stickers announce, “This home/car/person/property protected by
SCH W A,” but the illusion o f security is disrupted by the message that
there is no resisting the aliens and the suggestion that, somehow, SCHW A
itself is involved with the aliens. SCHW A’s site on the World Wide Web
immediate!) informs visitors that they have been counted. It then displays
options for purchasing items from the SC I IWA corporation, the same cor28
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poration implicated in the screensavers, hats, T-shirts, car conversion stick
ers, and counter-SCHWA kits up for sale, the same corporation in the
drawings.
In contrast to these commerciai ventures, the SCHWA Internet discus
sion group, like some Usenet groups organized around alien themes, is pri
marily an assortment of disaffected American and Australian students,
drawn to the alien image to discuss drugs and parties. By clicking on the
alien icon they access and organize the very nightmares and anxieties they
simultaneously mock and disclose. Tattooed clerks selling T-shirts and
stickers at the mall a town or two over from mine tell me that aliens are big
with thirteen- and fourteen-year-olds. “ But a lot of kids believe who don’t
wear the stuff,” one adds, warning, in a parody of Fox Mulder on The X Files, that “the hype is out there.”

Fugitivity
Through conspiracies, connections, and frustrated confusions, SCHWA
and The X-Files re-create the tangled hints and fragmented evidence char
acteristic of the UFO discourse. Their insight into the themes and anxi
eties just below the surface of American society in fact presupposes a
general cultural awareness of this discourse. “ Getting it” requires prior
knowledge of UFOs and alien abduction.
The same holds for Independence Day. In one o f the few creative mo
ments in this War of the Worlds remake, the film cites the story of the disk
that crashed in Roswell, New Mexico. Preserving the integrity of the
heroic, fighter pilot, president (Bill Pullman), it uses conspiracy theory to
castigate the secretary of defense for covering up the truth, implying that
world destruction might have been prevented had the truth been revealed.
ID4 further follows themes well established in ufology as it locates the re
mains o f the disk at Area 5 1. It even redeems stories of alien abduction: not
only is Russell (Randy Quaid), an abductee, proven to be sane, right all
along in what were sneered at as the ravings of an alcoholic, traumatized
Vietnam vet, but also his self-sacrifice helps save the world. Like SCHWA
and The X-Files, the better moments of ID4 don’t draw from the fantastic
tropes of science fiction. They rely on the more everyday reports of saucer
sightings and close encounters. They presume an audience familiar with
the fact that thousands of Americans say they have been abducted and sex
ually traumatized by aliens.
This presumption makes sense. Abduction, Harvard professor John
Mack's account of his work with abductees, received extensive media
Fu gitive A llen T ru th
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attention when it was released in 1994.4 Books by Whitley Strieber and
Budd Hopkins have been best-sellers, with Strieber’s Communion reaching
number one on the New York Times best-seller list in May 1987.5 The lat
ter book was made into a film, and one of Hopkins’s books became the ba
sis for the 1992 television miniseries Intruders.6 Like the other testimonials
by abductees (or “ experiences,” as some prefer to be called), and like the
case studies by their hypnotists and therapists, these books present them
selves as nonfiction, as reports of actual experiences. They are offered as
evidence of something real. U FO sightings and abduction narratives in
volve claims to truth. They deploy the language of science and law in sup
port of the truth of the alien.
Apparently, significant numbers of Americans are convinced. In June
19 9 7 ,17 percent of the respondents to a Tim e/CN N poll claimed to believe
in abduction.7 In 1996 the Washington Post ran a cover story that describes
an abductee’s eerie sense that people tend to accept his account of the ex
perience. The story notes: “To the extent that popular culture reflects what
they call ‘consensus reality,’ the possible now appears to encompass small
gray beings with big eyes borrowing millions of ordinary Americans, har
vesting their reproductive cells, then returning them to Earth to tell their
stories to therapists.” 8 Americans’ relationship to the possible, the plau
sible, the truth is changing, and this change is being played out in the alien
themes and images appearing in popular and mainstream cultures.
The truth of the alien underlies its powerful culture presence. Although
there are multiple possible meanings that can be linked to the myriad aliens
invading popular cultures today, this very multiplicity contributes to their
link to contemporary problems with truth and reality. A click on the alien
automatically loads a discourse constructed around the fugitivity of truth,
creating pathways to ever more conspiratorial efforts to keep it from being
accessed. A posting on the SCHW A list not only employs UFO rhetoric
but deconstructs it by dissolving distinctions between fact and nonfact:
“There are powerful forces at work to prevent you [sic] knowing t h e
t r u t h All will be revealed within 9 terrestrial days. A series of fact-like
statements or pseudo-statements or pseudo-facts will be sent to the list on
or before May 14.” 9
The entertainment news show Entertainment Tonight's May 5, 1996, re
port on the efforts of Travis Walton to set the record straight regarding his
1975 abduction in an Arizona forest further exemplifies the “ givenness” of
the connection between UFOs and conspiracy, the way this link is some
thing so taken for granted that it need not be said, something so obvious
that it can function as framing or connecting motif. The clips of Walton

.
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feature his pleas for people to look at the evidence, especially as he lays it
out in his new book. He claims that, had he known he would be subjected
to the wide-scale derision he received when his story was first publicized,
he would never have come forward.

The E T segment features scenes from the 1993 Paramount true-life
drama Fire in the Sky that was based on Walton’s first book, The Walton Ex
perience.10 Even though the most frightening and lurid parts of the movie
anchor the Walton segment, one of the announcers stresses that Walton
avoided publicity." This apparent contradiction might seem to disrupt the
“news” the show is presenting, reminding viewers that this is, after all, en
tertainment. But the announcer doesn’t try to keep truth on a separate ter
rain. Instead, to alleviate the tension her claim creates, she explains that
Walton went without a telephone for ten years. Merely going without a
telephone, in other words, is equated with avoiding publicity— and this
for a person whose book became a Hollywood film. After the segment, a
group of E T announcers chitchat about whether they believe in UFOs. For
the rest of the show they use the language of “uncovering the truth” as they
introduce items on films and celebrities.
The alien dares us to take a stand, to hold a position, to accept or reject
it. Confrontation with a story of flying saucers or alien abduction pushes us
to one side or another: Is it real? Do we believe? The alien seduces us into
a critical reassessment of our criteria for truth: How do we determine what
real is? Why do we believe? The claim to truth and its challenge to our
practices for establishing it are what enable the alien to function as an icon
of postmodern anxieties.1’ Because its appeals to evidence incorporate sci
entific and juridical criteria, the alien works as an icon that allows us to link
into embedded fears of invasion, violation, mutation. It uses the language
of reality to contest our taken-for-granted experience of reality. The alien
marks the radical strangeness and unknowability increasingly part of con
temporary life. It serves as the ubiquitous reminder of uncertainty, doubt,
suspicion, of the fugitivity of truth. We live with the alien while never
knowing it.
Intrinsic to this challenge to truth, however, is its confirmation: the
truth is out there, after all. Or, as a participant at the 1992 M IT abduction
conference observed about the lack of conclusive proof of UFOs, “the ab
sence of evidence is not evidence ofabsence."13 By reinscribing the promise of
truth, the alien reassures us that everything is not up for grabs, although any
thing could be. Some things are certain. We just don’t know what they are.
This preoccupation with the question of truth is a primary characteris
tic of the UFO discourse as a whole: Are UFOs real? Are they responsible
Fu gitive A llen T ru th
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for crop circles and cattle mutilations? Does the government know? Is it
covering up evidence of crashed saucers? And are aliens really abducting
people from their beds and cars, examining, probing, and tracking them
through implants? As an ever proliferating dispersion o f statements around
the truth of aliens, the UFO discourse lures us into a confrontation with
truth. It compulsively repeats questions o f truth, whether in its eruptions
into currents in mainstream cultures or within the studies, analyses, and
testimonials of those working actively to capture and comprehend fugitive
alien truth.14
Because the UFO discourse is constructed around uncertain evidence,
evidence of something that may not be there at all, its reports, cases, and
files are primarily about the witnesses and only secondarily about the wit
nessed. Even the material evidence, the photographs, soil samples, govern
ment documents, mysterious fragments, and infamous alien autopsy film
always stimulate (simulate?) investigations o f the people who “ found” or
produced them. Are the witnesses reliable? Are their motives pure? In the
UFO discourse, truth is an issue o f credibility. It is produced through prac
tices designed to establish whether someone is worthy of our trust. W ith
the rise in claims o f alien abduction during the nineties, the questions have
now become whether abductees are crazy, neurotic, psychotic, epileptic,
fantasy-prone, hysterical, or suffering from sleep or dissociative personal
ity disorders.15 Consequently, abductees are subjected to batteries of psy
chological tests in an effort to explain their experiences. But the tests are
inconclusive. Any question, any answer leads into an ever branching net
work of possibilities.16

End-time
Although UFO flaps have occurred regularly since the late 1940s, the
current obsession with aliens seems intertwined with fears o f the millen
nium. Many have associated end-of-the-century culture with boundary
breakdown and transgression, especially as heretofore excluded possibili
ties, be they monsters, the supernatural, or previously repressed sexualities
and subjectivities, make their way into the social imaginary.17 Not only
does the alien mark that intrusion of the other so typical of end-time strange
ness, but its reinscription o f the promise of truth iterates the certainty of
knowledge characteristic of apocalyptic modes of truth.18
At last century’s end, visitors from space appeared in many media and
locales. In 1891, Thomas Blot published the story of the sudden appear
ance of a Martian in his rural home.19 Throughout 1896 and 1897, thou
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sands of sightings of mysterious airships and strange, cigar-shaped craft
were reported in the western United States. Occasionally, witnesses claimed
to have seen or spoken with the occupants. In 1900 the psychologist
Theodore Flournoy published an account of the French medium Helene
Smith’s 1890 visit to Mars.20 Around the same time, Percival Lowell built
an observatory in Flagstaff, Arizona, so he could study the canal system on
Mars, sharing his findings in two widely popular books, Mars and Its Canals
(1906) and Mars as an Abode o f Life (1908).21 As Howard Blum notes, “It be
came a national craze. As America entered the twentieth century, there
were newspaper contests (‘Tell Us Your Idea for Talking to Mars’) and even
songs about ‘the lonely man on Mars.’ ” 22
W ith its “one world” outlook, chosen people, and mood of eminent ar
rival, the UFO discourse echoes key themes in American apocalypticism.23
Telling and retelling how in 1947 Kenneth Arnold saw “ nine disks flying
like a saucer skipped over the water” and how the media distorted this ac
count by coining the fanciful and dismissing phrase “ flying saucers,” ufol
ogy produces its originary moment. It does so in order to overcome it in
the end: when the aliens come, the ufologists’ careful perseverance will tri
umph over the scorn of ufology’s critics as the truth is revealed and the
credibility of witnesses and UFO researchers is restored. Relying on this
future confirmation of the truth, ufology projects end-time scenarios based
on the ontological shock we will face when the aliens come. The UFO re
searcher Stanton Friedman argues that government confirmation of con
tact with aliens and their superior technology will shatter earthly economic
and political structures.24
More explicitly apocalyptic are the testimonies of contactees and ab
ductees. In the 1950s, cults grew up around various people who claimed to
have had contact with aliens, usually Venusians or Saturnians, although
some turned up from Clarion, the twin of Earth that was hidden by the
moon. Most of the aliens looked like white humans, some of whom were
described as tall, attractive, and Aryan. Reporting the aliens’ messages,
whether delivered in person or telepathically channeled, some contactees
predicted the end of the world.
One such account, familiar to some academics in sociology and religious
studies, is When Prophesy Fails.2S This book addresses the conflicts experi
enced by cult members after the flood they had prepared for, the one aliens
had announced to their contactee leader, Mrs. Keech, didn’t occur. But
Mrs. Keech wasn’t the only contactee whose predictions went unfulfilled.
Since most contactees warned that the aliens were alarmed by Earth’s
development of atomic weapons, they tended to predict either nuclear
F u g itiv e A lie n T r u t h
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destruction or some kind of alien intervention. Truman Bethurum, for ex
ample, explained that the Clarionites feared humans would destroy their
own planet in a nuclear war and thereby create “considerable confusion”
among the inhabitants of outerspace.26
Like the contactees, some abductees report that the aliens show or im
plant in their minds “ scenes of the earth devastated by a nuclear holocaust,
vast panoramas of lifeless polluted landscapes and waters, and apocalyptic
images of great earthquakes, firestorms, floods, and even fractures of the
planet itself.” 27 Some believers have suggested that these images symbolize
“ the inner apocalypse related to our current change in mind,” viewing the
abduction experience as a transformation of human consciousness.28 Oth
ers read these images as justifications for the human-alien breeding project.
Abductions are efforts to acquire human eggs and sperm. These eggs and
sperm are combined with alien D N A in order to create a new posthuman
race. The hybrids will then “ repopulate our planet after the prophesied en
vironmental holocaust.” 29
Finally, while abductee narratives incorporate divine and technological
visionings of apocalypse, in popular culture the alien icon operates in what
Lee Quinby refers to as “ ironic apocalypse.” Conceiving ironic apocalypse
as an “ insistence on the prevailing banality of everything,” she argues that
it “numbs people into inaction through its paralyzing sense of futility” and
“supplants agency with apathy.” 30 This banality and futility is the prevail
ing mood of SCHWA. It makes a more subtle appearance on a sticker made
by the skateboard accessory company Alien Workshop. The sticker fea
tures a cadre of Grays and the slogan “ 2001 Global Take-over.” Youthculture aliens, insertions o f big-eyed Grays into familiar locations in con
sumer culture, scream ironic apocalypse. It must be the end of the world
when happy faces, Janet Jackson, anorexic Calvin Klein models, and the Cat
in the Hat have all morphed into aliens.

Access Denied
Although aliens were around in the fifties and sixties, they weren’t much
o f a fashion statement. In Cold War America, in fact, sightings of aliens, or
at least their craft, had connotations of resistance. This culture o f contain
ment is where the UFO discourse grew up, where it was fabricated piece
meal from alien forms. Because it linked outerspace with amateur achieve
ment, flying saucer society made possible a sort o f populist agency that
contested the presumed authority of Cold War containment culture.31
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Minnesota UFO

The key issue was “ evidence.” At that time, the military monopolized all
information about saucer reports. Finding and analyzing evidence under
these conditions turned the question of the truth o f U FO s into a question
of the proper extent o f state authority and the proper role o f military ex
perts. Since expert knowledge conflicted directly with “ the people’s right
to know,” ufology emerged as a sort o f advocacy group. On behalf o f those
reporting something strange in the skies, U FO researchers challenged the
interpretations proffered by military scientists. On behalf of the “people,”
they challenged the limits to and criteria for government secrecy.
From 1947, when the term “ flying saucer” was coined in the first of
three widely publicized sighting waves that would occur over the next
decade, just how saucer reports would be handled was a question o f power.
That year, charged to study and classify U FO s, the Air Force started Proj
ect Sign.32 Like the rest o f the country in 1947, the Air Force didn’t link
flying saucers with extraterrestrial craft — that connection wouldn’t be
come automatic till the early fifties. The Air Force was more worried about
earthly invaders. Project Sign didn’t figure out what U FO s were. It couldn’t
explain all the sightings. But it did conclude that U FO s did not present a
threat to U.S. air security. Nonetheless, because o f increasing Cold War
tensions it was recommended that the military retain control over ufologi
cal investigations. The legitimacy o f U.S. military and political authority
vis-a-vis the American citizenry rested quite literally on the disavowal of
the other and unknown.
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By 1949, when the project’s name had been changed to Grudge, the mili
tary took the official position that UFO reports were products of mass hal
lucination, hallucinations that the Soviets could, in the event of a war,
manipulate to block American communications and confuse the public. Se
curity then depended on ensuring that people knew the truth; that is, the
same truth that the military knew. To decrease the likelihood of mass ma
nipulation, Project Grudge waged a propaganda campaign designed to alle
viate public fears of UFOs while downplaying sighting reports in general.33
A primary element of this campaign involved stripping away the credi
bility of those who thought they saw something strange in the sky. Prop
erly trained observers (scientists and military experts) would then provide
“ true” explanations of what were “ really” quite ordinary occurrences. W it
nesses were dismissed as drunk, hysterical, crazy, or deeply twisted and
dishonest. Prosaic (and not so prosaic) explanations for phenomena substi
tuted for on-site research. The witness or witnesses had simply “misperceived” the phenomenon, mistaking for a flying saucer what was really
swamp gas, a weather invasion, Venus, ice crystals, or a reflection.
Together with poor record keeping and an obsession with secrecy that
produced a steady accumulation of half-facts and hesitations, the official
ridicule heaped upon witnesses had a reverse effect: suspicions that there
really was something to hide. Despite military efforts to dismiss UFOs, to
assimilate them into something controllable and scientifically explicable,
by May 1950 sighting reports were at an all-time high.
That year two highly visible books were published alleging a UFO
cover-up, Donald Keyhoe’s Flying Saucers Are Real and Frank Scully’s Be
hind the Flying Saucers.34 These books shift the problem of credibility from
UFO witnesses to the U.S. government and military. In a parallel effort,
journalists, civilians, amateur scientists, and former military began investi
gating sighting reports on their own and in the newly forming research
groups. Contesting the Air Force’s hallucination explanation in particular
and its authority to define the UFO phenomenon in general, “ flying saucer
societies” such as N ICA P (National Investigative Committee on Aerial Phe
nomena) and APRO (Aerial Phenomena Research Organization) worked to
increase public awareness of the UFO phenomenon.35 Through their pub
licity efforts and several sighting flaps, interest in and awareness of UFOs
grew. By 1966, 96 percent o f respondents to a Gallup poll had heard of
UFOs and 46 percent of them believed UFOs were real.36
As David Jacobs points out, the Gallup results may well have been due
to the extensive publicity around some U FO sightings in Michigan in
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March of that year.57 On March 20, eighty-seven women at Hillsdale Col
lege saw a glowing, football-shaped object hover over their dorm, fly
around, and dodge airport lights. They watched it for four hours. The next
day, police officers and several others in a town about sixty miles away wit
nessed a glowing object rise up from a swampy area on a farm. Within the
next few days, most major papers and television newscasts would report on
the sightings.
Under the auspices of Project Blue Book, which succeeded Project
Grudge, the Air Force sent Dr. J. Allen Hynek to investigate. Hynek was a
consultant to the project and a professor from Northwestern University
who would later be known for supporting research on UFOs. At a press
conference on the Michigan sightings, however, Hynek explained that the
alleged saucers might well have been lights caused by swamp gas.
Some in the press found this answer even less credible than the possi
bility of flying saucers. As an article in the New Yorker concludes: “ We read
the official explanations with sheer delight, marveling at their stupendous
inadequacy. Marsh gas, indeed! Marsh gas is more appropriate as an image
of that special tediousness one glimpses in even the best scientific minds.” 38
Under pressure from NICAP, parts of the media, and Representative Ger
ald Ford of Michigan, the House Armed Services Committee held hearings
on UFOs in April. In May, CBS News aired a special report, “ UFOs:
Friend, Foe, or Fantasy,” hosted by Walter Cronkite, who would later play
a major role in telecasts of America’s own space exploration.
The result of the hearings was a recommendation for an independent
scientific investigation of the Air Force’s work on Project Blue Book. After
several universities (including Harvard, M IT, and Cal Tech) declined the
project, the Air Force contracted with the University of Colorado. Like the
other universities, Colorado feared that the U FO project might damage its
credibility. It had, however, just suffered some major budget cuts and the
Air Force-funded study was worth about half a million dollars.
An internal memo from Assistant Dean Robert Low dated August 9,
1966, tries to deal with the credibility problem that the U FO review posed
for the university. He points out that
in order to undertake such a project one has to approach it objectively.
That is, one has to admit the possibility that such things as UFOs exist.
It is not respectable to give serious consideration to such a possibility.
Believers, in other words, remain outcasts.. . . [OJne would have to go
so far as to consider the possibility that saucers, if some of the observa-
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tions are verified, behave according to a set o f physical laws unknown to
us. The simple act of admitting these possibilities just as possibilities
puts us beyond the pale, and we would lose more in prestige in the sci
entific community than we could possibly gain by undertaking the in
vestigation.39
Yet, Low offers a solution:
Our study would be conducted almost exclusively by nonbelievers
who, although they couldn’t possibly prove a negative result, could and
probably would add an impressive body of evidence that there is no re
ality to the observations. The trick would be, I think, to describe the
project so that, to the public, it would appear a totally objective study
but, to the scientific community, would present the image of a group of
nonbelievers trying their best to be objective but having an almost zero
expectation of finding a saucer. One way to do this would be to stress in
vestigation, not of the physical phenomena, rather of the people who do
the observing — the psychology and sociology of persons and groups
who report seeing UFOs.40
The review, carried out under the direction of a physics professor, Dr. Ed
ward Condon, was released in January 1969. It sought the appearance
of objectivity — indeed, it followed the suggestions outlined in Low’s
memo — hut came under heavy criticism nonetheless, and nor least when
the Low memo itself was leaked to the press.41
In July 1968, prior to the report’s publication, the House Science and
Astronautics Committee held a symposium on UFOs, in part because of
growing concern over the biases and inadequacies o f the Colorado study.
Condon had been open in his disdain for UFOs, spending most of his en
ergies on contactees rather than on the reports provided by N IC A P and
Project Blue Book. The Condon staff was split and factionalized, some
suspecting that only a negative assessment of UFOs would be published.42
Although participants in the July symposium urged continued scientific
study o f UFOs, Condon’s introduction to the soon-to-be released Colo
rado report presents itself as the final authoritative word on the matter of
UFOs: “ Our general conclusion is that nothing has come from the study of
UFOs in the past 2 r years that has added to scientific knowledge. Careful
consideration of the record as it is available to us leads us to conclude that
further extensive study o f UFOs probably cannot be justified in the expec
tation that science will be advanced thereby.” 43 O f the ninety-one cases
covered in the report, thirty remain unexplained.
38
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Resistance
Two discourses, the scientific and the governmental-juridical, estab
lished the languages in which the matter of UFOs would be delimited, dis
cerned, and debated. Consequendy, the investigative work and attitude to
ward evidence of the groups that formed to study UFOs was produced
within these discourses as wrell. Groups like NICAP, APRO and, later,
M UFO N (Mutual UFO Network) anchored themselves in science and law
as they tried to persuade scientists to study the UFO phenomenon and to
induce the government to release the relevant information.
Official explanations for UFO sightings focused on witnesses’ unrelia
bility, either on their moral failings (dishonest or drunk) or on their failures
of judgment (lapses in sanity or perception). UFO researchers responded
by working to establish the witnesses’ credibility. Using scientific and ju
ridical languages, they sought to provide reasons to trust the words of even
someone wrho claims to have seen a flying saucer. This had the effect of
shaping the UFO discourse as a whole around questions of trust and cred
ibility as much as around empirical evidence. Ufologists resisted the view
that the judgments of significant numbers of Americans are unreliable.
They rejected the presumption that citizens should be reduced to “crazies”
and excluded from serious discussions important to America’s security. To
this extent, ufology challenged official notions of what counts as true, of
whose words are credible.
In his testimony at the Symposium on Unidentified Flying Objects held
by the House Science and Astronautics Committee in July 1968, Dr. James
McDonald, senior physicist, Institute of Atmospheric Physics, and profes
sor in the Department of Meteorology, University of Arizona, went to
great lengths to address the question of reliability. Not only did he care
fully distinguish between UFO enthusiasts and UFO witnesses, but he also
pointed out the reluctance of many witnesses to report anomalous phe
nomena and their efforts to provide alternative, prosaic explanations for
what they had seen. He concludes:
I am one of those who lean strongly towards the extraterrestrial hy
pothesis. I arrived at that point by a process of elimination of other
alternative hypotheses, not by arguments based on what I could call
“ irrefutable proof.” I am convinced that the recurrent observations by
reliable citizens here and abroad over the past twenty years cannot be
brushed aside as nonsense, but rather need to be taken extremely seri
ously as evidence that some phenomenon is going on which we simply
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do not understand. Although there is no current basis for concluding
that hostility and grave hazard lie behind the UFO phenomenology, we
cannot be entirely sure of that. For all of these reasons, greatly expanded
scientific and public attention to the UFO problem is urgently needed.44
McDonald’s testimony literally reminds symposium participants that the
witnesses are citizens. It reintroduces UFO witnesses into a community of
those who debate and discuss, who respect one another and take one an
other’s views seriously. McDonald tries to include those dismissed as “cra
zies” in a public of reasonable people.
The challenge to governmental and military authority was also an im
plicit part of what for some was the dark underside of ufology: namely, the
contactee cults and flying saucer clubs that raged from the mid-fifties
through the late sixties, numbering more than 1 50 at their peak with a few,
such as Heaven’s Gate, still hanging on into the nineties. Contactees de
scribed personal contacts with space people, people that were like humans,
never alien, but better, wiser, more peaceful. The most prominent con
tactees were George Adamski, Truman Bethurum, Daniel Fry, Orfeo
Angelucci, and Howard Menger. They publicized their messages— which
rarely cohered with one another — on local television and radio programs
as well as on nationally broadcast talk shows such as Steve Allen’s Tonight
They also spoke at flying saucer conventions, selling books with titles like
Flying Saucers Have Landed, Secret o fthe Saucers, and Front Outer Space to You.
Howard Menger sold records of music taught him by the space people.
From the perspective of evidence-oriented ufologists, contactees were
extremely damaging to ufology’s political and scientific efforts. They de
stroyed what little credibility the field had, affecting the outcome of the
Condon report as well as the tone of much media attention to UFOs. Con
tactees claimed that aliens had given them specific messages to share with
the world. Less concerned with questions o f evidence, they departed from
the scientific and governmental-juridical language of ufology to situate the
question of alien truth on a more religious, spiritual, or mystical terrain.
The contactee narrative is generally constructed around an accidental
encounter with a space person, a ride in a spaceship, and later meetings in
which the space people issue the pronouncements the contactee is to de
liver to the public at large. Almost invariably these pronouncements are
warnings about nuclear weapons. Some contactees said that atomic fallout
was threatening life on other planets. Others expressed the fear that the
earth was on the verge o f a destruction both nuclear and spiritual. Since the
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spiritual destruction was the result of a decline in love, care, and family val
ues, the contactee message not only challenged the legitimacy of American
military strategy but also linked that strategy with a threat to the American
way of life.
Regardless of the disdain shown by the evidence-driven ufologists, the
contactee narrative participates in flying saucer society’s critique of Amer
ica in the fifties and sixties. They, too, provided a site in popular culture for
confronting that which was so alienating in the Cold War mentality of con
tainment and conformity. Although George Adamski toured Europe in
1959, and was even received by Holland’s Queen Juliana, the contactees
were a particularly American phenomenon, providing their own rather
campy version of what the military found so important to deny.46 Again,
quite literally, the legitimacy and coherence of America’s political and so
cial norms were revealed as requiring the exclusion of the alien.
In the 1950s and 1960s, ufology linked outerspace to possibility. It es
tablished a space from which to resist the expert culture o f containment and
assert the authority of amateur and civilian opinion and research. At a time
when “the military enjoyed tremendous prestige and was largely unchal
lenged,” flying saucer society undercut military assurances of security.47
Military legitimacy rested on a disavowal of the unknown. Truth referred
to what could be established, identified, secured. That which was uniden
tified could not be true. It was outside the parameters o f truth, dangerously
threatening to a security ever dependent on a stable, predictable, contain
able, real. In face of the possibility of aliens, the military looked weak, un
able to provide the safety it promised. In the face of charges of conspiracy,
the government looked corrupt, indistinguishable from its own represen
tation of the communist enemy. Few other positions in Cold War society
provided so consistent and potentially fundamental a challenge to military
competence and integrity.48
The disruptive effects of UFOs were recognized at the time. In a letter
to the chair of the House Armed Services Committee written in 1966,
Representative Gerald Ford criticizes the Air Force’s dismissal of a plethora
of Michigan sightings, writing: “We owe it to the people to establish credi
bility regarding U FO ’s.” 49 The Condon report not only worked to restore
public confidence in the military, but also concluded that, with regard to
the sensational treatment of UFOs by the media, “whatever effect there has
been has been bad.” 50 Shortly thereafter, a critic of ufology observed that
“several generations of teenagers had grown up believing in UFO, E T H
[the extraterrestrial hypothesis], and the governmental conspiracy. If the
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government could lie about flying saucers then it could lie about anything.
The U FO propagandists o f the 1950s undoubtedly contributed to the
growing credibility gap between the government and the people.” 51
Although this observation exaggerates the effects of the U FO discourse,
it reiterates the link I’m making between outerspace and agency in the
1950s and 1960s: ufology was doing something, it wasn't just spinning an
outlandish conspiracy tale. At the very least, it was publicizing an out
landish conspiracy theory that used outerspace and the possibility of extra
terrestrial visitations to challenge military and scientific hegemony. In
deed, Tom Englehardt suggests that, precisely because it was “ beyond the
pale,” flying saucer society was able to attack the government without be
ing accused of communism.52 From the perspective of the dominant cul
ture, ufology was silly. Nonetheless, precisely because it was outside the
constraining equation of truth with security' and identifiability, ufology was
free to focus on the unknown, to indicate the limits of governmental au
thority and validate the experiences of witnesses without necessarily claim
ing that it could identify or establish the object of their experiences.

Assimilation
Ufology used the official languages o f containment culture to challenge
containment culture. Like science and law, it appealed to evidence. In or
der to defend the credibility o f U FO witnesses, moreover, researchers ap
pealed to precisely that sort of evidence they assumed would be acceptable
to scientists and lawyers. Thus, they tended to reinforce official assump
tions about who or w'hat can be credible. Because ufology w'anted to con
vince political and scientific authorities of the truth o f its claims, it ac
cepted their standards and criteria even as it resisted official efforts to
monopolize evidence and discredit witnesses. Since the dominant view’ was
that seeing a UFO signaled some kind of suspect irrationality, ufologists
fought on the same terrain, making the witness as normal, conventional,
and upright as any true-blue American. In effect, they tried to claim a place
for them within the conversations o f democracy.
During the 1966 hearings on UFOs by the House Armed Services Com
mittee, Durwald G . Hall, the representative from Missouri, linked those
who claimed to have seen UFOs with drug use and moral decline, saying:
For some time we have even had space conversations down in the
Ozarks, in the last 1 3 years, and it would seem obvious to me in view of
the report today [that] those who take trips by the use of hallucinatory
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drugs are almost synonymous with the number of space sightings we
have had reported today, namely, in the order o f 10,000. To me it indi
cates a decrease in the morals and the fiber o f those who would subject
themselves to hallucinatory' influences in the first place.53
For Hall, UFO reporters are as disreputable as drug users, who he also pre
sumes are on the other side o f the border separating moral citizens from
degenerate noncitizens (or, from aliens). Those on the other side don’t
warrant attention or respect from the rest o f “ us.”
Similarly, an appendix to the 1968 symposium hearings on UFOs pro
vided a scientific method for assessing the reliability of the perceptions of
those who claimed to have seen a UFO. Included as an example of the
method’s efficacy’ was the detailed evaluation of a thirty-seven-year-old
unmarried white man who reported a large luminous disk hovering over
Tucson at 3:00 A.M., November 17, 1967.54 “ The Applied Assessment of
Central Nervous System Integrity: A Method for Establishing the Creditability o f Eye Witness and Other Observers” provides a thorough medical
history and the results of a physical examination, laboratory studies of the
man’s urine and blood, a neurologic evaluation, a qualitative ophthalmo
logic examination, and a quantitative neuro-ophthalmologic investigation.
It concludes that heavy smoking and the early stages of alcoholism dam
aged the witness’s eyes so as to make his sighting “ highly unlikely.”
Results from the physical examination alone were said to indicate the
probability of misperception. Nonetheless, the witness was subjected to a
psychiatric evaluation, too. Although the report acknowledges the man’s
college education, exemplary record as a bank employee, and sense of re
sponsibility, it finds more significance in the fact that “ he was breast fed for
nearly two years because his mother couldn’t afford to buy store milk”; that
he was “more than once called a ‘mamma’s boy’ by his peers”; and that his
sexual activity was limited to masturbating once a week to the fantasy of
removing the “ round, plastic, chartreuse nipple covers” from a belly dancer
who performed at a local bar.55 On the basis o f these tests, the probability
of the man’s credibility was estimated at 5 percent, putting him in the “ex
tremely impaired category.”
Dr. Sydney Walker, the author of the assessment method, observes that
without these tests, the witness might have seemed highly credible because
o f his respectable bank position, general demeanor, and claim to good
health. Thanks to the medical evaluation, however, the witness is discred
ited as a sexually dysfunctional alcoholic and the sighting is explained as
“an acute illusory phenomenon in which his regressed oral yearning for his
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mother was symbolically represented in the ‘light.’ That the object took the
color and shape it did (like the nipple covers) further demonstrates [the wit
ness’s] all-pervasive oral fixation.” 54
This kind of assessment method — and there was at least one resigna
tion from the Colorado research team over the legitimacy of a similar psy
chologically based witness questionnaire — constructs the U FO witness as
an object o f medical research. Instead of a participant in discussion with
other scientists and citizens, the witness is something to be examined and
studied, a lab rat rather than someone to be heard. The discourse of science
is a site where the witness is fabricated into a test subject, not a language
that the witness can use to describe what he or she has seen. Consequently,
the lines in the battle over credibility are drawn. The question is whether
witnesses, and UFO researchers, have the right to use these same scientific
and legal languages or whether the very rules o f their use turn witnesses
into objects and researchers into crazies.
Hynek, the Northwestern professor who had worked with the Air Force
on Project Blue Book, responded to the House symposium attacks on the
character of saucer witnesses. Stressing that fear of ridicule caused most
sightings to go unreported, he defended the credibility o f witnesses in the
same languages that were deployed in the attempt to discredit them. People
risked mockery and dismissal for two reasons, Hynek said: “One, is out of
a sense of civic duty. Time and again I will get a letter saying, I haven’t said
this to anybody, but I feel it is my civic duty as a citizen to report this.. . .
The second reason is that their curiosity finally bugs them, They have
been thinking about it and they want to know what it was they saw.” 57 Like
McDonald’s testimony in the same symposium, Hynek’s tries to reinsert
witnesses into a public of credible citizens, into a discussion carried out
among Americans who respect one another, who take one another seriously.
YVhat this meant, though, was that McDonald’s and Hynek’s efforts to
support witnesses actually served to consolidate the terms in which this re
spect could be given. Ufology so affirmed the standards and practices of
science and government that it simultaneously challenged and reinscribed
their authority. Those who counted as “ reliable” occupied a legitimate sub
ject position as citizens or scientists, those whose moral standing could go
w ithout question or whose professional credentials made perceptual errors
unlikely.
Other ufologists contributed to this consolidation of the conditions of
credibility. Many called attention to sightings from pilots, astronauts, pro
fessors, and military men. In one chapter alone of Flying Saucers: Top Secret,
Donald Keyhoe identifies as U FO witnesses (whose signed reports are in
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NTCAP files) the following: three pilots; “a well-known Baltimore as
tronomer, Dr. James C. Bartlett, Jr., author of numerous scientific articles
in astronautical journals”; and a Lutheran minister, the Rev. Kenneth R.
Hoffman, and his wife (who remains unnamed). Similarly, Gerald Ford’s
letter refers to sightings by a retired Air Force colonel, a scientist from
M IT, an aeronautical engineer, and twelve policemen, asking: “Are we to as
sume that everyone who says he has seen a U FO ’s an unreliable witness?” 58
Furthermore, in contrast to the medicalized/psychologized approach
to witness reliability offered by Sydney Walker, another participant in
the 1968 symposium suggests that “ it might be fruitful to set up formally
an adversary proceeding modeled after our system of jurisprudence.” 5’
Dr. Robert L. Hall, chair o f sociology at the University of Illinois, de
scribes several UFO reports that met the criteria for witness credibility
before a court o f law. He argues that reliability should be judged in accor
dance with the witness’s reputation, consistency, motive for prevarication,
reaction to the event, and other conventional criteria.
The early struggles of the ufologists can be read in terms of their rein
scription o f conventional ideas as to who counts, w ho is trustw orthy, who
is actually and above all a citizen. Such an interpretation, however, needs
to be supplemented by attention to the battle around the very nature of
truth out of which modern saucer stories emerge. The early ufologists
fought against essentialist understandings o f truth that would inscribe
truth in objects (and relations between objects) in the world. Rejecting this
idea, they relied on an understanding of truth as consensual. If our living in
the world is an outcome of a consensus on reality, they would explain, then
stop and notice that not everyone is consenting to the view of reality es
poused by science and government. For this so-called consensus reality is
exclusionary; it is based on the silencing and discrediting of real, everyday
people, people who want to be heard. If truth is truly consensual, then
other voices — those o f the UFO witnesses — have to be included. As long
as they are dismissed and objectified, as long as they don’t count as citizens
whose voices and opinions are worth taking seriously, then truth will be
only a play of power.
Emerging at the intersection o f scientific and legal discourse, ufology
was constituted through the redoubled effects o f its exclusion. In the first
instance, talk o f flying saucers was discredited as nonsense unworthy o f se
rious scientific or governmental consideration. UFOs were outside the do
main o f the dominant rationality. In the second instance, because o f the
outsider status of UFOs and UFO reports, establishing the intelligibility
o f witnesses required U FO researchers to appropriate the discourses that
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had originally excluded them. To be comprehensible to governmental and
scientific authorities, UFO talk relied on their languages and logics, even
as it remained alien to, incomprehensible in terms of, these languages and
logics. Unable to equate the true with the predictable, identifiable, and
containable, ufology redeployed truth itself. Thus, the resistance embod
ied in the U FO discourse was produced as an effect of ufology’s exclusion,
an effect that resulted in its adoption of the languages of science and law.

Contact
By the late eighties and early nineties, ufology appears less a critical site
than a symptomatic one. During the Cold War, the need for credibility
kept those who considered themselves serious ufologists at a distance from
the contactees; in fact, from nearly all discussions of crashed disks, land
ings, or close encounters of more than strictly visual kinds. By the eighties,
serious ufologists are talking about abduction. Instead of using radar and
looking at the skies, they rely on practices of hypnosis and readings o f the
body to track fugitive alien truth. Over the past decade, the advocatory
conventions of the U FO discourse have expanded to defend the veracity of
people claiming to be not just witnesses but abductees. Taking them seri
ously, trusting the w'ords o f everyday people, now means allowing for the
truth of alien abduction.
Constructed around a lack covered over and filled in by words, the UFO
discourse today doesn’t even need UFOs: absence itself marks an alien en
counter. Budd Hopkins’s Missing Time argues that temporal gaps and
holes, an inability to account for a period o f time, are potential indicators
o f an alien abduction. Outerspace has become the original location of
aliens who are now here, next to us. We can’t do anything about these
aliens. We can’t stop their movement into our lives.
W hether they ultimately come to acquiesce in or even benefit from their
alien encounters, abductees generally recount their initial experiences in a
language of fear, dread, mistrust, and confusion. Their narratives involve
themes of victimization, colonization, surveillance, and the “ technologizing” of reproduction and the body. Abductees describe the forced extrac
tion o f their eggs or sperm, anal probes, mind scans, and the implantation
of tracking devices. Abduction is said to run in families and to occur re
peatedly throughout experiencers’ lives. Children as young as two and
three are reported to have been abducted by aliens."1 Some researchers
conclude that the alien project is the creation of a hybrid human-alien race.
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“On the Table. ” Jeffrey Westover bases his art on his personal abduction experiences:
“This is a subcomciously remembered alien experience that I later found out involved the
taking ofspermfrom me. ” (Jeffrey S. Westover © K jfjj)

Advocating these alien experiences as worthy of serious attention is ef
fected by appropriating the discourse of therapy. Whereas credibility in the
fifties and sixties was constructed through medical-psychiatric and juridi
cal practices of investigation, current techniques are linked to therapy and
self-help. Located at the primary site of ufological inquiry, the witness,
such techniques provide more than insight into an individual’s feelings and
experiences. They access the production o f those feelings and experiences,
pointing to a truth beyond the witness.
The therapeutic site o f the witness is a result o f introducing hypnosis
into UFO research. In the first abduction accounts to get attention in
mainstream media, therapy was incidental. Barney Hill, the subject o f John
Fuller’s 1966 book The Interrupted Journey, sought psychological help for
anxiety and emotional problems.61 He and his wife, Betty, had been ad
vised, however, to consider using regression hypnosis to uncover some of
the gaps in their memory of an odd experience they had while driving
through New Hampshire one night in September 1961.
On an isolated road in the White Mountains, the Hills had stopped their
car several times to get a better look at a recurring moving light. The last
time, Barney took their binoculars and crossed into a field. Through the
binoculars, he saw a number o f uniformed figures looking through the win
dow of what appeared to be a large craft. The eyes o f one o f the crew mem
bers frightened Barney, and he ran back to the car afraid that he would
be captured.62 As they drove away, both heard some strange beeps. They
became oddly drowsy, their awareness returning to normal only after they
heard a second set of beeps. The Hills arrived home later than they had
expected.
Upon their return, they called a nearby Air Force base and gave an ab
breviated report of their sighting. Barney, who made the call, didn’t want
to mention the uniformed figures. Over the next few weeks, Betty checked
a book on UFOs out o f a local library and wrote to the author, Donald
Keyhoe o f NICAP, about their experience. She had vivid dreams about
UFOs and described them to Barney. In late November, two N IC A P in
vestigators, Walter Webb and C. D. Jackson, visited the Hills. Also present
during the visit was a friend o f the couple’s, a retired Air Force intelligence
officer named James MacDonald.
During their interview with the Hills, the N IC A P investigators at
tempted to reconstruct the events of the evening of September 19. The
Hills discovered that they couldn’t. Two hours were missing out of their
trip.63 They also discovered that they could not account for a thirty-fivemile stretch of their drive, the stretch they had traveled between the two
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sets o f beeps. In this context, Major MacDonald suggested that Betty and
Barney consider using medical hypnosis to retrieve their memories.
Fuller explains that the major had become familiar with hypnosis during
his career in the Air Force. He credits MacDonald for being aware of the
potential for hypnosis to be abused, “ in the hands of stage hypnotists or
other inexperienced people.” Yet the author disconnects MacDonald’s sug
gestion from such “ fraudulent” practices by elaborating the medical uses of
hypnosis. Fuller explains that MacDonald knew of the successful results
hypnosis had achieved “ in the rehabilitation o f servicemen suffering from
war neuroses (sometimes described as ‘battle fatigue’ or ‘shell shock’).” 44
Everyone present agreed that medical hypnosis — and they stressed the
term “medical” — was a good idea, especially because it seemed that the
Hills had “experienced a violent trauma much like shell shock, a condition
that often produced temporary amnesia— which had frequently been
treated successfully by medical hypnosis.” 45 Two years later the Hills were
hypnotized by Dr. Benjamin Simon. Simon had served as chief of neu
ropsychiatry and executive officer for the Army’s primary psychiatric cen
ter during World War II. He was also a consultant to John Huston when
the director filmed a documentary on shell shock, Let There Be Light, at the
hospital, Mason General.46 Under hypnosis, each described being taken
aboard an alien craft and subjected to a medical examination.
The Hill case played a seminal role in ufology. The credibility of the
Hills set them apart from the contactees, thereby challenging the line
ufologists had drawn between “ sighting” cases and “occupant” cases. Their
case thus came to establish the contours of the abduction narrative as it
would appear during the seventies. A person would typically be driving in
a car, at night, and would see a strange light. Upon returning home, the
person would realize that he (or, rarely, she) suffered some kind of amne
sia. At this point, the person would undergo hypnosis and describe being
examined by alien entities aboard a space craft.67
The Hill case also installed into ufology a major new research tool, hyp
nosis. As Coral and Jim Lorenzen (founders of APRO) write in 1977: “An
added step forward in the Hill case was the utilization of hypnosis in re
trieving information from the abductees. Initially, the Hills procured the
services of a psychiatrist because Mrs. Hill was having recurring night
mares and Mr. Hill was experiencing a recurrence of ulcers. Their decision
to go to a psychiatrist to learn the reason for their traumas became a guide
line for researchers gathering information about other abductions.” 68 In
the Lorenzens’ version, Betty Hill, whom Fuller does not present as need
ing therapy or suffering from her nightmares, is inserted into the story of
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the decision to go to a psychologist. This strengthens the link betw een a
UFO experience and therapy. Furthermore, hypnosis is positioned as a tool
for UFO research rather than a medical practice for use in amnesia. This
effects a change of emphasis: within the discourse, hypnosis takes on the
double function of helping cure the traumatic loss o f memory as well as
providing scientific evidence (because of its medical role) of the truth of what
is recalled.
Although Dr. Simon had been cautious in his assessment of the truth of
the Hills’s experience, and although a number of UFO investigators ad
vised against the presumption that memories recalled under hypnosis were
necessarily true or authentic, hypnosis quickly became linked with truth
because of the prominence at the time of another technology of truth, the
lie detector test.69 Charles Hickson presumed himself to be fully aw are of
what happened during his abduction while fishing on the Pascagoula River
in October 1973. His companion, Calvin Parker, had fainted and remained
unconscious. Nonetheless, both were hypnotized. The hypnotist, Dr. James
Harder, a civil engineer and director o f research for APRO, confirmed to
the press after two sessions with the men that it was “practically impos
sible” for Hickson and Parker to have simulated “ their feelings of terror
while under hypnosis.” 70 They later passed lie detector tests. Harder also
hypnotized Travis Walton after his abduction in 1975. Walton, and the six
men who witnessed his abduction, also took and passed lie detector tests.
In a similar effort to establish the reliability of the memories recalled un
der hypnosis, Raymond E. Fowler writes that abductee Betty Andreasson
passed a PSE (Psychological Stress Evaluator) test, which is like a lie de
tector test.71 As he explains, “ There is a standard investigative procedure
applicable to C E-III cases [close encounters o f the third kind] like the An
dreasson Affair. It includes: establishing witness credibility, extracting the
forgotten experience through hypnosis, and, finally, thoroughly analyzing
all collected data pertaining to the case at hand.” 72
Although Whidey Strieber still reports on his successful passing of lie
detector tests in Transformation, the sequel to Communion, by the time
Budd Hopkins published Missing Time in 1981 the links between hypnosis,
truth, abduction, and therapy were firmly in place.75 Not only does Hop
kins include a postscript by psychotherapist Aphrodite Clamar, who had
hypnotized several o f the abductees whose cases Hopkins compiled, but he
writes: “ U FO investigators have come to rely upon regressive hypnosis as
the most efficient method o f unlocking the forgotten period of time —
usually an hour or two — and recovering the often harrowing account o f
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what actually happened; psychiatrists and psychologists who practice hyp
nosis have thus become our most helpful allies.” 74
Furthermore, Hopkins retrieves the juridical link, connecting it to hyp
nosis as well as to therapy. In an appendix, he cites articles from the New
York Times discussing the use of hypnosis in criminal cases. The articles,
one about a rape trial, report how hypnosis enabled witnesses to call up
memories they had repressed owing to the trauma of the crime. Hopkins
concludes: “ Hypnosis, then, is accepted as a valid tool by both courts and
police departments. Properly used, the technique can be an avenue to truth,
particularly so when traumatic events have buried specific details beyond
immediate recall.” 75
Because of hypnosis, Hopkins is able to disconnect abduction from any
accompanying UFO sighting. His work begins with the “feelings” some
one has that “something” might have happened “sometime” or “some
where.” Under hypnosis, some of these feelings turn out to involve abduc
tion by aliens. He writes: “An inescapable conclusion to be drawn from
these cases is that anyone could have been abducted, with no memory of it,
no conscious recall even of a preliminary event like the sighting of a
UFO .” 76
Within the abduction strand of the UFO discourse, the UFO sighting
has been replaced by the emotional response a person has to reading a book
about UFOs or alien abduction. In the concluding chapter of Encounters: A
Psychologist Reveals Case Studies of Abductions by Extraterrestrials, Dr. Edith
Fiore writes: “Any anxiety reactions experienced while reading this or any
other book on UFOs and CEIVs [close encounters of the fourth kind; i.e.,
actual contact with aliens] is a strong indicator. What is happening is this,
as with any reactions of anxiety in relation to this topic, is that you are ac
tually partially reliving the original traumatic experience during which you
felt anxiety, maybe even terror.” 77 For those who have such a reaction, or
who experience other symptoms associated with abduction trauma (such as
sleep disorders, waking up with unusual bodily sensations, feeling moni
tored or watched, unexplained marks on the body, missing time, and anxi
ety about aliens), specialists in abduction like Mack, Hopkins, Fiore, and
others are available for help. Through hypnosis they uncover the truth re
pressed in memory, assessing truth according to the intensity and authen
ticity of the emotions a person expresses while hypnotized and the consis
tency of the person’s memory with those of other abductees. The therapist
not only helps the abductee access the truth of her experience, but also
works to assure the abductee that she is not crazy, that the abductee knows
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what happened to her. In helping the experiencer accept the truth of the
alien, the therapist effects a cure for the traumas and distress that led the
experiencer to therapy in the first place.
To be sure, the rest of the UFO discourse is still around, just as contactee
claims and crashed saucer stories were present in the fifties and sixties. Bill
Clinton is often quoted as saying he wants to know what happened at
Roswell. Most cites fail to note that the president was laughing as he said it
in answer to a child’s question. The Air Force still feels the need to debunk
sightings and provide an authoritative truth o f the matter. A group called
CAUS (Citizens against U FO Secrecy) uses the Freedom o f Information
Act to get the government to release UFO-related documents.78 Resited in
the political context of the 1990s, however, accusations o f governmental
cover-ups are nothing new; conspiracy theories are in the air, whether re
configured by Oliver Stone or fabricated by the Unibomber, backwoods
militiamen, or O. J. Simpson’s defense team. U FO researchers continue to
stress the “ people’s right to know,” but the idea has been morphed through
its inscription by a therapeutic discourse. A current goal is to support po
tential abductees, to let them know that they are not alone. As Hopkins
makes clear, anyone is a potential abductee. Results from a 1992 poll con
ducted by the Roper Organization suggest that 2 percent o f the American
public have probably been abducted by aliens, a percentage that translates
into roughly 3,700,000 adults.79 Fortunately, approximately twenty ab
ductee support groups are now available throughout the country.80
The turn to abduction has reformatted the UFO discourse. Truth
claims previously made in scientific and legal languages are expressed in a
familiar hegemonic therapeutic discourse. The language and practice of
therapy, moreover, have given UFOs and aliens a legitimacy in mainstream
circles that they previously lacked. Arguments in the psychology7 commu
nity over abduction memories seem but a variation of the debates around
false-memory syndrome. Accounts o f alien abduction can now claim to
fulfill established scientific criteria for truth on the basis of resemblance:
they look like other accounts of improbable events defended through psy
chological evidence. Now, because o f therapy language, the witness counts.
The witness can enter into the scientific discourse as a participant whose
words carry with them the presumption that they will be heard. The wit
ness speaks of her own experience, using this experience as itself the autho
rization to speak. Put somewhat differently, because of the link to therapy
culture, ufology has been able to defend more successfully the credibility of
the witness. Therapy language enables the witness to appeal to experience
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without having to establish in advance the reality o f that experience. Per
ception becomes reality.
At the Abduction Study Conference held at M IT in 1992, researchertherapist John Carpenter constructed a parallel with incest and sexual
abuse, saying: “ Way back, if you reported that was happening in your fam
ily, you were called crazy— you were disbelieved. Now it seems rampant.
The truth is, it was hidden, and everyone talks about it now.” 81 Similarly,
relying on an analogy with battered-child syndrome, sociologist Ron
Westrum argues that the abduction phenomenon is a hidden event, some
thing widespread, significant, but highly underreported. The link Wes
trum makes between abduction and child abuse enables him to construct a
stage sequence for the social recognition of anomalous events and to ex
plain why most scientists reject the very possibility o f alien abduction. He
writes: “Again and again, during the first two stages, one will find that sup
posed ‘experts’ in academia are: a) ignorant, b) unaware of their ignorance,
and c) contributing to the inhibition of reporting.” 82
The juridical-political credibility o f ufology has also been reconfigured
through the installation of therapy language. On the one hand, the stress
on therapy brings with it “ recovery movement” connotations o f personal
acceptance and self-transformation. Here, the abduction experience is an
individual matter that might be discussed in group therapy, not a political
concern. Nonetheless, some abduction therapists inscribe their treatment
techniques with a rights language. Legal discourse becomes law talk, a set
o f useful metaphors for a legalistic culture. Talking law, the abductees
reenter the political discourse that excluded UFO witnesses in the fifties
and sixties. For example, drawing from her work w'ith an attorney who had
difficulty overcoming his “ mental blocks regarding ‘talking about aliens’ ”
(blocks caused by the aliens’ usual injunction to secrecy), Jean Byrne sug
gests that abductees understand “the ‘Corporate Veil’ analog)’ and realize
that the same principles apply to alien information” and “ the ‘Clean Hands
Doctrine’ which is one of the eight principles of equity.” 83 She explains
that the “ corporate veil” is used to shield officers in a corporation when the
corporation is sued. If the corporation has failed to comply with its own
rules, the person bringing the suit can “ pierce the corporate veil” and hold
the wrongdoers personally liable. She writes: “ We may allege that alien visi
tors are breaking commonly recognized rules of ethical behavior by harm
ing humans. Their very acts of rule-breaking, therefore, remove from
around them any protective ethical veil which may have existed.” 84 The
“Clean Hands Doctrine” refers to the common-law idea that a person
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bringing legal action cannot be guilty o f wrongdoing but must “come into
court with ‘clean hands.’ ” The idea is that aliens have dirtied their hands
by mistreating humans; so, again, they deserve whatever response from
humans that they get.
On the other hand, the merging of legal and therapeutic languages, like
the convergence with ideas o f scientific proof, permits the construction of
imagined associations, equivalences, and unities between alien abduction
and issues of harm that have been central to some feminist, antiracist, and
queer politics. Stressing the widespread denial of abduction and the gov
ernment’s likely complicity in a cover-up, YVestrum concludes: “ Consider
how badly we have handled the AIDS problem and you will get some
idea of what is likely to happen with abductions.” 85 Also concerned with
“ government cover-up, surveillance and conspiracy,” Mack recounts the
discussions from his support group and their concerns with future orga
nization and planning. He writes: “ This includes the beginning realiza
tion that the patronizing, cynical attitude of some media shows and cov
erage, including the participation of a hostile debunker (usually called a
‘skeptic’) on a program, constitutes a human rights violation o f an au
thentic minority.” 86
The construction of alien abduction in the hegemonic discourses of sci
ence, law, and therapy has brought the alien home. Cold War security re
quired keeping the alien out. Letting it in, as the abduction researchers rec
ognize, means no more security, no more protection, no sense of control
over our own technological achievements. Indeed, this is precisely the feel
ing the alien icon clicks onto. When there is no difference between “ our”
discourse and an alien discourse, the fugitivity o f truth is just a sign of the
times. We can’t even know' what our discourse is — and not because we
don’t know who “we” are, but because we can’t tell when or if we are speak
ing the same language. Ironically, the consequences of the truth o f alien ab
duction are effected simply through the discursive inclusion of the alien.

Alien Logics
The shift in political context has enabled the alien to break out o f the
UFO subculture and serve as a repository for postmodern anxieties. The
fugitivity of truth is now a problem for all of us. N o longer related to pop
ular cultures’ marginal discourses, or even confined to peripheral discus
sions in philosophy and political theory, the fugitivity o f truth is a fact of
life in the techno-global information age. The concerns o f ufology, its wor
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ries about evidence and credibility, about whom to trust and whom to be
lieve, are the concerns of the rest of us. They are a concentrated version of
the facts and pseudofacts of life at the millennium.
For some the collapse in categories ushers in a new age of expanded pos
sibilities. The real opens up to include virtually anything. The only ques
tion is finding the right search engines, the best techniques — hypnosis,
meditation, Hot Bot, smart drugs, warp drive — for accessing it. For oth
ers the lack of certainty means insecurity, an insecurity countered primar
ily through trust. Finding truth depends on finding someone to trust,
someone to believe. And here again, in seemingly endless recursion, appear
the category wars: What are the criteria for credibility? During his live
broadcast from Area 5 1, Nevada, Larry King asked: “ How much stock do
you put in the word of your fellow man? This is the central question o f the
UFO debate.” Incredible, the alien implicates everyone in conspiracies to
produce and suppress, reveal and deny an always fugitive truth.
Through its construction o f the problem o f truth as a question o f credi
bility, the UFO discourse incorporates the reflexivity and skepticism lauded
as signs o f the rationality and rightness of science and law. Because it adopts
the very practices that excluded it, the U FO discourse has always depended
on the skeptic, critic, debunker. When Carl Sagan makes the effort of writ
ing several hundred pages to discredit reports of alien abduction, he con
firms the importance of the phenomenon. Moreover, because the skeptic
enters into dialogue, engaging in a discussion about the truth o f flying
saucers and a hybrid human-alien breeding project, the discourse itself is
confirmed as open and reflexive.
Admittedly, the U FO discourse is highly elastic, occupying a variety of
registers and positions. But containing, binding, or policing these various
registers is one of the ways the discourse replicates “ real” science and es
tablishes its own objectivity. Although U FO researchers are often derided
for their infighting, the factionalism in ufology is no more dramatic than in
standard academic disciplines. Mainstream science separates itself from the
discourse around UFOs. Serious ufologists distance themselves from con
tactees, channelers, hoaxsters, and “nut cases.” For them, the point is not
to establish the undeniability of extraterrestrials hovering over small Mid
western towns. Rather, it is to involve scientists and the government and
public in a serious investigation o f anomalous phenomena and experiences.
Some of the themes from M U FO N ’s annual symposia announce ufology’s
relation to science: “UFOs: A Scientific Challenge” (1983); “ UFOs: Be
yond the Mainstream of Science” (1986); “ UFOLOGY: The Emergence of a
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New Science” ( 1993); “ UFOLOGY: A Scientific Paradigm ( 1995); and, more
hesitatingly, “ UFOLOGY: A Scientific Enigma” ( 1996).
The reflexivity o f the UFO discourse, its critical and self-critical prac
tices, helps ufology reassure itself o f its own rationality. The 1992 confer
ence at M IT featured a variety o f perspectives on alien abduction. Papers
addressed topics such as the reliability of memories obtained through hyp
nosis, psychological and sociological explanations for abduction, children’s
experiences with aliens and UFOs, and cross-cultural patterns in abduc
tion. Many participants were concerned with establishing a code of ethics
that would set out the differences between therapy and investigation and
thereby help therapists in their work with abductees. Throughout the con
ference, experts and abductees alike raised questions and criticisms.
The Journal o f UFO Studies stresses its “ordinariness.” Like other aca
demic journals, it employs a “double-blind, double-referee system of pre
viewing articles submitted for possible publication.” Its editorial board in
cludes academics from McGill, Temple, Eastern Michigan, and Utah State
universities. The editor explains:
We hope to publish only articles of quality, issues forums of expert opin
ion and professionalism, and literature reviews of intelligence and in
sight. We hope to be objective, disciplined, and rigorous. We welcome
all viewpoints which can meet those standards, and, in fact, will attempt
to actively recruit valued scholars o f disparate positions for forums and
research articles. We consequently hope to offend no one, either due to
our willingness to pursue all legitimate views and hypotheses, or due to
our rejection of manuscripts when they do not rise to academic stan
dards. Please forgive us our objectivity and rigor for without these two
characteristics nothing “scientific” is worth the name.87
Recent issues of the journal include a metallurgical analysis of an alleged
UFO fragment found in Brazil in 19 5 7 (inconclusive), a study o f 347 draw
ings of imagined UFOs by Swiss children, a report of a psychological study
testing the fantasy-proneness of abductees, and discussion fora on alien ab
ductions and on the “tectonic stress theory” o f UFO sightings. Many ar
ticles have accompanying graphs, charts, tables, and statistical analyses.
Participants in the fora respond to and criticize one another’s findings and
results. Skeptics appear regularly.
Similarly, in Science and the UFOs, Jenny Randles and Peter Warrington
try to seduce “serious” scientists into UFO research by criticizing con
tactees and sloppy, unscientific approaches to UFOs. Lamenting the “ Dark
Ages” o f ufology, they blame its practioners, seeing them as “people whose
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motivations for involvement are not pure enough, whose methods are not
ethical enough, and whose standards of performance arc not good enough
for their work to be taken more seriously.” 88 To remedy these problems
and produce serious researchers (via seduction and fabrication), they argue,
ufology needs “ higher standards,” “ a code of practice,” and “self-regulation
o f one’s work.” 89 By becoming like “ real” science, ufology will attract it
and, in effect, merge with it. Its findings, as well as those who find them,
will acquire legitimacy. Randles and Warrington displace attention from
the credibility of U FO witnesses by working to establish the credibility of
UFO researchers. The researchers’ purity and discipline, something that
can be controlled, will supplement the uncontrollability of UFO reports.
What is so unsettling about Randles and Warrington’s argument is its
matter-of-factness. W ith such an argument they employ the tools of rea
son to produce what mainstream science considers nonreason. They erase
the difference between the two. Put somewhat differendy, the language of
science may be the same, but the facts and feelings, the alien information,
resist assimilation into the categories of mainstream thought, exposing the
very instability o f those categories.
One strand of the U FO discourse refuses the criteria o f hegemonic sci
ence. Perhaps because he is already credentialed through his position at
Harvard, John Mack views the abduction phenomenon as striking at the
heart of the Western scientific paradigm. Citing a conversation with his
longtime friend Thomas Kuhn, Mack explains that Kuhn helped him
understand that our current scientific worldview “had come to assume the
rigidity o f a theology, and that this belief system was held in place by the
structures, categories, and polarities of language, such as real/unreal, exists/
does not exist, objective/subjective, intrapsychic world/external world, and
happened/did not happen.” 90 For Mack, scientific criteria and standards
delimit too narrowly the domain of the intelligible. What is required is a
shift, a new Copernican revolution. He uses the idea of a “ politics of on
tology” to explain resistance to the shift in worldview necessary if we are to
accept alien truth, stressing the disjunction between the “underground of
popular knowledge about the world and the universe” and the opinions en
couraged by elite, official “arbiters o f reality.” Mack thinks that “ it is really
going to be interesting to see when the official mainstream, the small per
centage o f elites that determine what we are supposed to think is real, wake
up to the fact that the consensus view of reality is gone.” 91 Nonetheless, as
he defends the reality of abductees’ experiences, Mack tends to employ
conventional scientific criteria, challenging the skeptic to explain the en
tirety o f the abduction phenomenon.92
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Installed as practices for producing a knowledge that science disavows,
heretofore reasonable procedures take an alien form. As the criteria for le
gitimacy are themselves abducted, the mainstream, the serious, the con
ventional, and the real become suspect. Not only does the U FO discourse
cite scientific standards o f objectivity, impartiality, critical debate, and
consideration of alternative hypotheses, it also provides a location for the
redeployment of these standards against institutionalized science. From
within the UFO discourse, hegemonic science appears too preoccupied
with securing government funding, maintaining authoritative reputations,
and defending its own paradigm o f reality. What distinguishes the pub
licly acceptable and formerly NASA-funded S E T I (Search for F.xtraterrestrial Intelligence) from UFO research — a point made clear in the 1997
film Contact? At the M IT conference, in response to a paper on SE T I
by a Boston University physics professor, someone asked: “ Is it true . . .
that after 32 years of search, and the expenditure o f over $100,000,000
already, you [SETI] have zero data? Have you got one piece o f positive
evidence to support your hypothesis? What I’m trying to do, sir, is to con
trast your budget with ours, which is zero, your amount of data with our
data. Would you be willing to share some of your $100,000,000 with our
UFO researchers?” 9’ Stanton Friedman, a nuclear physicist who earns his
living lecturing on UFOs, regularly castigates mainstream academic writ
ings on UFOs as “unscientific and often based on bias and prejudice
rather than reason and logic.” 94 Criticizing Menzel and Taves’s The UFO
Enigma, Friedman finds that “ the attitude is very much holier than thou
from the lofty perch o f Harvard,” that the book is “ fiction in the guise of
science, irrationality’ in the guise o f reason and logic,” and that the over
all method of argument involves “ misrepresentation, positive and negative
name calling, omissions of fact, character assassination, guilt by associa
tion, etc.” 95
In an essay formulated through the languages of science, law, and ther
apy', Budd Hopkins details the misrepresentations and selective editing in a
Nova television special, “ Kidnapped by Aliens?” for which he had provided
support and information.96 Finding the title lurid, and the opening se
quence sensationalist, he says that the show’s tabloid style and mangling of
the truth indicate that Nova “has abandoned its right to be thought of as ei
ther objective, balanced, or scientific.” From Hopkins’s perspective as an
abduction researcher, the show was “a polemic having nothing to do with
scientific investigation.” In an extensive discussion o f Carl Sagan’s role in
the Nova report, Hopkins writes:
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Typically, on a show filled with hostile authority figures having little or
no acquaintance with the data, astronomer Carl Sagan said that he be
lieved all abduction accounts are delusions or hallucinations. . . . What
evidence does Dr. Sagan, for example, present to buttress his sweep
ing — and to the abductecs — damning indictment of their ability to
separate fantasy from reality? None. None whatsoever. For a man re
garded within popular culture as a kind of “ Pope of Science” to offer such
a wholesale denigration of UFO abductees with no supporting evidence
is worse than irresponsible. In the psychological literature, there is only
one report o f an in-depth, blind study of the mental health of abduct
ees . . . and it shows that Dr. Sagan’s opinion is totally insupportable.97
Hopkins stresses the credibility of abductees, linking the bravery of those
who agreed to appear on Nova with “the way a few rape victims will also
come forward publicly, despite potential humiliation." He concludes that
Nova “tampered with evidence and intimidated future witnesses.” 98
Because the UFO discourse already incorporates the languages and cri
teria of science, law, and therapy, Friedman and Hopkins can position
themselves as supporting views capable of meeting the same criteria of va
lidity that Carl Sagan’s do. In fact, their language, and the language of the
UFO discourse as a whole, are indistinguishable from his. Stressing the
similarities among recovered memories of alien abduction, satanic abuse,
and childhood sexual abuse, Sagan finds that in all three cases there are spe
cialists, “networks of therapists who trade client histories and therapeutic
methods,” practioners who “feel the necessity of defending their practice
against more skeptical colleagues.” 99 He wonders whether “competition
among therapists for patients, and the obvious financial interest of thera
pists in prolonged therapy, make them less Likely to offend patients by
evincing some skepticism about their stories.” 100 Sagan notes also that
“ psychoanalysis is not a very self-critical profession,” asking “how much
training in scientific method and skeptical scrutiny, in statistics, or even in
human fallibility have these therapists received?” 101 Throughout his book
The Demon-Haunted World, Sagan’s engagement with UFOs and alien ab
duction places him in the UFO discourse. Consequently, his very critique
reaffirms its claim to scientific status. Indeed, Sagan reiterates the UFO
discourse’s legal language (“some are convinced that eyewitness testimony
is reliable”) and participates in linking abduction with child abuse.
What makes the UFO discourse’s critical and reflexive practices espe
cially effective is that establishment scientists and ufologists alike dismiss
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each other as intellectually recalcitrant. Since neither side is convinced,
each denies the qualifications o f the other even to participate in the con
versation. Each is viewed as “not susceptible to reasoned argument” or
“ stubbornly resistant to it.” 102 This similarity is precisely the problem. The
U FO discourse uses the languages of science, law, and therapy to link itself
to reflexivity, skepticism, and objectivity. Thus, these markers of intelligi
bility themselves become alien.
O f course, in everyday life the lines between talk of UFO s and talk of,
say, dinosaurs, asteroids, or charmed quarks are not so blurred. UFOs bear
a stigma. Harvard investigated John Mack more than a year after he
started working on alien abduction. To my great interest, colleagues have
jokingly referred to my own research as “white trash studies.” A common
(though mistaken, classist, and elitist) view' is that people who believe in
UFOs are poor, uneducated, white, and usually American. Poll data sug
gests otherwise.
Ironically, the very stigma makes UFOs and alien abduction seductive,
transgressive. Those o f us attracted to left-wing causes, to critical positions
against political, governmental, and corporate authorities, or maybe just to
underdogs in general may feel at home in ufology. In July 1997, Roswell,
N ew Mexico, celebrated the fiftieth anniversary of the saucer crash. Thou
sands of tourists and hundreds of reporters crowded into the desert town
to see a science fiction film festival, hear a host of famous speakers includ
ing Budd Hopkins, Stanton Friedman, and John Mack, tour the crash site,
and enter contests for alien costumes and saucer designs. Shordy before, on
June 24, apparently just in time to spoil the fun, the Air Force released yet
another report on how the saucer was a balloon and how there weren’t any
alien bodies. As Time magazine explains, the Air Force explanation details
experiments “that involved dropping dummies from high-altitude balloons
to study the results of the impact. Witnesses’ descriptions o f the ‘aliens,’
the Air Force notes, closely match the characteristics of the dummies:
3* ft. to 4 ft. tall, bluish skin coloration, and no ears, hair, eyebrows or eye
lashes.” 105 Why would the Air Force have thrown dummies out o f bal
loons? It sounds like the beginning of a bad — incredibly bad — joke.
Following its initial broadcast o f “Kidnapped by Aliens?” Nova aired a
special on class-action suits against makers of silicon breast implants. The
experts occupied the same discursive position in each show. The women
seeking redress for the suffering they had undergone because o f the breast
implants took the place of the abductees. An article on the potential dan
gers of silicon breast implants, in the magazine New Woman, has sections
entided “The Politics of Paranoia” and “ Paranoid — or Right?” The au
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thor takes a skeptical approach to the claims o f implant manufacturers and

newspapers such as the Wall Street Journal, reminding women of a long his
tory of commercial and pharmaceutical failures to ensure that products,
such as thalidomide (which caused deformities when prescribed for morn
ing sickness) and DES (which increased the risk of cancer to the women
who took it to avoid miscarriage and caused malformations in the repro
ductive organs of their daughters), were safe for women.1®4
Clicking on the alien icon opens a window to contemporary confusion.
The alien marks the way rational procedures produce irrational results. It
marks a dissolution of the boundaries of the intelligible so complete that
any exclusion seems arbitrary, repressive. As an icon of public acceptance
of the fugitivity of truth, the alien has abducted the everyday to the extent
that we no longer know when we speak different languages. When we see
the alien, we abandon the presumption of common or public reason: some
of us claim we are being taken up in spaceships and used in breeding ex
periments; others of us, in the Air Force, claim we have thrown four-foothigh dummies out of hot-air balloons. Linked to harm and abuse of chil
dren, racial, sexual, ethnic, and economic minorities, alien abduction
renders action and politics suspect. The aliens have landed. Resistance is
futile.
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Space Programs

No Place Like Home
Although ostensibly about a 1960s mission to the moon, the recent film
Apollo 1 3 is really about coming home in the 1990s.1 The command mod
ule is named the Odyssey and, like other road-trip epics, Apollo 1 3 begins and
ends at home. At first the travelers want to get away; by the end, they ap
preciate the importance of staying where they are.2 Their journey is a se
ries o f obstacles to be overcome; through this overcoming, the travelers
forge new understandings and relationships. They also get much better
television coverage.
The “ coming home” narrative is established in the first appearance in the
film ofjim Lovell, played by two-time Academy Award winner Tom Hanks.
Lovell is driving his red sports car and bringing champagne home for the
party celebrating Neil Armstrong’s televised walk on the moon.3 O f the

various ways in which an emphasis on home is built into the film, perhaps
the most significant is the repeated use of television and the emphasis on
NASA’s fixation with it. The first voice heard in the film is Walter Cronkite
as he recounts the fire that killed astronauts Gus Grissom, Ed White, and
Roger Chaffee during a test of Apollo i. We witness Armstrong’s first steps
on the moon through the eyes of the guests at Lovell’s party as they watch
Cronkite’s telecast. Most of the updates we receive on the progress and
problems facing Apollo 13 we learn from television news reports.
Television, these images remind us, is as vital to the space program as
it is to the American home. A challenge confronting the movie’s writers
and director was how' to make a story exciting when the ending is already
known. By having film viewers reenact the familiar role of television
viewer — that is, by letting the audience get information in a common way,
through television, a way that repeats how some audience members can be
expected to have connected with the space program from the outset — the
film makes the action real. It simulates the experience o f witnessing the
news on television. It positions the audience in its comfortable role as
citizen-spectators. If the simulation is good enough, the conditioned re
sponse should occur: increased interest and apprehension cushioned by a
connection with the familiar and the everyday. In other words, the con
nection with television could enable an ideal audience to worry about get
ting home and share in a longing for the safety of home at the same time.
As the film makes clear, however, television is a PR headache for N A SA
Through Dick Cavett’s monologue, it informs the audience that the
Apollo 15 launch was watched by 3 million fewer viewers than had witnessed
Apollo 12 . None of the major networks carries NASA’s live telecast from the
spacecraft. Major Nelson and Major Healy, on I Dream ofjeanie, were astro
nauts in a much funnier program that aired at the same time. Spaceflight had
become too routine, too boring. Indeed, it was so routine that even the quin
tessential launch witness, the astronaut’s wife, didn’t plan to attend. A NASA
official explains to Marilyn Lovell (Kathleen Quinlan) that the networks
“say we make going to the moon about as exciting as a trip to Pittsburgh.”
Trips to the moon aren’t news. NASA’s focus, like the film’s, is on the
audience at home as it attempts to interest them in spaceflight by connect
ing it with everyday life. This link, however, reinforces the sense that space
is no longer special. The astronauts go on with their planned telecast, act
ing for the cameras; NASA doesn’t tell them that they aren't really “on the
air.” Fred Haise (Bill Paxton) plays pop music and clowns around. Jack
Swigert (Kevin Bacon) mentions his tax problems, something that makes
him just like everybody else. Lovell concludes that “between Jack’s back
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Transmitted image o f Apollo n moon walk (N ASA)

taxes and the Fred Haise show, I ’d say we had a pretty successful broad
cast.” He doesn’t know that it didn’t happen. It wasn’t on television. There
weren’t any witnesses. It might as well not have occurred at all.
T h e film’s interest in the problem o f television contributes to the very
domestication o f space travel that put the Apollo program in jeopardy. It
does so through an emphasis on urine.4 Early in the film, Lovell is shown
conducting a tour o f the Vehicle Assembly Building at Cape Canaveral.
When a curious though embarrassed woman asks how astronauts pee in
space, Lovell sidesteps an answer with a joke about stopping at the nearest
gas station. Soon after Apollo 13 is on its way to the moon, however, Lovell
appears fumbling with his relief tube. He notes that it’s a shame this can’t
be shown on television; Haise admires the sparkling beauty of Lovell’s
“ constellation urine” (pronounced to rhyme with Orion) as he dumps the
urine into space. What can be shown on T V is limited. I f N A SA wanted to
construct outerspace as a public space, one fit for the television viewing au
dience o f the 1960s, Ron Howard seems more attuned to the possibilities
o f a privatized outerspace, one that allows for the more earthy concerns
expressed in the nineties.
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What is shown on television, of course, is what the film takes as its pri
mary action: the disastrous situation of the astronauts. NASA jumps at the
opportunity for more T V coverage as the networks clamor for information
about the imperiled flight. As the film makes clear, however, the grab for
media attention is accompanied by an increase in deception, by a problem
o f trust. Once Apollo 13 ’s troubles begin, NASA worries over what to tell
the public. While watching an early television report on the explosion,
Marilyn tries to get information from the agency, yelling into the phone,
“ Don’t give me that NASA bullshit.” As the situation on the craft worsens,
Swigert starts to voice his paranoia about NASA’s failure to give them a
reentry plan. The agency, he suspects, knows that they are coming in too
shallow to get back. Instead, they will skip out over the atmosphere, flying
back into space, never to remrn. Although Haise and Lovell don’t want to
hear it, Swigert’s suspicions that NASA won’t be frank with them are con
firmed near the end of the film. As reentry is under way, the flight director
Gene Krantz (Ed Harris, who played John Glenn in the film version of The
Right Stuff) is informed that the craft is indeed shallowing. He replies that
if nothing can be done about it, there is no need to tell the astronauts.
Since the astronauts do return home, these paranoid moments quickly
fade. After all, none of them was actually on television, so none o f them re
ally happened. They’ were effects o f television, o f NASA’s televisual under
standing of space and spaceflight, but effects easy to lose sight of. What is
less easy to lose sight o f— indeed, what the film pays explicit attention to,
especially in these paranoid moments — are other locations of power and
agency’ in the space program. Most o f the action takes place behind the
scenes, behind the screens. The film makes technological work, and geeks,
thrilling. As one o f the dashing astronauts serving as “C A PC O M ” says
to a bespectacled engineer, “You, sir, are a steely-eyed missile man.” The
action is not in outerspace, not in televisual public space, but on earth, at
home. And this nontelevisual and hence private home is not the site of
1960s astronaut longing, but of 1990s techno-awareness.5

Revenge of th e Nerds
These days, when the release o f a new computer operating system elic
its the media frenzy usually reserved for Hollywood openings — or im
periled spacecraft — this technological locus of action isn’t surprising.
America’s new heroes — or those who savvy public relations folks offer up
as such — are techno-geeks, computer guys, Steve Jobs, Bill Gates. At
times, the technology displaces the hero or, in more cyborgian versions, the
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two merge. This is a common science-fiction theme.6 Its appearance in
mainstream news magazines, however, is not so common.
In a January 1997 Time cover article on Gates, Walter Isaacson describes
his “ search for evidence about the soul that underlies Bill Gates’ intellec
tual operating system.” 7 Isaacson writes:
Part of what makes him so enigmatic is the nature o f his intellect. Wan
der the Microsoft grounds, press the Bill button in conversation and
hear it described in computer terms: he has “ incredible processing
power” and “unlimited bandwidth,” an agility at “parallel processing”
and “ multitasking.” Watch him at his desk, and you see what they mean.
He works on two computers, one with four frames that sequence data
streaming in from the Internet, the other handling the hundreds o f E 
mail messages and memos that extend his mind into a network. He can
be so rigorous as he processes data that one can imagine his mind may
indeed be digital: no sloppy emotions or analog fuzziness, just trillions
of binary impulses coolly converting input into correct answers.8
Gates is not simply the personification o f his company, Microsoft. Gates is
a computer, and one without a particularly user-friendly interface. How is
it that such a man can be positioned as an American hero, an ideal or goal
toward which some of us, the best of us, might be compelled to strive?
The easy answer is $25 billion. In 1997 Bill Gates is by far the richest
man in the world. But that answer is too easy. The unfathomably rich have
never had a lock on America’s heroic imaginings. Few would put Warren
Buffet at the top o f their hero lists. It is also too easy to dismiss Gates’s sta
tus as simply an effect o f corporate power, of the celebration of wealth that
has barely subsided since the Reagan years, o f the rise in corporate profits
and stock prices amidst blue- and white-collar downsizing and “outsourc
ing,” o f a pervasive ideology of wealth that derides poverty as a moral fail
ing. That doesn’t work since there are, after all, athletes and pop stars and
supermodels who move in and out of the celebrity space that substitutes for
heroes, who give us our “ hero lite.” How did we get to a time and place
where our heroes are indistinguishable from our technology; where it is bad
to be a space cadet, but good to be a rocket scientists? How did we get to a
point where outerspace no longer suggests action, excitement, and adven
ture, where the real hope is to come home?
To answ er this question I look in this chapter at the televisual produc
tion of the astronaut, at NASA’s construction o f space and its explorers
before an audience, domestic and global. A major difference between the
cultural imaginings of the sixties and those of the nineties is in the language
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used to express hope and longing, in the images chosen for envisioning the
future. Until the late sixties, encouraged by governmental efforts to gen
erate support for space exploration, popular and news media used space
imagery to symbolize progress and achievement. The 1964 World’s Fair
hosted in N ew York celebrated space with a “ Lunar Fountain,” the “ Foun
tain o f the Planets,” and the “Unisphere.” 9 At decade’s end, even Life mag
azine’s Loudon VVainright, the space enthusiast who had covered the Mer
cury and Gemini programs, found it difficult to get excited about the initial
launch for the moon. Reporting from Cape Kennedy in July 1969, he
writes: “ The almost monotonous success of the flights before the Grissom
tragedy has evolved to near perfection with the Apollo flights since. O f
course, that’s a fact worth anybody’s deep gratitude, but precision has a way
of dehumanizing adventure, even if the destination is a piece o f the moon
when a man will stand. Thanks to this technology, we know we will see a
fantastic view. Anything is possible and most of its is predictable to the
millisecond.” 10 By 1979 ABC News could air a television special com
memorating the tenth anniversary o f the moon landing, “ Infinite Hori
zons: To the Year 2000 and Above,” asking what had become o f the space
euphoria that characterized the heyday o f the program in the early sixties.
Launch Pad 19 at Cape Canaveral is shown abandoned, decrepit, pad
locked; “a ghost town on the frontier,” suggests the narrator. The science
fiction writer Ray Bradbury worries that we have lost interest in space. The
show assures viewers that this is not the case, emphasizing the practical
benefits o f space travel: namely, better communication technologies, wrist
radios and satellites, and, best of all, television itself.
Today space provides a neat interactive Web site, great movie location,
a neat bunch o f opportunities for aliens hoping to reinvigorate their gene
pools. NASA space, the scientific space established as that which would be
explored, conquered, and colonized, the object o f human surveillance and
control, is likely to be the butt o f jokes, condescended to, affectionately re
membered, but nothing serious. The Pathfinder mission is fun, complete
with tie-in products like the Sojourner rover. O f course, there aren’t any ac
tion figures. In its list of the best media moments of 1996, the electronic
journal Feed commends Mars for “ Best Career Rehabilitation":
Funny how all the slathering talk about cyberspace reduces the real
thing to an overworked metaphor. As recently as the early ’80s, outer
space unleashed billions of dollars of federal funds; wretched screen
plays for space thrillers routinely got the red light; and inter-planetary
blood baths turned mere actors into teen idols.. . . Now “space” looks
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more like faded wallpaper, background texture for cyberslackers’ caffeinated dramas (or lack thereof). That is until scientists found a bit o f
crud on a rock which proved to be (very likely) a Martian fossil.. . . And
like most it-girls Mars owes its newfound fame to television. For with
out Hubble photos on the evening news, Mars would have remained just
another bit player in I D j."
In the nineties, supported by prominent politicians and driven by the mar
ket, technological innovations enabling rapid, widespread communication,
as well as access to information, entertainment, and virtual experiences,
have opened up new possibilities for envisioning the next millennium. The
Internet— even or especially in the context o f the Mars Pathfinder mis
sion — has come to stand for the future. In this chapter, I locate the hopes
pinned on cyberspace in a context produced by NASA.
In the process, I show how space lost its connection with achievement
and power, with the best and the brightest, and came to be linked with pas
sivity and the mundane because all these elements were already there, al
ready part of astronaut imagery and NASA’s space vocabulary from the
program’s early days. Now, rather than excitement and adventure, the per
functory dimension of space are ascendent. I disagree with Constance Penley’s reading of the position o f NASA in American popular culture. Penley
claims that NASA remains “ a repository for utopian meanings.”121 argue
that the positive associations with the space program prevalent in the six
ties have been transferred to computers and networked communications
technologies. What made the Pathfinder mission to Mars exciting was not
space or space travel, since nobody actually went to Mars. The thrill is in
the cheap interactive technolog)7.
So although space imagery was always complex and contradictory, the
dominant meanings of outerspace, the ideas associated with space and
space travel, have changed since the sixties. Previously space was linked
with the agency of the astronaut; it now connotes the passivity of the audi
ence who witnessed the “ conquest” of space on television or, more fright
eningly, the horrors of the Challenger or of the aliens invading our homes
and bedrooms. The cultural stress had been on escaping the confines of
earth; now it’s on finding ways to stay hotne — which is exacdy what the
Pathfinder mission accomplished. W ith the Internet, we bring everything
to us, without ever having to go anywhere. We can act and watch at the
same time. And, we can watch and see more than what the government
produces for our consumption. We can see most anything we like.
Why risk an unsafe and alien environment, when you can blast off into
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cyberspace? Look at the poor cosmonauts trapped on Mir, that fallingapart symbol of old-style space travel? Why should anyone have to endure
the confines of a dangerous journey when the effect of venturing onto the
Net is virtually tke same: krealc tke confines of an eartk(ljv kody, eclipse
time and space, discover what’s out there, get new information. And, best
of all, this time more than a handful of us get to participate. Wired:
Pathfinder; tired: M ir. Some of the justifications are the same, as well.
“ There in space lies more knowledge, more data for pure research,” an
nounces a Life editorial in 19 59 J3 “ Information wants to be free!” scream
wired, blue-ribboned, black-screened, libertarian Netizens. Mercury as
tronaut Gordon Cooper’s description of zero gravity, “a freedom man has
been striving for over the centuries — the ability to glide around with no
effort,” sounds like the hacker’s dream of leaving the meat.14 Traveling via
mouse and modem is safer, easier, and more democratic than strapping a
chosen few to the top of a rocket. We — a new “we” constituted through
our techno-sawy — can all roam the net, and never go anywhere at all.
More than an analysis of languages of progress, my thinking about how
techno-geeks came to occupy the heroic position of astronauts reflects on
images of citizenship. From the beginning of the space program, the as
tronaut was presented as a hero, as the best America had to offer. Part of
the fascination of the astronaut has always been this position as exemplar,
as active agent, as representative of action. At the same time NASA was
producing its space program, however, it was also compiling a vision of the
public. The program was made to be watched. It required an audience, a
credible witness. Someone had to attest to the giant leaps made for man
kind. This public, then, also embodied a set of citizen-ideals, ideals of ap
propriate witnessing and credible spectatorship, frequendy at odds with
those associated with the hero-astronaut. The astronaut’s dependence on
this assemblage of witnesses linked him with a televisual public. My argu
ment is that even as NASA produced a straight, white, elite, male astronaut,
the astronaut icon because of this dependence became invested with a host
of other, alien, meanings, contradictory and ambiguous meanings that invjted questioning reflection on the very ideals NASA was attempting to in
scribe on astronaut bodies, or at least space suits.
Contemporary cyber-imaginings reproduce some of these meanings,
playing a similar role in representations of what is left of citizenship as an
identity or ideal. Like and indeed part of the technological transformations
that made spaceflight possible, those in computing and networked com
munications effect more than a revisioning of the active/passive, spectacle/
spectator binaries of astronaut/audience citizenship. They confront what it
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is to be human. Precisely because the space age made possible a speciesconsciousness, made the idea of being a citizen o f the planet a fact o f every
day life for anyone with access to television, radio, or global communica
tions media, it established the contours for the popular reflections on our
experience of the human carried out in and through cyberia.
The astronaut does not simply reiterate a conception of citizenship
known for its straight, white, elite masculinity. Rather, it functions as an
icon for the tensions and ambivalence in contemporary notions of the citi
zen: independent, national, and global; pilot, projectile, and participant;
explorer, alien, and cyborg. Interrogating the astronaut reveals tensions
around control, technology, and agency. It makes visible the links between
political spectacle and the audience installed as credible w itnesses. The as
tronaut is a site in popular culture where ideas o f American power and the
power of Americans can be explored.

Under Alien Skies
The National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) was cre
ated through the National Aeronautics and Space Act o f 1958. This was
not, however, creation ab nibilo. The new civilian agency was a renamed,
reorganized, and refinanced version of a not too well funded child of World
War I, the National Advisory Committee on Aeronautics (NACA). Al
though itself a civilian agency, N A CA in the late fifties worked as an ad
junct to the military and the Department o f Defense and, up until the So
viet Union’s successful launch o f Sputnik in 1957, it devoted little time or
money to spaceflight. In the media frenzy around Sputnik, however, this
■was to change. Sputnik signaled Soviet technological superiority, or so it
seemed. The world would now go to sleep under alien communist skies.
Walter A. McDougall explains Sputnik panic in terms of perceived
threats to the legitimacy' of American leadership in the post-World War II
global order. This legitimacy rested on two premises, premises that, as we
have seen, were contested in the U FO discourse: “ first, the evident superi
ority of American liberal institutions, not only in the spiritual realm of
freedom, but in the material realm of prosperity; second, the overwhelm
ing American superiority in the technology of mass destruction, shielding
those under its umbrella from external aggression.” 15 Launching Sputnik
meant that the Soviets had the capacity to send long-range intercontinen
tal ballistic missiles armed with nuclear weapons to American cities. More
over, America had somehow fallen behind, hadn’t noticed that the Soviets
were catching up, thus suggesting that Americans’ preoccupation with con70
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Mission control (N ASA)

sumption (already ethically fragile in light o f the still-recent Depression)
might be at fault. As M cDougall observes, reliance on the market, espe
cially as it was “ corrupted by consumerism,” became suspect; the private
sector seemed too disorganized and unruly to meet the challenge posed by
centralized state and economic planning.
The Democratic Party, and Senator Lyndon B. Johnson o f Texas, capi
talized on the media-enhanced Sputnik uproar. In need o f an issue that
would take some o f the divisive heat away from the powder keg o f segrega
tion, Democratic strategists, already preoccupied with race, hit on the
space race. Johnson, ever ready for a political opportunity, used his position
as Senate majority leader and chair o f the Preparedness Subcommittee o f
the Senate Armed Services Committee to hold hearings and investigations
that put him at the forefront o f efforts to increase the American presence
in space.16 At stake was nothing less than the safety and honor o f Am eri
cans and the American way.
For Johnson, like many in politics and mainstream news media, Amer
ica’s space program had to reflect American ideals. I f Soviet efforts in space
were military secrets, then America’s would be open and public, a civilian
operation in the interests o f peace. T he U .S. program had to appear virtu
ous, pursued for the sake o f “ freedom in space.” 17 Th e decision to house
American space efforts in a civilian agency, then, was directly linked to
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America’s political goals against the Soviets: only a civilian agency could
convey this open, peaceful image. Image wasn’t all, however. The decision
to refabricate N ACA was also influenced by “ its long history o f close and
cordial cooperation with the military departments.” 18 These military con
nections rarely surfaced in open discussion, especially after 1961 when N a
tional Security Advisor McGeorge Bundy issued orders forbidding the Air
Force from discussing or even mentioning U.S. spy satellites in mainstream
newspapers and magazines.
The decision to try to be the first country to land a man on the moon
and return him safely to earth involved similar preoccupations with image,
prestige, and audience.20 W ith the Bay of Pigs fiasco, on the one hand, and
the success o f Yuri Gagarin’s orbital flight, on the other, the new adminis
tration o f John F. Kennedy needed a way to boost America’s image. After
Alan Shepard’s successful suborbital flight on May 5, 1961, witnessed by
hundreds of reporters from around the globe and met with “a wave of
national relief and pride” in the United States, an all-out effort to beat the
Soviets to the moon seemed just the thing.21 As Kennedy said in his speech
before Congress on May 25, 1961:
Finally, if we are to win the battle that is going on around the world be
tween freedom and tyranny, if we are to win the battle for men’s minds,
the dramatic achievements in space which occurred in recent weeks
should have made clear to us all, as did the sputnik in 1957, the impact
of the adventure on the minds of men everywhere who are attempting
to make a determination of which road they should take.. . . For while
we cannot guarantee that we shall one day be first, we can guarantee that
any failure to make this effort will find us last. We take an additional risk
by making it in full view o f the world — but as shown by the feat o f As
tronaut Shepard, this very risk enhances our stature when we are suc
cessful---- We go into space because whatever mankind must undertake,
free men must fully share.22
As with the founding impetus behind NASA, so too with the drive to the
moon. Both linked the achievements of American technology with Amer
ica’s capacity to lead and to act, with the values of freedom and democracy
that America positioned itself as representing.

Staged Credibility
The American astronaut is the dynamic product of this theatrics o f space
as it played out in the United States during the Cold War. Because the re
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search, science, and technology around space and space exploration were
fabricated into a “ program,” because space was figured as a site of political
and governmental intervention, American efforts around space from their
inception carried with them a sense of audience.23 In the words of a News
week “ Special Section on Space and the Atom”: “ I'he cold war is being waged
in outer space. All mankind may ride along vicariously with the first space
man, and science as a whole may benefit from his findings. But the nation
that gets up there first will score an important political, psychological, and
propaganda victory.” 24 The space program was always in part a television
program produced for audiences at home and abroad. Achievements would
be the achievements o f us all, or at least those o f us who weren’t communists.
Failures would be, too, which made the launch-pad explosion o f Amer
ica’s first major space rocket, Vanguard I, especially painful and humiliat
ing. The press derided it as “ Flopnik,” “ Kaputnik,” and “ Stayputnik.” 25
Though major PR setbacks, these failures heightened the drama of NASA’s
new program. What would happen next? Shepard survived, would the oth
ers? Would the networks report the ever greater achievements of an alien
ideology or would American values triumph over the secret and brutal ef
forts o f the communists? At stake were freedom and democracy, or at least
their image.
The credibility of the space program depended on witnesses. For the
American program to matter, people had to see its achievements. Its visi
bility would distinguish it from the Soviet effort. Could anyone really trust
the claims of communists? People had to know what was happening. They
had to hear the astronauts speak from space. They had to watch the rock
ets lift off. They had to see photos o f the earth and the moon. They had to
know it was real. After all, it was produced for them.
I'he credibility of claims about space travel is a primary' concern in the
book Keeping Up with the Astronauts, a photo-filled celebration of Ameri
cans in space that highlights John Glenn’s February 20, 1962, orbital flight.
Building a contrast with the Soviet space program, the book goes to great
lengths to prove to readers that the Soviet cosmonaut Gherman Titov re
ally did spend twenty-five hours in orbit around the world only weeks after
the United States had prided itself on a second suborbital flight. It does so
ostensibly in order to head off in advance the same unbelieving protests
that some Americans raised after hearing of Yuri Gagarin's flight. As I read
it, however, this proof is an attempt to foreground the credibility of the
American effort via an emphasis on its being witnessable. “ Because of the
rivalry in space between the United States and the Soviet Union, and be
cause the Soviet Union has been proved to have falsified important matters
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in the past,” Don Myras reminds his readers, “many Americans — even
in spite of President Kennedy’s recognition of the fact — doubted that
Gagarin had made a space orbit. They said things like, ‘If it really hap
pened, why didn’t the Russians release more information?’ and ‘Why were
no newspapermen there to watch him take off and come back?’ ” -6
If it wasn’t public, a spaceflight didn’t happen. American success de
pended on its audience. Reporting on the important role of the media in pre
senting and interpreting space to the public, Newsweek announced that “the
ten-hour telecast of John Glenn’s flight last February was seen in 39.9 mil
lion homes — except for the Kennedy-Nixon debates, the largest audience
in T V history.” 27 By the time Apollo was in full swing, the message would
be clear: the triumph of democracy depends on watching television.
Since Soviet launches were secret, American launches would be staged
events, public spectacles with thousands, nay, millions of witnesses. There
would be nothing incredible, or unworthy of being credited, about Amer
ica’s achievements. Myras’s Keeping Up with the Astronauts acknowledges
the centrality of staging with two photographs that, for all practical pur
poses (though not, perhaps, for all playful ones), have little to do with the
accompanying text about Shepard, Titov, and the space race. The pictures,
uncredited stills from an unnamed film by Fritz Lang, show what seems to
be an enormous and dramatically illuminated launch pad and then the
rocket itself in flight. The caption reads: “ Scene from a movie by Fritz
Lang on which Hermann Oberth, a German who later came to America,
worked in 1929. Note tracks similar to those at Cape Canaveral.” 28 These
bits of cinematic spectacle stand in for what can’t be represented — Titov’s
own flight. At the same time, they link American achievements to enter
tainment and theatricality, evoking the fantasy of flight even as the caption
covers over details o f history and technology that might make facts awk
ward or unpleasant.
It was public information, if not exacdy public knowledge, that the
brightest lights in American rocketry were ex-Nazis. After the United
States’ first successful launch of a satellite on January 3 1, 1958, headlines
and magazine covers applauded the work of “missile man” and rocket
scientist Wernher von Braun. Time and Newsweek both reported that von
Braun and his team of scientists had developed missiles for Hider during
World War II, in particular the V-2 rocket that had rained down upon
London.29 Furthermore, like most press reports on von Braun, the news
magazines mentioned that the von Braun team had surrendered to the
Americans at the end of the war because they preferred that to the option
of going with the Soviets. W ith hundreds of other German scientists, they
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were part o f the top-secret “ Operation Paperclip,” through which former
Nazis were assimilated into the United States.
Like most coverage o f von Braun, Time and Newsweek endeavor to play
down the scientist’s military past as they situate him within an all-American
present. Newsweek recounts how von Braun happened to go to work for the
German military in 1932. The magazine does not mention that this was the
year before Hider was appointed chancellor, a year when Nazi popularity
was rising rapidly. It notes that von Braun “felt no moral compunction
about the possible use of his rockets for mass destruction and genocide,”
and refers to his explanation that the possibility of war “seemed to us ab
surd” because the Nazis were not in power.50 That von Braun and a col
league attempted in 1942 to persuade Hider “ that guided missiles were
Germany’s best bet” becomes subsumed within a larger narrative o f von
Braun’s scientific dedication to rocketry and Hider’s ignorant and mystical
refusal to support the research (Hider had dreamed the rockets wouldn’t
work). Similarly, Time counters a statement regarding von Braun’s role in
“ rain[ingj V-2 ruin on London” with a parenthetical aside: “ when the first
V-2 smashed London Spaceman von Braun remarked to a friend that the
rocket had worked perfecdy except for landing on the wrong planet.” M
By 1962, the fifth year of the space age, according to Newsweek, enthu
siastic support for the moon program pushed von Braun’s history out of the
mainstream media. Not only were the German scientists now more likely
to be referred to in terms of their American citizenship, but w'hatever Nazi
beliefs they may have held had seemingly taken a 180-degree turn. Von
Braun’s team was disconnected from anti-Semitism and linked instead to
antiracism. The “ rocket people” based in Huntsville, Alabama, were said to
fit in well.52 But rather than being a potentially ironic comment on South
ern racism, this was meant as praise for the positive force they contributed
toward social change.
In the face of criticism o f the huge expenditures on space, especially when
such earthly issues as Southern segregation were becoming increasingly
heated and contentious, NASA lauded the space effort as a key instrument
for transforming attitudes that “ lagged” behind technological advances. It
linked the space program with desegregation, suggesting that the influence
o f the Redstone people had contributed to the opening up of lunch counters
in Huntsville.55 Whatever it touched, the space program would, it seemed,
work a public good — even if, especially if, that meant subordinating avail
able information to a public knowledge it was actively producing.
To be sure, the Nazi past doesn’t get drowned out completely. In the
Newsweek special issue, for example, it resurfaces metaphorically in an
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account o f the strains the astronauts encountered, up against NASA norms
of cheerfulness and unanimity, when they disagreed with technicians and
administrators. The article explains that “as the image makers see it, none
of these difficulties is to be aired; once the spotlight picks out a face in
the crowd, all blemishes must be concealed at all costs. One reporter calls
this phase of Mercury operations ‘The Lock Step.’ ” 34 Additionally, it is
possible that von Braun’s unmentioned, unmentionable, Nazi experiences
actually enhanced his reputation. Norman Mailer describes him as pos
sessing “ that variety o f glamour usually described as fascinating, which is
to say, the evocation of his name is attractive and repellant at once.” 35 W rit
ing at decade’s end of the power and force of the Saturn V, the rocket that
made Apollo and the moon landing possible, Mailer asks: “ Who could be
gin to measure the secret appeal of the Nazis by now?” 36
The American effort in space depended on its public image. Up until
Neil Armstrong’s moon walk, the Soviets seemed to have a clear lead in the
race. So packaging was all important. American achievements, if not the
first or the highest or the longest or the biggest, had do demonstrate some
thing that made them distinct from those of the communists. The distinc
tion turned on publicity. Celebrating the success of Mercury astronaut
Gordon Cooper’s flight, Time noted that the Soviets had already had, and
would most likely continue to have, more spectacular space “ extravagan
zas.” “ But,” the magazine stresses, “ Russia has never done much more than
tell the world o f its space successes— via verbal reports — and last week’s
Cape Canaveral launching was seen by millions via Telstar television. It was
a display o f free world candor and confidence that undercut the post facto
reports o f Soviet achievements.” 37
Similarly, in his introduction to We Seven, a compilation of Life articles
by the “ Mercury Seven,” John Dille points out that the Soviets had already
performed “ more spectacular feats” by the time Americans were celebrat
ing John Glenn’s orbital flight. But Glenn’s mission, he writes, “ was a much
more daring and honest gamble. For Glenn was the representative o f a free
and open society, and he took his chances in full view o f the world. Then,
when he returned to earth, he was fully prepared — as the first cosmonauts
were not — to share his adventure down to the last detail and to relate the
complete story of how the flight had gone, what the bad moments were
like, what he saw, and how he felt.” 38 Taking a chance in public meant tak
ing a chance on television, allowing cameras and the press access. Describ
ing his feelings, letting reporters in on the worst parts of his experience,
was how John Glenn represented American openness and freedom. Shar
ing everything, turning private thoughts into public information, symbol
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ized American difference and superiority- It was the measure of credibility.
That Glenn was willing (as if he actually had a choice in the matter) to ap
pear on television under the dangerous and uncertain conditions of rocket
flight became yet another dimension of his heroism, and that of the astro
nauts more generally.
To be public, the space program had to have a public. The very public
ness o f the program was itself an effect of the witnessing audience. As
Newsweek observed in 1962, “ For many Americans, the new age o f space
enters their lives only intermittently, through their T V screens or in head
lines, usually when an astronaut is rocketed into the sky.” ’’' Sending a man
into space didn’t count for anything if people didn’t see it, if they didn’t be
lieve it. Noting the lack o f interest in Apollo 13 's trip to the moon, the pro
gram’s third, Life pointed out that “ even the drama of blast-off had been
scantily attended: no world figures on hand and only a fraction of the world
press there at Cape Kennedy to witness this latest audacious attempt by
man to prove that his wits and guts could answer the taunt of space.” 40
Not counting the conspiracy-minded, o f course, few in the early years
asked whether American space efforts were real. As Don Myrus acknowl
edges, with radar and radio, spaceflights can be documented. The impor
tance o f credibility, then, was mostly an issue o f “ believing in,” of believing
in the American mission, believing that freedom and democracy were at
stake, believing that the success or failure o f one man’s rocket trip signified
the success or failure of liberty itself. Thus, some aspects o f the space pro
gram were better placed offstage, behind the scenes. N o matter what their
contribution to the advancement of the United States’ long-range missile
capacity, ex-Nazi rocket scientists lacked the image necessary to maintain
the link between outerspace and American visions of freedom and democ
racy. To pull this off, you really need good actors.

Seeing Stars
They were subjected to unbelievable tests, experiments really. Many were
painful. Often they couldn’t move at all. Tubes were inserted into rectums.
Sperm was taken, though it wasn’t clear why. Needles, longer than they
could have imagined, appeared everywhere. They felt trapped like animals
in a lab. Inhuman “ doctors” refused to explain what the tests w'ere for, why
they were necessary. Sometimes completely weightless, sometimes in im
penetrable darkness, sometimes presented with mysterious blinking lights,
it didn’t matter; the experience was out of this world. W ho would believe
them? Or so says 'Iom Wolfe in The Right Stuff.
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I'he lab rat, experimental object, “Spam in a can” idea wasn’t NASA’s vi
sion o f the astronaut, but this unpleasant dimension o f astronaut life did
seep into spaces with a claim to public attention. The week before NASA
announced the names of America’s first astronauts, Life magazine featured
a story on the tests used in the selection process. Warren R. Young, a sci
ence editor, explained that such tests were necessary because o f the de
mands of spaceflight: “ the space pilot will be menaced by a cacophony of
sound capable o f producing both disorientation and body damage, by a
buffet o f shocks and shakes, by devastating extremes of heat and cold and
total vacuum, by the terrors and hallucinations of prolonged isolation and
by the various crushing, dizzying and floating effects o f wildly varying grav
itational forces.” The “space scientists,” he continues, who already have
“ had trouble launching payloads of robot instruments, will soon catapult
the most fragile and vulnerable package of all, the human body.” 41 Young
details his experience of weighdessness, being “ lobbed like a tennis ball,”
the rising G ’s of the centrifuge, and a shaking, vibrating table on which
“test animals sometimes die after ten minutes.. . . The vibration seems to
make various organs hemorrhage.” 42 He describes a ride in the Human
Disorientation Device, a contraption like “ a tremendous automatic cocktail
shaker.” He is^ealed into a room-sized oven to test for his response to heat;
and his feet are put in a bucket o f ice, a seemingly innocuous experiment
until “an exquisite little pain began to assert itself in the toes, as if a gentle
torturer were carefully cutting off the dps with a sharp sliver of glass.” 45
W ith his own desire to undergo these pains and stresses safely and dou
bly inscribed onto his journalistic and scientific search for knowledge,
Young pathologizes what it might mean in others. He notes that the rocket
scientists received letters from numerous volunteers:
Some of them see the trip as a form o f escape, either a psychotic escape
from humanity or a simple, old-fashioned escape from woman trouble.
Some are thrill-seekers who think a ride into space would merely be
an exceptionally cool hot-rod drag. Some are ridden by guilt complexes,
either justified or imaginary, and think volunteering will bring atone
ment. Still others are sportsmen eager to accept the challenge o f space
“because it is there” and scientists who hope to find the answers to sci
entific mysteries.44
Establishing the position to be occupied by the astronaut or, more precisely,
reiterating the position that NASA was in the process of fabricating, Young
subsumes his scientists and sportsmen under a general psychological cate
gory of “ bad risks.” These are the men who can’t handle stress, he explains
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with reference to a psychiatric study o f “ Chinese prisoner-of-war practices”
and to the words o f a psychiatrist from W right Field: “ The neurotic, the
immature, the embittered, the inexperienced and the meek succumb.” 45 He
who is to inherit the skies must he a “ normal, emotionally mature man with
a strong sense o f his own importance and identity.” Young accepts N A SA ’s
conclusion that this means an astronaut must be a military test pilot.
T h e following week’s issue o f Life heralded the seven new astronauts. Its
feature begins with a photograph o f the seated and suited astronauts that
extends across the top o f two pages. All are white men, with crew cuts and
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ties. An American flag stands in the left-hand corner. Below the text arc
photographs depicting the various tests the astronauts endured. Two are
wired into chairs next to faindy ominous machines covered with switches
and tubing. John Glenn appears shirtless, in sweatpants and sneakers, all
military stiffness and formality as a man takes his blood pressure. In the last
photo, YVally Schirra, seated wearing a bathrobe and sneakers, blows into a
tube as a serious-looking man with glasses, a man with “scientist” written
all over him, stares intently at some sort of meter or apparatus.
The little bit o f text on the next two pages is framed by numerous shots
of astronaut wives and astronaut children, astronaut families running at the
beach, preparing for vacation or sitting together on a couch. The final two
pages o f the article feature significantly more text, and yet more images o f
machines. Chimps are shown in isolation booths. A man appears to be in a
high-tech dunking chair. Another looks as if he is being inserted into a
bomb. The only clear face is that o f the flight surgeon in charge of the
“ ducklings, probings, checks that proved the fliers’ fitness.” Dr. YV. R.
Lovelace II, presented as the author of this section o f the article, justifies
the extensiveness of the tests performed on the astronaut candidates in
terms of the potential for small defects to cause big problems under the ex
treme conditions o f spaceflight. I Ie does not explain why sperm counts
were necessary. A gallon o f urine per candidate per day, however, is said to
have been required in order to get a total for each man’s daily excretion o f
steroid hormones.4'’
This initial coverage o f the astronauts set the tone for subsequent cover
age of the space program from the Mercury astronauts’ training through
the Apollo program. W ith one exception, the types o f images — family man
in domestic space, lone hero in outerspace, cyborgian inhabitant o f a tech
nological space — continued to appear, commenting upon and unsettling
the official image o f the astronaut NASA sought to contain. The exception
involves a fourth type o f image that appeared only after the astronauts
actually started to ride the rockets: images o f spectators. Life in particular
brought the audience in, producing the public as part o f the space program,
illustrating how people watched launches, be they live or on television.
Such images took two primary forms. The first spun off from the pho
tos o f astronauts in domestic space: their wives watch and observe, stand
ing in for the rest of America as they served and looked out for the space
travelers. Life published endless photographs of astronaut wives staring
at the television or gazing up into the sky. Their undemanding support,
humble pride, and fearful confidence in their astronaut husbands, itself an
idea as contradictory as the rest, represented the combination o f thoughts
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W ives o f the M ercury astronauts (Don Ubrbrock, L ife magazine ©Tim e Inc.)

and feelings presumably coursing through the public at large. Photographs
o f the private, domestic lives o f astronaut wives and their children came to
be situated in the space o f the public. Images o f women in private came to
symbolize public reception o f the space program.
The second sort o f observer image linked to the astronaut is the general
crowd scene: numerous spectators, rarely interacting with one another,
watch something that is itself outside the picture’s frame. These public wit
nesses are engrossed in what they see, transfixed, spellbound. Time's photo
graphic coverage o f Cooper’s seven-and-half-hour orbital flight in May
1963 shows ten witnesses.47 Seven are women. Tw o men are senior citizens,
significantly older than the astronauts. T he third male is a young boy. All are
white and middle-class. Including the poor might call into question the costs
o f the space program. Including African Americans would deflect attention
toward that other race. The pictorial public doesn’t compete with the astro
nauts; they look up to them. W hile the astronauts are in outerspace, this
public remains at home, taking care o f everyday things, o f basic needs. They
are Americans, citizen-spectators, seeing just what they are supposed to see.
Life's coverage is notably similar. Under the heading “ Everyone W'as Up
There with G ord o” is a photograph taking up seven-eighths o f the page.
T he photograph features half a dozen or so white, middle-class Americans.
It is the kind o f image frequently used to suggest “ typical Americans” or
“ the public” in mainstream magazines during the fifties and sixties. The
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Joan A ldrin , during husband's Apollo n moon walk (Lee Balterman , Life magazint
©Tim e Inc.)

“Everyone vias up there with Gordo!” (Priya Ramrakha, Life magazine ©Time Inc.)
few men, again out of competitive range with the astronauts, wear ties; the
younger women have short, well-kept hair. The older woman in the center
o f the picture wears a hat and the sort o f jewelry associated with words like
“ tasteful.” She wears a wedding ring and her hands are clasped to suggest
prayer. T he caption reads: “ Concern for Cooper. Reflecting personal in
volvement felt around the world, a woman prays for Cooper as she and the
crowd around her watch the flight on a T V screen in N ew York’s Grand
Central Station.” 48 In this photograph, a woman in public, unrelated to
though nonetheless personally involved with the astronauts, stands in for
the public as audience. Her link to the domestic sphere, her ring, indeed,
her gender, represents the transfer o f involvement from astronaut wives
in particular, to wives in general, to the general public itself. She is part of
a domesticated public, the public that stays at home and watches while
others are outside exploring. She is a credible witness.
The specificity o f these images o f the American audience produces pre
cisely the public N A SA addressed. The image creates the public N A SA
needed to witness its achievements in space: a supportive, believing, ac
cepting public. It is a public that would necessarily be at home; a public that
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has nothing better to do than witness the achievements of others. What is
to be installed as the public is an effect of the image: the domesticized,
white middle class is to represent — to be — the public. Conversely, the
public is the domesticized, white middle class.
O f course, this installation of the public through a particular image of a
white middle class is not new or unique to Life magazine or space program
photographs. N or is this the only way a particular group of people comes
to stand for the public. Rather, the constitution o f a particular audience as
the public that the space program addressed is representative of general
practices of linkage and exclusion through which larger conceptual associ
ations are territorialized on specific bodies.49 Such practices can usefully be
understood in terms of Allucquere Rosanne Stone’s notion o f warranting,
“the production and maintenance o f this link between a discursive space
and a physical space.” 50 If to witness a particular governmental spectacle is
to be the recipient of messages addressed to “the public,” then representa
tions o f the witnesses “warrant” their standing as the public. By the time the
space program was under way, the links warranting the white middle class
as the public were already in place. By excluding other Americans, other
races and classes, the photograph (like NASA’s own televisuality) places
them behind the scenes, not part of what happens in what is installed in pub
lic space or matters for what is claimed to be the public sphere. For some —
the very rich, the very powerful, even the merely somewhat wired — this
location will be a site o f action. For others, it will be a place where they can
be acted upon with impunity, at least until the television cameras get there
and start revealing the suffering that accompanies second-class status.
What this public audience was supposed to be watching was proof—
right there on television — o f the superiority of the American way. The as
tronaut was the most visible sign of this proof. As an emblem of the best of
America, the image of the astronaut was from the outset an uneasy com
bination o f often contradictory expectations and demands. As the intro
duction to We Seven gushes, “ What kind o f man could manage to be part
pilot, part engineer, part explorer, part scientist, part guinea pig — and part
hero — and do equal justice to each of the diverse and demanding roles that
was being thrust upon him?” 51 The astronaut embodied the difference be
tween American and Soviet achievement: American technological prowess,
the benefits o f a market economy, as well as the less tangible ideals o f open
ness and freedom.
The physical requirements seemed to be dictates o f technology.52 As
tronauts had to weigh less than 180 pounds and be no more than five feet,
eleven inches tall. They could be no older than forty; their age idealized
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in terms of being “young enough to be in their physical prime . . . and yet
mature enough to have lost the rash impulses of youth.” $l They had to be
physically and psychologically strong, with “ nerves o f steel.” The psycho
logical qualifications were constructed in terms of the presumed stresses of
an alien environment. Because space was full o f unknowns, “a hostile envi
ronment,” daring and courage were necessary. Because the systems were
untried, untested, unpredictable, “the men would also have to be the kind
who would remain cool and resourceful under pressure” ; they would have
to be “ masters o f their own destiny.” 54 Because of the stresses of potential
crises, of the not-yet-known and the to-be-experienced, astronauts would
have to be “devoid of emotional flaws which could rattle them or destroy
their efficiency.” N ASA also put forth background and educational qualifi
cations as basic to its programmatic needs. Thus, astronauts had to be test
pilots because o f their training with fast, complex machines, and they had
to have engineering degrees because they were to be involved with design
ing the spacecraft and other equipment.55 They had to be people who could
deal with what others had not yet imagined.
When first introduced, these requirements were enough to produce
white-male astronaut bodies, bodies with “onJy small variations in size,
shape and coloring to distinguish them one from the other.” 56 They also
produced bodies that had reproduced: all the Mercury astronauts were
married with children. These bodies had been through similar sorts of con
ditioning, nourishment, and training. N ot only did all the astronauts have
military and test pilot experience, but all had been raised in small towns; all
had been reared under a traditional ethos of effort and success. NASA’s
requirements, in short, produced astronauts as America’s ideal citizens:
strong, ambitious, straight, white, middle-class men.57
That the requirements were themselves effects o f this image is hinted at
already in the program’s early years. John Dille observes that, during and
after his orbital flight, John Glenn “ portrayed the perfect image o f the
modest, dedicated and patriotic hero. He had probably done more in this
one day than dozens of other people could have done in months to sell the
U.S. space effort to Congress and to the nation.” 58 Yet Dille acknowledges
as well that Glenn had spent a lot of time thinking about the astronaut
image, that Glenn was convinced “ that they are the first of a new and even
heroic breed of men who have the enormous responsibility o f serving as
symbols o f the nation’s future.” 59 Similarly attuned to the image o f the as
tronaut, Clare Boothe Luce suggests why NASA required astronauts to
have penises. In an attack on NASA’s refusal to let women become astro
nauts, right after Valentina Tereshkova in 1963 became the first woman in
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space, Luce presents the astronaut as more than “ the world’s most presti
gious popular idol.” She writes: “ he is the symbol of the way of life of his
nation.” 60 So understood, it makes sense that astronauts were educated,
middle-class, straight white men; for they represented how those Ameri
cans of impact and influence, those voices that carried, saw not just them
selves but their place in the service of the American public. This was the
public the astronauts represented. This was the credible public that wit
nessed American spaceflight on television and not flying saucers in some
unpredictable location.
The astronaut “warranted” the public as straight, white, and middle
class. It connected bodies with notions of competition, achievement, and
success. By reproducing military norms o f service and test pilot norms o f
courage, the astronauts exemplified not only a particular sort of masculin
ity, but a masculinity linked to a specific family structure, a specific home,
a specific femininity and sexuality. Why else the stress on sperm and sports?

All America(n)
This Beaver Cleaver public, meanwhile, was not without rifts and con
tradictions. Rather than being suppressed under NASA images of space he
roes, though, for the most part these rifts themselves became inscribed into
astronaut symbology. Paradoxically, the cause ofthis inscription was NASA’s
effort to present before a viewing audience the superiority o f the openness
and freedom o f American life and the achievements of American technology.
Although NASA was always interested in selling space to an American
public, the media had their own reasons for emphasizing the astronauts’
private lives. In interpreting space, print and television media faced prob
lems of knowledge and human interest. Were emphasis to be placed on the
technical and scientific aspects o f spaceflight, reporters and editors would
need to “ master a huge body o f scientific knowledge.” 61 And they would
have to find a way to communicate this knowiedge to a wide market of
readers. Stressing more everyday elements of space travel such as the reac
tions of the astronauts and their families was easier. A science degree wasn’t
a requirement; it was barely an asset. Critical o f ABC’s space commentator
Jules Bergman for his lack of polish (despite a science fellowship at Colum
bia University), Newsweek applauded C B S ’s Walter Cronkite, “a liberal-arts
graduate o f the University of Texas who has the least technical knowledge
but the most dramatic approach (‘Gosh! Golly!’).” 62
The stress on the everyday had tw o effects: First, it lent credibility to the
openness o f the U.S. space program even as it undercut the normative im
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age of the astronaut. Second, it contributed to the representative claim of
the astronaut even as it routinized space travel.
From the initial coverage of the Mercury astronauts, privacy was pre
sented as that which the astronauts had agreed to sacrifice for the sake of
the nation. That most o f the Mercury astronauts flew with rectal ther
mometers inserted was not a secret. Noting the astronauts’ “ absolute lack
o f privacy,” Norman Mailer stresses the contradictions they embodied.
“ The heart pressure, the brain waves, the bowel movements of astronauts
were o f national interest,” he writes; “ They were virile men, they were
prodded, probed, tapped into, poked, flexed, tested, subjected to a phar
macology o f stimulants, depressants, diuretics, laxatives, retentives, tran
quilizers, motion sickness pills, antibiotics, vitamins, and food which was
designed to control the character of their feces.” 63 By 1969, when Mailer is
writing, however, the astronauts had become less emotionally accessible
than in the Mercury years. Neil Armstrong and Buzz Aldrin, unlike John
Glenn, were all NASA-speak, procedural, technocratic. For the emotional
component of astronaut lives so central to the criterion of openness, there
fore, the media and NASA looked to astronaut wives.
Openness, especially after Glenn’s emotive performance, required ac
cess to feelings. His emotions seemed, to the reporters covering his flight
and the spectators tinning out for the ticker-tape parade that honored him
at home, the key to his realness.64 His feelings signified his sincerity. “ When
he told a joint session o f Congress that he still gets a lump in his throat when
the American flag passes by, he meant it,” explained Newsweek, “And the
public sensed it.” 65 If the Apollo astronauts wouldn’t, couldn’t, produce the
responses of fear, anxiety, anticipation, and exhilaration expected o f one
leaving the planet, then the wives would. The wives could provide the re
quired image of realness. And they didn’t have to express anything NASA
hadn’t sanctioned. Openness didn’t mean open to criticism or open to views
other than NASA’s. It simply meant feelings, sentiments. For straight,
white, middle-class Americans in the sixties, feelings meant women.
Life’s preoccupation with astronaut wives and families, a preoccupation
NASA encouraged, might have been thought an ideal way of producing
a space hero while still acknowledging the emotional domestic concerns
presumably o f interest to its readers. In a Life article on astronaut widows,
Dora Jane Hamblin points out that “despite the high drama of their hus
bands’ work, astronauts’ wives are and were suburban housewives tied to
homes, meals, chauffeuring chores for their children.” 66 W ith wives and
children snugly ensconced at home, the astronauts were free to venture
where no man has gone before.
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Precisely this image of the adventuresome husband, however, was a
problem. Hamblin’s reporting is notable in that, unlike the earlier Life cov
erage provided by male correspondents and the Mercury wives, hers strays
from the “ happy and proud” script, suggesting that a woman’s happiness
may require more than being a wife, even an astronaut’s wife. She notes
that “ astronauts’ wives spend most o f their lives wishing their constandy
traveling husbands could come home nights, like other husbands, and pre
tending not to hear in public places whispered conversations about ‘Mrs.
Who't” ' 61 Describing the “ magnificent agony” o f the wives of the Apollo 7
astronauts, Hamblin details the excesses o f everyday life facing Harriet
Eisele, Jo Schirra, and Lo Cunningham during the mission. “ Kids had to
be back in school and they were so keyed up they forgot their books and
lost their band instruments more frequendy than usual,” she explains.
“Groceries had to be bought, visiting relatives were getting bored and re
fused to admit it, neighlrars rushed in and out with a continuing ‘together
ness’ tic, and the wives had no hole to hide in.” 68 In a report on astronaut
widow’s, Hamblin quotes Betty Grissom: “After the accident people called
me a lot, thinking that I would be alone.. . . They don’t realize. I was al
ways alone, the boys and I. Gus was never here.” 6" By illuminating the in
stabilities of supposedly ideal marriages, the private lives of the astronauts
exemplified the tensions and instabilities within the straight model family.
Hamblin suggests that the widows may be better off, having the opportu
nity' to figure out who they are and what they want, now that their husbands
are dead: “Actually, the hardest thing the widows have had to bear is the
sudden acquisition of freedom.” 70
Germaine Greer, in the classic feminist text The Female Eunuch, places
astronaut wives at the center o f her “Misery” chapter. Acknowledging the
glory reflected back onto an astronaut’s wife, Greer refers nonetheless to a
statement by a NASA psychiatrist “that Cape Kennedy was the world’s
most active spawning ground for divorce.” 71 She notes the high incidence
o f housewife alcoholism, “ higher than anywhere in America except Wash
ington.” For Greer, the explanation for this misery is the astronauts’ lack
o f emotion. “The deliberate desensitizing of astronauts has its problems;
they might contain themselves brilliandy on the moon, but they contain
themselves everywhere else, too, including their wives’ beds, for the degree
o f sexual activity at the Cape is agreed to be very low.” 72
Once established, the ordinary domesticity of astronaut lives, a shaky,
unhappy, and typical domesticity, had a reverse effect o f distancing the as
tronauts and their wives from other Americans. The more they were like
other Americans, the less they’ could stand apart from them and represent
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them. This was especially clear with respect to those who served in V iet
nam. Their deaths rarely if ever were accorded the same status and signi
ficance as those o f the astronauts. Hamblin explains: “The wives are acutely,
specifically, aware o f the Vietnam widows, the wives of men whose deaths
make no headlines except in local papers. The astronauts were almost all of
the proper age and profession to have been in Vietnam had they not been
in the space program, and their widows know that society has provided
more cushions for their future than it has for war widows.” 73 As the death
toll mounted in Vietnam, it became harder to ignore that soldiers were dy
ing anonymously; indeed, unheroically. In death, an astronaut became an
instant hero — or was he a hero just by being an astronaut? The war, like the
assassinations of Martin Luther King Jr . and Bobby Kennedy, like the So
viet invasion of Czechoslovakia and the increasing unrest in U.S. and Euro
pean cities, like the incident at Chappaquiddick that occurred soon after
Apollo 1 1 lifted off, called the link between astronaut and hero into question.
The ambiguity of celebrity status weakened the link further. The more
the astronauts were perceived as advocates for NASA, as lobbying for more
government funds, the less they looked like heroes. “NASA was vending
space. Armstrong was working direcdy for his corporate mill,” observes
Mailer as he watches the astronaut tape an interview with N B C .74 Feelings
in an astronaut might be desirable, but not economic dependency. If too
closely associated with the economic, the astronaut would invite question
ing into the financing, the costs, of space. The astronaut needed to be
above the money the program needed. The Nation piously proclaimed:
“They have been glamorized; they can be unglamorized. A sense of deco
rum is a good thing, even for a hero. Or especially for a hero.” 75
The astronaut also needed to be above personal financial need, or greed.
The press railed against the exclusive $500,000 contract between Life and
the Mercury astronauts. Newsweek observed that the contract violated
an “ ethical standards” policy established by President Kennedy, whereby
presidential appointees were barred from receiving payment for public
appearances or published writings.76 Although the contract was allowed,
Newsweek hinted that John Glenn and President Kennedy had reached an
agreement while waterskiing. When the Mercury Seven were offered houses
by a Houston real-estate developer, however, NASA balked. Free houses,
nicely furnished, would have put too much stress on the already thinning
link between astronaut and hero. Business Week urged “Heroes Must Be
Pure,” pointing out that the astronauts initial acceptance of the offer, which
they rejected only after criticism in the press had put pressure on N A S A
“drove home to NASA the fact that the public image of the astronauts is an
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integral part o f the national space program and largely accounts for the
whole-hearted public support of the program.” 77
In their concern with the position o f the astronaut before the witness
ing public, NASA and the press reveal more than a preoccupation with im
age; they expose a more fundamental sense of what “ the public” should
want, should expect, should in fact see. The public produced for the space
program isn’t supposed to see anything messy or dirty, anything “ impure.”
It isn’t supposed to witness economic need or the faults and instabilities
of idealized heterosexual marriages. The public, in other words, is put on
a pedestal not unlike the one that has supported idealizations of white,
middle-class femininity in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. Let the
men, the active ones, take care of the problems. If they are doing their duty,
playing their role, then those left at home won’t even think to worry about
problems facing them on the domestic front. They can watch space heroes
instead.
Consequendy, television was crucial. After Apollo i , all the Apollo flights
were equipped for live television transmission. Life explains: “ The telecasts
are in keeping with NASA’s stated policy: to conduct its missions, from
launch to splashdown, in the public eye.” 78 Moreover, reading the moon
landing as “ almost” enough to compensate for the turmoil of the sixties, the
magazine opined that “ putting two men on the moon and getting them
safely back was marvelous enough, but nearly as breathtaking was the fact
that anyone on earth with a T V set could witness the mission unfolding
step by step.71' But as the film Apollo 13 establishes so clearly, not all televi
sion audiences are ideal citizen-spectators. Some folks may well prefer to
watch something else. The more geared to television the space program
became, the more it had to contend with the expectations of these fickle,
not so ideal, not so dutiful audiences. Describing the telecast from Apollo
10 , “ for the first time in living color,” Albert Rosenfeld notes that “ the T V
viewer, conditioned by Rowan & Martin, may be a bit disappointed by the
humor. He may also expect that the circumstances o f the flight demand
comments more exciting and imaginative than ‘fantastic’ or ‘mighty
fine.’ ” 80 Neil Armstrong worried about the quality of the telecast from the
moon, fearing that the viewers at home might be disappointed in the moon
walk because of the quality o f the picture.81
Jut as it sought to project an image o f openness, so did NASA use the
space program to present a particular image of freedom. Free houses could
have threatened the image of freedom NASA wanted to project: Soviet
cosmonauts received free houses, not American astronauts. In the Soviet
Union, benefits were free; in America they were freely earned. America’s
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heroes weren’t cosmonauts, tainted by an alliterative slide toward commu
nism. They were straight-A, all-American astronauts who would do their
jobs not because they were forced to, not even because they were paid to;
they would J o them because they were free to . Freedom, in other words,
depended on a contrast with the Soviets, even as it connected with other
threads of meaning.
This preoccupation with being not-Soviet was installed early on in the
form of the opposition between passengers and pilots. In the early day's of
the space program, astronauts and cosmonauts had basically no control
over their capsules. They were passengers. They rode the rockets. Tom
Wolfe puts it still more strongly: the astronauts were “test subjects,” “re
dundant components” of a superior technological system; they simply
needed to be conditioned to “do nothing.” 82 Lauding the astronauts for
their experience as test pilots, however, NASA and the press stressed the
difference between the astronauts and cosmonauts. Astronauts had free
dom in space, unlike communist cosmonauts.
Although Alan Shepard was the second man in space (and made a sub
orbital rather than an orbital flight), NASA depicted his televised flight
as the first instance of a man piloting a space vehicle.8' Describing Yuri
Gagarin’s initial orbital flight in a Vostok craft named the Swallow, Alan
Shepard and Deke Slayton write: “He’d gone higher and faster and had
raced all the way around the planet, but the Russians had played it very
tight against the vest with a supercautious approach, and Gagarin had been
a fascinated passenger. The Swallow had flown its entire mission on auto
pilot. Gagarin had gone along for the ride. Not that the Vostok hadn’t had
a manual backup system in case the automatics failed. The Russians didn’t
want to risk using the system and having it fail on them.” MIn a similar vein,
Myrus stresses the “ 27 major tasks” and “about 70 communications” Shep
ard performed during his flight, concluding: “One thing is certain — he
didn’t just go along for the ride.” 85 By the end of Project Mercury, Slayton,
who had become the head of the newly created Astronaut Office, could say
that the biggest change in the program since its inception was that “the
Astronaut has become a full-fledged pilot both in theory and practice. The
Mercury capsule was built for completely automatic flight, which relegated
the Astronaut to little more than passenger status. But time and again,
crises would come up on Mercury flights that forced the pilots to take over
in order to complete the mission.” 86
The American program, therefore, stood for freedom. America trusted
its astronauts to make their own decisions, to take initiative, to think for
themselves. They were not programmed communist automatons, cogs in a
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vast machinery. Astronauts were active, as anyone sitting back and watch
ing their accomplishments on television could see.
To be sure, this emphasis on freedom had effects that subverted the
image N ASA sought to create. As Apo/lu 1 j shows, NASA was not always
honest with the astronauts. The astronauts were sometimes confronted
with situations where they could not think for themselves, where they
could not rake the initiative, where they were just as programmed as any
cosmonaut. During John Glenn’s orbital flight, Mercury Control received
indications that his heat shield may have come loose. If so, the capsule could
have burned up during reentry. The control center decided “ not to bur
den” Glenn “with such a tremendous cause for worry.” 87 Reflecting on the
event, Glenn expressed his thought that the pilot should not be kept “ in the
dark, especially if you believe he might be in real trouble. It is the pilot’s job
to be as ready for emergencies as anyone else, if not more so. And he can
hardly be fully prepared if he is not being kept fully informed.” 88
The most obvious connection made between space and freedom drew
from America’s frontier tradition. In an October 1962 Newsweek editorial,
Kenneth Crawford explains: “ Space is quite literally the new frontier and
the American people are the true heirs of a frontier tradition. Now that
space has been opened up, they take it for granted that we shall be the pio
neers who take advantage o f the opening.” 89 The frontier tradition ap
peared as part of the justification for space exploration. Frequently, NASA
officials, politicians, and astronauts, when called to defend the program,
would invoke America’s history o f conquest and adventure. “ Because it’s
there,” “ because of Americans’ natural spirit and curiosity” were answers
that hit on the country’s sense of destiny. In the words of Apollo 10 astro
naut John Young, “The moon fascinates me personally the way Africa once
fascinated people, the way any unexplored territory is still fascinating . . .
one of these days the world must colonize the moon just so our grandchil
dren (or maybe our children) will have a place to live.” 90
Remarks like this may explain the whiteness of the Mercury, Gemini,
and Apollo programs. In America, the colonizing image, celebrated or con
demned, is white. For African Americans, Africa would not appear as some
empty, unexplored territory. Space had to be vacant and ready for con
quering and occupation, just as America had been before.''1 Freedom re
quired a terrain that was itself unconstraining. Put somewhat differently,
if they were to explore freely, astronauts, like other American explorers,
could not be limited by obligations to already existing peoples, environ
ments, or species. The emptiness of space thus reiterated a prominent
motif o f the frontier tradition. In doing so, however, it added to the criti
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cal tensions already building up against this tradition as Native Americans
asserted their rights and histories and as struggles in Vietnam and through
out Africa drew attention to colonialism’s legacy.
The emphasis on freedom as choice, agency, and initiative had further
negative repercussions as the space program became more spectacular and
televisual. Just as the astronauts’ image was threatened by links to money
and greed, so was NASA’s. W ith such extensive financial and economic
investment in the program, the agency (even during the glory years of
Apollo) was an easy target for allegations of partisanship and insinuations
that exploring space was less important than keeping the new bureaucracy
and space industry employed. Indeed, the more that was invested in the
program, the less credible it became. Given limited resources, choosing to
explore space rather than confront domestic problems of poverty, racism,
and urban violence seemed even harder to justify. By the time o f the moon
walk, many in the United States were more concerned with the effects of
the Pill, women’s liberation, the new “Gay Pride,” and the sexual revolu
tion; others were preoccupied with the student movement, Woodstock,
and the breakup of the Beatles; even more were preoccupied with “ Black
Power” and ending the war in Vietnam. When active involvement was in
creasingly demanded and possible, choosing either to provide, support, or
witness space spectacles was a passive response.
The freedom and agency o f the astronauts were also subverted by pre
cisely that which made the astronauts possible: technology. Since the ini
tial response to Sputnik, the space program highlighted the importance of
technological expertise, superiority, and achievement. Technology would
determine the victor in the competition with the Soviets. Interpreting the
technology, explaining what made it so necessary, so great — indeed, cele
brating the technology — tended to devalue the position of the astronaut
as human and to present a vision of the astronaut as cyborg.92
From the early days o f the program the astronauts’ fragility and vulner
ability were stressed. To survive in space, they had to supplement their
bodies. “ Naturally,” in the sense of that mythic naturalness supposedly
inherent in citizen-heroes, astronaut bodies would be left exposed to the
harsh vacuums, radiations, and stresses of space. Only cyborgs could sur
vive. Newsweek explained that “ despite his frailty, man has decided to leave
the protective confines o f earth and travel through space to the airless, life
less, waterless surface of the moon. To overcome his physical weakness, he
is relying on his wondrous intellect, and on the collective technical capac
ity of an entire nation.” 93 Qua cyborg, the astronaut was not some “ natural”
hero, facing and solving problems through his own strength and initiative.
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Qua cyborg, the astronaut was part of an interdependent collective, part of
a group effort. Technicians, citizens, “ the collective technical capacity of
an entire nation,” supplemented the astronaut’s weakness, enabling his
achievement and protecting his life.
To be sure, the technological supplement wasn’t easy or conflict-free. As
Tom Wolfe makes clear, given that the astronaut was primarily a test sub
ject, a passenger, a redundant component, his heroic status could not rest
primarily on his talent or accomplishments, especially during Project Mer
cury. Consequendy, heroism was construed in terms o f bravery. And the
reason bravery played such a significant part is that “ our rockets always blew'
up.” 94 Because of the string o f highly publicized failures preceding manned
spaceflight, that some men would be willing to ride a rocket struck many in
the press as uniquely courageous. The technology seemed unreliable; con
sequendy, the bravery o f the astronaut was remarkable. Once the technol
ogy stabilized, though, the astronaut didn’t seem significantly braver than
many' other Americans, no braver, say, than those fighting in Vietnam.
For some, the technological advances, especially as linked to computers
and television, were so incredible that they cast doubt on the reality
o f NASA’s achievements. Norman Mailer finds the moon landing “ so un
real” that
no objective correlative existed to prove it had not been an event staged
in a television studio — the greatest con of the century — and indeed a
good mind, product of the iniquities, treacheries, gold, passion, inven
tion, ruse, deception and rich worldly stink of the Renaissance could
hardly deny that the event if bogus was as great a creation in mass hood
winking, deception, and legerdemain as the true ascent was in technol
ogy, engineering, and physics. Indeed, conceive of the genius of such a
conspiracy. It would take men mightier, more trustworthy and more re
sourceful than anything in this century or the ones before.9S
This idea is still around. The 1970s B-movie Capricorn One (featuring O. J.
Simpson) depicts a faked Mars landing. Some conspiracy theorists, the
3,700 members of the Flat Earth Society, and about 20 million other Amer
icans seriously question whether the Apollo program ever landed someone
on the moon.96 Most support their position by referring to the fact that the
only evidence they’ve seen has been on television. Why believe something
just because it’s on television? For this audience, the televisuality o f space
establishes not the credibility of NASA but the likelihood of deception.
The televisual unreality o f N ASA space, the virtual reality o f space on
screens, impacted and impacts upon more than the conspiracy-minded,
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however. Indeed, it contributes to the cyborgian character o f the astronaut.
Astronaut training relied on simulation. To root out fear, to eliminate con
tingency, the astronauts repeated each move of a spaceflight countless
times. “The idea was to decondition the beast completely, so that there
would not be a single novel sensation on the day o f the flight itself,” ex
plains Wolfe.1'7 He describes Alan Shepard’s experience that, even though
he was the first American in space, “ the real thing didn’t measure up. It was
not realistic.'"™ Because o f the repeated simulations, Shepard could only
compare his launch to the centrifuge, his view to photographs, the sounds
to recordings. “ For he was introducing the era ot pre-created experience,”
Wolfe writes; “ His launching was an utterly novel event in American his
tory, and vet he could feel none o f its novelty. He could not feel the ‘awe
some power’ of the rocket beneath him, as the broadcasters kept referring
to it.” <wFor Bruno Latour, “what is admirable is not how one can get into
space, but how the complete space flight can be simulated in advance.” 100
The extraterrestrial environment was thought to be so alien that the as
tronauts had to become “normalized” to it; space had to become familiar.
Yet as they became cyborgs, the sense o f the difference of space from their
human environment, the possibility o f wonder, dissipated.1"1 In this respect,
Neil Armstrong was “ a shining knight o f technology.” lo:! I Ie wasn’t the first
man on the moon; he was the first cyborg on the moon. Armstrong, Mailer
observes, preferred to speak in computerese, especially under pressure. En 
glish was too vague, too imprecise. “ The message had to be locked into a
form which could be transmitted by pulse or by lack of pulse, one binary
digit at a time, one bit, one bug installed in each box.” I(” Indeed, Armstrong
was so integrated into space technology, so conjoined with machinery, that
“ after twenty hours in a simulators” he had “dreams o f computers.” I<^
Neil Armstrong is the link to Bill Gates.

The Final Frontier
The co-optation and supplanting of space imagery by computer and Net
advocates is deliberate and direct. Responding to the increase in on-line
commerce, the database software vendor Oracle developed a merchantserver based on the Java Internet programming language. The server was
code-named Project Apollo."11 Microsoft sent out a mailing that adver
tised new N et software to developers; the dominant image was not o f a
computer, but of a Saturn V rocket. A commercial for U.S. Robotics fea
tures astronaut Sally Ride explaining: “You need stamina — that’s true in
space and it’s true in cyberspace.” 106
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But the link between computers and space has been in place for a long
time. Images o f consoles and monitors appeared with those of launches,
orbits, and moon walks. As Shepard and Slayton write: “ In the twentieth
century, two distinctly different technologies emerged: the digital com
puter and the liquid-fueled rocket.” 1"' Net guru Howard Rheingold cred
its NASA with a founding role in the development o f virtual-reality tech
nologies. In his words, “NASA, appropriately, was the institution that
launched the first real public exploration of cyberspace. . . . N ASA was the
opening of the era of the reality-industrial complex — the network o f aca
demic and commercial research and development and entrepreneurial ven
tures that might grow into a new technology-based industry.” 108 And, of
course, much science fiction relies on the link between computers and
space. Stanley Kubrick’s film of Isaac Asimov’s 2001: A Space Odyssey is but
one vivid example. “ Hello, Dave.”
Now, as the film Apollo 13 and Feed signal, computers do more than sup
port the explorations o f a few good men. Today outerspace is just one con
tent among many; and NASA-space pales before colorful, exciting, ufolog
ical space. It isn’t surprising that folks on the World W ide Web would try
to jazz up the photos transmitted from Mars, adding aliens and making
them their own. The reasons for exploring space remain the same: because
it’s there; because we can; because of the increase in information. In light
of some versions of the practicalities of global, consumer, entertainment
culture at the millennium, however, cyberspace easily wins out. More
people can cruise the Net than can experience a launch. Cyberspace isn’t
so dangerous, despite the specter o f pedophiles and pornographers and
UFO cultists looking for suicidal volunteers that haunts apocalyptic cyber
skeptics.
The failure of space exploration to inspire, to symbolize the future, is
not, I have argued, simply the result of cyberian achievement or even mar
keting. Rather, it is an effect of the contradictions arising out of NASA’s
preoccupation with openness, freedom, and democracy; it was inscribed
into the very televisuality of outerspace. By Apollo’s end, it was more than
clear that the astronaut could not represent America or Americans. The
raced, sexed, gendered, and classed specificities of the astronauts excluded
too many Americans. Not only could few' Americans see themselves as as
tronauts, but many w anted to see more than astronaut achievements. Some
wanted to “ do their own thing.”
N ASA’s use o f television to produce witnesses for its achievements in
stalled heroic astronauts and citizen-spectators at the interface between
political and popular cultures. Ideally, the active heroes would have been
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supported by a passive, feminized audience who through this support
would realize their own hopes and dreams. But the technologies o f space
and television, of computers and communication, displaced this ideal.
Television brought public space inside. In so doing, it subjected political
spectacles to the demands of the medium and made possible similar sorts
of cridcisms, resistances, and fantasies:109 Watching television was linked to
the activity of citizenship. Furthermore, the computerization of spaceflight
detracted from the agency of astronauts. Automadc pilots transported de
pendent, passive, cyborgian passengers. Technicians called the shots. To
day, armed by Bill Gates, they run the show, sending computers to Mars.
Astronaut space suits now appear as uniforms for the Centers for Dis
ease Control in films and reports on F.bola (which often stands in for AIDS).
They now function as containment suits for the fabricadon of silicon
wafers and computer chips. The cyborgian astronaut has given way to
the cyberian citizen, the Netizen. In computerized entertainment culture,
cruising cyberspace, expanding cyberspace, is much more exciting than
watching a rocket launch on television (though not, perhaps, for some, as
exciting as watching a live rocket explosion). We can watch more than what
the government or a select few produce for our passive consumption, more
than what is fed to nourish a particular public within the pregiven limits of
a healthy society. Networked computers provide a better combination
of domesticity, spectatorship, and action than the televisual public space
offered by NASA. Networked space, moreover, has forfeited claims to
some “public” sphere, space, or status. Netizens are astronauts and audi
ence. Millions visited NASA sites during the Pathfinder mission.
NASA tried to increase its audience share, and produce a new audi
ence, by turning the space shuttle into a marker of inclusion. By that time,
some folks had cable, remotes; others had better things to do. Interest
picked up with the Reagan administration’s “ Teacher in Space” program.
This program took the domestication of space to an extreme: it brought
on board someone from the audience. But Christa McAuliffe wouldn’t re
ally become an astronaut, not in any ideal sense. She would remain a pas
senger. She would reenact the role o f spectator by recording her experi
ences in space. The blatancy of the appeal to the everyday contributed to
the decline of trust that would culminate the next year, the year after the
Challenger explosion.
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More Good Reasons to Stay Home
Things have changed since the sixties. Today, in the so very progressive
nineties, women can be astronauts. In 1996 Shannon Lucid spent a recordbreaking 188 days in space. Admittedly, she didn’t get the T V coverage or
adulation o f a John Glenn or Neil Armstrong, but she made the evening
news, and more than once. Despite her achievement, Lucid is not cast as a
hero. In Newsweek's cover article on Lucid’s spacetime, reporter Sharon
Begley refers to the astronaut as one of the “ flying Ph.D’s.” She presents
Lucid’s experiments with candles and quail eggs as part o f NASA’s effort
to change its “macho image.” 1 Scott Carpenter, one of the Mercury Seven,
is quoted saying, “Test pilots are members o f a more heroic society than
Ph.D physicists, and heroes give the enterprise a certain mystique and

glory it needs for funding. But in a well-rounded space program you can
have both.” 2 He acknowledges, generously, that it is better to be a rocket
scientist than a space cadet, and better still to be a test pilot; in Carpenter’s
world, still the only real hero.
Carpenter’s simultaneous feminization of physics and bracketing of Lucid’s time in space from the domain of the heroic reminds us that astronauts
don’t get parades anymore. The excitement is no longer there. For Begley,
current astronauts are not even real astronaut; they’re just “gloried team
sters who drive the space shutde into orbit to deliver satellites.” 5 Outerspace is now earthly, mundane. As predictable as the shutde’s launch sched
ule, outerspace has lost its mystery. And even when a launch is canceled, it’s
only for scientific reasons, certainly. Certain, scientific, predictable, mun
dane astronauts fail to capture the popular imagination. They are as every
day as housework and bills. As is usually the case when women enter a pro
fession, so it is with astronauts that their prestige has declined.
As I have argued, however, the decline in prestige associated with the
“everydayness” of astronaut achievements was an effect of NASA’s effort to
make the astronauts approachable and predictable, to make them repre
sentative Americans, to make their successes our own. NASA’s goals, and
the use of televisual spectacle to achieve those goals, came into conflict
with themselves. The celebration of technology clashed with the represen
tations o f freedom. The spectacle of openness exposed many places in
American life that were shut out of the theatrics o f space.
What remains of NASA’s equation is the link between space and the
everyday. If the debacle of the “Teacher in Space” program and the explo
sion of the Challenger demonstrate anything, it’s that this connection con
tinues to be powerfully seductive in American popular culture. It is particu
larly powerful in those images of straight white men and women used to
represent ideal citizens in an idealized televisual public. Within these fields
and thematics the men’s activities are heroic; the women are left to signify
the everyday. This was Christa McAulifife’s role as the first “ teacher in
space."
In her study of the ill-fated decision to launch the Challenger on the cold
morning of January 28, 1986, Diane Vaughan explains: “The successful
launch of a mission including an ‘average citizen’ — a teacher— was a
major statement about the reliability of space travel.” 4 Constance Penley
develops this idea, pointing out the myriad problems NASA faced at the
time. She describes the Teacher in Space program as “the largest publicrelations bandwagon ever mobilized by the space agency.” Thus:
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The hook was precisely McAuliffe’s representative mediocrity, which
was immediately given the more appealing spin o f her “ ordinariness.”
NASA hoped the public would reidentify with the agency and its cosdy
projects through identification with McAuliffe in her role as ordinary
wife, mother, teacher, and private citizen in space. McAuliffe had to bear
a huge representational load: all the hopes for future U.S. space explo
ration at a time when that future looked precarious.5
Whereas the astronaut’s representational status was grounded in his very
extraordinariness, his courage, his strength, his best-of-the-brightestness,
McAuliffe’s was all the humbler, oriented toward that domesticized, femi
nized white public which had long witnessed America’s achievements in
space. Now, after their years of patient support, their dutiful television
watching, this audience would get a chance to participate, to be part of
spaceflight, to experience the adventure.
If any o f us in the “public” identified with McAuliffe, what might we
have lost as we witnessed the Challenger's explosion over and over again,
and as we failed to acknowledge that McAuliffe and the other astronauts
died not in the explosion but in the crash more than two minutes later?6
If we didn’t identify with McAuliffe, what opportunities might we have
missed, opportunities to contest yet again the warranting of some bodies as
representative, to resist the production o f some actions and events as the
best grounds for calling others of us together as public witnesses? As we
learned more about the poindessness o f the Challenger's loss, o f the Reagan
administration’s self-serving manipulation o f the launch time, some of us
turned our back on politics. Trust in government seemed misplaced. Judg
ment seemed a matter of media, ratings, and approval. The disaster gave us
another good reason to stay home, to turn from outerspace and toward the
new opportunities available in cyberspace, in personal computers, V CRs,
and camcorders. The Challenger explosion, in other words, made us more
willing to think about outerspace coming to us.
The death of Christa McAuliffe in 1986 can be linked to the popularity
of abduction in 1987. Underlying both is a crisis in judgment, in credibil
ity. Science and technology are not reliable. Public reasons are stricdy tele
visual. How can we know what to believe and whom to trust? Although ab
duction stories had been part of ufology for more than twenty years,
although a couple had even received attention in the mainstream press, it
was in 1987 that two abduction books, Whidey Strieber’s Communion and
Budd Hopkins’s Intruders, made the best-seller lists. These two books,
moreover, changed the tone of the abduction story circulating in popular
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culture. Rather than an outside event, happening mostly to men on the
road, as hinted at in Close Encounters o f the Third Kind and described in the
widely publicized cases of Betty and Barney Hill in the early sixties and
Travis Walton in the seventies, abduction in the late eighties happens in
side, in bedrooms.
Moreover, as Strieber and Hopkins describe it, the aliens are much
more interested in sex, genitals, and reproduction than earlier reports let
on. Strieber occupies in his texts a traditionally feminine position. N ot only
is he a parent, heavily identified with his home and his child, but he is also
repeatedly violated and abused. His home, his bedroom, is a site for his
vulnerability. He is raped and afraid either to remember or to speak his
experience. Hopkins makes women featured figures in narratives of alien
abduction. He describes in detail the intrusions o f aliens into the repro
ductive dimensions of women’s lives, giving voice to women’s fears and
anxieties as their bodies are colonized to produce a hybrid race.
The Challenger explosion marks the end o f public fascination with and
interest in the American space program (though interest seems to be re
turning with reports of Martian life and the use of the Internet to bring the
Pathfinder mission into the homes of everyday people). NASA was already
facing problems with declining public willingness to support further ven
tures in space. McAuliffe’s death hastened this but, even more, the Chal
lenger disaster created a strong link in popular culture between ordinary
women and the horrors of outerspace. Outerspace was now alien space. The
link between alien space and women, available in science fiction, had not
yet been part o f science fact, although the media focus on the domestic lives
o f the astronauts was a move in this direction. Constance Penley evokes the
“horror o f women in space” as a cultural disavowal both of women who
“ forget their place” and o f the death o f the Challenger crew at the moment
o f splashdown. I want to link this horror o f women in space with abduction,
with the horrors experienced and evoked by abductees. Prior to the Chal
lenger disaster, outerspace remained for the most part a terrain for the
heroic achievements of men. Christa McAuliffe’s death opened cultural
imaginings of space to the sacrifice and victimization of women.
The Challenger disaster, moreover, crashed through the barriers crucial
to political spectacle’s capacity to call into being a believing public. Televi
sual political spectacles are produced to be wimessed. Their credibility,
their power as demonstrations of political will, achievement, triumph, is an
effect of their being witnessed. W ith the Challenger explosion, however,
the witnessing becomes detached from credibility because what was wit
nessed was incredible, unimaginable, horrible. Viewers saw what they were
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not supposed to see even as they fulfilled their duty to watch. Under these
conditions, witnessing the disaster was witnessing the corruption and po
litical venality of NASA and the Reagan administration, the baseness o f the
motives for the Teacher in Space program, the sham that was the space pro
gram. It was witnessing the very dullness o f space travel: the crcw hadn’t
been figured as heroes; their deaths lacked that dimension of meaning and
purpose. And it was witnessing anew the alien qualities of space and tech
nology: that which was supposed to protect us, that which was supposed to
let us claim space beyond earth, was revealed as contingent and unreliable
and deadly as space itself.
The field o f intelligibility, the terrain in which witnessing was situated,
changed. It shifted from the object or event to the contexts and complexi
ties in and through which the event was constituted. The ever repeating
horror thus called into being, interpellated, not a civic public united in
mourning, but myriad networks for questioning, searching, and criticiz
ing.7 Indeed, the Pathfinder mission acknowledges these networks, recog
nizing the importance of multiple points of access to space, science, and
technolog)'. But this was not the case with the Challenger disaster; or, rather,
it was the Challenger disaster that contributed to the possibility of and need
for a new way of connecting with outerspace. To witness the explosion was
not simply to follow the script written for the audience in the theatrics of
space. To witness now meant to interrogate the conditions that produced
the disaster — or to ask how many times duty required watching the Chal
lenger explode.
N o abductee has ever been given a parade. Compared with astronauts
they are victims, not heroes. Many are taken into space, chosen in accor
dance with some unknown criteria rather than through competitive tests
with clear, objective standards. Some stay at home, and space and its alien
inhabitants come to them. Again, though, they are chosen, a select group.
The criteria for their selection are no doubt unfathomably demanding.
Why else would the aliens be able to find American women fit for the rig
ors of space when NASA had such trouble locating women qualified
enough to be astronauts? Penley notes that during the late 1950s twentyfive experienced women pilots went through the battery o f tests for the
Mercury training program. Thirteen passed, but the program was shut
down and NASA refused to approve women for space travel. “The women
pilots had been found to be more resistant to radiation,” Penley writes,
“ less subject to heart attacks, and better able to endure extremes o f heat,
cold, pain, noise, and loneliness.” 8 Some abductees feel honored to have
been chosen, especially to participate in an intergalactic breeding project.
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If not a new breed of men, as John Glenn predicted of the astronauts, the
abductees may at least be new breeders, taking on, in their own special way,
the familiar role of mothers of future citizens so often inscribed on women’s
bodies. Nonetheless it remains the case that N ASA picks astronauts; aliens
pick abductees, and that just isn’t enough for a parade.
America doesn’t celebrate its victims, although their return may be
cause for commendation, especially if complicated negotiations and arms
deals aren’t necessary to secure it. Instead, America ogles its victims. Con
temporary political and economic policies and practices enable most ur
bans to dwell upon the homeless, to note the details of their bodily habits
and smells almost daily. Poor children with enormous black eyes gaze out
from all manner o f appeals for donations — if not completely charitable,
then at least tax-deductible. Contemporary corporate culture and trash
media provide a variety o f spaces within which one can make a spectacle of
oneself.
Abductees may not get parades, but they do get on television. Their
televisual presence, moreover, links them with the real, with that which
happens. Alan Nadel notes that the public space in which history is enacted
is televisual.'' If a tree falls in a forest or a nanny beats a child in an empty
apartment and it’s all on video, then, yes, it happened. I f a man walks on the
moon and a woman describes being taken into an alien craft for a vaginal
scraping and television is there to catch it, then, yes, it happened. Or at least
it makes sense to think so, especially in a culture where folks watching tele
vision can be hailed as the public, where witnessing a televised spectacle is
supposed to be a civic act. Under these conditions, seeing is believing —
except when what is witnessed is incredible, except when you have two
thousand channels.
Like the astronaut, the abductee is a televisual identity. It is an identity
sustained by its relationship to a television-viewing audience, to a media
tized society that can transmit information about its available meanings
and contours globally, rapidly, electronically. The abductee is an identity
possible in part because it is produced in a location that is itself a media
product. It occupies that point where space, government, and technology
intersect, a point fabricated as the domicile of the astronaut. Astronauts
figured prominently in the news media o f the 1960s. Abductees are regular
fixtures on the 1990s news alternatives: daytime talk shows, Larry King,
unsolved and true-life mysteries, tabloid TV. This is not to say that all
abductees appear or even want to appear on television. Many abductees
refuse to go public. Nonetheless, most report that reading or watching
Communion or Intruders, seeing something about abduction on television,
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or talking with someone who had was their first step toward naming and
understanding their abduction experience. And those outside the abductee
community, those with little to no interest in such alien matters, still pick
up on the references to abduction pasted into sitcoms like Seinfeld and Ellen.

Entertaining Abduction
Skeptics often dismiss abductees as publicity hungry. The assumption
behind this dismissal is that the desire to appear on television is strong
enough to override any thought about what might occur on the air. Tele
visual space is supposedly so alluring that it can seduce anyone into doing
or saying most anything in front o f the camera, or at least anyone who is
not on a moral or intellectual ground as high as the skeptic’s. Perhaps some
people crave this sort of publicity. Perhaps their sense o f what is public or
what it is to participate in public life or in the life of a public is stricdy tele
visual. Perhaps the only actions that count for them as public actions are
those that are conferred legitimacy through the televising of their perfor
mance. Or maybe some of the people who appear on Geraldo and Sally Jesse
Raphael and Marcel Williams are masochists or exhibitionists who get off on
the cycle of confession, ridicule, and occasional redemption in the ritual of
tabloid talk shows.
Not surprisingly, abductees present their public appearances rather dif
ferently. “ Going public” is an act of bravery, a sacrifice made on behalf of
public safety and knowledge. An ad announcing the availability of abductee
Leah Haley for speeches and engagements mentions that she “ has been fea
tured in Omni magazine and has been a guest on The Joan Rivers Show, En
counters, Stein Online and many others, and has delivered speeches from
coast to coast. Her courage has been an inspiration to tens o f thousands of
others who have had to cope with extraordinary situations.” To speak in
public is, for abductees, heroic because what they have to say is not suitable
for public discourse. Talk of aliens and flying saucers is outside the terms
of American public debate; it is beyond the parameters o f legitimate dis
cussion. Abductees acknowledge that, from the perspective of the domi
nant culture, their words are illogical, unreasonable, unscientific. Yet they
insist, as a matter of right, truth, and survival, that these words be spoken.
They speak, braving the incredulity they know they will encounter, because
they experience it themselves.
Abductee, Anna Jamerson, writes: “ I’m not sure I will ever really accept
my involvement with the aliens; it’s just too bizarre, too far from the real
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ity I have known for all of my life.” Like those o f other abductees, Jamerson’s words overflow with doubt, ours and her own. Despite or perhaps be
cause of this lack o f certainty, Jamerson insists that she will continue to
fight against the aliens. “I ’ll fight for my sanity, for my right to choose to
live my life without interference from them, for your right to know what is
happening to me and thousands of your friends and neighbors, and for ab
ductees’ rights to be taken seriously in their quest for physical, emotional
and mental support in dealing with their personal alien invasion.” 10
We in the public, the privdeged “we” connoted by the very notion of
“the public,” might want to ogle abductees, even buy their books, but we
certainly would not choose to entertain their ideas. Better to let them en
tertain us. In his essay “ The Celebrity Freak: Michael Jackson’s ‘Grotesque
Glory,’ ” David D. Yuan links alien abductions with contemporary re
enactments of the freak show. In the tabloid hierarchy of the weird, Yuan
suggests, competition for the top rung is between extraterrestrials and
celebrity freaks like Michael Jackson.11 Like many of those who are un
willingly “enfreaked,” abductees are afraid that people will laugh at them.
They fear, as abductee Beth Collings puts it, being “ unceremoniously cat
egorized as crazy as a rabid bound, a person to be shunned, a person in dire
need o f professional counseling, even a person who is possibly a victim of
childhood abuse.” 12 Even as they feel their duty to tell — to warn — the
rest o f us, they know we have no duty to watch or listen to them. They
know that their appearances are less likely to hail us as citizens than they
are to call us into being as armchair therapists, proud rationalists, or stonethrowing sadists.
Given the limits and presuppositions of so-called public speech, UFO
investigators and abduction researchers commend abductees for overcom
ing their fears and telling the truth, especially the sexual and reproductive
details, about their experiences. In his introduction to Abducted! The Story
o f the Intruders Continues. . . Budd Hopkins praises Debbie Jordan’s “ pio
neering decision” to reveal information about a disappearing pregnancy
and hybrid child. For his best-selling book Intruders, she had been willing
to tell her story about a pregnancy that, though seemingly normal, mys
teriously stopped, ending without a trace until she recalled an abduction
experience in which she was shown an alien child that she realized was her
daughter. Hopkins finds that Jordan’s “uncommon courage has made it
easier for hundreds of men and women since then to unburden them
selves, thereby immeasurably aiding U FO research and facilitating the
work o f therapists and investigators.” 13 Similarly, in his introduction to
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“M issing Fetus Syndrome. ” Jeffrey Westover writes, “This is the fem ale version o f
'On the Table. ’ A fetus, egg, is extractedfrom the fem ale body and a hybrid offspring,
the chick with black eyes, results.” (Jeffrey S. Westover © 199 7)

Katharina W ilson’s The Alien Jigsaw , Hopkins lauds the “ extraordinary
bravery, intelligence, and strength possessed by very many abductees.” 14
His language evokes the remarkable courage and talent usually admired in
astronauts.
Although they inhabit a similar space, abductees lack the kind o f support
N A SA put behind the M ercury and Apollo astronauts. Outside the protec
tive gravity o f M U F O N and their various abductee groups, they enter alien
televisual space untethered. In the cultural mainstream, in the televisual
public sphere, these subcultural heroines play the sacrificial role o f victims.
When Ricki Lake featured abductees, their parents, and a blond, blue-eyed
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woman in silver shirt who claimed to be an alien, the audience was vocifer
ous in its ridicule and condemnation. The abductees were repeatedly ac
cused of lying, foolishness, and an inability to face reality. Making them
selves vulnerable, publicly violating the boundaries o f the real, they were
roundly condemned. The heroism o f the astronauts always involved their
vulnerability in alien space, their willingness to venture beyond the already
known.
Those few in Ricki Lake’s audience who voiced support for the ab
ductees tended to adopt a relativist “everyone is entided to her own opin
ion” sort o f language. From the position that only arrogance would lead
one to deny the possibility o f life on other planets, these defenders moved
quickly to claim that, although they didn’t really believe in abduction, they
could understand if someone else did. Momentarily dctouring into the pro
tective field of personal uninvolvement, they nonetheless sought an epistemological compromise, one based on two quite reasonable suppositions.
First, a supporter would posit that Earth is surely not the only planet that
supports intelligent life. Second, she or he would claim that each person of
fers a unique perspective that should be respected. For the Ricki audience,
as well as for many within the U FO community, and in fact most folks with
whom I’ve gotten into casual discussions about aliens, the conviction that
underlies and connects these two suppositions is one of humility. It’s as if
supportive members o f the audience are asking themselves, “ Who am I to
judge?” They remind me o f my Southern Baptist upbringing and folks’
efforts to avoid backsliding into the sin o f pride.
Controversial metaphysics aside, that the call to give abductees a hear
ing is constructed through an appeal to the unique value o f each individual
person gives abductees’ public appearances a rather democratic and protes
tant character. Against a scientific priesthood, the individual is held up as
an independent source o f knowledge. Supporting abductees, or at least re
specting their right to their opinions, appears to be radical, a way to resist
(for a time) the dominance of scientific and governmental elites invested
not simply in a particular determination o f the real, but in set hierarchies
for the production and validation o f legitimate knowledge. Entertaining
abduction becomes a momentary popular enactment of what it might
mean actually to respect uniqueness and individuality. It is a performative
rejection of the circumscription of permissible, public, reality. It’s a rejec
tion that ironically reiterates and claims as its own the terms o f ideal dis
course in a public sphere.
Rejecting reality has become possible because of the culturally wide
spread move toward inscribing knowledge onto that which is known
V ir tu a lly C r « d lb U
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primarily through experience. Various Marxists, feminists, and multiculturalists have stressed the importance of knowledge gained at the margins;
the importance of the standpoint of the oppressed as epistemologically su
perior to the falsely disembodied, disconnected view from nowhere. There
are myriad perspectives on the world, each with its own legitimate claim to
truth. Critics of moral theories that rely on ideal role-taking or taking the
position o f another argue quite reasonably that doing so is impossible. One
can never completely take the perspective o f another person. At least once
a week, sometimes twice, 1 hear someone say, “You can’t understand if you
don’t know what I’ve been through.” I f I haven’t been where they’ve been,
seen what they’ve seen, dreamed what they’ve dreamed, I can’t know what
they know. And the claim goes further: neither can I judge what they know.
Some have viewed this tendency to refrain from judgment or to con
demn the judges as irresponsible, depoliticizing, and morally lax. I agree
that it quite probably is depoliticizing, but for different reasons. The issue
isn’t one of moral laxity but of epistemic confusion. Judgment, in the world
of alien abduction and Ricki Lake, is wrong because it can’t be defended; it
is groundless. There isn’t enough common reality to justify judgment. The
differences in social and economic position, in historical privilege, in sex,
ability, desire, in race, ethnicity, and language, in religion, belief, and phi
losophy, in ability, intelligence, and inclination, in information, knowledge,
and access to technolog)' that are called upon to be acknowledged, ex
pressed, or respected point not only to differences in goals and values but
to different experiences of the world, of the real. Possible standards, pos
sible ways to choose among alternative accounts of reality are not readily
available to the majority o f contemporary dwellers in American society.
We lack, in the compelling word/image offered by Thomas Dumm, “united
states.” 15
The uncommonality of reality is not simply the result of global immi
gration and migration. It is more than an effect of the beginning o f the end
o f some practices of repression and discrimination. For accompanying the
shift to a stress on experience as a primary source of knowledge has been a
technological reconfiguration o f experience. Many Americans, especially
but not only in the white middle class, see the contemporary world, the
world of plane crashes, semiautomatic urban assault rifles, Chernobyl, and
AIDS, as profoundly dangerous. Many think that we in America need
safety and security; we need things to be under control. O f course, what
counts as dangerous depends on the “we” one occupies. Some want gangfree neighborhoods; others want violence-free television. In New York
State, children must wear helmets when riding bicycles. I know Texans who
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are still irate over seat-belt laws. Virtual reality, like Walt Disney World
before it, appeals to the need for safe stimulation. Certain activities, like
surfing or siding, as the film director Iara Lee illustrates in her beautiful and
provocative 1 996 screen work Synthetic Pleasures, can come inside, into lowrisk environments. If worried still about the dangers even o f indoor surfing,
I can continue inward and don the glove and goggles of a V R machine. Or
I can cruise the Net. Again, the problem of judgment, one that seems pro
foundly depoliticizing, is that if the knowledge we need to make a judg
ment stems from shared experiences, what do we do when experiences are
reconstituted so radically that we can’t tell if we, or anyone else, actually has
them or not?14
Most of us encounter this problem of judgment in various degrees in all
sorts o f different ways in our everyday life. Strangeness is familiar. If we see
a video o f a crime, do we see a crime? Does a photograph of an unspoiled
rain forest signify that it is really spoiled?17 I f we suspect that our child was
molested and then, after five hours of work with a therapist, the child says
it happened, do we believe it?18 How do we know whether oatmeal reduces
cholesterol, whether aspirin helps prevent heart attacks, or exactly which
tampons are connected with toxic-shock syndrome? In an essay on the
need for critical investigations o f televisual truth, Andrew Barry reminds
us that “knowledge provides the means by which individuals should seek to
govern their own activities — to act as informed liberal citizens.” 19 My ar
gument is that we in late-capitalist societies lack neither information —
we’re inundated with that — nor knowledge — that we also have. What we
lack is the capacity to discern and distinguish, to use and deploy, to judge
and evaluate the knowledges we need for ethical decisions and responsible
political action. We don’t know what’s real. Repeatedly, as consumers, as
citizens, as friends, as parents, we are put in a position of having to make
choices based on technological assessments, health benefits, and interpre
tations o f statistical data not only about which we know very little but
which are also accompanied by opposing expert opinions.
Abductee T V ritualistically enacts the transgression and reinscription of
reality, at least virtually. In an uncertain and technologically complicated
world, a world of governmental cover-ups and political lies, of corporatesponsored science and general policies o f plausible deniability, the public
sacrifice of those who testify to experiencing the alien helps to secure a
bounded sense o f order. At least something can be certain. Simultaneously,
supporting abduction provides a critique of precisely this world where
protectors harm and security is a threat. Voiced as a belief in the words
of someone brave enough to speak in public, to violate the boundaries of
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permissible speech, the act of supporting abductees protests the official de
nial of precisely those lies, lapses, and limitations that are already constitu
tive o f the everyday experience of social, political, and technocultural life
in America at the millennium. And, in the very act o f support, you get to
be on TV.

Remote Control
Abductee T V reruns the space program NASA presented in the sixties
and seventies. Its familiar chords are made up of the selfsame notes of
space, technology, and politics that shaped official public imaginings o f a
space-age future. O f course (since I can’t resist playing out the metaphor),
the abductees sing a different tune. Unlike a space that could be explored,
colonized, and conquered, a technology that, efficient, quantifiable, and
perfectible, would provide the means, and a politics o f freedom and de
mocracy that would justify the ends, the space, technology, and politics of
abduction are alien. The difference, filtered through the perspectives of
abductees and astronauts, is about confidence, certainty, and control.
The space of abduction might seem to be the same space that astronauts
started to explore in the 1960s. In fact, it is much more alien than the co
ordinated space NASA tried to conquer. Herself explored and colonized,
the abductee isn’t launched onto a certain trajectory to precise coordinates
she can locate and identify. Betty Hill, one of the first public abductees,
claimed to have been show n a map. Although it didn’t tell her where she
was, it seemed at least to give an origin to her abductors. A schoolteacher,
Marjorie Fish, attempted to re-create this star-map with beads and string.
After four years o f work, she concluded that the aliens’ home base was a
planet circling the star Zeta Reticuli. Skeptical o f these findings, Carl
Sagan argued that any apparent pattern was the result of chance.20 He used
computers. She used string and styrofoam balls.
Most abductees don’t get maps. Their ventures, when they remember
them, are unlocatable, unguided. They don’t know where they’ are or where
they might be going. They don’t know who or what is taking them. They
don’t even know if anything is actually happening to them at all. In an un
known place in an unknown space, the abductee’s view only occasionally
coincides with the clear and certain perspectives o f astronauts, although
some astronauts, Gordon Cooper and Deke Slayton, have seen UFO s.21
More often than not, the abductee can only guess that what she sees is in
side something, even though she may not be completely sure o f what. Usu
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ally it’s the inside o f a laboratory, where, like an astronaut, she is an object
for alien experiments.
This linking of outerspace, laboratory, and the domestic sphere oc
curred during the Mercury, Gemini, and Apollo space programs. As we
have seen, readers o f Life magazine were treated to detailed accounts and
full-page photographs documenting the experiments and tests performed
on the astronauts at various stages in the training and preparation. Readers
knew about the sperm counts and rectal thermometers. At the same time,
the magazine made a special effort to connect the space program with the
more earthly concerns o f its readers, especially of women.’ 2 To give a fur
ther example, in each o f three articles devoted to Gordon Cooper’s May
1963 flight of twenty-two orbits around the earth, Life includes pho
tographs of Cooper’s wife and informadon about the astronaut’s life on
Earth. The issue for May 24 features not only a large picture o f a bare
chested Cooper with a thermometer in his mouth, but also pictures o f his
thirteen-year-old daughter Jan feeding her cat, his wife Trudy on the bed
with Jan and a second daughter, Cam, and the headline “ He Didn’t Sound
as if He’d Been Anywhere.” 2* American technology is so good, Life's head
line implies, that going into space isn’t like going anywhere at all. W ith the
right technology', space is just like home.
Like the combination of outerspace and domestic space, the link to tech
nology that abduction follows is already familiar from the early years of the
space program. For astronauts, technology guarantees and reassures. It en
ables them to escape the confines o f Earth; to adopt a view from above, a
God’s-eye view; to transcend the mundane. Technology is a vehicle that
transports them into the future. For abductees, that future is here. Ab
ductees realize that, like so many other promises, the promises o f technol
ogy remain unfulfilled. Where are the flying cars? Not only is alien technol
ogy invasive and incomprehensible, but virtually all technology is alien. As
the inverse of the helpful robotic gadgetry that sparkled in exhibitions laud
ing “households of the future,” the technology that abductees experience is
notable for the way it renders the familiar strange. When the server at the
colleges where I teach crashes, or when my answering machine intersperses
month-old messages with today’s calls, I feel abducted by technology. Help
ing a friend retrieve lost data when her text file is suddenly five pages
shorter than it should be, I suspect that others have this experience as well.
As she comes to an awareness of the alien presence in her life, Leah Ha
ley hears “ odd noises on the telephone.” Describing the noises as “ some
times clicking sounds, sometimes other phones ringing in the background,
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sometimes music,” she also perceives “a faint sound like a cassette tape
winding slowly around a reel.” 24 Her computer disks somehow end up re
arranged and out of order. Part o f a file with a letter to her therapist, the
abduction researcher John Carpenter, is erased. She reports: “ I was frus
trated over my inability to exercise control over these strange incidents that
left me baffled as to their purpose.” 25 In her new house, the security system
fails to work properly. “ The security company could find no explanation for
the malfunction.” 26 Like the doctors whose expertise nonetheless fails to
account for her experiences o f pain, so too the security company can’t live
up to its name. That which remains beyond the expert, that which is inex
plicable, is alien. At one point Haley writes: “I could not understand how I
had acquired this flu-like illness. To my knowledge, I had not been near
anyone who was i l l .. . . As I thought about my condition, I realized how
easy it would be to eliminate someone merely by injecting germs or
drugs.” 27 Haley can’t endure the gap left at knowledge’s limits. She refuses,
turning instead to alien possibilities or, just as likely, governmental viola
tions, if history is to be believed. There must be an explanation for the lack
of control, the insecurity, the helplessness she feels. After all, she is part of
a society and has grown up in an America that promised us freedom, secu
rity, and opportunities, especially to hardworking, middle-class, Southern
white women like Haley.
Limited explanations and technological failures disrupt the lives o f Beth
Collings and Anna Jamerson as well. Both in their early fifties, Collings is
divorced, Jamerson single. Jamerson works for the U.S. Forest Service. She
owns the horse-breeding farm where Collings works as a trainer and riding
instructor. The “ magic” of technology, its unpredictability, its failure to
live up to their expectations, its inability to protect them, marks the alien
reality in which they live.
Under incidents of electrical interference, Jamerson lists “street lights,
copying machines and computers; power failures in our bedrooms (always
between 3 - 4 a . m .); and light and televisions turning themselves on and
off— even when unplugged.” 28 In June 1992, during the Abduction Study
Conference at M IT, they meet C. D. B. Bryan. A reporter from the New
Yorker, Bryan writes about the conference and his interviews with Collings
and Jamerson in Close Encounters ofthe Fourth Kind. In one section o f her co
authored book, Connections: Solving Our Alien Abduction Mystery, Collings
describes a series of problems with Bryan’s tape recorder. His voice would
be clear; her voice, and Jamerson’s, faint, absent, or unintelligible, like “ for
eign language spoken backwards at high speed.” 29As long as she and Jamer-
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son are in the room, the tape remains jammed in the machine. Once they
leave, it pops free. While Bryan is out of the room, the two women chat
with a reporter from the Atlantic who jumps in fright as the machine’s cord
snakes back and forth, entwining itself around a chair leg. Although con
vinced by the “ intelligence, dedication, and sanity o f most of the presen
ters” that abduction is not a joke, that “something very mysterious is going
on,” Bryan does not mention any o f the problems with the tape recorder in
his account of the interview'.30
W ith the help of local U FO researchers, in the spring and summer of
1992 Collings and Jamerson install numerous surveillance devices in
Collings’s bedroom in an attempt to protect Collings from abduction or,
that failing, at least to come up with actual evidence of the alien intrusions
into their lives. One such device was a motion sensor that triggered an
alarm and a desk lamp. Collings describes an evening when, reading in bed,
she becomes suddenly alert. Although she had not yet connected the alarm,
the light comes on, remains lit the requisite fifteen seconds, then goes out.
Collings writes: “ I had shrugged off that unsetding event, figuring that
electronics, like magic, could not really be explained or fully understood; it
was only as reliable as the electricity that sustained it. And the electrical
circuitry in the house had already proved somewhat unreliable.” 31
Collings recounts events from previous months that she still could not
explain. One night in March her television comes on, seemingly by itself.
Collings unplugs the set. For good measure, she also unplugs a nearby lamp
and moves it to a chair. She details her experience:
I hadn’t bothered understanding why the T V had turned itself on; it was
just magic after all. But sometime during the early morning hours an
other magical manifestation disrupted my sleep. I awoke to find the
room flooded with light from an unlikely source. Struggling to focus, I
squinted into the glare. The light seemed to be emanating from the desk
chair. . . . Then I remembered: I had put the lamp there earlier that
evening after the T V incident — but I had unplugged it, hadn’t I? I
crawled out of bed in slow motion . . . reached down, and snapped off the
ligh t.. . . I don’t recall groping my way back to bed. It’s as if time just
stopped with that singular, defiant action of switching off the light. Had
these mysterious events been preludes to an abduction? Had I been
switched off along with the light? Or was it just more electronic magic?32
Describing the night’s events to Jamerson and “Bob,” the U FO researcher,
she moves from complaining about the electrical malfunctions to self
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doubt; perhaps she had imagined the whole thing, or dreamt it. Regardless,
the malfunctions continue, sometimes affecting Jamerson’s room as well.
They step up the surveillance, installing an ever increasing battery of
sensors and alarms. O f the Illuma Storm, a programmable lamp suggest
ing bottled lightning, Collings finds that she “questioned the device’s reli
ability.” The machine seems “ faithful to its own obscure urges, no matter
what stimuli might have otherwise activated it.” Nonetheless, she is, at least
initially, reassured by all the sophisticated equipment. “ But,” she writes,
“one by one, toy by toy, I began to feel invaded by the very devices in
tended to provide me with comfort and peace of mind. My bedroom had
begun to look like a Radio Shack warehouse — or an FBI experimental
gadget lab.” 33
The gizmos never quite work (though Collings thinks they detect activ
ity that might have gone unnoticed). They act up. She is abducted and they
fail to go off. They end up unplugged. Collings wonders if she unplugs
them in her sleep. Bob installs a video camera, but the Illuma Storm doesn’t
provide enough light and Beth has enough trouble sleeping as it is. Finally,
feeling more invaded than comforted, and tired o f the lack o f privacy,
Collings dismantles the sensors and alarms.
Describing events from the same period, Jamerson focuses on their
“strange telephone service.” She lists the following “ anomalies”: “ We fre
quently have single rings on the line (I thought everyone got those), callers
that refuse to identify themselves, calls where people refuse to talk, strange
voices or humming on the line, and calls from purported government
officials.” 14 Jamerson first notices the problems with the telephone when
she suspects that their phone is tapped. She begins keeping a log. They get
a call “in an unintelligible language (tonal patterns interspersed with
clicks)” and a caller who says only one thing— “ Don't" — before hanging
up. Someone will call on the business line, ask for a “ nonexistent person,”
and then call the home line and ask for the same person. They are fright
ened by these “ double calls,” not least because the callers sometimes iden
tify themselves as FBI or Secret Service. It’s not that they believe the
callers. Jamerson thinks that part of the purpose o f the calls could be to
make them paranoid: “Make people that say they have been abducted by
aliens also tell of government interference, which of course would be de
nied, and thereby discredit everything they say as a product o f a paranoid
personality.” ,s She admits that it was working.
Bob (supplier of the Illuma Storm and other gadgets) provides them
with a Caller ID box, which Jamerson immediately finds frustrating since it
identifies local numbers only and most calls to their farm have to be long
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distance. Nonetheless, on July 17, 1992, she calls the phone company to
have the Caller ID service connected. The operator who assists Jamerson
informs her that, owing to a “special handling code,” he can’t change her
service. He doesn’t explain what a “special handling code” is. He docs,
however, tell her that because of this code her account can be accessed only
with a password. Immediately thereafter, the operator reverses himself.
This time he says that the special handling code is not on her account, but
on one with the same phone number in a different area code. He then sug
gests that instead of having Caller ID installed, Jamerson should use *69 (a
return-call feature). By pushing *69 on her phone, she could automatically
call back the last person who rang her. When she explains that *69 doesn’t
work in her area, she is assured to the contrary. Jamerson is, not surpris
ingly, puzzled: “Why did he suggest I use *69 i f ‘special handling’ really was
only on the other number that matched mine in another area code? Caller
ID did not work on my phone.” 56
The complexities tangled up with codes and Caller ID become still
more intricate when Collings calls the phone company about the problem
on July 20. A supervisor tells her that the “special handling codes” on the
business and residence lines have been removed, so that Caller ID could be
added, suggesting they would be reinstated after the change in service.
When Collings asks to speak to the man who helped Jamerson the previous
Friday, she is told that he is no longer with the phone company. On July 24
Jamerson calls again and is told that Caller ID had been hooked up on
July 21. A supervisor informs her that there were no “special handling
codes” on her account and never had been. Caller ID works, eventually.
Jamerson asks a friend who had worked at the phone company about the
“special handling codes.” She learns that it is a secret service, one that
phone company employees aren't supposed to mention. Put on tapped tele
phone lines, these codes were available only to account holders or to “a
government agency, with court approval.” Jamerson tries to get help from
staff members in the offices of her senator and representative, but “neither
office felt it was something that they wanted to deal with.” 37 And they still
get harassing calls, such as one for Jamerson’s dead grandfather and another
for a Bob Luca, the name of the husband of abductee Betty Andreasson,
someone they have heard of but don’t know.
Like the technology that monitored the achievement of the astronauts,
that which pervades the lives of abductees may be an extension of the eye,
or ear, of the government. But unlike NASA’s celebrated gadgetry — more
precisely, like the widely reported faulty O-rings of the Challenger— most
of the surveillance systems that abductees encounter don’t work very well.
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N o t only is the practice o f surveillance confusing, entangled in bureau
cracies o f contradiction, but the technology is strangely autonomous, hav
ing a mind and desire o f its own. N o one seems to understand it, really. No
one, however confident, can completely control it. When it will work is
unpredictable; although, eventually, it will — somewhat like abductions
themselves.
O r could it be that the very inadequacies in the surrounding technology,
in the practices o f surveillance, are deliberate? After all, for decades, Amer
icans have been promised that the power o f the atom is at their disposal (al
though those reassured by such promises may well be a small, demograph*
ically select group). Perhaps, then, technology does work, if not for us.
Jam erson concludes her account o f the telephone problems:
W hat I don’t understand about all o f this is why these guys are so inept.
If they wanted to monitor our phone calls, why did they make it so ob
vious? O ur technology is advanced enough that I need never have sus
pected the phones were being monitored. W hy did they bungle it so?
T h ey wanted us to know. W hy? Big Brother is watching? M y message to
them is, “ W hy don’t you come by and protect Beth from being ab
ducted? D on’t just sit on the sidelines and watch and listen. Help us!"’*
Collings and Jam erson suggest a relationship to technology that is always
antagonistic, alien. Despite their best efforts, it will not work in their favor,
som ething will malfunction, come unplugged, short-circuit. It won’t help
them. Technology, connected to the government and the phone company
(or are they connected through it?), intervenes in abducted lives on behalf
o f interests alien to their own. E rrors are only seeming. Closer scrutiny re
veals a control underneath a carefully fabricated mistake. But it is a control
rarely exercised in the ways w e’ve been promised. Unable (perhaps unwill
ing) to help, it remains a remote control enabling the watchers to stay in
form ed even when, especially when, they don’t get involved.

Get th e Message
Abductee politics and the perspective abduction provides on American
governm ent and politics at the millennium seems to have little to do with
freedom and democracy. Unlike the space programs produced by NASA,
this phenomenon makes no attempt to embody a particularly American
ideal o f freedom. Yet, precisely because some o f the abductees were credible
witnesses, precisely because they were part o f the audience for the televi
sual demonstration o f the greatness o f .American freedom and technology,
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precisely because they believed the promises made in the image of Apollo,
their incredible stories bear their own kind of witness to some of the mean
ings freedom has in America today. Leah Haley writes: “ I had always been
proud to be an American — to live in a place where I was free and to feel pro
tected by our armed forces. Yet, the very people I thought were supposed to
protect and defend me had treated me like a prisoner of war.” 59
Although the government stands behind technology, its interventions
subvert rather than attest to the ideals it voices, or at least so it seems in abductee politics. If it watched the astronauts in order to protect them, the
government watches abductees while doing nothing to secure their safety.
Just as the government, or at least its agents and agencies, knew the astro
nauts by name, so does it know the abductees. It monitors them, singly, in
their everyday lives and activities. Someone, perhaps funded through black
budgets and traveling in black helicopters, is there, watching. Abductees al
ways feel a personal connection to the government because it knows; they
have a sense of immediate and tangible involvement in the political affairs,
in the politics that matter in today’s America. If the government’s complex
systems of surveillance helped bring news o f space travel to the general
public, similarly complex systems cover up the truth of abduction, forcing
it into secret crevices accessible only through conspiracy theory.
Karla Turner, a Ph.D. in English w'ho, before her death from cancer,
wrote several books about her abduction experiences, those of her family,
and those o f other women — considers the possibility that the government
has actively consented to alien abduction.40 In Into the Fringe she repeats a
widely circulated rumor of an alliance between the United States and the
aliens, an alliance that has since crumbled, bringing on the imminent pos
sibility o f a mass confrontation. To prepare, the government is pursuing a
two-pronged strategy. The first relies on the development of super
weaponry “capable o f defending us against alien technology.” 41 (Some in
the UFO community thought that the “ Star Wars” defense plan [Strategic
Defense Initiative] was a response to the alien, not the Soviet, threat.) The
second prong involves public education about the aliens’ approach, pur
sued through the media. Turner reports the rumor as saying that “the
aliens who are here now are just the forerunners for a much larger group,
and that group’s arrival is expected within the next four years. The gov
ernment hopes to avoid worldwide panic by preparing us through adver
tising and entertainment media for our encounter with alien beings.” 42
Turner and her family carry out investigations designed to establish
whether there is any truth to the rumor. They find that, just as predicted,
E.T. and other alien-friendly movies appeared during the period of alliance,
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part o f an effort to get Americans to feel affection for aliens. After relations
betw een the aliens and the U.S. government soured, so did the media treat
ment of aliens. Turner reports:
When the rift took place — a shoot out of sorts at an underground base,
in which the humans got the worst of it all — the government attitude
changed, and we were presented with malevolent reptilian aliens in the
miniseries “V.” And now we had a new series, “ War o f the Worlds,”
which we watched anxiously each week. In every episode, we saw some
fact or detail which we recognized from actual cases, mixed in with the
more creative aspects o f the show, and as we watched we did feel as if a
deliberate effort were being made to acquaint the public with at least
part of the truth.43
For Turner and her family, the truth television reveals is encrypted. Hid
den in images, under advertisements, through tales of fantasy and horror,
are political truths that the government wants us to know. The government
is trying to tell us something. It sends messages to us through television.
During the space program, the government sent open messages via its
vast, staged spectacles. Now television tells us about our world in ways that
have to be discerned, interpreted. Presumed fictions may be facts. Uncon
tested facts are actually fictions. Not everyone will get the message, not
everyone will receive the address. NASA produced the space scenes that
appeared on television sets throughout the country and around the world.
Now the government stands behind the production of space images popu
larized in movies and miniseries. These televisual hailings, however, don’t
call a public of citizens into being. Rather, they interpellate a variety of
smaller networks, networks o f those who know, of those who may suspect,
even of those whose docility is necessary for the new world order.
O f course, Turner does not think that everything she sees on television
is true. She just doesn’t know what is true, what is rumor, what rumors are
true, and what truths are rumors. N ot knowing, she allows for possibilities
that previously she would have ridiculed; “ the government’s deal with
aliens, the underground installations with vats o f human body parts and
prenatal nurseries of stolen fetuses.” 44 As she researches the stories for her
self, she becomes ever more confused, discovering that the various truths
and rumors conflict, contradicting one another and themselves. She tries
to fight off “ feelings of anger and fear and disorientation,” telling herself
that “ humans can lie, and so can aliens.” But this doesn’t really help, since
she still doesn’t know whom to believe, whom to trust, and when. At the
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conference at M IT, researcher Richard Boylan asked the audience if they
trusted the aliens more than the military. A chorus of yeses answered him.45
In The Alien Jigsaw, abductee Katharina Wilson dismisses the possibil
ity' that the aliens are simply spreading disinformation, trying to deceive ab
ductees and undermine support for the American government. Sensibly
pointing out that public trust in the government is already at an all-time
low, she reminds those who might attribute this sort o f tactic to the aliens
that “one major lesson we learned during the Reagan and Bush administra
tions was that white-collar crime pays, and extremely well. Do we really
need the aliens telling us something we already know? I do not believe
so.” 46 Wilson extends Turner’s suspicions, concluding that, if her own ex
periences are any evidence, the government and the military, or at least
covert groups within the government and military, are deeply' involved with
the aliens. The American government works with aliens. It helps them. It
stands behind the secret experimentation on citizens against their will.
Wilson urges ufologists and other researchers to take up the matter or
risk “inviting the possibility of another holocaust upon those they consider
to be different.” Elaborating on the link between abduction and the Holo
caust, she writes:
Even though the German citizens were told what was happening to the
Jews, Poles, Gypsies, the mentally ill, and whoever else the Nazi regime
found inferior, they could not believe the information. Their minds sim
ply would not allow them to accept the idea that their government could
be responsible for such atrocities. Do not discount what I and other ab
ductees are reporting simply because your mind will not allow you to
believe there is a connection between some members o f our govern
ment and some o f the aliens. Do not discount what I am reporting be
cause you automatically lump all such information into your govern
ment conspiracy category. I am not a government agent disseminating
disinformation.. . . I have to remain open to the idea, although it is ex
tremely difficult for me, that our government may in fact be trading alien
technology for genetic material, or at least is aw'are of what is being done
to us and has chosen to look the other way.47
In Wilson's abduction experience, UFO s and the U.S. government are
linked together. They are linked together as tighdy as NASA and astro
nauts and the success of American political vision and American technolog
ical know-how. The price of technology is the essence of American citi
zens, what makes them human, different, their DNA. For Wilson, it makes
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sense to think that the U.S. government values technology more than it
values the bodies of its citizens. Distinguishing her beliefs from conspiracy
theory, Wilson turns to history as a warning, as an example. We have al
ready lived the unimaginable, the alien. We have already seen the govern
ment experiment on its citizens. We have already heard it lie. For Wilson,
the alien and unimaginable and the historical reality o f holocaust are not so
very different from government itself. She can’t tell which memories are
alien and which are political, governmental: “ Who is to say these were alienrelated experiences? Who is to say someone from a secret government
agency did not come into my home, drug me, abduct me, hypnotize me,
and then fill in the gaps with their own screen memory?” 48
Wilson provides warnings. She doesn’t offer any answers, solutions, or
predictions. Predictions have failed to come true. Solutions have failed.
Answers have been misleading, have led to more questions. Perhaps be
cause she equates and elides Holocaust, government, and aliens, she doesn’t
present her writing as an attempt to persuade people to think differendy
about abduction and UFOs. Argument, thought by some to be an impor
tant part of the process of democracy, is futile, perhaps because democracy
can bring about Holocaust, perhaps because democracy doesn’t mean any
thing when government is alien. Wilson feels herself to be profoundly out
side and other, the product o f experiences few share and most ridicule. She
writes: “ People have to reach their own conclusions about the U FO phe
nomenon. All I can do is report what I remember.” 49 One can heed her re
port, take note of her warnings, but not much else. It isn’t exacdy that she
is hopeless; rather, it’s that it isn’t clear what hope can mean when under
standing is closely linked to the unthinkable. It isn’t clear what hope is when
any memory may be a screen, when few experiences can be known at all.
Unlike the space programs brought to us by NASA, those depicted by
abductees produce a different constellation of space, technology, and gov
ernment. When women go to outerspace in the 1990s, they are taken, not
launched. Consequendy, their stories are much more attuned to the alien
possibilities of technology, watching, and political authority. Technology
doesn’t work in the ways they expect. Governmental practices o f surveil
lance are less principled and more covert. Authority is rarely exercised to
enhance the rights and freedoms o f those who lack it. But like Burger King
commercials featuring theme music from 1 Dream o f Jeanie or ads for
America OnLine that use music from the space-age cartoon The Jetsons,
there is something familiar about the background assumptions in ab
ductees’ accounts o f their connection to outerspace. Both employ the link
between space, laboratories, and the domestic. Both presume a govern
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mental interest in space; that is, a construction o f space as a field for polit
ical contestation and even for potential cooperation. Both presume that the
government watches what happens in space. In fact, very much like I Dream
ofJennie and The Jetsons, the familiarity o f the motifs played out in abduc
tion has a lot to do with television and with the ways technology makes
watching at a distance possible. T h e government uses television to broad
cast its version o f the theatrics o f space; this fact o f life in the space program
isarticulated in a potentially paranoid register in abduction. Anything and
everything we see on television might mean something else, might contain
or release alien information. Since we can’t know for sure, we better stay

Real V irtuality
| Abductees and astronauts are linked but, as with any links, there are gaps
between them. The analogy isn’t perfect. Abductees’ experiences exceed
ordered astronaut missions. Leah Haley, for example, receives mental
flashes. One evening while praying and meditating, she was told to read
“page 29.” She didn’t know what book was meant or who gave her the in
structions. Nonetheless, she concentrated and began to make out a few
words, words she confirmed by w riting down a message as it was transmit
ted to her telepathically.50 Th e message was apocalyptic: Earth will be de
stroyed, and chosen members o f the family o f G od will be transported from
Earth to another universe. H aley also learned that the aliens are storing in
formation in people. Anna Jam erson discovered that what she thought was
amemory o f being raped by her father was actually a screen m em ory hid
ing an abduction. She knows that most people would assume that abduc
tion is the screen, but she still blames the aliens for ruining her relationship
with her family. In Connections she includes transcriptions from a hypnosis
session in which an entity named Sonna seems to speak through her.
Jamerson doesn’t know whether she is channeling the information or
whether it is part o f her subconscious.
Beth Collings saw a naked man in an enormous white cowboy hat. T h is
(as well as an experience with a giant bee) she interpreted as most likely o f
an alien nature. Karla T u rn er’s husband has a prebirth m em ory o f being
made by aliens. Turner herself mentions two people she knows who have
seen aliens disguised as hillbillies. Katharina W ilson had an experience with
an alien masquerading as A 1 G ore. She feels that abduction has helped her
become more in tune with the suffering o f animals, and she welcomes the
expansion in consciousness. N o t all o f her experiences have been negative.
V i r t u a l l y C r e d ib le
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These are just a few examples from the lives of abductees that unsettle the
analogy with astronauts, the abduction narrative itself, and the lives of
the very women who recall them. Knowing that these memories don’t fit,
that they seem ridiculous, the abductees still claim them. They hold onto
their experiences, resisting the efforts of interpreters to compile them into
coherence.
Given the investment the abductees have in their experiences, the cost
o f hypnosis and the time of writing, ownership of what makes their specific
experiences unique might be empowering. It might attest to the abductees’
creativity or to their contribution to U FO research. Many are stimulated
to write poetry, paint, or sculpt. Abductees have contributed to the recently
organized Abductees Art Project. On die World W ide Web you can listen
to music composed following an abduction. Beth Collings told me, how
ever, that there was nothing creative about abduction, that she had been
writing long before the phenomenon intruded into her daily life. Simulta
neous with an empowering experience of contact, then, may be the sense
o f loss: whatever happens is always under alien control. Put somewhat dif
ferently, it is the fact of unintelligibility, the fact that aspects of the experi
ence cannot be incorporated into a coherent narrative, that proves how
really alien it all is. These excessive details testify to abduction.
Abduction researchers Budd Hopkins and David Jacobs generally leave
out the more bizarre and idiosyncratic dimensions. They focus on the
breeding project, on the theft o f egg and sperm and the production of a hy
brid species. Usually this is the story that gets picked up by mainstream
media, that scripts a “movie of the week.” In contrast, Harvard psychiatrist
John Mack stresses the transcendent dimensions o f abduction. He invests
a narrative o f ecological redemption in abductees’ stories. I read abduction
as the dark underside o f official space, as a return of the repressed dimen
sions of astronaut heroics. Abductees express a lack of agency, a lack of con
trol that doesn’t hide behind the illusion that one might steer a Saturn V
rocket. The confusion and fear throughout their accounts evoke a nostal
gic longing for a future we seem to have abandoned. We don’t explore
space anymore. Some of us never did. We aren’t 011 any star trek. We just
stay where we are, consuming fantasies and virtual realities. That women in
their homes, sometimes wives, give voice to the pain of loss even of a myth
of adventure doesn’t surprise me. But of course their stories give voice to
more. They bear witness to a lack of control, insecurity, and violation, to a
lack o f response from those who are supposed to protect and care.
Stories of abduction attest to the sense that we aren’t going anywhere.
Things are coming and happening to us. This interpretation of abduction
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doesn’t diagnose or psychologize the abductees; it reads them, but it doesn’t
engage them. Abductees want to know what is happening to them. They
want control over their lives, control they connect in part with the retrieval
of memories. In this respect, their orientation to the trauma in their lives
and their sense that remembering is necessary for healing connects them
with the survivor movement.51 In an essay on sexual abuse o f children,
Helen Daniels observes that “ survivor narratives can potentially change
what constitutes truth in our culture.” 5’ I agree. But what might that hold
for our close encounters with one another? For occasions when we need
collective decisions? What might it mean for us when conflicting concep
tions of the true and the real come into contact with one another, when we
cross the streams and when worlds collide?
The notion that abduction provides a cultural expression of the con
fused passivity accompanying the collapse of the real is not the interpreta
tion offered by abduction researchers, but it doesn’t contradict their claims.
It doesn’t contradict them because it doesn’t debate them; it doesn’t take a
position on the truth of the claims to abduction. Abduction researchers
want to establish the legitimacy of their findings. Indeed, their efforts are
one location in contemporary culture where truth is contested. They try to
describe the phenomena scientifically. The researchers look for patterns,
commonalities, systematicity. They want a comprehensible narrative.53 O f
ten they supplement their interpretations with larger explanations for why
aliens would abduct people. The “breeding project” and “ ecological aware
ness” are the two most prominent alternatives.
My reading asks why abduction is a familiar theme in popular culture.
The answer, as I ’ve been arguing, involves the theatrics o f space produced
by NASA, the shift from outerspace to cyberspace, and the widespread cri
sis of truth as we begin dealing with the reai virtualities o f the information
age. These three fines intersect to create a site capable o f being occupied
by reports o f abduction. They establish an environment where stories of
abduction can flourish, can get attention and become noticed as making
daims to truth. What they don’t do is explain abduction reports per se.
Another reason why my interpretation o f alien abduction shouldn’t be
read as conflicting with those from inside the community concerns ufol
ogy and the abduction discourse in general. The researchers disagree with
one another. Even here there is not one view, one interpretation, one an
swer, one bounded whole. Hopkins’s and Jacobs’s assessments o f the aliens’
intentions are more negative than M ack’s. But although these researchers
highlight different aspects of the experience, they all agree that it is com
plex, unbelievable, varied and, at least at present, undecidable. They agree
V ir t u a lly C r e d ib le
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that the intricacies of alien theatrics, memories recovered through hypno
sis, and governmental conspiracy can contribute to a situation in which re
ality itself, as Karla Turney says, isn’t. They agree that heretofore conven
tionally and scientifically accepted assumptions for reality cannot account
for the experiences claimed and remembered by abductees. Unlike the ab
duction researchers, I stress these ambiguities and tensions. My reading of
abduction, then, is a metareading.
Judgment is not certainty. It always involves elements o f risk, of ambi
guity. Yet the presumption has been that citizens and voters and viewers
and witnesses can make defensible judgments, that there are criteria ac
cording to which people can make reasonable decisions about the practices
that affect them in the world. The criteria to which we’ve become accus
tomed, however, are no longer convincing. What we see on television isn’t
news, it’s entertainment. What is news is produced to serve particular po
litical or economic interests, interests we may not share. Technological de
vices might help, but I’m not sure how to work them, how reliable they are,
which ones are better, and what exactly they can discover. Should I trust
my doctor? M y insurance company? Pharmaceutical manufacturers? In his
compelling analysis of the effects of epidemiology on contemporary Amer
ican medicine, Jonathan B. Imber writes: ‘“ Informed consent’ is the pro
fessional safeguard designed to protect everyone but the patient from what
cannot be known undl the risk is taken.” 54 I ’m more than a demographic
moment, and I don’t want to reduce my life, my experience, or my body
parts to actuarial tabulations or Vegas odds.
Abduction, especially through the ubiquity o f the alien icon, provides a
window through which we grasp sharply the incredibility of the criteria for
judgment. It iterates out questioning and curious relationship to the expe
rience of our bodies. It reminds us that feelings, even symptoms, aren’t de
terminate but can point in multiple possible directions: What can it mean
for women to claim that they have felt and seen on their bodies evidence of
alien experiments? Abduction replicates our suspicious acceptance and,
indeed, enjoyment o f technology and our allegedly scientific ways of inter
preting the world: What is evidence? Why are there no sensible explana
tions for abduction? What does sensible mean? It reinscribes our critical
attitude toward experts: Do we trust someone from Harvard? Do we trust
experts who are funded by large corporations or by the government? Ab
duction pushes these questions into our awareness — but usually safely,
given the stigma attached to UFOs and UFO belief. Regardless of our in
dividual beliefs, though, the questions are already there. They appear in
myriad forms and places throughout the networked interactions of con
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temporary global technoculture. Since the sixties the relationship of every
day folks to knowledge and information has changed. This is the new con
dition of democracy.

Unlike the astronauts, then, whose cultural position was predicated on
the privilege of an uncontested claim to reality, a claim buttressed by sci
ence, government, and media willing to follow the scripts NASA provided,
abductees experience fundamental uncertainty. Because this is the uncer
tainty of contemporary America, they have come to occupy an important
site in cultural space. Abduction narratives, memories, and experiences are
fragmented and undecidable. Like others in America, abductees try to find
havens of credibility. Some abductees look to the conventions of the exist
ing narratives. I spoke with an abductee from El Paso who described her
experiences as “ like what the rest of them say” and “Just like all the rest.”
Yet her written memories involve being eaten by dinosaurs and given a new
body by aliens. Some abductees rely on the words of the researchers. Tes
timonial writings are almost always prefaced — authorized — by big names
like Mack, Hopkins, Carpenter, or other ufological insiders who, whatever
their intentions, preinterpret the writings that follow. Only Karla Turner
was authorized by a woman, the researcher Linda Moulton Howe.55
Abductees struggle for credibility as they appeal to readers’ open
mindedness, sympathy, or presumed assumptions. Without a countdown
to announce when they are launched into out-of-this-world encounters,
abductees try to find bases for their claims. But because their experiences
conflict with the very heart of consensus reality, any grounds they find dis
solve into false assumptions, into something that a skeptic will dismiss as a
naive understanding of science or a misunderstanding of the nature of
memory. Their efforts to defend or protect themselves become further
manifestations o f the virtuality of contemporary reality. We repeat this
experience daily.
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I Want to Believe

Leather Certainties
In March 1991 Leah Haley had her first hypnosis sessions with John
Carpenter. A licensed clinical social worker from Springfield, Missouri,
Carpenter has hypnotized or counseled more than a hundred people who
think they may have been abducted by aliens. He participates actively
in M U FO N symposia and regularly shares his findings with the UFO com
munity. At the 1992 Abduction Study Conference at MTT, Carpenter
presented some of the evidence for multiply witnessed abductions, the
interventions of some non-Gray types of aliens, the “Nordics” and the
“ Reptilians,” and the reliability of hypnosis as a means of recovering lost
memory.1 Carpenter’s videos are available for S29.95.
By the summer o f 1996, Haley was at the M U FO N annual meeting in
Greensboro, North Carolina, autographing copies o f her full-color chil-

dren’s book, Ceto’sN ew Friends, During most of the conference she worked
at the book exhibit, at the table for Greenleaf Publications. The Greenleaf
catalog announces that Haley, “ the most credible o f all abductees,” is avail
able for speeches. While browsing through the alien mouse pads and crop
circle art, I overheard some conference participants whispering about
Haley’s being in a saucer when the government shot it down.
Haley sets down her memories of alien and governmental interventions
in her life in Lost Was the Key.1 She fixes July 7, 1990, as the date when her
world “started to crumble.” That weekend, her brother tells her about a
hook he read by Budd Hopkins. Haley tells him about a dream of being in
SIspaceship on a platform surrounded by little creatures with large black
eyes. Her brother mentions that the subject of Hopkins’s book, Intruders,
bad a place in her yard where the grass wouldn’t grow. Haley says that the
yard of her previous home had a similar spot. Drawing from Hopkins,
Haley’s brother asks her if she’d ever had any strange illnesses. She answers
that around the time of the spaceship dream she went to the hospital for
tests because o f pain and burning in her kidneys, bladder, and urinary tract.
Haley explains: “ The doctor couldn’t find anything wrong, so he told me
my problem must be caused by stress. Several months later, I concluded by
trial and error that spicy food was causing the problem.” 3 She also men
tions pain in her ear. She attributes it to an allergy to copy-machine ink.
When her brother asks whether the doctor agreed, Haley replies that he
didn’t, adding: “The doctor couldn’t find anything at all wrong with me, so
he said it must be stress. Doctors are such jerks. W hy can’t they admit they
don’t know what the problem is instead o f telling people it’s just stress.” 4
Haley and her brother talk about seeing a U FO as children.
After that weekend, Haley considers writing to Budd Hopkins in New
York, but puts it off for a little over a month. Her explanation for waiting
contributes to the impression that she finds, or wants to find, the whole
thing “nonsense.” She insists her dream was just a dream. But she isn’t com
pletely sure. She covers over her doubt, at the same time inviting the know
ing nod from readers who have heard this story before, who already recog
nize denial as a symptom, as proof: “It had to have been [a dream].” 5
Accepting abduction, acknowledging alien interference in their lives is,
for most abductees, a painful and time-consuming process. Their books,
offered as testimonies to their experience, frequently begin like Haley’s
with an apocalyptic evocation o f the day when the world, or reality, stopped.
In painstaking detail, they document not just the evidence o f abduction but
the process of becoming abductees, o f coming to think about their lives,
experiences, and memories in ways most of them would have dismissed or
I W an t t o B e lie v e
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“Incubation. ’’Jeffrey Westover writes, “A prime component o f the abdiiction experience

from a fem ale perspective is the impregnation and the removal o f a hybrid child. The
child is then put in a boxlike incubation chamber. ” (Jeffrey S. Westover © ipp'j)

laughed at had it not happened to them. Anna Jamerson writes: “ I accept
and reject their existence daily. I can believe in them when I know I have
been abducted the night before, but that only lasts for a few weeks. When
they become inactive for a month or so, I’m sure I made all this stuff up. I
go back to denying that they are really abducting m e . . . . Beth calls it my
denial phase. I go through it continuously it seems.” * For many abductees
the struggle over the real never ceases.
The preoccupations of everyday life themselves become signs o f eva
sion, indicating to those who know (who suspect) that one is refusing to
acknowledge and to deal with abduction. That Haley teaches accounting
full-time, is working on a master’s degree, has a husband who works out of
town “ most o f the time,” is raising two daughters virtually alone, and is get
ting ready to begin construction on a new home, that all this takes priority
is symptomatic of abduction. Haley is displacing her anxieties over the
truth onto the everyday parts of her life. Her absorption in these very mun
dane, time-consuming activities seems — again, to those who know, who
have been there — part of an effort to avoid facing the possibility that, in
the words o f abductee Karla Turner, “reality isn’t.” 7
After writing two letters to Hopkins, Haley receives an information ldt
from his abductee research and support organization, the Intruders Foun
dation. A note refers her to John Carpenter, who, in Missouri, is closer than
Hopkins to Haley, who lives in northern Alabama.8 Her brother accompa
nies her on the ten-hour drive to Springfield.
When they see a man with a lounge chair and sleeping bag heading into
the office where they’ve been told to wait, Haley doesn’t want to believe
that it’s Carpenter. “A person undergoing hypnosis is supposed to have a
leather couch!” 9 She’s disappointed after her brother confirms that the
sleeping bag man had, in fact, gone into Carpenter’s office. “Oh great,” she
winces, “ Here I’ve come over four hundred miles to be hypnotized by a
man who doesn’t even have a couch.” 10
Later, Haley tries to see the therapist’s and his assistant’s evident con
cern as compensation. “ While I was gone to the rest room, I thought how
nice it was to have someone considerate of my needs for a change,” she
writes. “At home I was always the one who had to take care o f everyone
else’s needs. I decided I liked John and Grace. They were professional,
friendly, and easy to talk to. Maybe it wasn’t so important to have a couch
to lie on after all.” 11
Maybe the comfort of a lounge chair, a sleeping bag, and of caring, re
sponsive people responding can assuage a variety of doubts. And if they
can’t, if the legitimacy of leather and the authority of an analyst’s couch
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sustain a truth and an experience o f truth not available to everyone, per
haps it’s better then to work through the doubts, to give sleeping bags a
chance. Perhaps it is better to let the doubts in rather than blanket them
under “stress.” Perhaps it is better to forfeit the privilege o f leather, espe
cially if one suspects it o f signifying more privilege than knowledge, more
the presumption of owning than the hunger for truth. Unlike the doctors
who present her with answers, Carpenter works with Haley to ask new
questions. Haley recognizes the comfortable security doctors provide: she
looked to them first. But what she discovers is that leather is more a status
symbol than a sign of understanding. Leather suggests the confidence and
certainty that accompanies the truths some use to explain, diagnose, and
dismiss the lives of others. Maybe the leather couch is there to catch those
exhausted by the effort of fighting for the truth o f their experiences.
At first, Haley talks and Carpenter listens, attentive and respectful. H a
ley describes the time she and her brother saw the UFO. She relates the
dream about being in a spaceship and the allergy to copy-machine ink. She
mentions problems with the security system in her home, anxieties stem
ming from headlights reflected in her rearview mirror, and noises seem
ingly coming from her game room. Haley documents the extent of the in
explicable in her everyday life. She recalls a time when she saw two men in
a restaurant, men she thought were watching her. She tells of a strange
young man in her office who she feared would rape her.
In the first hypnosis session, Haley recovers the details o f her childhood
sighting. Searching in the woods for the UFO, which appeared to have
landed, she comes across a hairless, chalky-colored creature with large
black eyes. A beam o f bright light approaches her. She sees a round, silver
object hovering in the clearing. Lying on a platform aboard the craft, she
discovers that she is naked, that additional creatures surround her, that they
are poking her arms and legs with a needlelike instrument.
During her second session, Haley remembers a night whert her teenage
daughters were toddlers. Having felt an urge to go outside, she finds her
self standing in the middle of the yard, looking at a spaceship and a beam
of light. Aboard the spaceship, creatures perform “gynecological proce
dures” on her and “ lab tests.” She feels a piercing sensation as if something
were being inserted behind and inside her right ear.
Later she watches videotapes o f two women who retrieve abduction ex
periences through hypnosis. Haley explains: “I sensed that John wanted me
to see the videotapes so I would accept the reality of the abduction experi
ences and admit that I had indeed been hypnotized.” 12 As the video hails
her, she is struck by the similarities between her hypnosis experience and
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what she secs on tape. She wonders if the sameness is a sign o f reality, if it
means that she remembered something real. She’s troubled by the possi
bility. “ I usually slept in nothing but panties and socks,” Haley writes.
“Maybe, while practically naked, I had been seen by someone as I was be
ing beamed aboard a spaceship. The thought embarrassed me.” 13
Back at home, she tries to let it all go, at least for a while. Indeed, as she
describes the preoccupations of her daily life, the very commonality, typi
cality, familiarity of her depiction of domestic life starts quickly to fill in the
ruptures, the cracks in reality, effected by abduction. How can someone so
normal have been through something so strange? Oddly, though, when
Haley’s writing links these preoccupations to aliens and spaceships, the
everyday familiarities themselves change. What is it, then, that lies beneath
the seemingly normal? Haley’s accounts of going to work or talking to
friends become subroutines of normality stuck in an alien program. Her ef
forts to get a bit of control over the data recovered in hypnosis, to explain
them, integrate them, especially if one reads these data as fundamentally
inassimilable, add to the overall sense of strangeness and fragmentation.
Her efforts to explain, like the effort to use the languages of science and law
so long a part of ufology’s production of credible witnesses, link the alien
with that which disavows it. After the trip to Springfield, Haley’s husband
buys her two new nightgowns.

High Strangeness
In the preceding chapter, I point out the ways abductees are like astro
nauts, how they occupy a similar cultural location and represent a return of
some of the repressed dimensions of the 1960s, NASA-constructed astro
naut. Installed at the domestic intersection of technology, televisuality, and
space, abductees not only tell the stories of space coming home, but in that
telling they bring out the paradoxes of credibility in the techno-global
infotainment age. In this chapter, I’m interested in the shift from astro
nauts to abduction and the change that shift represents. For even though
abductees occupy a site that developed in the sixties, abduction is a story of
the nineties. Its twists and turns and wild connections evoke the new space
of exploration — cyberia.
Like the astronaut the abductee cannot be reduced to one side of a
simple binary opposition along the lines of, say, pilot and passenger, male
and female, hero and victim. Abductees, especially those whose testimonies
I’ve been describing, are not passive victims. They are the authors of their
stories, the writers of their own scripts in the theatrics of space. In Lost Was
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the Key, Haley recounts her experiences in a narrative of discovery, not just
of her self and her past, but o f her place in a governmental conspiracy of na
tional significance. She casts herself in a heroic, active role. NASA scripted
the astronaut identity. Even those abductees who have yet to write books
are often likely to write their lives, to testify to what they’ve experienced,
to produce and share the knowledge of abduction. Many turn to the Inter
net to provide audiences, information, and sites for self-presentation. Like
those who have appeared on Ricki and other talk shows, many feel called to
come forward, perhaps to challenge the government or to wake up the rest
of us to what is happening in this country, and in this world.
Wild daytime talk shows Uke Ricki became possible in 1987, the year
Geraldo got started, the year television became less regulated.14 The prolif
eration o f such shows, the unconventionality of their themes, and their
morph into spectacle are linked to more, however, than the rise o f the
“ public abductee.” The rise of the talk show also parallels the growth of the
Internet, both in time and in the paranoid reactions each evokes in its crit
ics. Each has become a space for a newly marketed and marketable mass
fringe rather than for an officially sanctioned and sanctified culture.15 This
is simultaneously their primary attraction and major threat. Each features
sex, lots of sex, in a variety o f shapes and forms. Each provides a major fo
rum for alien talk. It’s as if the alien-human hybrids are the offspring o f
all the virtual sex pulsing through trash TV, the Internet, and one-ninehundred numbers.
Abductee televisuality is thus not stricdy analogous to that o f astro
nauts. Rather, it links up with and depends on the very' technological trans
formations it thematizes. If astronauts can be linked with mainframes,
rocket scientists, and big-budget, big-government programs, abductees are
part of a more populist technoculture of globally networked PCs. Their
reports, their experiences — the contradictory, paranoid, fantastic, frag
mented, overlapping, interconnecting, alien content they provide — enact
modes o f being human on a technological, televisual, virtual Earth. On the
Web, one site, one link, is as plausible as any other. “News” is as likely to
be found at disinformation.com as it is at CNN.org. In abduction, a scratch
is as likely to connote an alien encounter as it is a not-yet-removed staple
from a dry-cleaning tag. The “ truth” depends on the network within which
the information is situated or produced. We in America are interested in
abduction because we make the same sorts o f links, just within different
networks. The fact that abduction accesses the stresses and excesses o f mil
lennial technoculture doesn’t get to the truth of abduction (as if getting to
truth were still a possibility), but it does suggest why American popular cul
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ture over the past ten years has become an increasingly alien space. Fabri
cated in the context o f a postwar American articulation o f space, technol
ogy, and government, abduction reports express contemporary tensions
around truth and trust. The seeming incoherence o f abduction reports (or,
in the U FO community’s artful term, the “ high strangeness” o f their cases)
is an iconic display o f the dilemma o f truth in the information age.
The presentation of this incoherence, this strangeness, in abductees’
writings reiterates the problem o f reality that we all face. Movie stills re
appear as illustrations in magazine articles that purport to be factual. A
graphic produced for a Web site becomes evidence in print media for the
reality of that which it depicts. Resemblance to a scene from the movie
Communion is offered to support a claim to truth. A prop for a film becomes
an exhibit in a museum and subject to autopsy. That a person has appeared
on television is evidence o f sincerity and importance. Information circu
lates through and interconnects nearly all commercially available media —
books, magazines, television, video, movies, newspapers, tabloids, tapes,
and the Internet — and each cross-references and legitimizes the other, the
alien. Am I describing the U FO community or a technocultural, mediadriven, networked America at the millennium?
Like the space program, the Internet has Cold War origins. Like the CIA,
ufology considers 1947 an originary date. As the aliens came home — be
came personal — so did computers. Initially products o f military and de
fense interest in a rapid and decentralized information flow, networked com
puters had spread by the early seventies to major universities like Harvard
and M IT .16 The creation o f message networks like Usenet in 1979 and F i
doNet in 198 3 enabled home computers to send and receive messages virtu
ally anywhere in the world. The latter let users set up bulletin board systems
(BBSs). For the first time, people from outside government, academia, and
the computer industry could gather together without having to be physically
present. They could congregate and not be charged with loitering.
By the early nineties, commercial on-line services achieved a visible
market presence. “ Surfing” the N et became less an activity o f hackers,
nerds, and cybergeeks; “ going on-line” became part o f everyday life. But
not everyone who’s wired “ surfs,” not anymore. Surfing, a cool sport inac
cessible to most, might have represented an earlier cyberculture. Today the
metaphor doesn’t match with the experience: the download time o f com
plex graphics quickly dispels the illusion o f speed and air. Ads for Lotus re
mind us that we can “work” the Net.
In 1996 the number o f World W ide Web users reached 35 million, dou
bling the estimate from 19 9 5.17 Although middle-class white men between
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the ages of eighteen and fifty-four continue to exert a dominant presence
on the Net, this is changing as corporations and consumers move in. It’s
difficult to escape the Internet: movies and television shows flash their
U RLs; Disney relies on the Net to promote Hercules; network news invites
viewers to visit their home pages; the supermarket near my house an
nounces that specials are advertised on its Web site. Even those without a
computer must confront the technological invasion. Even those without
computers experience their effects. Meanwhile, aliens from UFOs invade
popular culture, and daytime talk shows reproduce like mad.
Because o f the Internet, abductee televisuality is not simply a downto-earth low-budget, 1990s substitute for the astronaut spectacle of the
1960s. It is more participatory and accessible. It is less coherent. Indeed,
the discourse can easily adapt to and represent the protean character o f the
Net because it is itself structured as the product of an ever changing vari
ety of voices in conversation. Abductees read Hopkins, Jacobs, and Mack.
Hopkins, Jacobs, and Mack get the material for their books by working
with and hypnotizing abductees. Each individual case, each experience,
contributes to the knowledge that constitutes the abduction phenomenon.
Through her work with John Carpenter, Leah Haley contributes the
story o f the crashed disk to the general account of the connection between
the aliens and the government. Similarly, Budd Hopkins draws on the writ
ings of Anna Jamerson and Beth Collings to support his argument for the
depth of the alien presence in our lives. Jamerson and Collings believe that
they are deeply attached to and involved with each other because the aliens
brought them together as small children. Hopkins has found other abductees who claim similarly alien-induced relationships.'8 A new thematic
strand on the Abductees Anonymous home page on the World W ide Web
involves the problem of spontaneous involuntary visibility suffered by some
abductees. To my knowledge this has not yet appeared in print or become
part of the narrative accepted in ufological circles.
Abduction is interactive, like an oral history or group testimonial con
tinually updated through newr postings. Some postings are of course more
successful, steering the discourse in more pronounced or direct ways. Some
have more commercial backing, more impact on the market, more input
from it. Nonetheless, abduction can’t be captured or encapsulated. A mini
series, even a good one, can’t sum it up or confine it. Attempts to define or
set the narrative, though important for researching and understanding
what is going on, are themselves abductions. This was one of the primary
tensions at work in the 1992 Abduction Study Conference at M IT. It is also
a major impetus behind the independent writing of abductees as they try
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to prevent further loss of their already tenuous hold on their experiences.
Similarly, it is now impossible to contain the Net. Sites multiply, repro
duce, morph, and fail daily. You can never see it all. Simply accessing a site

can cause it to produce new pages, new links. The best thing about the
World Wide Web: no reruns. And that’s a major move from the sixties.
The similarity between the abduction discourse and the Internet is in
part a result of this new technology. The multiple voices and fragments dis
rupting the coherence of the abduction narrative are generally those that
benefit from on-line support groups and that learn from and contribute to
abductee Web sites. But abduction’s resemblance to the Internet can’t be
reduced to such a simple causal explanation. Individual cases and stories as
well as the data collected by researchers all exhibit the “ kaleidoscopic jum
bling together of partial and fragmented visions of reality” that is charac
teristic o f cyberspace.19 Katharina Wilson begins her book by noting that
she is relying on a dream notebook she has kept since childhood, a note
book in which she includes not only dreams but also reflections, memories,
and the abduction experiences that are similar to, but not the same as,
dreams. Her writing (again, like that in the other testimonials to which I’ve
referred) repeatedly shifts among various levels of experience. These shifts
are like surfing through television channels, like the rare blocks of time
when M T V actually shows videos, or like the links we can create on the In
ternet.20M y point, then, is that the instability of reality in abduction — the
fantastic jumbling of dreams, confabulations, and memories; the shifts
from feeling to science, to paranoia, to government — in fact describes
experience in cyberia. Cyberia, cyberspace, is the space of abduction.
When traveling in cyberia, we don’t go anywhere. We stay at home.
Things come and happen to us. We point and click, the real motions be
hind interactivity. I f we can send E-mail or buy a book at amazon.com, then
we’re definitely more active than the Mercury astronauts. Their simulators
may have been better, but there are more of us. We can write our own sim
ulations (or buy, rent, borrow, pirate, and download them) and avoid, if
lucky, invasive medical experiments on our bodies. Our memories are
screen memories, not much different from abductees’ recollections of the
gray dogs, cats, and owls, of the scary children and the hillbillies in hats that
hide their experiences with invasive alien technology.
This is not to say that screen memories aren’t real memories. We re
member them, after all. Our fragmented impressions elicit strong emo
tions; we shift among links and strands, producing and produced by new as
sociations. In cyberspace we shift from academic journals to abductee home
pages to cancer or AIDS information sites to virtual malls to celebrations
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of Elvis and TheX-Files. We can easily make links from porn sites to live sex
on-line to the hybrid offspring of abductions. In cyberspace, hybrid alien
fetuses appear as the potential consequence o f virtual intercourse. There is
no such thing as safe sex. What can be counted on as reality becomes ever
more unstable.
This influx/reflux of leveled information is not a product of the Inter
net alone. It has to be understood as a fact of global, corporate, consumer,
entertainment culture at the millennium. Now that infomercials merge
with commercials and documentaries, now that Elizabeth Taylor can ap
pear on consecutive sitcoms advertising her new perfume, now that movies
and cartoons come with toys and accessories available at Burger King and
virtually every store at the mall, now that the New York Times and the Wall
Street Journal include cover stories on UFOs, and political figures can talk
about abduction and flying saucers, American political culture is cyberia.
This is our life, no matter where we are. It is the environment for rich as
well as poor, for all the various races and ethnicities clamoring for voice
and space in America. It is the environment, moreover, in which such
claims have to be heard, have to get attention, if they are to be recognized.
Ninety-eight percent of all Americans own a television.

Seeming Digital
Some folks have responded to the rise of the virtual with irresponsible
paranoia. That is to say, they fail to deal with contemporary indeterminacies and instead repetitively, compulsively, reassert their particular “truth.”
Thus, some — not all of whom are neo-Luddites or technophobes — think
that they can solve the “ problem’’ of virtuality with a strong appeal to a
strong reality. Mark Slouka locates this reality in the physical world and in
face-to-face interactions.21 I wonder if he mistrusts books. Kurt Andersen
thinks that the traditional press and their fact-checking rules can protect
reality from cvberian incursions.221 guess he is reassured by the vagueness
of categories such as “ facts” and “ reality” and the nostalgia they invoke.
Others reassert the authority o f experts, education, and evidence. And I
think about Leah Haley, Budd Hopkins, and John Mack.
Appraisals of the Internet that fixate on the truth of the content o f Web
sites, discussion groups, bulletin boards, or chat rooms resemble UFO and
abduction “debunkers.” For all their appeals to facts and credibility, de
bunkers are less skeptical than many believers, less skeptical than those in
the U FO community who are willing to question consensus reality. Simi
larly, some Net critics attempt to install in cyberia notions o f accuracy' and
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the com m onality o f truth that have deep connections to the liberal ideal o f

a rational public sphere. This resembles alien debunking because it doesn’t
allow for other ways of thinking about what happens on the Net. They as
sume cy I.ci ki is a public sphere. O r attem pt to malcc it one.

The idea of the public sphere brings with it presumptions about truth,
discussion, and consensus. Debate in such a sphere, for example, requires
that everyone accept the same conception of reality. Everyone has to agree
about what facts look like. Not only would most liberal political theorists
discount the claims of abductees, if they ever considered them, but they
would argue that religious beliefs don’t “count” as compelling reasons in
public discussion. For them, to say that a view is religious, traditional, par
ticular, magical, paranoid, or irrational is to provide acceptable grounds for
not taking such a view, or those who may hold it, seriously in political de
bate. Matters like these are considered too divisively private to matter in
public. Similarly, to say that a position is violent is sufficient to exclude
from the realm of the public those who take such a position. Millennial
America has witnessed the effects of such exclusionary conceptions of what
is claimed to be public in Waco and Ruby Ridge. It seems more accurate to
say that the exclusion is prior to the violence. Thus, the liberal public is
preserved and protected by the bracketing of certain ways of thinking or
points of view. This bracketing, in fact, creates the public.
Like the abduction narrative, then, the Internet is a vehicle for the re
turn of issues and concerns that liberalism has sought to repress.25 Each in
volves competing conceptions of the real as sites produced by ufologists,
C N N , Nicholas Negroponte, and teenagers from New Jersey vie for hits
even as they are linked together. Each involves, like so many other sites in
creasingly visible in millennial America, contests over whose words count
and how this issue might be decided or fought out. Each involves the un
ceasing disruption of official narratives of truth, authority, and reality.
Few discussions of the cultural and political meanings of the Internet
acknowledge the basic conflict in the shaping of the information age. Even
enthusiastic supporters of Internet technologies don’t recognize that real
ity is at issue. They assume that the surplus of data, the masses of informa
tion surging through the Net, can be assimilated into the ever more gen
eral production of knowledge.24 These supporters refuse to consider the
variety o f networks through which information is produced, accessed, de
ployed, and integrated. Net detractors have glimpsed the problem but pre
sume that a solution requires, at some level, the shoring up of the real, the
limiting of the technologies and techniques that draw attention to the
conventional and political arrangements at stake in some conceptions of
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reality.25 Detractors and supporters both miss the point: what happens in
cyberia is an unending disruption o f setded beliefs and ideas, be they about
TW A Flight 800, the best mulch for azaleas, or the meaning of abduction.
Focusing on any one site or network o f links is thus a mistake. The disrup
tions are produced by the possibility o f available alternatives, by the end
less buttons to click and windows to open, by the amassing of information
to which we have fragmented and unclear relations. Our information is not
interpreted for or given to us in advance, although it is as packaged and
glam as ever.
The Internet doesn’t interpellate a public. Rather, it forces its availabil
ity onto those who can and will respond to various contradictory hailings,
onto those who will link up with others to form networks o f association
around ideas, desires, and fears that previously may have floated alone out
side the “ public sphere.” In this respect, the Internet contributes to the
production o f a perspective, a way o f being, a subjectivity, as extraterres
trial as a new hybrid species. This extraterrestrial subjectivity linked to the
Internet is about the technological alien, about the noncitizen produced as
an effect of actions and interactions, connections and communities that
cannot be imagined within our nationally established terms of community.
I f networked interactions contribute to the transmission o f information
and the formation o f alliances that transgress national boundaries, then
they involve virtual migrations that bring aliens into ever more domestic
spaces. At the policy level, the production o f Internet aliens subverts juris
diction and responsibility. Peter Ludlow makes this point when he dis
cusses the potential legalities o f encryption technologies on the Internet.
“ It is one thing to allow the United States government to be free to inter
cept all communications between its citizens,” he observes, “ but w hat hap
pens when those citizens work for corporations based in other countries, or
when U.S. corporations communicate with corporations in other coun
tries?” 26 At the level of representation, the production of aliens calls into
question visions o f ethnicity, language, history, community, and space that
presume the coherence of notions o f citizenship and nationality.27 Global
fashion, or at least Calvin Klein’s corporate entertainment vision of it, con
nects disparate localities as it produces the image of cultural similarities.
Photos that make us look alike link us to one another by saying that we are
alike. English, with a cyberian inflection, is the language of the Web. Any
thing more than six degrees o f separation from Bill Gates seems too quaint
even to be real, a “ preserve” already artificial.
O f course, after Heaven’s Gate, it comes as no surprise that the Internet
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produces aliens. Those who were drawn to this apocalyptic U F O group,

like many whose actions on the Net are important aspects of their lives,
relied on a network of associations that resist conceptualization within the

spacializeddiscourses ofpublic spheres, states, andcommunities predicated
on the virtual reality of original, face-to-face interactions. What to believe
and whom to trust are questions not connected with the central(izing)
authority'of truth in its scientific, patriarchal, or sovereign guises. Instead,
they are part of a broader dispersion of questions regarding the credibility
of particular persons about particular matters at particular points in time.
Traditional media have good reasons to be paranoid about the Internet.
But they hit on the wrong reasons. Those criticisms that focus on truth try
mistakenly to provide reassurance about the possibility of a public sphere
of free and democratic discussion. This reassuring discussion relies on an
ideal o f original, natural, face-to-face interactions about important matters
by people who agree on what counts as important, respect one another, and
don’t watch too much television. Television is crucial to this idealized pub
lic, first, as an embodiment of the passivity', triviality, and desire it has re
pressed and, second, as precisely that technology through which the pub
lic is called into being in contemporary America.28 “That’s one giant step
for man . . . ” Thinking about the Internet as the public sphere works reas
suringly to alleviate some of the strain of this paradox.
More than a new or even a final frontier, cyberia refers to the dispersion
of batdes in the information age along numerous fronts and fault lines. The
questions of trust and credibility on the Net are particularly vexing to those
who have been disconnected (or those who have never been connected)
from life on the screens, from the games and role playing already deeply in
scribed in contemporary technoculture. If we don’t believe what we see on
television, why would we believe what we access on the Net? Testimonies,
the claims of expert witnesses, and the findings of investigative committees
are as reliable as the networks within which they have meaning; installed
elsewhere, as the Simpson jury made clear, they’re as implausible as mad
cow disease or G ulf War syndrome. Anxieties over truth on the Net func
tion primarily to reassure our trust in other sorts of mediated interactions;
indeed, to pathologize our justifiable paranoia. Like the hysteria around
pedophiles abusing children who happen upon modems and user-friendly
software, like the sacrifice of abductees on televisual altars, anxieties over
truth on the Net channel our suspicions about our everyday world into the
safely foreign realm of the technical, as if we were not embedded in tech
noculture already'.
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“Just th e Facts, Ma’am”
How can claims to truth be defended when reality is virtual? What can
count as evidence when collective and individual memories are as staged as
an Apollo launch or a saucer abducting a woman in the middle o f Man
hattan?29 The writings of some abductees suggest that the answer can be
found in detail, unceasing waves o f minute detail. Katharina Wilson pro
vides a “researcher’s supplement” to her book, The Alien Jigsaw. In this sup
plement she correlates her abductions with specific points in her menstrual
cycle. She concludes that her abductions most often took place in the week
immediately following ovulation. She analyzes the memories and dreams
recorded in her journal, and published in The Alien Jigsaw, in order to pro
vide quantifiable data on the physiological and emotional effects o f her ab
duction. During or after 3 percent o f her abduction experiences (she recalls
or has reason to believe that she was abducted 119 times), Wilson felt full
or bloated; during or after 2 percent of her experiences, she felt pain in her
nostril.30 She details the presence o f military personnel in abductions, the
various locales visited during an abduction, and the different sorts o f aliens
involved. I should add that Wilson does not conclude that her evidence ac
tually proves anything. Rather, she provides it as a supplement to the evi
dence offered by other researchers and abductees.
Karla Turner, Beth Collings, and Anna Jamerson all describe daily
rituals of combing their bodies for evidence. They discover small cuts,
scars, and bruises. They find needlelike puncture marks, bumps, and some
times blood. Jamerson says that even when new marks turn up, she isn’t
convinced they are necessarily new.31 Turner observes: “As evidence of
alien contact, they are useless if there is no memory of an event to go
with them.” 32 Still, as they search for truth, these abductees become ever
more preoccupied with the minutiae o f the everyday, observing and re
cording details that would have remained unnoticed. What cannot be ex
plained, understood, or remembered points toward the alien even if it
doesn’t prove it.
For more than a week, Turner records the sounds of her house at night.
The tape from the third night played back a series of eighty-five sounds not
unlike “the noise a six-foot-tall can of hair spray might make: short, breathy
aspirations that were more mechanical-sounding than organic.” 53 Her ef
forts to document abductions are ultimately as unsuccessful as Collings and
Jamerson’s. At the Abduction Study Conference at M IT, Richard Boylan, a
psychologist who is also an experiencer, dismissed attempts to “ capture an
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event on electromagnetic recording equipment, or to use stealth technol
ogy.” Boylan argued: “You’re dealing with people who can read your minds,
what do you mean stealth technology'? If they don’t want to be captured,
ing through technologies better than we’ll evolve for awhile.” 34
The vast compilation of data, of information, are confounded by an in
ability to determine not just what the data might mean or where they might

fit, but whether they are real or staged data. Many studying and experienc
ing abduction think that the telepathic and technological superiority of
aliens enables them to produce experiences and memories. What is not
clear is whether these productions can be thought of as real and what “ real”
means in this case. All abductees report screen memories. Haley mentions
a light show seemingly put on just for her to photograph. The pictures
don’t turn out. Wilson views theatrics as a central part of the aliens’ study
o f human behavior. She considers whether some of the variety of alien
forms might be explained by masks or disguises, “since the only thing we
are sure of is that the aliens are extremely good at deceiving us.” 35 Budd
Hopkins explains the multiply witnessed abduction of Linda Cortile in
New York City in 1989 as an event deliberately staged for an important po
litical leader.36 Hopkins includes the text of a letter sent to him by this
“third man,” a witness Hopkins suggests is a highly placed official in the
United Nations although he refers to him as “Poppy.” NASA isn’t the only
space agency oriented toward an audience.
Obsessively gathering information is not the only response to the virtuality of abduction. There are more transcendent reactions, reactions that
seek to escape what is felt as the limits of accepted reality by summoning
the spiritual, the religious. By their second and third books, Betty Andreasson and Whitley Strieber are connecting aliens with angels and stressing
the transformation in consciousness effected by abducdon. John Mack,
too, stresses the possibility of higher meanings in abduction, what the phe
nomenon might “teach us about the redemptive and transformative role of
emotion in human life.” 37 Finding that abduction violates the separation
between the spiritual and the physical fundamental to Western thought at
least since the seventeenth century, he suggests that such a transgression
may reflect the very purpose of abduction. Mack writes: “We seek power
to dominate, control, or influence a sphere of action. But the abduction
phenomenon by its demonstration that control is impossible, even absurd,
and its capacity to reveal our wider identity in the universe invites us to dis
cover the meaning of our ‘power’ in a deeper, spiritual sense.” 38
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The Grassy Knoll
M any in the U FO and abduction communities are convinced that the
government is covering up the evidence o f aliens. N ot only that, but they
think the government systematically lies about the aliens, sending out dis
information to confuse researchers and make those in the community look
stupid. T h ey think, in other words, that the American government is not
accountable to voters in a democratic process, that secret groups and
forces within the government act in ways that are antithetical to the prin
ciples o f democracy, and that, for all its promises o f safety and security, the
government fails, sometimes deliberately, to protect some Americans from
violence.
Some African Americans believe that the government, particularly the
CIA, introduced crack cocaine into urban areas with large African Ameri
can populations.39 The drug trade may have been linked with munitions
deals and support for the Contras in Central America. Some believe that
the Los Angeles Police Department tampered with evidence and framed
O. J. Simpson for murder. Some believe that A ID S was specifically intro
duced in black bodies.40A few believe that the deaths o f 9 13 people in Jones
town, Guyana, were part o f a “ black genocide operation intended to be one
of many such programs to entrap, enslave, and eventually kill off black
people.” 41 Some believe that the U.S. government carried out syphilis ex
periments on African American men in Tuskegee, Alabama. Some African
Americans believe, in other words, that America has systematically op
pressed black people, denied them jobs and opportunities, established sep
arate and unequal procedures and criteria for justice, beaten, imprisoned,
and killed black men, subverted African American leaders, devalued black
bodies, and denied basic necessities o f humane physical and medical care to
African American citizens.
Some women think that pharmaceutical companies have either inade
quately tested silicon breast implants, covered up problems with the im
plants, or used large grants to influence scientific experts to discredit claims
about the implants’ dangers. They think, in other words, that there is
something harmful to women about having plastic surgery to enlarge their
breast size and that there are powerful and influential people in this coun
try in whose interest it is to underplay this harm.
Some people believe that the moon landing was faked. Others think
Pathfinder landed in N ew Mexico. T h ey believe that the U.S. government
is more likely to use television and technology to deceive and manipulate
than to carry out something wonderful and admirable.
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Throughout American history people have believed that the pope was
plotting to take over the country, that the Freemasons designed Washing
ton, D.C. (“Almost every one of the signers o f the Declaration of Indepen
dence was a Mason. The U.S. Constitution was also framed to fit Mason
precepts of liberty, equality, and fraternity”), that the A C LU was out to
undermine family values, that communists were taking over the State De
partment, that the Trilateral Commission was the real power in this coun
try.42 Americans have feared and organized against what they saw as alien
peoples (Irish, Germans, Italians), alien religions (Catholicism, Mormonism, Judaism), alien ideas (communism, Freemasonry), illegal aliens (Mexi
cans), alien technology (electricity, television, computers, genetic engi
neering), and aliens (extraterrestrials). This attitude has been part o f the
history o f America’s understanding of its own identity, part of establishing
the meaning o f “American,” the content and boundaries o f the nation.41
Throughout American history some people have sought to defend what
they understood as democracy against what seemed to them to be the hid
den machinations of a secret society. Often this defense has been inscribed
on the bodies of those who could least bear it. At other times it has been
targeted at elites, intellecmals, and (the) government itself.
Like the Internet and abduction, conspiracy theory is a way of process
ing information, a way of making links in the combined sense o f discover
ing as well as creating. If abduction is about content and the Internet is
about media, then conspiracy theory is about interpretation and analysis.
Through its links and associations, conspiracy theory codes critical re
flections on democratic society as a particularized set of threats. Like ab
duction and the Internet, conspiracy theory challenges secrecy with infor
mation. And, of course, to ask about the “ truth” of this information is to
miss the point. As Paige Baty writes, “ On the one hand, the conspiracy the
ory searches for the truth. On the other, many truths are repeatedly shown
to be the products of fictions, plots, and lies.” 44
In an influential essay from the mid-sixties, Richard Hofstadter tries to
capture the essence of conspiracy and the “ paranoid style” as they have ap
peared in American politics. I want to stress two of the characteristics he
attributes to this “ paranoid style” : the element of distortion and the element
of evidence. First, although Hofstadter doesn’t claim that the style in which
a political idea is expressed determines the worth of that idea, he nonethe
less finds it more likely that bad, false, and deeply right-wing views will be
articulated with paranoid rhetoric. “A distorted style,” he reasons, “is a pos
sible signal that may alert us to a distorted judgment, just as in art an ugly
style is a cue to fundamental defects of taste.” 45 Second, Hofstadter notes
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that paranoid scholarship usually begins with defensible assumptions and a
set o f facts that are used to prove the truth o f conspiracy. He writes: “It is
nothing if not coherent — in fact, the paranoid mentality is far more coher
ent than the real world, since it leaves no room for mistakes, failures, or am
biguities.” For Hofstadter, then, “what distinguishes the paranoid style is
n o t. . . the absence o f verifiable facts. . . but rather the curious leap in imag
ination that is always made at some critical point in the recital of events.”46
Hofstadter isn’t wrong. But because he has decided in advance what can
be categorized as having a paranoid style, a decision he makes based on his
assumptions that social conflict is “ something to be mediated and compro
mised,” he doesn’t consider what makes conspiracy theories useful for those
who deploy them.47 For him, they can only be signs o f pathology, devia
tions from the right and reasonable procedures o f consensus politics. For
him, there are only two kinds o f politics, normal and distorted, and the pos
sibility that the normal is itself already a myth, illusion, or simplification
deployed in ways that prevent its contestation never arises. Indeed, Hofstadter’s attack on the curious jumps and leaps, on the hyperrationality of
conspiracy theory, may actually be an attack against theory in general.
How vast is the leap from social conflict and differentiation to the social
contracts, original positions, and ideal-speech situations o f normative po
litical theory? How curious is the effort to vacate from the site of politics
the lives, languages, and bodies that conflict and reproduce there? Much,
too much, social and political theory leaves little room for mistakes and
ambiguities, making attributions o f rational choice willy-nilly.
The so-called distortions and imaginative leaps o f conspiracy theory may
be helpful tools for coding politics in the virtual realities of the technoglobal information age. N ot least because we’ve lost the conditions under
which we can tell the difference: the increase in information brought about
by global telecommunications disrupts the production o f a normalized,
hegemonic field o f the normal against which distortions can be measured.
The accusation o f distortion is thus revealed as a play o f power, one often
made on the part o f a dominant group against those who may perceive
themselves as threatened, marginalized, or oppressed, as harmed by the de
vices o f associations so inaccessible they may as well be secret. Would crite
ria for normal versus distorted help us deal with fears o f government com
plicity in the impact o f A ID S on black bodies in the face o f the histories of
denial and violation in which the Tuskegee experiments are embedded?
Turning the claims o f conspiracy theory against those accustomed to
using it as a dismissal, as an accusation, may enable the theorization of new
types o f political action, actions especially adapted to the multiple terrains
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o f the information age. John Carlin describes the following war games
played at the Department o f Defense:
The teams are presented with a series of hypothetical incidents, said to
have occurred during the preceding 24 hours. Georgia’s telecom system
has gone down. The signals on Amtrak’s New York to Washington
traffic line have failed, precipitating a head-on collision. Air traffic con
trol at LA X has collapsed. A bomb has exploded at an Army base in
Texas. And so forth.
The teams fan out to separate rooms with one hour to prepare
briefing papers for the president. “N ot to worry — these are isolated in
cidents, an unfortunate set of coincidences,” is one possible conclusion.
Another might be “ Someone — we’re still trying to determine who —
appears to have the U S under full scale attack.” Or maybe just “ Round
up the usual militia suspects.” 48
Without theorizing conspiracy it may not be possible to confront political
actions, to realize that struggles have already begun.
It may also not be possible to carry out political actions without con
spiracy theory, without making links so as to create specific political im
ages. E-mail, the Net, and the global web o f media and communications
enable a variety of different tactics for engagement — from “ spamming,”
or sending out political messages as a sort of electronic junk mail, to hoax
and alternative sites on the World W ide Web, to more covert and less le
gal forms o f infiltration and subversion. Thanks to networked communica
tion, images are not just for experts anymore.
Historians like Hofstadter write about conspiracy fears and paranoid
styles from the presumption of a normal political and social field as one
that is constituted by compromise, inclusion, debate, security, and con
stancy. The terms o f politics, the players, the rules, and the ethical position
o f “each” of the two sides (for the options are necessarily binary) are clear
and known. Subterfuge and secrecy can only be distortions in this world;
they aren’t necessary. This is a dangerous presumption today. Such a pre
sumption covers over awareness o f the invasive, the insecure, the illusory,
exposed by abduction, accessible on the Net. “A good conspiracy is an unprovable conspiracy.” 49

Virtual Connections
Underlying some interpretations o f abduction is an idea about the
nature of truth. Some abduction researchers share this idea, regardless of
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whether they have negative or positive appraisals of the phenomenon of ab
duction. This idea about truth, moreover, can be found in a variety o f con
spiracy theories. It can also be found in discussions o f the Internet. The
idea is a notion of fundamental interconnectedness.
Abductees appear to link every odd or uncomfortable occurrence in
their lives. They connect missing computer files with missing fetuses. They
connect gazes from strangers sitting across a room with phones that ring
once and then stop. They connect the emotions they feel when seeing a
picture o f a big-headed Gray with enormous black eyes with their inability
to remember details from their pasts. Beth Collings finds that none of the
conventional explanations offered for abduction— “coincidence,” “ lucid
dreams,” or “ faulty human memory” — can “justify the whole.” “ Until
something better came along, something that could explain aU the con
necting events, we had no choice but to continue as we had been,” she
writes, “examining each unexplained event, comparing notes on shared
memories, talking candidly with family and friends, and keeping an open
mind.” 50 Because the events are connected, one explanation has to account
for all of them. The truth will explain what it is that makes the connection
possible; that the connection is possible, is, in fact, already there, is as
sumed from the outset. The fact of connection, in other words, establishes
the primary criterion for accepting a claim to truth.
The researchers concerned with the negative aspects o f abduction, with
the pain and suffering abductees experience and the frightening implica
tions o f the breeding project, also presume a fundamental interconnected
ness. In addition to arguing for the necessity of a full and comprehensive
explanation, for a truth that can account for all the various experiences of
the abductees, Hopkins and Jacobs accept the possibility o f a breeding proj
ect involving humans and extraterrestrials. Hybridity, though not yet ex
plicable, is not baffling. W ith technology, anything is possible; anything is
knowable, eventually. Jacobs points out that this theory does not depend
on the genetic compatibility of humans and aliens, hypothesizing that the
hybrids are in fact products o f genetic engineering.51 His laboratory expla
nation supports an account of deep alien-human connection; it makes pos
sible his contention that humans and aliens are interconnected to such an
extent that the connection results in progeny, a hybrid species or race.
Hopkins’s recent research on the Linda Cortile case connects the ab
duction of a Manhattan housewife out o f an upper-story apartment to
numerous witnesses from around the city, prominent politicians in par
ticular.52 On November 30, 1989, Cortile phoned Hopkins about an expe
rience she had the night before, an experience she suspected was an abduc14 6
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don. She remembered a tingly feeling in her legs and a head with large
black eyes. She and Hopkins had worked together uncovering other ab
duction memories for several months, so they decided to use hypnotic re
gression to learn more about the experience. Under hypnosis she described
how four or five black-eyed beings paralyzed her, carried her into her liv
ing room, and then accompanied her out her twelfth-floor window in a
beam of light. Once in their craft, she is examined. The aliens are especially
interested in Cortile’s nose and spend some time sticking an instrument in
her right nostril. Three years later, in February 19 91, Hopkins receives a
letter from two men who identify themselves as “ Police Officers Dan and
Richard.” The letter describes how, back in November 1989, around three
in the morning, while sitting in their patrol car underneath an elevated por
tion of FD R Drive, they saw a large, reddish oval hovering over an apart
ment building. They got out binoculars to see it better and observed a
woman in a white nightgown escorted by small ugly creatures float up into
the craft in a beam of bright light.
As he traces out the various links surrounding this complicated case,
Hopkins marvels over the aliens’ theatricality. Cortile’s abduction seems as
if it were staged, for Dan and Richard were not the only witnesses. Indeed,
the abduction seemed to have occurred at precisely that time when an im
portant political figure would witness it. Hopkins links Linda’s abduction
to the fall o f the Berlin Wall earlier that month and to the Czech general
strike. He notes that Lech Walesa was in New York City on the very day of
the abduction and speculates that other powerful politicians could have
been involved in secret diplomatic meetings.5’
Moreover, Hopkins discovers an intricate “ cosmic micro-management”
that brings Linda together with two other people, people that she didn’t
realize she knew, people with whom she had been abducted all her life.
Hopkins concludes that the aliens are so intertwined in human lives that
they arrange some human relationships. This he refers to as “controlled
pairing.” Like David Jacobs, Hopkins stresses that abductions affect fami
lies, occurring in successive generations. Abductions rarely happen only
once. They are part of a lifetime. Abduction is continuous, permanent. “ It’s
very much like an assembly line,” says Jacobs.54 Each abduction is con
nected to another; they are all part of something larger, something that
connects humans and aliens, earth and outerspace.
John Mack, the most prominent o f the positive interpreters o f abduc
tion, presents the most extensive vision o f interconnection. He reports that
his work with abductees reveals the aliens’ preoccupation with the fate of
I W an t t o B e lie v e
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the earth, especially with human destruction of the environment.55 Mack
■writes: “Nothing in my work on U FO abductions has surprised me as
much as the discovery that what is happening to the earth has not gone un
noticed elsewhere in the universe. That the earth itself, and its potential de
struction, could have an effect beyond itself or its own environment was
altogether outside the worldview in which I was raised. But it would appear
from the information that abductees receive that the earth had value or
importance in a larger, interrelated cosmic system that mirrors the inter
connectedness o f life on earth.” 56 Drawing from what he has learned from
abductees. Mack conceives environment as “ more than nature or our physi
cal ecology. It refers to the entire context o f life itself.” He posits that “ the
aliens seem to be concerned with our ‘environment’ in this total sense.” 57
He stresses the tapestry metaphor that one abductee used to characterize
the universe.
For Mack, the fact o f interconnection at the heart of abduction provides
a critical standpoint from which to assess the problematic conception of
truth in Western scientific paradigms. Dream and waking states, spirit and
material worlds, religious and physical phenomena merge, intersect, con
nect. Abduction, he thinks, is part o f an experience designed to help or
enable humans to reconnect a world, a truth, a reality, fragmented by
Western rationality and science. This means that abductees in particular
undergo a process through which they shed their feelings o f separateness
and move toward wholeness and unity. “They shed their identification with
a narrow social role and gain a sense o f oneness with all creation, a kind of
universal connectedness,” Mack finds.58
Nigel Clark argues that a vision o f ultimate interconnection, of “ unim
peded message flow,” links radical ecology with cyberculture.''' He explains
that a “ tenet o f unity or wholeness” forms the basis for depth ecology’s cri
tique of Western society’s separateness from nature. The Gaia hypothesis
is but one version of a general emphasis on interconnection that runs
through much of contemporary ecoculture. Clark notices a similar ideal in
the writings of Douglas Rushkoff and other self-proclaimed voices o f cy
berculture: “Again, the benevolent spectre of universal interconnectivity is
invoked. In this context it is the structures of ownership and control o f the
mode o f information which must be subverted, in order that human sub
jects might reassert their community.” 60 Abduction runs both theses.
Whereas specific narratives within the ufological community stress one
theme or the other, the overall program employs both versions of the ideal
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of ultimate interconnection. Abduction extends the idea of interconnect
edness that is so prominent in contemporary society.
O f course, notions o f interconnection, wholeness, and unity are not
new. Non-Western cultures have offered various understandings o f uni
versal connection. Western theory has, from time to time, embraced ideals
of wholeness, as in, for example, cyclical notions o f history or medieval
Christian conceptions of the oneness of reason, creation, and the revealed
will of God. Some forms of mysticism, spiritualism, Rosicrucianism, and
witchcraft continue to embrace a belief in the ultimate unity of all things.
What makes the current emphasis on interconnection different, however,
is that it is coupled with a scientific understanding of the world. That is to
say, it is not primarily religious or mystical (although there are mystical
strands and communities in cyberculture as w'ell as in ecoculture). Instead,
the supposition o f interconnection is grounded in scientific notions of ex
periment, testing, reason, and proof. It is part o f what Max Weber under
stood as a disenchanted or rationalized and intellectualized vision of the
world. For Weber, disenchantment did not mean that everything about the
world was already known. Rather, the world was in principle knowable, not
subject to mysterious forces.61 For the most part, this is the notion of in
terconnection at work in abduction as w'ell. Abductees and abduction re
searchers are committed to the reassuring view that answers, interpreta
tions, explanations for the phenomena are out there; all they have to do is
find them.
If abduction is, as I’ve suggested, a symptomatic expression o f the sup
position of interconnection running through some contemporary currents
of American culture, what is it symptomatic of? Put somewhat differendy,
what does it tell us about the presumption of interconnection? At the very
least, it tells us that the problems of anomie and atomism that occupied so
ciologists in the 1950s and 1960s may have given way to a new set o f issues
around the ways people are connected to one another and to their envi
ronments. This, I think, is evidenced by current preoccupations with pri
vacy. On the Net these preoccupations stress personal information and
tracking technologies that monitor the sites we visit, products we buy, and
messages we send. In the home, these preoccupations often center on sex
ual activities and the limits of state interference.
More specifically, however, there is something troubling about a pre
sumption o f interconnection: namely, it covers over how connections are
created and maintained. This has been a key problem with some conspir
acy theory as it elides the transition from fact to fact, failing to make clear
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just how a link is established. But I want to begin with a more everyday il
lustration. T h e sense o f interconnection is in part a product o f buttons.
T h at is to say, many different activities in contemporary life employ the
same user interface: buttons.62 I can open m y garage door, type this sen
tence, call out for pizza, and change channels on the television with one and
the same motion. T h e differences among these activities are covered over
by the ubiquity o f buttons. Similarly, an idea like “ W e are all connected”
deflects attention from those who are in fact not connected, those who may
be homeless or left alone with no one to care for them. Furthermore, it
forestalls inquiry into the various types and degrees o f interconnection.
W hat connection might mean, and in what contexts, is left up to the imag
ination, a lot like the reproductive dimensions o f cybersex. This might
open up a terrain for freedom, but at the same time it may very well close
o ff inquiry into hierarchies o f power.
I f we take interconnections between people as given, we displace atten
tion from the variety o f ways connections are produced. T h is mind-set ex
plains, in part, some o f the derision heaped on conspiracy theory, but also,
I think, some o f the problems in political theory as well: the failure to keep
in play the myriad links constituting the netw orks o f information, capital,
opportunity, desire, and D N A . Our connections may be products of a sys
tem, integrating us like so many PCs. T h ey may be as insignificant or po
tentially significant as Internet links. We may be interconnected through
proximity, inhabiting contiguous spaces in apartment buildings, shelters,
or neighborhoods. W e may be connected face-to-face. Traditions may link
us. So may M T V or our choice o f footwear. Although available to be filled
in by notions o f community, interconnections between people in no way
presuppose or bring with them connotations o f mutuality, responsibility,
or support. I f we presume that we are all already connected, do we rely on
systems instead o f one another? D o we forgo opportunities o f mutual re
liance or system interrogation?
Some people wonder how abductees can go on about their everyday
lives i f they really believe that aliens are abducting them, taking their eggs
and sperm, and creating a hybrid race. In today’s America, what other
choices do they have? Abductees have to keep going; they have to continue
relying on a system they don’t trust, a system they fear, if they are to work,
survive, and care for their families in whatever limited terrestrial way they
can. T h e helplessness, the feeling o f overwhelming entrapment and result
ing passivity is part o f abduction. An overarching mentality o f intercon
nection might very well bring with it paranoid fears. For we may be con
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nected in ways we don’t understand, in hidden ways that don’t work to our
advantage. T h e challenge, then, is not just to assume the connection but to
make the link, to uncover the secrets, to discover the unknown dimensions
of the networks not only linking us but fabricating us together.
A crucial dimension o f the presumption o f interconnection is that every
thing is interconnected — everything, not just people. T h e differing levels
of reality, as M ack’s research shows, shift and converge to redefine com
mon understandings o f the real. In America, we are already familiar with
the moves between the experiential and the televisual — from Dan Quayle’s
concern with M urphy Brown’s position as an unwed mother to M urphy
Brown’s response. W ho is fictional and in what context? Like those con
cerned with sex and violence on television, Ziauddin Sardar is worried
about the incest and bestiality on alt.sex.stories. “ It has nothing to do with
intimacy, tenderness, or any other human emotion,” he writes.63 W hy, I
wonder, is this a problem for fictional or virtual encounters? Perhaps be
cause we no longer make distinctions between the real and the virtual. Fan
tasy life, in all its permutations, is becoming real life and bringing with
it heretofore unconceived challenges o f governability. Already we react
to screens as if they were people.64 I f we are accustomed to embracing
the not-real as precisely that terrain upon which we can release what is
often constrained in interactions with others, in relationships whose claim
to reality is important, then how are we to govern ourselves once the bound
aries between the two collapse?
In its current setting in a techno-global information society, the pre
sumption o f interconnection relies on a certain excess in the technologies
of truth. It is a product o f the sense that the world is a knowable place and
of the rise in the various means available to know the world. T h e abductees
employ all sorts o f surveillance devices, all manner o f lights and buzzers
and recorders and transmitters, knowing that when something is triggered,
a series o f effects signifies an alien presence. These devices are so reliable
that even their failures signify an alien presence. Interconnection is also the
product o f simultaneity; the collapse o f space is also a collapse o f time. As
Vivian Sobchak observes, this has led many o f us to feel as if we have “ no
time.” 65 One sign o f abduction is missing time. Interconnection is a di
mension o f the overall excess characteristic o f contemporary consumptionoriented entertainment culture. Anything we have is connected to some
thing we lack. Anything we see is connected to something we haven’t yet
seen. What we haven’t seen is connected to what we don’t have, and we
know this. We are driven to see, to know, and to have more, to trace out
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those connections, to find the links to the hidden surprises that await. As
with the capitalist mode of production, the information society relies on
the link between excess and lack, on our inability to find satisfaction even
when we have more than we can imagine.
Abduction may not offer the best interpretation for the experiences of
Leah Haley, Beth Collings, Anna Jamerson, Karla Turner, and Katharina
Wilson. It may not describe what actually happened to those who have
been hypnotized by Budd Hopkins, John Carpenter, David Jacobs, and
John Mack. It does tell us, though, that we no longer have the criteria for
figuring out what the best explanation might be, what it might look like
or entail. What happens to our everyday approaches to truth when reality
isn’t, when we try to amass information our relation to which is fragmented
and unclear, when answers are lacking, either in availability or capacity to
satisfy? The answer, abduction.
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The Familiarity of Strangeness

“ Removal of aliens who en ter th e United States illegally
. . . is an all-too-rare event . .
The major media event of the last week o f April 1997 began with
the discovery of thirty-nine bodies in a large house in Rancho Santa Fe,
California. Early reports from traditional media identified the bodies as
belonging to Web designers, white men in their twenties and thirties. They
were members of a group called Heaven's Gate. More reliable information,
some of it coming off the group’s site on the World Wide Web, explained
that they had left their bodies in order to rendezvous with the spacecraft
traveling in the tail o f the Hale-Bopp comet. Further investigation cor
rected the early misidentifications: the bodies belonged to men and women
’ From “Bill Summary: Major Provisions of h . r . 2202,” Congressional Digest (May
1996), p. 1 4 1 .

the majority of whom were in their forties and fifties. Most had spent much
of the past tw enty years following the teachings of “ Do,” Marshall Herff
Applewhite, who with “ T i” (Bonnie Lu Nettles, who died in 1985) taught
that UFOs would take the prepared to the level above human.
Much of the commentary in traditional media focused either on why the
people “committed suicide” or on the dangers o f the Internet. Net com
mentary trashed traditional media, pointing out that Jonestown didn’t need
the Web and that the Heaven’s Gate group understood themselves not as
dying but as leaving their bodies. Neither worried much about the UFOs
and aliens so central to the group’s beliefs. Aliens have already been assim
ilated into everyday life in America at the millennium. A primary vehicle
for this assimilation has been the alien abduction narrative.
Over the past decade, stories of alien abduction have worked their way
into the mainstream culture. Although abduction accounts have been part
o f U FO literature since the case of Betty and Barney Hill was documented
in the mid-1960s, and have appeared every once in a while in the popular
press, sustained attention to abduction in the mainstream media began in
1987. That was the year of the televangelism scandals, the Iran-Contra
hearings, Wedtech, and the stock market crash. It was the year Japan was
thought o f as a major economic threat: Japanese goods had become fa
vorites o f American consumers and the Japanese purchased Rockefeller
Center.1 It was in effect the year when Reagan’s presidency ended and the
actor-president’s legacy began. As Haynes Johnson notes, “ Under his reign
all lines blurred: news and entertainment, politics and advertising.” 2 In 1987
two nonfiction books on alien abduction made best-seller lists, YVhidey
Strieber’s Communion and Budd Hopkins’s Intruders.
Since 1987 thousands of abductees have come out, legitimated by Har
vard professor John Mack’s work and authorized through the shift from
consensus reality to virtual reality. On-line and face-to-face support groups
are available to help abductees access, process, and create home pages for
their experiences. By the mid-1990s the abduction narrative is established
enough for the New York Times Magazine to satirize abductee meetings and
put “ World leader in alien abductions” at number four on a list of “ What’s
Right with America.” ’ The New Yorker can publish alien abduction car
toons, confident that readers will get the joke. Abduction is a regular oc
currence on network TV. Chicago Hope and ER have run plot lines involv
ing women pregnant with alien babies. The main character on the sitcom
Grace under Fire was abducted by aliens, as were Joe and Spence on Ellen.
Even better is Fox’s Beyond Belief, where the audience is asked to decide
which fantastic tales are based on fact and which are only fiction. Facts,
15 4
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fantasies, and tales o f aliens, specifically those abducting humans, resonate
and recombine in the American social at the end of the millennium.
If we think about science fiction, the prevalence o f alien images in pop
ular media is not surprising. Just as Cold War invasions responded to fears
o f communism and nuclear war, so do some prominent contemporary
aliens click on current insecurities around technology, otherness, and the
future. The most obvious link is betw een the space alien and the nonciti
zen. The 1997 hit summer comedy Men in Black was based on it. The
MIBs — “Jay,” played by W ill Smith (one of the heroes in ID4) and “ Kay,”
Tommy Lee Jones— work for Immigration and Naturalization Services,
Division Six. The film opens with an Anglo man attempting to sneak a
truckload o f Mexicans into the United States. One o f the Mexicans is really
an alien. After catching the alien, Kay lets the Mexicans cross the border as
he sarcastically commends the border guards for protecting America from
such dangerous aliens. Later in the film, we learn that most resident aliens
live in New York, leading ordinary, assimilated lives. We also discover that
Newt Gingrich is an alien. Jay asks if most aliens are cab drivers. Kay
answers: “N ot as many as you would think.” At Intergalactic Customs,
American officials question arriving aliens: “Are you bringing in any fruits
or vegetables?”
The tension in the 1996 summer film The A rrival also relies on the as
sociation between aliens and immigrants. All but two o f the aliens are
morphed into Mexican bodies (one of the two exceptions adopts the body
of an African American boy). Some o f the Mexican aliens have worked their
way into American research institutes and corporations. Most work south
of the border in a huge plant that is destroying the environment. Moreover,
in a bizarre replication o f Leonard Jeffries’s “sun people/ice people” the
ory, the aliens are trying to make the planet hotter; ice can kill them. By
making the aliens Mexican and human, within the United States and across
the border, the film reverses colonialist history. White Americans are vic
tims of a secret invasion. W ill they be able to resist?
Reinforcing the link between aliens and immigration anxieties is the lack
o f an actual “arrival” in the film. The aliens are already here. And since they
are not defeated at the end of the film, we realize there is nothing we can
do about it. True, the alien presence is revealed to a computer-wielding
S E T I researcher, played by Charlie Sheen, but he has to act alone. He can’t
trust anyone. When he does, he is either betrayed or put in greater danger
than he was in before. Collective action, cooperation, trust: all are too
risky. The individual, here figured yet again as the white hero-scientist, is
alone before the alien, unmediated. The A rrival, then, channels anxieties
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around security, otherness, and immigration into a story of extraterrestrial
invasion. The audience can express its squeamishness about aliens without
experiencing guilt over racism or political incorrectness.
This link between space alien and noncitizen appears in nonfiction (and
nonscience) contexts as well. Peter Brimelow relies on it in Alien Nation:
Common Sense about America’s Immigration Disaster. 4 Deploying the title of
a 1980s science fiction film and short-lived television series, Brimelow con
structs a history of America as pristinely white up until the 1960s in order
to argue for restrictive changes in U.S. immigration policy. His articulation
inverts that o f the more politically correct science fiction version o f Alien
Nation. Both the film and the T V series use the encounter with the alien as
a metaphor for U.S. race relations. Set in Los Angeles, the story revolves
around the ability of escapees from a former slave colony to create a new
life in America, focusing on the prejudices they encounter in the process.
Finally, although ufologists generally resist the urge to play with alien am
biguities, their awareness of the immigration link is clear. When I met with
the director of the Mutual UFO Network, Walter Andrus, at M U FO N
headquarters in Seguin, Texas, he told me that because o f the proximity to
Mexico, they referred to UFO occupants as “entities.”
In the borderlands between science fiction and ufology, the tabloids also
articulate cultural anxieties around otherness with alien images, as in the
story o f Newt Gingrich’s meeting with an alien.5 The tabloids, moreover,
extend the link to otherness. For example, the “ 12 U.S. Senators Are Space
Aliens!” article in the June 7,19 9 4 , Weekly World News uses the language of
outing. Various senators are “quoted” as saying that they are “ surprised it
took so long to figure it out,” that “ the cat’s finally out o f the bag,” and that
they wish they could have told friends and relatives themselves. Already in
the open, Barney Frank is not named as a space alien.
Linked to immigration, sexuality, senators, and science fiction, the alien
in contemporary American cultures can’t be confined. In fact, precisely be
cause the alien violates myriad borders, crossing from news to entertain
ment to tabloid spectacle, it can operate as an icon of the instability o f for
merly clear distinctions. At a time when talk o f the future is ever present,
the alien accesses a host o f associations with technology, conspiracy, viola
tion, and the changing face of the real. More specifically, alien abduction
narratives highlight with particular effect concern about the future o f the
species. Indeed, given its ufological origins, the prominence of abduction
in mainstream media already marks the boundary-blurring that the alien
represents. Such narratives become as seductive as the alien abductors
themselves once we realize that people truly believe this event is happen15 6
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ECKLY WORLD

'Am erica's destiny is being shaped by entities
who aren't even human,' sa ys expert

Miracle girl heals the sick MACULA'S College student killed bv
with the touch of her hand SKULL FOUND! arm-wrestling machine!
Truthsfrom the hot sheets (The Weekly W orld News)

ing to them, to us. The themes o f reproduction, the (in)security o f existing
children, and the odd, frightening hybrids in whom a future hope is in
vested arise out o f testimonies to actual experience.
Abduction narratives provide a program for organizing suspicions about
contemporary life, suspicions concerning boundaries, technology, and the
morphed simultaneity o f the local and the global. Alien abduction compiles
what I’ve referred to as the “ familiarity o f strangeness” in millennial Amer
ica, virtual America, and cyber-America where the meaningless “ techno”
prefix edges out clarity and certainty. As we’ve seen, the shift from outer
space to cyberspace is about coming home, about the fabrication o f home
space as a site from which global interconnections are possible, about the
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realization that the threats and horrors encountered there make us as vul
nerable as any astronaut. To this extent, the homeward turn it not as re
assuring as one might expect. Our images of comfort and security collapse.
Abduction tells us that even at home, especially at home, there is no secu
rity, there is no protection, there is no control, not even remotely. Home
is uncanny, the site of familiar strangeness.
Aly notion of the familiarity o f strangeness thus learns from and extends
the idea of “ making the familial strange” which Lynn Spigel develops in her
fascinating discussion of the interconnections between the space program
and television/’ Whereas Spigel focuses on the domestic sphere and on the
disruptions o f norms of family life effected by certain 1960s sitcoms, I ad
dress the strangeness of that which is familiar, that which is everyday, ef
fected through stories of alien abduction.7 Alien themes and images not
only interpret the experiences o f abductees but also, precisely because of
their status as interpretations o f reality, serve as concentrated, sensational
ized, symptomatic accounts o f the fears o f the rest of us — the potential
abductees.

“ Behind th e argum ents over specific immigration
policies are central social questions about th e essence
of American citizenship . . . " *
Accounts of alien abduction seem to follow a common script.8A woman,
sometimes a man, is driving alone at night, or is in bed, about to fall asleep.
Suddenly, there is a bright light, the perception o f small, moving figures, a
feeling of paralysis. Arriving at her destination later than expected or find
ing her nightgown wrong-side out, she fears “something” has happened,
something she cannot explain. Nosebleeds, scars that look like “scoop
marks,” and an awareness of “ missing time” lead her to seek help. Through
regression hypnosis she discovers that she has been abducted by small gray
aliens with large black eyes. These abductions have occurred throughout
her life. The aliens have taken her ova, implanted and extracted hybrid
human-alien fetuses, and forced her to acknowledge these children as her
own. Her human children are also likely to have been abducted. N o one
and nothing can protect her or her children from the aliens. And the whole
scenario is so crazy that there is no acceptable language for talking about
*From the foreword to “Immigration Policy: Balancing National Interests,” Con
gressional Digest (May 1996), p. 129.
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“Desert Dreams. "Je ffrey Westover writes, “I had a dream that involved viewing an
abduction o f a woman from an American southwest desert town and the subsequent
implantation o f something behind her left eye. I was allowed to view the proceedings
to learn about why the ‘aliens’ are here and what their mission is about. ” (Jeffrey S.
Westover © 1997)

or understanding what is going on.9 There’s no way to credibly express
what has happened, unless one is willing to be sacrificed.
In this narrative, what happens to a woman is o f global significance.10
Her body, her ova, her DN A are the vehicles for humanity’s encounter with
another world, with the alien. Through her isolation and vulnerability she
participates in an intervention that shatters commonsense notions o f real
ity. Abducting her throughout her life, the alien is familiar, though she
doesn’t know it. Major events, events constitutive o f who she is, have oc
curred behind her back. Local and global merge in abduction.
Like a bumper sticker, lapel ribbon, or big-eyed Gray, the slogan
“Think Globally, Act Locally” shows up in a variety of locations in the
nineties. Popular with left-wing orientations to social justice such as femi
nism, antiracism, and multiculturalism, it fits seamlessly in advertisements
for Coke, Benetton, and IBM. Although it suggests an eco-friendly sense
o f responsibility, in the climate o f privatization and the devolution of fed
eral programs to city and state agencies, the idea of acting locally all too
easily mutates into a market-minded individualism. Whose “ local” is taken
for granted, presumed by the voices urging us to act. But are we to help
build the walls to “ protect” our communities (suspecting that the walls may
produce more harms than they keep out, that they may lock many o f us in,
that they may shelter the very causes of harm)? Are we to shut down the
polluting factories and make sure that the toxic chemicals are not in our
backyards and, in the process, lose our jobs and foist more chemicals into
the communities o f those less able to organize against corporate interest?
Thinking globally loses its connection with social accountability, artic
ulated now with transnational corporate capitalism and the expansion of
Western media and communications systems.11 It’s easy to think globally if
we’re all wearing Nikes, w atching M TV, and having a Coke and a smile. It’s
easy w hen ethnicity becomes fashion statement, accessory, hair extension.
It’s easy w hen we don’t have to consider who makes our shoes and what
they are paid. The slogan’s vagueness makes it adaptable, eliding the com
plexities that arise w'hen one begins thinking seriously about global inter
connections and how they impact on local action.
What’s missing are the links that connect some locals to some globals.
What’s missing is an awareness o f the networks within which any given lo
cal and global is constituted. What’s missing is a sense of possible webs of
connection and the ways in which some links present themselves to those
who access them as more viable, more attractive, than others. More often
than not, firsthand experiences, true-life stories, and gut feelings become
stand-ins for the local. As fragments of the everyday, they can be cut-and160
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pasted into most any setting. Whether mix, montage, or menu, multiple
layers now mean global. But solutions for a small planet require more than
ISD N and fiber-optic ATM networks.
If we try to imagine what “Think Globally, Act Locally” could mean in
practice, terrorism comes quickly to mind. A bomb at the Olympics gets
world attention while disrupting specific, situated lives and practices. The
Internet provides less violent possibilities. I can communicate with friends
in Germany and never leave my room. I can write letters, sign petitions,
forward irate messages to politicians around the world. I can get news as
soon as it happens. Although language differences may sometimes present
hurdles, usually I can navigate the World W ide Web hindered only by
server speeds and my own imagination. I can present myself as anyone,
anywhere. On-line, I am a citiz.en o f the world, a virtual alien. National
borders can’t contain me.
Popular cnvisionings o f new communications technologies suggest all
too frequently that the screen that connects a local and a global is all that
separates the local from the global. Critics and advocates share this as
sumption, stressing either the nightmare/dream of the new world order/
global village or the production of locals in terms of fragmentation (bad)
or privatization-personalization (good). The networks that link together
genes, people, information, and global capital are occluded. And with them
are the opportunities for making new links, in that combined sense of dis
covering and creating which is also part of N et experience.12 Not only are
the terms and relations establishing the contours o f a local erased, but how
any given local is drawn, and drawn into a particular conception o f global,
is bracketed from interrogation. These too simple evolutions of local into
global rely on missing links.
If some Internet experiences approximate the reality of thinking glob
ally and acting locally, then the slogan points toward a mode of being hu
man that is radically different from more situated and mediated accounts of
people in community. Langdon Winner explains: “ Worldwide computer,
satellite, and communication networks fulfill, in large part, the modern
dream of conquering space and time. These systems make possible instan
taneous action at any point on the globe without limits imposed by the
specific location o f the initiating actor. Human beings and human soci
eties, however, have traditionally found their identities within spatial and
temporal limits. They have lived, acted, and found meaning in a particular
place at a particular time.” 13 For Winner, the morphed simultaneity of the
local and the global made possible by networked computer interactions
suggests an alien reality o f dissolution, paranoia, and powerlessness. The
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abduction narrative compiles these themes, enabling them to float through
mainstream society in a stigmatized, hence safe, form. For abductees, grap
pling with dissolution, paranoia, and powerlessness is constitutive of their
abductee identity. Indeed, it is part of the way they live, act, and find mean
ing in particular places at particular times. As they search for missing time,
they endeavor to find the connections that will explain what they experi
ence, that will connect what happens in their particular lives with a larger
reality. Their support groups, writings, therapeutic work, and conventions
direcdy engage these themes as fundamental problems for the contempo
rary experience of the human. Few locations in mainstream culture con
front so self-consciously the impact o f the erasure of mediating structures,
communiues, and worldviews on the meaning o f human being.
Thus, simultaneous with the erasure of some mediating structures,
communiues, and u’orldviews is the production of new ones, radically new
ones. If the rise of radio and television occasioned a nostalgia for the sewing
bees and storytelling of some people’s mythologized frontier, then the
emergence o f a popular appropriation o f computer and communications
technologies results in a similar nostalgia for a similarly mythic experience
as a public. Contrary to Life's photographic imagination o f the public, not
everyone dwelling in America had the same relationship to the astronauts.
Contrary to the official claims of science and law, not everyone accepts ex
pert versions of the facts. We know that experts have produced aliens
through the exclusions they effect in order to establish their own author
ity. We know about the military’s assessments of the claims by UFO wit
nesses during the Cold War. We know about the production of national
borders and constructions of racial phenotypes. And what we don’t know,
we can look for — and create — on the Net.
Conspiracy theory is a way to think globally and act locally. It draws us
away from the essence of citizenship by reminding us that citizenship is al
ways already being subverted, that the history o f American citizenship can
be traced as a history of the fear for democracy. Instead of construing citi
zens as credible spectators, conspiracy theory knows that we can’t believe
w'hat we see on television, that everything has to be interpreted. The lan
guages of science, law and, importantly, even therapy, aren’t trumps or ex
clusive codes (though Javascript may well be). If we are to “ believe,” we
have to ask more than just “ in what?” Our reasonable paranoia distin
guishes among the facts, how they are produced, and the contexts in which
they are deployed. After all, we learned our skepticism from law and sci
ence. Conspiracy theory helps us think globally and act locally because it
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discards the myth o f the public sphere as it searches through the variety o f
networks through which democracy at the millennium is practiced.

“The p ro p o sed changes resp o n d to concerns t h a t th e
United S tates has lo st c o n tro l of its b o rd e rs . .
Like fairy lore and religious mythologies, abduction stories describe the
interventions o f nonhuman folk in human lives. T h ey are stories o f border
crossings, o f everyday transgressions o f the boundaries demarcating the
limits o f that define reality. As such, in the demystified societies o f the pres
ent they provoke skirmishes with arbiters o f the real, with science, law, and
the press. Since in each o f these areas criteria for truth have shifted from a
stress on facticity to a stress on sincerity and reliability (a shift often inac
curately described as a move from objectivity to subjectivity), abduction
stories have become therapeutized. Research on abduction is done by
psychologists and therapists. Abductees understand their experiences as
traumas. T h ey need support and counseling. Th ey require hypnosis. T he
struggle over the real, then, is a struggle over the subject, over the accuracy
of the subject’s memories, over the appropriateness o f the subject’s alfect.
Belief in aliens is positioned as the outcome o f belief in the words o f a per
son. What happened to the abductee? WTiat did she experience? D o we,
can we, trust her enough to accept her story o f her experience?
One must be careful not to reduce the abduction phenomenon to some
variation o f the “ W e’ve become a nation o f victim s” line. W hile the notion
of hypnotizing someone who has encountered a U F O requires a specific
constellation o f ideas about memory, trauma, and hypnosis,14 and while the
growth o f interest in abduction on the part o f the therapeutic community
parallels the rise o f work on ritual child abuse, clearly a critical assessment
of therapy culture doesn’t need or depend on something as odd as alien ab
duction. T he fascination with aliens and abduction has a more complex
link, one that concerns borders and boundaries. Abduction stands in for
our lack o f certainty about when (and when not) to believe the claims and
results o f therapists.
If criteria for reliability tend to the conventional — that is to say, if they
tend to be linked with ideas o f expertise, training, and power — then those
who understand themselves as resisting the operations o f power may simply
*From the forew ord to “ Im m igration Policy: Balancing National Interests,” Con

gressional Digest (M ay 1996), p. 12 9 .
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reverse these criteria, linking reliability with folk or experiential knowl
edge, with the words and claims o f those who are not legitimated by insti
tutions or degrees. To use a simple example, since I’ve been working on
UFOs and alien abduction, I’ve spoken with a number of people who say
they don’t usually believe scientists or the government and who see no rea
son to change this view just because we’re talking about aliens.
The will to believe the disempowered might have generated the con
struction of the “case” around the experiences o f Betty and Barney Hill as
they drove home late one night in New Hampshire in 1961. From the time
their story was first published in Look magazine in the mid-sixties, it has
held totemic status in the UFO community because of the credibility o f the
Hills’ testimony. Back on the road after stopping for a bite to eat, the Hills
noticed an odd light that Betty insisted was a UFO. She made Barney stop
the car. He approached the brightly lit object and, looking through bin
oculars, saw approximately six uniformed figures. Barney ran back to the
car, terrified that he would be “captured” (his word). A day or two later, the
Hills reported their sighting and discovered that others had seen UFOs
that same night. In the following months, Barney sought help from a psy
chiatrist because o f stress, an ulcer, and emotional conflicts regarding his
divorce from his first wife and his distance from his sons. A couple of years
later, still troubled about the U FO sighting and the sense that they had
forgotten what had occurred that night, the Hills began working with
Dr. Benjamin Simon, a prominent Boston psychiatrist known for his use of
hypnosis in treating military personnel for “shell shock.” During the ses
sions, a story emerged about being taken aboard an alien craft and exam
ined. Somehow, a local reporter got wind of the story and wTote a series of
sensationalized articles for a Boston paper. To set the record straight, the
Hills told their story to John Fuller, the author of another book on UFOs.
In his book, John Fuller emphasizes that Barney’s initial therapy had
little to do with the UFO experience. His job stress was the result of the
fact that although he had a 140 IQ, he worked nights at the post office. Ad
ditionally, he and Betty were active in the NAACP, campaigning for civil
rights throughout the Northeast. Betty came from an old New England
family, although her mother had broken ranks and become active in the la
bor movement. Barney was African American.
In those few sections o f the book that acknowledge race and the Hills’
mixed marriage, Fuller stresses the success of their relationship and mini
mizes the problems they encountered. Once he concedes that “ Barney, at
times, shows concern about their rejection in public places: hotels, restau
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rants or meetings.” 15 Fuller doesn’t connect Barney’s job situation with
racist employment practices; he suggests that Barney likes the wages, that
they compensate for the lack of challenge in his work sorting letters. In

fact, fuller’s effort to downplay racc is so strong that Barney I lill himself
starts to fade; “All through his family background was a record of interra
cial relationships. His mother’s grandmother was born during slavery, her
father being a white plantation owner.. . . His father, though poor, was a
good provider. He, too, reflected a mixed marriage; his paternal grand
mother was fair — the daughter of white and colored parents. His grand
father was a proud Ethiopian freeman.” 16 During therapy. Fuller explains,
“ Barney become more aware of the special conflicts and problems arising
from being a member of a minority race.” 17
As written by Fuller, the Hills’ story is not just about alien abduction. It
is also about racial difference and the constitution o f difference through
difference’s denial. The text produces Barney not as an African American,
but as a racial hybrid, as more a product of mixings than a black American
who experiences racism daily. Barney is detached from the history of slav
ery (his great-grandmother’s mother is not mentioned; the father is a plan
tation owner), from the reality of racial discrimination, and from his own
experiences (in the text acknowledging the pain of racism is a therapeutic
product, not unlike the acknowledgment of abduction). Is it possible that
his story escaped the confines of ufology because it commented on tensions
around racial difference and mixed marriage in the United States during
the 1960s, on the transgression of racial boundaries? Was it a way of think
ing the unthinkable? O f using a stigmatized discourse to probe stigmatized
practices? A reviewer at the time found that the few “pages describing
Mr. Hill’s emotions when he stops at a restaurant, a motel, or gas station
with his white wife movingly demonstrate some of the Negro’s problems in
our society’.” 18
In contemporary abduction narratives, hybridity refers to the offspring
of humans and aliens. While not every abduction story stresses the breed
ing project, many abductees refer to it. The better-known accounts, the
stories that, like the Hills’, have aired as T V miniseries, appeared in the
tabloids, or become best-sellers, always contain themes that concern sex,
violation, breeding. These references to transgressive and invasive sexual
acts by aliens suggest that part of fascination with abduction might rest on
the narrative’s capacity to probe the outcomes of “mixed” marriages, to
comment or deal with the change in borders around human races.19 The
story of foreign invaders who steal people from their homes and breed with
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them, creating a new, hybrid race resonates with broader cultural experi
ences and concerns, propelling abduction out of the U FO subculture and
into popular awareness.
So far, I’ve been suggesting that in American popular culture alien ab
duction provides a narrative that explores what happens when borders are
crossed, when they no longer provide boundaries. I’ve considered both the
formal status of abduction stories as challenges to the real and the textual
telling o f a particular story in light o f the social position o f the people
involved. Once within the actual accounts o f abduction, border crossings
occur with abandon: aliens and people walk through walls, float through
space; the aliens are sexless; alien machines extract ova and sperm in a sort
of techno-sex; fetuses float in vats.
It is less the details than the very fact of the existence of abduction tes
timony that is important. Even with its bizarre, unbelievable content, the
narrative testifies to what for many is the predominant sense of contempo
rary reality: insecurity. The borders that secure us have been violated,
transgressed. Dissolution is part of our everyday experience. Inscribed in
American culture during the second half o f the twentieth century, the lines
between black and white, home and work, Left and Right, dangerous and
safe, shift and blur so that we are never quite sure where we are. Yet, as
Thomas Durrun reminds us, politics in America has “consisted of bound
ary maintenance.” 20 Maybe that is why when we hear a story of alien ab
duction and we can’t believe it, we feel reassured. The story sets up the
boundary we think we need at a place that surely must be secure(d). The
stigma o f the alien protects us from facing insecurity even as it enables us
to think insecurity to its limits.
As a thematization of insecurity, the abduction narrative presents an ex
treme version o f a classic ufological theme: the inability of the government
to protect us. From its early years in the Cold War up through today, ufol
ogy has attributed the paucity of physical evidence of flying saucers to a vast
cover-up, explaining that the nation’s political, economic, and religious in
stitutions would collapse if the alien truth were known. Alien technology is
superior to that of humans — it can’t be stopped (though, in some quarters
o f the U FO community, there was a great deal of excitement about Rea
gan’s “ Star Wars” defense plan). The abduction narrative extends this in
security from the air above the nation to the bodies of its citizens. Even in
our homes, our beds, our cars, we are not safe. Even when we think we are
safe, we’re not. Our bodies can be violated without our knowledge, our
D N A stolen in a galactic version of the Human Genome Project. Some
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how our time is “missing.” Horrible things happen to us that we can’t re
member. We cannot protect ourselves. We cannot protect our families.
In many ways, alien abduction stories evoke the trauma of child sexual

abuse. These are accounts of lifetimes of abuse, of violations that occur when
one is helpless and vulnerable, when one should feel safe and secure. Func
tionally, however, the narratives differ. Though familiar, the alien is not
family; the alien remains strange. The site of abuse is the same, but the
abusers differ. The image of the family is protected, although the actual
family is violated. So instead of seeking help from the state, legal remedies
or juridical intervention, the abduction narrative blames the state for its fail
ure to protect; indeed, for its complicity with violation. Although the fam
ily cannot really help with protection, it can be taught — in some cases, with
proper therapeutic intervention — to provide support. Alien abduction
reveals security to be a myth and a misplaced hope. Aliens respect nothing:
no rights, no protests, no borders. They violate at will, stealing the future
as they steal identity itself or, at any rate, identity as configured in scientized
millennial technoculture — DNA. Human bodies, as Richard Dawkins says,
are little more than disposable soma for genetic reproduction.
Typical mainstream cultural responses to notions of extraterrestrial life
focus on fundamental transformations of history or culture. As we’ve seen
in reactions to the announcement of possible life in our solar system, the
reality of the alien is supposed to stimulate a sort of species-consciousness:
ethnic and sexual differences collapse as humanity begins to understand it
self as a whole. The borders between Protestants and Catholics, say, seem
trivial when Earth is in the shadow of fifteen-mile-wide saucers or teams of
Grays systematically mining human DNA. Given the rise in nationalisms
and ethnic hatreds since the end of the Cold War, it may seem quite rea
sonable that more and more people may take comfort in stories that evoke
a global humanity.
But, as I’ve stressed, this universal humanity is configured within the fa
miliarity of strangeness, within an apprehension of the foreign that calls
into question the very possibility of reality. This contradiction suggests the
impossibility of thinking an idea like that o f a global citizen. The world is
an unimaginable community. This idea is inscribed in popular culture by
the all-too-often-used-in-titles term “Alien Nation.” The alien is always
foreign, an other. An alien nation would be a nation of foreigners, of those
who are always outside the nation. An alien nation is not just without na
tionalism; it is without nationality. It is a nonnation, an antination. ID4, the
film Bob Dole found patriotic and nonviolent although millions died, the
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White House exploded, and the Statue of Liberty was left lying in the dirt,
expresses this idea. Even as the president (Bill Pullman) appealed to Amer
ican sentiments, he displaced the idea o f nations: “ From this day on, the
Fourth of July will no longer be remembered as an American holiday, but
as the day that the world declared in one voice that we will not go quietly
into the night.” 21
Despite the unimaginability of a global community', in the United States
we are repeatedly reminded that somehow we have become or entered one.
Biologists study our genes, reiterating an unmediated sense o f species. The
computer industry celebrates the Internet as the results o f millions of
individual computers. Declaring the mediating mainframe to be a relic of
the past, the industry attempts to screen out the networks that power the
webs o f connections. Apparently, we are all connected in a world wide
web, a borderless information economy. If the hype around push technol
ogy is believed, the links will become even less visible: browsers such as
Netscape will disappear (“The browser becomes invisible by becoming
ubiquitous. It submerges inside other programs, removing itself from our
consciousness” ) as media are pushed into our lives through m y T ia d linkedcommunications technologies (“ networked push media can — and will —
bombard you with an intensity that invitational media never muster. . . .
There are times you want the content to steer you”).2- Through systems
and exchanges that we neither see, understand, nor control, we are linked
into a multinational, multicultural vastness of numbing complexity. We
have more facts at our fingertips than we can integrate. The state has been
decentered. Citizenship means less than economic position and access to
information. Those who don’t quite get it try to secure the borders and
keep out the aliens.
Analee Newitz reads the abduction narrative as “ a cautionary racial fable
for our multicultural times.” Explaining the moral of the fable, Newitz
writes:
Official policies on extraterrestrials hold that when they come, they’ll
give us fair warning and essentially try to befriend us. I would suggest
that the alien abduction story, real or imagined, clues us in to the fact
that most people on Earth aren’t really convinced by the “ official” posi
tion of multiculturalism. I'he multicultural position goes something like
this: when the non-whites finally come into their own, they will not be
ruthless colonizers like white people were. But the alien abduction story
teaches us that what we fear most is that white people are not the only
people or beings who might try to take over and rule the world.23
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She concludes: “ In the new world order, we need to admit that all people
can be dangerous. Danger doesn’t always wear a white face — it may not
even wear a human face.”

“ H.R. 2 2 0 2 extends c u rre n t w iretap and undercover
investigation a u th o rity to th e investigation of alien
smuggling, docum ent fraud, and o th e r immigration
related crimes . . .” *
Budd Hopkins is a N ew York artist who has become one o f the most
prominent o f the abduction researchers. Hopkins’s book Missing Time dis
connected aliens from their craft, his research having indicated that people
who had not even seen a U FO may have been abducted by aliens.24 Miss
ing time — i.e., not being able to connect one set o f experiences with an
other— replaced lights in the sky as an alien signifier. And Hopkins’s work
on the “ Kathy Davis case” is said to have uncovered the purpose behind ab
ductions: the breeding project. H e prefaces his account o f that case with “ a
note to the reader” in which he describes himself as a skeptic. “ I ’m so skep
tical,” he writes, “ that I find it beyond me to deny the possibility o f any
thing.” 25 The X-Files catchphrase “Trust no one” expresses a similar idea.
The similarity between these two ideas stems from their position at the
front o f the information wars. Both concern an inability to access reliable
networks, to find meaningful connections. I f anything is possible, then our
friends could be our enemies; what we think is true might be a lie; what we
think is fantasy could be real. Such a swirl o f possibilities implies that para
noia is a — perhaps the only — sensible response to this absence.
Fabricated through the process o f colonizing terrains o f truth previously
held by religion, science in the West used claims o f skepticism to distin
guish its approach to the real. Some scientists today collapse the distinction
between a skeptical approach and the institutionalized practices o f science.
Carl Sagan, for example, writes as if the scientific orientation to the world
were by definition skeptical.26 Moreover, he presumes that this orientation
constitutes scientists as defenders o f democracy. This presumption leads
him to articulate belief in abduction, magic, or God with threats to demo
cratic decision-making. For Sagan, all nonscientific belief is infused with
the vestiges o f traditionalism. Consequently, all nonscientific belief has to
be understood as reinforcing traditional relationships o f power.
* From “ Bill Summary: M ajor Provisions o f H.R. 2 2 0 2 ,” Congressional Digest (May
1996), p. 14 1.
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In a society where scientists are in fact quite influential, where their re
search is funded by corporations, where their opinions can sway juries,
where the applied results of their findings can level cities, Sagan’s implica
tion that scientists occupy a progressive, even populist, political position
seems nostalgic, even naive. Ironically warning that “ skepticism challenges
established institutions,” Sagan writes: “I f we teach everybody, including,
say, high school students, habits o f skeptical thought, they will probably
not restrict skepticism to UFOs, aspirin commercials, and 35,ooo-year-old
channelees. Maybe they’ll start asking awkward questions about economic,
or social, or political, or religious institutions. Perhaps they’ll challenge the
opinions o f those in power. Then where would we be?” 27 O f course, he
doesn’t worry that students might start asking awkward questions about
scientific institutions. He doesn’t worry that they could challenge the
opinions o f scientists. Sagan isn’t as skeptical as Hopkins because he, Sagan,
works within a worldview that he doesn’t question. He works within a
worldview that he accepts as already proven, as already valid. Consequendy, Sagan’s last question is disingenuous. He doesn’t even know where
we are now, when people are skeptical to the point o f paranoia. Sagan’s sci
entific skepticism relies on mediations that have already collapsed.
Sagan supposes that abduction represents a threat to democratic deci
sion-making. He is right, but for the wrong reasons. Abduction is not a
threat because it’s traditional, but because it exposes the limits of a democ
racy based on a unitary conception of reality. Abduction reveals that con
temporary practices o f liberal democracy fail to remain neutral before
competing conceptions o f the real.
Already in 1977 Langdon Winner realized that the predominant orien
tation to the world in Western technologized societies was religious rather
than scientific.28 Contemporary societies are so complex that people can
neither formulate a coherent picture of the world as a whole nor compre
hend the workings o f basic items they use every day. As Winner writes,
“Under these circumstances, all persons do and, indeed, must accept a
greater number o f things on faith.” 29 Given the vast increase in complex
ity, in the workings o f technology in our lives, and in the crises o f trust that
have impinged on American society over the past few decades, it is hardly
surprising that a new skepticism toward religious thinking— this time that
which masks itself as science — has emerged. Key processes in our every
day lives are alien, unintelligible. And whom can we trust either to explain
these processes or to oversee them so as to guarantee that they w on’t hurt
us? Is there an ozone hole? Rush Limbaugh thinks the ozone hole is a lib
eral, tree-hugging plot against corporate freedom. Someone recently told
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me that even NASA scientists aren’t sure there is an ozone hole. James
McDonald, one o f the first scientists to notice the effects o f certain emis
sions on the ozone layer, was discredited because of his work in ufology.50
These days I use a lot of sunscreen.
Contrary to the idea that interest in UFOs indicates ignorance or mis
placed religiosity, conspiracy thinking and paranoia flourish in ufology
thanks to a pervasive skepticism. N o one and nothing can be trusted.
There is no overarching conception of reality. Most people working on ab
duction acknowledge the problems o f hypnosis and the uncertain status of
the memories uncovered in regression therapy. Some think that the mem
ories are implanted by the aliens, that they are staged as a kind o f theater,
that they function as screen memories or symbols that the abductce can
handle, or that they are part o f a huge disinformation campaign.51 Others
stress the limits of the abduction narrative, reminding the community that
much is occluded by such a narrative and that more research is necessary
on the psychic and psychological dimensions of the experience. Still others
think that the government might be involved — somehow. The various
facts reported by abductees, be they dreams, memories, or thoughts that
came to them — again, “somehow” — swirl in and out of contexts. They
themselves have no set meaning. The meaning of abduction comes from
the various possible ways o f articulating the facts.
Paranoia flourishes within the abduction narrative as well. Many ab
ductees report evidence o f alien implants. Their bodies are evidence. They
note lumps, small incisions, nosebleeds, odd images on X rays. At the 1996
M U F O N symposium, I saw video footage of surgery on a toe. The surgeon
removed what was described as an implant. These implants are thought to
serve as tracking devices. Implants enable the aliens to find abductees no
matter where they are. A complex system o f global surveillance is thus in
scribed on abductees’ bodies.
Throughout this book, I’ve sought to link paranoia with a sensible re
sponse to real virtuality that is produced through excesses in the technolo
gies of truth.52 It might seem that I am talking simply about facts or infor
mation, about that surplus of data which is already a fact of life on the
electronic frontier. But the deluge o f information leads to paranoia only if
some of it could be true. That is to say, the abduction narrative in particu
lar and ufology more generally result not from skepticism alone, but from
the conviction that “the truth is out there.”
In the face of deep skepticism, this conviction is reassuring. Conserva
tive deployments in the information wars would have us think that most, if
not all, problems o f American culture can be attributed to lefty relativism.
T h e F a m ilia rity o f S tr a n g e n e ss

As if looking for patient zero, the former N E H chair Lynne Cheney pin
points a more exact origin: Foucault’s 1, Pierre Riviere P She rearticulates
academic debates on the conditions o f truth with orthodox communist
constructions of history, claiming that American culture now finds itself
deeply entangled in the presumption “ that there are no true stories, but
only useful ones, no overarching principles, but only the interest of the
moment” *4 Cheney, like others who have brandished the argument
William Bennett aimed at Stanford during its curriculum debate in the
1980s, misreads American culture because o f her polemical treatment of
theory. Alien abduction tells us that there are so many stories that could be
true, so many stories that apparently fulfill our criteria for truth, that we
can’t choose among them. We have principles. We just don’t know where
or how to apply them. As Agent Scully told Agent Mulder, “I’ve heard the
truth. Now what I want are the answers.”
In abduction, what is hidden is true, what is revealed is true, what we
know is true, what we don’t know is true.35 Abduction thrives on the notion
that we should always believe the victim; that the authenticity of experi
ence signifies the reality o f the experience. But, at the same time, if aliens
are behind this, we can’t trust them. Alien reality’ is always virtual reality.
W ith a technology limited by our imagination, aliens can stage experiences
no one will believe. The abductees know this. Perhaps the rest o f us do, too,
but don’t want to. So, we confine the strange to the familiar (strange) dis
course of ufology.
Perpetually blue-screened, the facts of the computer world can be
pasted into the contexts of myTiad truths. Can we trust someone who
claims to be HIV-negative? Do we use the criteria of sincerity and famil
iarity to decide, or the standards o f a science we don’t understand? W ill
more information help us decide? How much more? A friend of mine
tested positive once and negative twice in the space of two weeks. He feels
okay about his odds but isn’t exactly secure having his life reduced to sta
tistical chances. In some states, hospitals test newborns for HIV. Often
they don’t tell the parents. Do they track these children? Is the information
on the Internet? Can we rely on any answer we get to these questions? Part
of the pleasure o f ufology is the seduction of the unknown, the pleasure o f
working in the vertigo of unlimited connection. Though often advisable
and more frequently unavoidable, one risk of paranoia is titillation, the si
multaneous result of too much and too little information. Is there some
thing “ to do” about the sexual roulette played by some young gay men
today?
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“With a population of 500 million or more, our problems,
of course, will be much, much greater. With twice as many
people, we can expect to have a t least twice as much
crime, twice as much congestion, and twice as much
p o v e rty . . .'**
In addition to providing a program that processes the growing sense of
dissolution and paranoia in a millennial American where the replication
and recombination o f digitized locals produce the virtually global, the alien
abduction narrative images the passivity with which all these contempo
rary effects are received. The agents in abduction are always alien. The
aliens are behind the processes to which and through which the abductee
is subjected. The abductee is just the material. She is paralyzed, taken,
probed, examined, returned, traumatized, hypnotized. Everything is ac
counted for in passive voice, the voice o f a new generation.
Passivity might be a good idea, a means o f survival. Confronted with
dissolution, insecurity, surveillance, and paranoia, the best response could
well be not to respond at all, to wait and see what happens. The problem is
that too much happens. W ith permanent media, passive resistance is no re
sistance at all. The Internet gives us information ceaselessly. Everything
seems to happen at the same time, so what has happened is old news; and
the future, well, the future is now. Thomas Dumm puts it better when he
speaks of the contemporary situation as one “when time has become empty
of meaning, when perspective flattens.” 36 Passivity makes sense if we lack
perspective, if we lack even the possibility o f perspective because all pos
sible points from which to assess our situations have collapsed into one an
other. Passivity makes sense when truth presents itself as our other option,
when truth demands that we leave our bodies and prepare for the level
above human.
Winner points out that “passive monitoring o f electronic news and in
formation allows citizens to feel involved while dampening the desire to
take an active part.” 37 The abduction narrative is a program for thinking
about what happens when we no longer even feel involved, when too much
happens for us to sustain any longer the illusion that we make it happen. All
abductees can do is watch it happen and try to remember. And even when
‘ Statement from Representative Anthony C . Beilenson (D -C alif.) included in “ Pro
& Con: Should Legal and Illegal Immigration Be Considered as Separate Measures?”

Congressional Digest (May 1996), p. 149.
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they remember, they realize that memories, like the computer effects in
J.F .K . and Forest Gump, can be blue-screened onto different truths. In some
abduction accounts the entities are referred to as the Watchers. In all ac
counts they are noted for their all-seeing black eyes.
The sense of powerlessness that abduction processes has as much to
with the dissolution of boundaries as it does with simultaneity. When we
think globally, we don’t know who our neighbors are, we don’t know whom
to trust. Thanks to the Internet some of us know more people in countries
on the other side o f the globe than we do in our own buildings or on our
own streets. We don’t trust anyone; we put our faith in things, in comput
ers and technology. Our friends are f . r . i . e . n . d . s and they’ll be there for
us (at least on Thursday' evenings). Indeed, the new American stories — as
featured in N B C ’s collection of must-see sitcoms — are not about action.
They don’t have heroes. Nothing happens. And the fact that nothing hap
pens is what is supposed to connect the actors to the audience. The audi
ence identifies with the characters on Seinfeld because nothing ever hap
pens to any o f us. Whether on T V or in front of it, we all just watch, just as
we’ve been doing for years and years and years. Even these boundaries
don’t mean very much. Just as in previous incarnations of reality TV,
people in the “ real world” continue to be videoed for M T V or diagnosed
on Ricki!
Slavoj Zizek’s discussion of the “theft of enjoyment” can help us under
stand not just the thematization of passivity in the alien abduction narra
tive but also the way the abduction program as a whole disrupts the fantasy
o f global citizenship.’ 8In his analysis of nationalism, Zizek suggests that we
impute to the other an “excessive enjoyment,” always suspecting the other
o f attempting to steal ours. He writes: “ What we conceal by imputing to
the Other the theft of enjoyment is the traumatic fact that we never possessed
what -was allegedly stolen from us: the lack (‘castration’) is original.” 59 In ab
duction, the alien takes away our agency, and the sense o f security' and cer
tainty upon which our agency was predicated. This theft o f agency is mani
fest not just in the power of the alien to paralyze us and abduct us at will,
but also in its technological superiority and prenicious breeding project.
Because o f its expertise, it takes away our pride in technological achieve
ment. Because o f its genetic investigations, it abducts our children, our
ability to determine, or at least to influence, our future.
Zizek’s formulation reminds us that the abduction narrative functions to
conceal the fact that our agency was an illusion, just like our security and
certainty'. ’I’he technology has been controlling us, developing, spreading,
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replicating with its own momentum, a momentum no one of us can com
prehend. We might have thought that our genes are all we have, but since
we can’t really be said to own or possess them (they constitute us, or so we
are told), their theft by aliens marks our contradictory and ambiguous re
lationship to our own biochemistry.
The alien steals a security we never had. Describing the complexity of
abductees’ emotional lives, Budd Hopkins explains:
We get through life partly by the fact that we can read another’s face,
we can read their body language, we can get some sense of emotion. All
o f those things are denied us during contact with aliens. There’s really
no way we can tell what they understand about us. Their understand
ing might be incredibly subde in some ways, but miss on some other
major things. There’s no way to know.. . . One man I’ve worked with
who is an abductee said to me, “ Budd, when I was standing there with
them, if I could have thought of them as enemies and cranked myself
up with hate, I would have somehow handled the whole thing better.
But,” he said, “it was the ambivalence of not knowing what this is, the
total confusion. This isn’t an enemy, it isn’t a friend, it’s not like me.
What is it? I can’t read it.” He said the confusion added to his sense of
helplessness.40
The aliens steal our security, our ability to tell friend from enemy. They
take away our capacity to establish borders, boundaries. Deep down, of
course, these borders have been illusions. Some things never really fit. So,
while it is often thought that the alien is that which is completely other, the
abduction discourse exposes the alien as that which reminds us that noth
ing is completely other (and everything is somewhat other), that the very
border between “ like” and “unlike” is illusory.
Why is this a statement about global citizenship? Throughout this
chapter, I’ve pointed to problems with imagining the global. If the alien
steals our agency, security, and certainty, it steals the conditions, the
fictions, necessary for imagining citizenship. Even the most minimal sense
of citizenship implies a notion of meaningful action, of choices that mat
ter, of a capacity to influence outcomes. Citizenship suggests a relationship
with governing institutions upon which citizens can rely, a relationship
that they can trust. To be a citizen is to be able to expect a certain degree
of protection. We — and here I mean any we that is or has been used to
refer to citizens as a collective — have never had the agency, security, and
certainty that any alien who violates our borders is thought to steal.
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Since Zizek views the relationship to the “Thing, toward Enjoyment in
carnated” as the element that holds a given community together, my use of
enjoyment to disrupt the idea of global citizenship might seem paradoxical.
In my example, is not the fantasy of the alien’s theft precisely that enjoy
ment which binds together a global community? O f course not. Even as it
suggests the conflation of local and global, abduction relies on networks.
As a discourse o f paranoia it erases the very links upon which it relies, the
links through which it generates new and shifting connections. Alien ab
duction is not a Thing. It does not bind together a global community; it
produces and is produced by specific networks of people and information.
The excesses produced by digitizing the technologies o f truth tell us that it
could be a Thing, while our resulting paranoia reminds us that it can’t be
cause nothing can.
If agency is a fiction, then passivity is, too. The aliens might steal both
our agency and our passivity, but the abductees testify to their experiences
nonetheless. They use their experiences to produce meanings, meanings
that within some networks, at some sites, are accepted, transmitted, and re
spected as credible testimonies, as knowledge. Passivity is a description of
some actions within the context o f a televisual public that hails some of us
as citizen-spectators. In a different context, from the alien perspective of
cyberia, we are not passive. We produce knowledge as much as we consume
it; indeed, the result o f consumption is a new production. When we w'ork
the networks, we make connections, creating and discovering new links,
new sites, resituating and reconnecting old links, old sites. The extrater
restrial perspective envisions not global citizenship but the differentiated
interactions of Netizens as what is “post.”
In the techno-global information age, the only citizens are those who
try to contain the rest of us with their borders, sciences, traditions, and
truths. Such antidemocrats continue to buy into the fictions of security and
identity. They continue to think that they can draw up borders to keep the
aliens out. They continue to think that some of us are explorers, and the
rest o f us explored, coloring some of our journeys as invasions and infec
tions. Post citizenship, we’ve lost the easy ability to label friend and enemy,
credible and incredible, that enabled Cold War citizens to search and de
stroy the enemies within. We’ve also lost the ability to identify and redress
some harms. As aliens, as Netizens, as those situated in myriad networks
o f information, opportunity, capital, DNA, and desire, we have trouble
making claims to inclusivity, fairness, and equity. We can make a claim to
freedom and, given our history o f slavery, this is hard enough. There is
no escape key, but we can always try a new connection. We have no duty
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to watch television, or even to be wired. We’re already connected. Space
is passive, cyberia is not. Abduction is passive, abductees are not.

“A credible policy sets priorities regarding the
categories of unauthorized aliens th a t require
urgent attention .
I’ve focused on the pervasiveness of dissolution, border crossing, hybridity, and blurred boundaries. America at the millennium is cyberia.
Television is a tabloid. Sixty Minutes blends in with Sightings. The New York
Times puts flying saucers on its front page, above the fold. Of course, a
significant number of people, presumably those older than the wired Gen
eration X, still won’t admit that the distinctions have collapsed. They still
want to appeal to authoritative sources, to get their news from reliable me
dia. These people don’t recognize that they’ve already lost key ground in
the early wars of the information age. They don’t get it: many of us reject
their so-called reliable sources. We rely on networks of truths, on multiple
sites of information.
In an otherwise compelling analysis of the differing assessments of the
O. J. Simpson trial, John Fiske includes a discussion of tabloid readers as
the “ information poor.” O f course, Men in Black wasn’t out yet, so he didn’t
have its evocative treatment of tabloids as hot sheets, as sources for truth.
Nonetheless, the assumption that the “ information poor” is a coherent cat
egory, or one that can be contrasted with, say, Fiske readers, undermines
Fiske’s theorization of information-age politics. He describes the “infor
mation poor” as those “who feel that official knowledge denies them access
to its means of production, represses truths it does not wish them to know,
and excludes their truths from its category of the legitimate. For the infor
mation poor, the fluid skepticism by which they control their own move
ment between belief and disbelief is a survival tactic in a society in which
the information economy is as unequal in its distribution of resources as
the financial economy.” 41 Fiske doesn’t realize that in the complex techno
cultures of late capitalism, we are all information poor. “ Fluid skepticism”
becomes sensible paranoia. Official knowledge, moreover, smears into en
tertainment, rumor, and lies while corporations and individuals produce
their own versions of knowledge and truth.
Some of us at the millennium still want truth; that is to say, we want
‘ From “Immigration Policy Assessment: US Commission on Immigration Reform,”
Congressional Digest (May 1996), p. 140.
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other people to accept the truth that we already have. We want to be able
to appeal to a set of reliable criteria that will enable us to explain why we
accept statistics on alien immigration but reject those on alien abductions.
Or we want to believe that the extraterrestrial aliens are real, maybe even
that they’re here. So when we access sites like Eon-4 on ^ Internet, a
serial site devoted to documenting the continuing story o f a long-term
extraterrestrial contact project, we presume the information we get isn’t
“ real.” But the delicious sense of hacking into a secret database seduces us
into unleashing our hopes and fears. And we enjoy the seduction, we want
to believe, we want a reality.
This experience o f the willful suspension of disbelief is hardly new. We
have done it ever since we learned to tell, and listen to, stories. But al
though the experience is familiar, the context in which it occurs today is
strange. As the formative years of ufology make clear, when hopes and
fears are unleashed in a contained area, they may contribute to collective
opportunities for celebration, change, or critique. That is not the only
possibility, though. In an alien context, in a context where the field of in
telligibility has shifted to the point of dissolution, releasing hope and
dreams can contribute to the production of virtuality, to the experience of
powerlessness. Detached from the networks o f power and information
within which they are produced, facts and desires, like computer identities
and DNA, are recombinant. At any given moment we can believe what we
want, what we fear. We can establish the truth or rightness o f almost any
thing. All we need are a few neat arguments, like a theory version of Pho
toshop. Academically or philosophically familiar, these ideas are now the
widespread, popular experience of everyday American life in the informa
tion age.
Deployable in the struggles for social justice and for the expansion of
freedom, in the context of the globalization of commercial entertainment
media, communications and computing technologies, and private multi
national corporations, virtual recombinant reality more readily facilitates
surveillance, insecurity, and passivity. When we trust no one, mediating
stories and relationships dissolve. Instead of opportunities for collective or
community action, we find ourselves alone facing the alien. We continue
to dream of truth, reassured that its out there. We are hardly cyborgs. We
saw the Challenger explode. We are inscribed by the mysteries of technol
ogy, kicking the computer as if it will recover its lost memory. We con
tinue to long for citizenship and security, chastised by the link to conspir
acy theory. Our hope participates in abduction.
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racy on the basis o f reason or to appeal to the somehow general will of a
somehow unified public. That time has passed. Welcome to the twentyfirst century. Stories of rational persons making decisions freely and equally
as they talk together in a public sphere no longer command much mindshare. Feminist, antiracist, and queer movements have successfully elimi
nated a number of the brackets necessary for constituting the public as a
sphere. Environmental, AIDS, medical, and welfare activists have similarly
challenged scientific and juridical authorities, politicizing a variety of so
cial locations and dismantling the presumptions of elite knowledge, elite
objectivity. It’s been centuries since communities met face-to-face. It’s
been ten years since the deregulation of television. The illusion o f even a
televisual public has collapsed. People have options besides watching TV.
Now we can write our own programs and build links to others who are
more than spectators.
Millennial America is an alien nation, a nation of aliens, a nation that is
alien. In 1996 the House considered legislation aiming to reform Ameri
can immigration policy, legislation that sought to shore up the borders be
tween aliens and citizens. H.R. 2202 “makes enforceable the grounds for
denying entry or removing aliens who are or are likely to become a public
charge.” 42 Like a sacred fetus or unholy child, the alien is a product of de
pendency. Citizens are agents, independent, in control. Anyone who is
independent, who steals or disrupts American agency, perhaps by taking
jobs or benefits, is alien. The alien morphs into an abductor, the one who
acts, who violates our safety, our border, our home, taking what is not its
own. With such a naturalization process, the alien becomes a citizen, dis
solving the distinction between the two and transgressing the borders that
constitute the nation.
H.R. 2202 also wants to ensure that American business remains com
petitive in world markets. For this, America needs “access to skilled for
eign workers.” At the same time, the bill wants to protect American work
ers from abusive and fraudulent practices that permit “illegal aliens to gain
employment.” So it establishes pilot projects “ for employers to verify
through a simple phone call or computer message an employee’s autho
rization to work. The system will work through existing databases, and not
require creation of any new government database. The system also will
assure employers that the employment eligibility information provided
to them by employees is genuine.” 43 “The system” can meet the contra
dictory demands of international capital and American workers. Think
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globally, act locally by relying on existing networks of surveillance. Sys
tems provide assurance, establishing who is a genuine worker-citizen and
who is not. Again dependency is linked to the alien, although now Ameri
can workers need protection. The skillful citizen has ventured beyond the
nation. Since citizenship is articulated with agency, the United States
seems to be a nation o f passive, dependent aliens. Citizens are part o f a
global community, but one that remains insecure, undefined, in need of
surveillance, dependent on the alien and, hence, alien and unimaginable
itself.
Despite or perhaps because of the excesses of privatization, the perva
sive sense of millennial America is that nothing is “ours,” nothing is safe,
secure, protected. Violence, abuse, poverty, and neglect disrupt familiar
images o f home. Some respond with vigorous interest in Horne Improve
ment or Martha Stewart’s complicated domestic projects, both explicit in
their stress on the need to build and repair homes. Technology promised
to save us time, to give us access to information. Like Hopkins’s abductees,
many o f us today are missing time. Since what happens happens now, by
the time we have assessed “ now” it is “ then.” We have too much data, but
not enough to make any decisions because we are uncertain about the con
texts and networks into which we might integrate this information. En
abled by technology we become aliens, connected outside the state. Just as
often, we’re abducted by this same technology. T o think o f ourselves as
cyborgs ignores our inability to program, format, evaluate, and contextualize information.
Our neighbors are aliens. Assimilation has been discredited as an ideal,
and multiculturalism hasn’t become much more than a marketing strategy.
Peaceful coexistence demands mental changes, accommodation, tolerance.
Better to forget the neighbors, go inside, and enjoy cyber-citizenship on the
World Wide Web. What happens to me — alone, isolated, vulnerable — is
of global significance.
Alien abduction narrates the predominant experience o f the familiarity
of strangeness in the techno-global information age. Unlike metaphors of
colonization that presuppose borders to be penetrated and resources to be
exploited, abduction operates with an understanding o f the world, of real
ity, as amorphous and permeable. Colonization, moreover, brings with it
the possibility of anticolonial struggle, of emancipation and independence.
Abduction recognizes the futility o f resistance even as it points to other
possible freedoms. There may be nothing we can do about the aliens, but
we can still write our experiences, link them to others, and build networks
o f community. The colonial connotes history. Abduction warps space and
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time. Whereas colonization implies an ongoing process with systemic lim
itations, abduction involves the sense that things are happening behind our
backs, things have been done to us that we don’t remember and probably
cou ld n ’t' b ear i f w c did. T o figh t colon ization, w e take co n tro l. W e don’t

fight abduction; we simply try to recovery our memories, all the while
aware that they could be false, that in our very recovery we participate in
an alien plan.
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Postscript____________________
Commemorations, July 1997

Roswell, New Mexico
Taking pictures o f my silver Gray alien backpack at the site o f the
alleged crash in July 1947 o f an alien craft, I started to think that I was par
ticipating in the celebration of the fiftieth anniversary of nothing at all.
O f course, it didn’t seem like nothing. The town o f Roswell, New Mex
ico, put a lot of effort into “ U FO Encounter ’97.” Most o f the shops lining
Main Street decorated their windows with full-scale drawings of Grays.
Some had alien dummies and dolls. Others had balloons with large black
eyes. You could buy alien pinatas, kites, shoes, aliens in jars, refrigerator
aliens, alien puppets, alien Christmas tree ornaments, alien artificial in
semination kits. You could buy alien everything. There must have been two
hundred different alien T-shirts. Though fond of the alien Elvis T-shirt, 1
chose the “ Kokopaliens,” a nice combination o f the Southwest Native
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American figure o f the flute-player, Kokopelia, and a Gray. Dehydrated
from the desert heat, I drank “ alien agua” and “ U FO 1IiO .” Runners par
ticipated in the 5 K / 10 K “ alien chase.” Approximately ten floats competed
for prizes in the alien “ crash and burn extravaganza” parade sponsored by
the Jaycees. Roswell’s two U FO museums sponsored lectures and book
signings by important ufologists. T h e Church o f Christ featured alterna
tive speakers testifying to the Christian message o f abduction. A scientist
from San Diego claimed that he had indisputable proof that a fragment o f
debris from the Roswell crash was extraterrestrial. He didn’t make himself
available for questions, though.
Although some commentators in traditional media cynically dismissed
the entrepreneurial efforts o f the Roswellians, an ironic move given the
media’s own commercial embrace o f the alien, the economic aspects of the
occasion didn’t bother me. I liked them. It seemed a very American sort o f
commemoration. But I w orried about some o f the vendors left w ith hun
dreds o f alien T-shirts. A young woman who had cleverly created orna
ments out o f eggs — dyed green, blown-out, and featuring an aluminumfoil alien suspended in the middle — was depressed that they weren’t
selling. A boy, probably about ten, sold me alien stickers for just under ten
cents apiece, explaining that any lower would be “ below cost.” One seller
complained that the event organizers let too many people in, that it was too
P o s t s c r ip t
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competitive to make any money. I didn’t tell him that I thought his T-shirts
were boring.
Other vendors were more optimistic. A woman who hadn’t sold many o f
her dehydrated water kits, which also had matching T-shirts, thought they
would do well on the Internet. T h is was her first entrepreneurial effort, she
explained. She had learned a lot and seemed invigorated, empowered. A
postcard artist told me that the “ U F O Encounter” weekends Roswell had
been holding around the Fourth o f Ju ly since 1995 — for the 1997 celebra
tion was the fiftieth anniversary o f the saucer crash, not the town’s first
alien event — had given him the opportunity to get his work out. They had
stimulated his creativity and provided him with an audience.
So, amidst the celebratory atmosphere o f a small-town festival, it didn’t
seem like an anniversary o f nothing. After all, it was on T V , and on the ra
dio, and on the N et. There were more reporters than tourists at the “ crash
and burn extravaganza” parade. T h ey wanted pictures o f alien freaks, of
folks in costumes, o f people who made themselves into opportunities for
the rest o f us to laugh, secure in our own normality, our own good sense
and rationality. I watched as a group that appeared to be making a docu
mentary for the B B C interviewed a woman wearing a large Dr. Seussstyle hat covered with Grays. T h e correspondent eagerly asked her why
she was there. What did he expect, I wondered? A sincere exposition on the
18 4
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historical significance of the crash o f an alien saucer in the United States?
A wild-eyed tale of abduction? The woman shrugged and said her husband
had wanted to come.
The media didn’t create Roswell. It wasn’t just a media event. Some
people had come to New Mexico to remember. Fifteen dollars bought a
tour of the crash site. Well, “a” crash site. Sitting in one o f the lectures
sponsored by the U FO Enigma Museum I learned from the man next to
me that there was a “ new” site, and that this new' site was the “ real” site. It
was much harder to find than the one folks could tour because it w'as on
government land and not clearly marked. “Tour” may not be the best word
for what goes on at the “ old” site, either. A school bus takes visitors deep
into the Corn ranch, the one where Mac Brazel found some strange wreck
age in 1947. The bus stops at a makeshift clearing. I say makeshift because
I had trouble telling the difference between the surrounding desert and the
clearing where visitors receive a one-page flyer on the event. A couple of
Stonehenge-like obelisks, recently donated, and a picturesque early-model
car mark the entrance to a long path. Several hundred yards down the path,
two more obelisks and a commemorative stone designate the point from
which tourists can view' the rocky cleft w'here the saucer came to rest. The
marker, a rough-hewn stone inscribed in a runic font, reads (unpunctu
ated): “ We don’t know w'ho they w'ere. W'e don’t know' why they came. We
only know they changed our view of the universe. This universal sacred site
is dedicated Ju ly 1997 to the beings wrho met their destinies near Roswell,
New Mexico, July 1947.” WTien enough people arrive, a guide under a
large umbrella retells a history of the crash and cover-up.
An anonymous donor had supplied a wTeath to signify the deaths of the
aliens. An American flag several yards away indicated the site w'here the sur
viving alien had sat as the military came to sw'eep aw'av evidence of the
event. Why an American flag? Because it was the Fourth o f July, Indepen
dence Day? Because all Americans are originally aliens? Because America
claims aliens and others for itself, consuming, absorbing, appropriating
them? As the marker says, the spot had been sacralized, I think by a group
o f Native American dancers. I saw several Mexican or Mexican American
tourists w'earing “ illegal alien” T-shirts featuring Grays in sombreros.
Among those visiting the crash site was a large family. They were much
like other American families visiting important sites from American his
tory, sites like Gettysburg which my family visited w hen I w-as seven. The
father looked like retired military. He had the physique, self-presentation,
and hat that suggest military; I guessed the Air Force. W ith him were five
kids, from about ten to late teens. The family, the father, had invested in
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this trip. It cost fifteen dollars a person, although children thirteen and un
der got in free. The kids listened attentively as their father described what
had happened at this site outside Rosw ell in 1947. He told o f two saucers,
an electrical storm, the possibility o f a midair collision or American missiles.
H e described the long debris field, the alien bodies, the rapid quadratingo ff o f the site. The family had already visited the International U FO M u
seum and Research Center, so they had seen the headlines from various
American newspapers dated Ju ly 8, 1947, headlines that mentioned the
crashed w reckage ofa saucer found in N ew Mexico. In 1947, “ flying saucer”
didn’t yet mean an alien-powered craft, but it was still strange, still un
explained. By Ju ly 9, though, the story was explained, or covered up. The
military announced that it was just a big mistake, only a weather balloon.
T he wreckage was disposed o f and the case closed until witnesses started
talking to U FO researchers in the 1970s.
For a couple visiting from Phoenix, it w asn’t the anniversary o f nothing.
T h ey had been planning on hosting a barbecue until they heard about the
Air Force’s most recent “ final report” on Roswell. They decided that if the
Air Force was willing to make up wild stories in order to cover up the truth'
o f Roswell, well, there just must be something to it. So they decided to
come see for themselves.
The Air Force report, which got widespread attention throughout the
18 6
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television media and fueled furious activity on the N et, attempts to provide
an explanation for the claim that alien bodies were found at the Roswell
crash site.1 The report follows up on a previous “ final word” on the matter
that the Air Force published in 1994. T h is latest final word revised the
weather balloon explanation, admitting that il had covered up the truth.
I'he truth was that the wreckage was part of an array o f high-altitude bal
loons used to spy on the Soviet Union. The project involved secret,
classified research carried out under the code name “ Mogul.” I’he 1997 re
port responds to criticism that the Mogul explanation could not account
for eyewitness observations o f alien bodies.
The response relies on dummies. Apparently, throughout the 1950s, the
Air Force used anthropomorphic dummies in high-altinule parachute tests.
Although dummies were not used in New Mexico in 1947, the report sug
gests that Roswell witnesses may have linked together memories of the re
covery o f the material from Mogul balloons with memories of dummy re
coveries.-’ To back up its findings, the Air Force draws directly from witness
testimony cited in several U FO books that specifically mentions dummies
and plastic dolls.' One of the most popular T-shirts in Roswell features
Grays with the caption “ We’re No Dummies."
Perhaps it seemed like the anniversary o f nothing because there was
commemoration without narrative. That is to say, there were lots of details
about bodies and sites and wreckage, lots of stories from highly credible
witnesses, but no coherent narrative account of the events that we were
supposed to be remembering. U F () researchers debate over when the crash
was supposed to have happened: Late June, July i.Ju ly 4? Was there one
crash? Two? More than that? Some suggest thai ihere were crashes all over
the Southwestern desert. Were there alien bodies? What happened to the
wreckage? In a book published to coincide with the Roswell anniversary,
Colonel Philip Corso claims to have headed a military operation that used
the alien wreckage to back-engineer important technological discoveries,
discoveries that were then leaked to American scientists and corporations
that would appear to have developed the innovations themselves. These
originally alien technologies include computer microchips, integrated cir
cuits, and liber optics.4 The Ixwik made the New York Times best-seller list.
Everyone, including the Air Force, agrees that something crashed and
that the identity o f that something was initially covered up with the
weather balloon story. A number of different folks in Roswell told me that
although they couldn't say what happened, “ good people,” “ respected
members o f the community,” and “ folks people speak highly o f" claimed to
have seen something, so they believe them. The links connecting agreedP o s ts c r lp t

upon truths, an excess o f detail, and the failure of narrative produce a site
wherein multiple remembrances become possible. What they share is a
sense o f doubt and mistrust as suspicion fills in the gaps in the script. The
commemorations, in their variety and excess, thus seem to precede the
event they celebrated. Because the event can’t be fixed or narrated, it ap
pears to be more like an effect o f the tourists, media, and T-shirts that mark
it as having happened.
Listening to Whitley Strieber read letters sent to him from other ab
ductees, I wondered if the anniversary o f nothing covered over real an
niversaries. If part o f the impetus behind Roswell was a compulsion to re
member, and in remembering to call into account, what other elements in
an American history might be linked to this alien story? Strieber's presen
tation relied on a variety o f connections to named events in that American
history credited as public. lie inscribed Roswell within a history of the
Cold War, reminding the audience that in 1947 Roswell Army Air Field
housed the 509th Air Group. The 509th was solely responsible for deliver
ies of the atomic bomb. It was, in other words, the locus of “ the bomb,” the
United States’ nuclear core. Is it possible that remembering Roswell is a
traumatic repetition of America’s nuclear past, of our continued complic
ity in the deaths of those we render aliens? Beneath the commemorative
T-shirts and ashtrays, might Roswell stand for the hidden, secret, and de
nied costs o f the Cold War?
Strieber declared, to great applause, “ Where secrets start, the Republic
stops.” He tied Roswell to Nazis via “ Operation Paperclip,” the program
that brought in Wer 11 her von Braun and the other rocket scientists crucial
to the success of NASA. For Strieber, however, Operation Paperclip was
less an instrument for the success o f the American space program than it
was an element o f a history that continues to elude narrative, a history of
black budgets, experiments on civilian populations, and a community of se
crets that during the Cold War came to stand in for the U.S. government.
It was a sign that the Republic, the American ideal, had come to an end, oc
cupied now by Nazis and those willing to work with Nazis.
Perhaps because it was the Fourth of July, Strieber’s final link was to the
American Revolution. Interpellating a community through his declaration,
he heralded “a second American revolution,” this one in ideas. Those will
ing to hear him, those willing to resist an authority that claimed a monop
oly on truth, were hailed as new revolutionaries. Their independence,
moreover, was established not with reference to the alien, not with respect
to an asserted reality, but to the possibility that “ the truth is out there.” The
revolution, in other words, involves continued iterations of uncertainty
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(“ we don’t know,” “we aren’t sure,” “we don’t have solid evidence”) voiced
even by someone who claims to have been abducted by aliens. Truth was
projected into the future, not something that could be claimed now, not
something that could justify a claim made in its name. Roswell, then, was a
reenactment of that original resistance which constituted America. As
such, it, and ufology with it, became — if only for a brief moment in a dark
ened auditorium — central to the myth or the rhetoric o f a populist recla
mation of democracy.
Perhaps the Roswell anniversary occupies that site in the popular cul
ture of American democracy that can’t be occupied by the anniversary of
the CIA. Like Roswell, the Central Intelligence Agency pinpoints its ori
gins to July 19 4 7 . 1.ike Roswell, it is enmeshed in conspiracy and innuendo,
in hints, cover-ups, denials, and half-truths. It implicates and is implicated
in the Cold War. Both are outside the ideal and civil speech o f the public
sphere; both remain part o f the hidden underside of liberal democracy. The
stigma attached to UFOs and conspiracy theory, the stigma that embeds
Roswell in the popular subculture, provides a fire wall that continues to
block access to the CIA. Even at a time when the agency seems ever less
significant, concern with its crimes and attention to its secrets carry a hint
of paranoia that reflects more on the one seeking to investigate the CIA
than on the agency itself. It’s hard to talk about spooks, black budgets, and
covert actions without sounding crazy. We can talk about Roswell because
in so doing we deliberately enter a stigmatized site. We can’t talk seriously,
to be sure; but we can talk, jokingly, laughingly. We can’t even joke about
the CIA.
Several weeks after the Roswell anniversary, an AP wire service report
was posted on the Internet, announcing that the CIA had lied about its in
terest in UFOs. Not surprisingly, the report was picked up by much of the
mainstream press. The report drew from a snidv by Gerald K. Haines,
“CIA ’s Role in the Study o f UFOs, 19 47-19 90,” published in the unclassi
fied CIA journal Studies in Intelligence and available on the World W ide
Web.' Haines notes that “the idea that the CIA has secretly concealed its
research into UFO s has been a major theme o f U FO buffs since the mod
ern LTFO phenomenon emerged in the late 1940s.” Consequently, his re
port “ chronologically examines the Agency’s efforts to solve the mystery of
UFOs, its programs that had an impact on U FO sightings, and its attempts
to conceal CIA involvement in the entire LTFO issue.” 6 The report ac
knowledges that the cover-up charges were true and that the cover-up it
self was completely counterproductive: it led to ever greater mistrust of the
agency'. Haines provides details about a CIA-sponsored panel 011 UFOs
1 90
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that met in January 1953. Noting the panel’s conclusion that U FO reports
might induce “ hysterical mass behavior” harmful to constituted authority’
and might well clog communication channels, he writes:
To meet these problems, the panel recommended that the National Se
curity Council debunk U FO reports and institute a policy of public edu
cation to reassure the public o f the lack of evidence behind UFO s. It
suggested using the mass media, advertising, business clubs, schools, and
even the Disney corporation to get the message across. Reporting at the
height of McCarthyisin, the panel also recommended that such private
UFO groups as the Civilian Flying Saucer Investigators in Los Angeles
and the Aerial Phenomena Research Organization in Wisconsin be
monitored for subversive activities.7
Just because you’re paranoid, it doesn’t mean they’re not out to get you.
Flying saucers threatened the culture o f containment. The CIA did ap
proach UFO witnesses and investigators. I wonder if they sent Men in
Black. As Karla Turner suspected, the government has tried to encode
U FO messages in popular entertainment media — even Mickey Mouse is
involved.
To be sure, if the Haines report is to be believed, and as soon as it was
posted ufologists were debunking it as still more disinformation, the mes
sages didn’t involve a pact with the aliens. The CIA ’s continued investiga
tion o f UFO s uncovered no evidence o f extraterrestrial activity. What had
to be kept quiet was its use of high-altitude spy planes, the U-2 and the SR17. Witnesses reporting UFOs were catching glimpses o f a top-secret gov
ernment reconnaissance project. “ \ir Force B l u e B o o k investigators aware
o f the secret U-2 flights,” Haines notes, “ tried to explain away such sight
ings by linking them to natural phenomena such as ice crystals and tem
perature inversions.” 8 The witnesses were credible, after all.
More than an anniversary of nothing, then, Roswell may be a celebra
tion of conspiracy thinking, a festival re-creating that paranoia, justified
and not, which has been central to American political histories. Given the
globalized technoculture o f late-capitalist societies, many find that doubt
and mistrust are primary features o f democracy at the millennium. As
Haines concludes: “ Like the JF K assassination conspiracy theories, the
UFO issue probably will not go away soon, no matter what the agency does
or says. The belief that we are not alone in the universe is too emotional
and the distrust o f our government is too pervasive to make the issue
amenable to traditional scientific studies of rational explanation and evi
dence.” 9 An editorial, “ Some Thoughts on a More Glorious Fourth,” from
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the Patriot Forum, a paper in the small Maine town o f Castine, expresses a
similar sentiment. Rejecting the Air Force’s dummy explanation, the edi
torial observes: “Add to this one-among-many blatant, arrogant examples
o f government duplicity (e.g. Watergate, Iran Contra, etc) and it is little
wonder that the average citizen grows more and more cynical about the
federal government as a reliable source o f information. Indeed, whether
there were aliens in Roswell or not is not the issue, rather it may be this
cynicism as much as anything that has led to the celebration in Roswell.” 1"
Can we rely on traditional scientific explanations? Are there any reliable
sources of information? Can the reliability o f the sources be detached from
the information and, if so, does the reliability of the information then come
to inhere in the networks in which it is used, deployed, and disseminated?
James Earl Ray seems about to be released from prison. Ballistics evi
dence— scientific, technical, forensic information — indicates the possi
bility that the bullet that killed Martin Luther K in g jr. did not come from
Ray’s gun. Out o f eighteen bullets tested, twelve have a distinctive mark
ing. The death bullet is like the unmarked six. What does it mean to con
tinue to believe that Ray is an assassin? Can one find Ray guilty and also
accept that others whose accusations have been backed up by “scientific”
evidence (say, O. J. Simpson) are innocent? There is still no solution, no an
swer, no explanation for the explosion that downed TW A Flight 800. We
still don’t know who planted a bomb at the 1996 Atlanta Olympics.
Throughout the summer of 1997, national news shows aired videos of
mysterious lights that were hovering in a straight line over Phoenix, Ari
zona, the previous March. Some have claimed that the lights were part o f a
military test o f experimental flares. Others have analyzed the “ infrared sig
natures” and argued that they couldn’t be flares. That same vear, within the
space o f two months, the Air Force and the CIA — the U.S. government —
published official reports on UFOs. Coincidence?

Grand Rapids, Michigan
At the M U F O N 1997 international symposium in Grand Rapids,
Michigan, held the week after the Roswell celebration, there was the strong
suggestion that even if the Roswell anniversary did commemorate some
thing, it was insignificant given the evidence o f abduction. Abduction,
many at the symposium agreed, designates more than an event; it consti
tutes an intervention in human lives and history.
The symposium w'as based at the Amway Grand Hotel. Other groups
using the hotel for conventions or occasions wrere Amway itself and the
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“ Daughters o f Job." One o f the high-school-age women in the latter group
described it to me as “ Masonic.” All three groups, Amway, Mason-girls,
and UFO researchers, looked at the others suspiciously, as if they were
freakish, cultlike Demographically, they looked pretty much the same, al
though M U FO N was somewhat more racially diverse and the Daughters
o f Job had significantly more teenage girls.
The theme o f the M U F O N symposium was “ The Fiftieth Anniversary
o f Ufology.” The sessions focused on the trajectory of U FO research since
1047. An important exception was the paper from Jan L. Aldrich, a UFO
researcher from Connecticut. In his author biography published in the
symposium proceedings, Aldrich describes himself as “ retired from the
U.S. Army with over 25 years in the field artillery and seven overseas
tours.” Despite his many overseas tours, he “ has had no significant UFO
experiences.” 11 Aldrich's paper recovers the details of a forgotten history of
UFOs in order to contextualize both the Roswell incident and the originary story of Kenneth Arnold’sjun e 1947 sighting o f nine flying disks near
Mount Rainier in Washington State. It opens up the ufological past, root
ing it in a history that is neither distinctly American nor inscribed within
the O dd War. Accordingly, Aldrich stresses a variety o f stories that ap
peared in European newspapers prior to the Arnold story. Moreover, he
links them to a history reaching back to World War II. The effect of
Aldrich’s paper, especially given the tone of the rest o f the symposium, was
to lessen the hold o f Roswell and specific past events on the audience and
to draw our attention to the patterns, and terrors, o f the abductions sur
rounding us all right now.
The first speakers were Beth Collings and Anna Jamerson. I recognized
them immediately from their picture in Connections, The man who intro
duced them emphasized that their names are not real, that they use pseu
donyms. Anna and Beth described some o f the same events that are in their
book. They didn’t say anything about the naked man in the white cowboy
hat or the giant bee. Anna told the audience about the “ thought bombs" the
aliens had implanted, one o f which was to have gone off in February 1997,
giving her new, important information. February came and went, and
nothing happened. 1 was impressed that she revealed this failure of proph
esy. But then 1 noted how she linked her story within the larger abduction
theme that “the aliens lie.” By revealing the failed prophecy, Anna added
to her credibility even as she reinforced the abduction narrative. Beth cried
at one point. They were both serious, appropriate to the import of their
claims. Sociologist Alan Ilill, also observing the meeting, told me that
Anna and Beth’s performances were among the most convincing he had
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seen. Each performed the role o f abductee well, especially given that the
script remains in flux. They weren’t “ New Age-y” ; they didn’t talk about
the aliens’ life-style. Anna, however, did say she thought she was being
trained to navigate a spaceship. Still, overall, each was able to produce a
credible persona that claimed for itself the right to be recognized, heard,
and respected. They took questions from the audience.
For the most part, the first day was devoted to abduction. David Jacobs,
the Temple University historian, announced: “ The abduction phenome
non has changed everything.” Jacobs urged the audience to forget Ros
well and refuse conspiracy theory. Research on both, he argued, had been
a fruitless waste o f time. I Ie stressed the importance o f disentangling ufol
ogy from anything that hinted o f “New Age.” UFOs are about science and
evidence, not past lives and spiritual enlightenment. Abduction, Jacobs
claimed, produces precisely that evidence: “Abductions have provided what
was impossible to obtain with sighting reports: evidence of alien moti
vation, intent, and purpose. The abduction phenomenon has allowed us
to enter inside the objects rather than simply observing the outside shells
of the objects. It has also allowed us to enter into the minds of aliens.” "
Jacobs was not exactly clear as to the content of these alien minds. I Ie
didn’t elucidate precisely their motivation, intent, or purpose. Yet he did
hint that their purpose has more to do with human physiology, with re
production, with sex, than with technology. The big alien secret, the truth
of the alien, it seems, has to do with sex, a sex that in nearly all accounts of
abduction is presumed to be straight and procreative even when conjoined
with the alien.14
Jacobs’s interpretation of the alien agenda could be a galactic version of
the legal theorist Catharine MacKinnon’s “ victim feminism.” 15 Humans
are those who are subject to aliens, who are used by aliens, who cannot and
need not consent to aliens, who are repeatedly violated and abused by
aliens. Jacobs writes: “The evidence is now quite strong that we have been
invaded by aliens and [that] abductees are subject to their abilities. They
have not made formal contact because they did not want to. They have re
mained secret because they want to. They have been engaging in a system
atic physical exploitation o f humans because of a specific agenda that ad
vances their designs. Humans do not figure into the equation as partners.” 16
Jacobs also encouraged research on abduction because o f the respect it
has brought to the UP'O community. Although he emphasized the need for
more academic contributions to the study of abduction, contributions that
he thought should come from tenured members o f the academy, less sus
ceptible to “ ridicule and scorn,” he noted that the achievements o f ufology
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had been reached for the most part without any support from academia, the
government, or the media. Precisely because of the efforts of ufologists and
abduction researchers, a phenomenon that one would expect to have been
rejected as “ wild and absurd” is actually accepted; in many circles, abduc
tion is not dismissed out o f hand. Jacobs interprets this acceptance, the
consideration o f abduction as a possibility in a variety o f media and socio
cultural locations, triumphantly: “ We have withstood intensive ridicule
and scorn for decades and emerged, not quite victorious, but still strug
gling for the truth.” 17 Respect equals redemption.
Budd Hopkins was the final speaker o f the evening. He sealed the sym
posium’s stress on abduction, marking abduction as the central issue of
ufology. Furthermore, he strengthened the negative thread of abduction
interpretation that Jacobs, Collings, and Jamerson had introduced. Hop
kins, in other words, rejected any and all claims about good, benevolent,
transformative, eco-aliens. Indeed, without mentioning his name directly,
Hopkins took direct aim at John Mack, linking Mack with the Heaven’s
Gate suicides. Hopkins argued that “ for anyone to accept the idea that we
must bypass our fellow humans and look to the UFO occupants as the final
source of ecological wisdom and spiritual growth is, unfortunately, to take
a step along the same path.” 18 The ecological message of abduction is, o f
course, the spin Mack puts on abduction, the meaning he sees underlying
the phenomenon. For Hopkins, any such positive spin is rooted in decep
tion— not simply in the self-deception of the abductee or the researcher,
but in the deliberate duplicity of the aliens.
Hopkins also attacked Richard Boylan, the psychiatrist who at the 1992
abduction conference held at M IT said that he would sooner trust an alien
than the military. (Hopkins refrained from mentioning that Boylan lost
his license. He did, however, link Boylan’s political beliefs to the militia
movement.) Agreeing that the military has a shocking record of lies and
deceit, Hopkins nonetheless offered the following test: In one corner o f a
room stands a Gray with its large black eyes. In the other corner, repre
senting the military, is Colin Powell. To whom should a young mother
entrust the care of her baby for a three-day period?19 In the M U FO N au
dience, Powell won.
As he argued against transformative and positive interpretations of ab
duction, Hopkins continued his praise of the strength of abductees. For
him, mistrust of the government and the aliens needs to be kept separate
from “ suicide cults” and “ right-wing, racist militias.” Reasonable and
healthy mistrust is linked with a morally appropriate humanism, one that
stresses the right to know what is happening to us and our families. The
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latter, on the other hand, is implicated in the aliens’ habit of lying to people,
o f telling abductees that they, the aliens, are really their parents; it is part
of the disavowal of life and humanity found in some religions. In this con
text, then, the abductees came across as even more heroic: “More than any
of the rest of us — more, even, than our voluntary astronauts and cosmo
nauts — abductees possess an understanding of the richness and mystery of
our universe in ways that are more profound and more intimate than any
o f us has known.” 2" Whatever transformation might be part of abduction
for Hopkins stemmed from the opportunity' to take not an alien perspec
tive, but an extraterrestrial one like that which has animated the ecological
and spiritual concerns of some of the astronauts, and which has been part
o f a capacity to think globally.

Mars.com
Roswell shared front-page space with news o f the Pathfinder Mars land
ing. In fact, they quickly became linked together, especially on the Inter
net. Like millions o f others, I received an E-mail message that parodied
official explanations for the Roswell story, headlined “ Mars Air Force De
nies Stories o f U FO Crash.” The message continued: “A spokesthing for
Mars Air Force denounced as false rumors that an alien space craft crashed
in the desert, outside o f Ares Vallis on Friday. Appearing at a press confer
ence today, General Rgrmrmy the Lesser stated that ‘the object was, in
fact, a harmless high-altitude weather balloon, not an alien spacecraft.’
General Rgrmrmy the Lesser stated that hysterical stories of a detachable
vehicle roaming across the Martian desert were blatant fiction, provoked
by incidents involving swamp gas.”
At various sites on the World W ide Web, people speculated that,
like the moon landing, the Pathfinder mission was a fraud. At www.
marsconspiracy.com, I found pictures (presumably enhanced by Photo
shop) claiming to present the truth behind the mission. On each page was
an official photograph available from the Jet Propulsion Lab, together with
the caption “Take a look at what we found.” Underneath, the “enhanced”
pictures displayed a close-up of th e JP L original, revealing part of a sixpack left on the “ Martian surface,” a large steam shovel, and the Death Star
from George Lucas’s The Empire Strikes Back undergoing construction. You
could also “ buv the gear NASA doesn’t want you to have.” On other sites,
I found Mars photos featuring various types of aliens. These were playful,
ironic iterations of more conspiratorial themes involving a government
cover-up o f life on Mars.’ 1 I learned that aliens may have been responsible
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fo r th e failu re o f the p re v io u s A m e ric a n m issio n to M a rs . In 1 9 9 3 , th e M a rs

Observer sim p ly d isap p e ared rig h t b e fo re it w as su p p o se d to have lan d ed .
But these insertions of the Pathfinder mission into the U FO discourse
didn’t detract from the wider enthusiasm for the mission. Nearly 40 mil
lion people accessed Mars sites on the Web. People involved themselves
with the trundling Sojourner and its adventures with rocks and parachutes.
It was better than a videogame. If we can’t all be astronauts, we can at least
simulate Mission Control. NASA realizes that the astronaut lacks the
iconic power it held for Americans in the sixties; and NASA know-s that the
key to future successes is the Internet, inviting people to participate in dis
coveries from where they are, from right there at home. Especially given
the travails o f the Russian space station M ir, and the dullness of the space
shuttle astronauts, sending actual people to outerspace hardly seems worth
the trouble. The Pathfinder mission shows, like the film Apollo 1 3, that the
real action is terminal, at the screens behind the scenes.
Could it be a coincidence that Pathfinder landed on the Fourth o f July,
Independence Day? Independence Day featured the invasion of Earth; per
haps the techies and engineers a tJP L had in mind a mini-invasion o f Mars.
Maybe NASA wanted to point toward a new world order, a global network
that united people all over the globe. This time, instead o f using comput
ers to defeat the aliens, folks would use them to adopt their own extrater
restrial perspective. Enmeshed in the netw orks of information and virtuality that are technoculture at the millennium, we can make most any link
plausible, even convincing. But will we find anyone to believe us?
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Mysterious Skin (N ew York:

and for recom m ending Scott H eim ’s powerful novel,
H arperC ollins, 1995).

14- Langdon W in n er, The Whale and the Reactor (Chicago: U niversity o f C h i
cago Press, 1986), p. 1 1 3 .
1 5. A ly inquiry is indebted to the w ork o f M ichel Foucault. See his Power/Knowl
edge, ed. C olin G ordon (N ew York: Pantheon, 1980), and Discipline and Punish: The
Birth of the Prison (N ew York: V intage Press, 1979). A s 1 use the term “ discourse”
to describe the discussions, com m unities, anil practices connected with aliens and
U F O s, however, I am follow ing L ee Q uinby’s rew orking o f Foucault. Allow ing that
the parameters o f a given field o f statements cannot be fixed, Q uinby provides an
elastic conception o f discourse that refers to the “ conventions fo r establishing
meaning, designating the true from the false, em powering certain speakers and
writers and disqualifying others” (Anti-Apocalypse: Exercises in Genealogical Criticism
[M inneapolis: U niversity o f M innesota Press, 1994], p. xv). She stresses the consti
tution o f a discourse within a social context “ that establishes regularities or pre
scribed ways o f speaking that allow' and disallow statements” (p. xv). T ogether with
elasticity, the stress on situatedness helps to account for the ways in which dis
courses proliferate and expand. H eretofore relatively closed discourses, in other
words, can spread beyond their prim ary field o f statements. T h e y can colonize
other discourses o r infect them virally, a change in metaphor effecting an alteration
in m eaning that introduces the possibility o f unpredictable discursive mutations.
Som e discourses may become parasitic on others, articulating elements o f the host
discourse to feed their own ends.
In addition to drawing from Q uinby’s conception of discourse, I also use
Ernesto Laclau and Chantal M ouffc’s analysis o f a discursive structure as “ an ar

ticulatory practice which constitutes and organizes social relations” (Hegemony and
Socialist Strategy [London: V erso, 1985], p. 96). I lere, as in other poststructuralist
and cultural studies approaches, “ articulation” is a term o f art. A n articulation es
tablishes a link am ong elem ents that changes their identity (p. 105). T hroughout
this book, I have generally used the term “ link” as an easier, breezier, cyberian synonvm for “ articulation."
16. W illiam E. Connolly, The Ethos of Pluralization (M inneapolis: U niversity o f
M innesota Press, 1995), p. too.
17 . Ju rgen H aberm as writes: “ I'he supposition o f reasonableness rests on the
norm ative sense of democratic procedures which should guarantee that all socially
relevant issues can be thematized, treated with reasons and imagination and worked
through to resolutions which — with equal respect for the integrity o f each indi
vidual and each life fo rm — suit the equal interests o f all.” H abermas, “ N achholende Revolution und linker Revisionsbedarf: Was heisst Sozialismus heute?” in

Die Modeme —ein unvollendetes Projekt (Leipzig: R edam -V erlag, 1990), p. 232 (m y
translation).
18 . Elaine Showalter, Iiystones: Hysterical Epidemics and Modern Media (N ew
York: Colum bia U niversity Press, 1997), p. 12 .
19. T h e term “ consensus realitv” is used by philosophers to denote a particular
theory about the relationship between people’s perceptions and descriptions o f re
ality and the “ stu ff” that is “ really” out there “ in the w orld." T h e y might contrast
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this conception o f reality with, say, a correspondence theory o f reality. But “ con
sensus reality” is also a term o f art am ong ufologists and abductees who use it to re
fer to the notions o f the real accepted by and acceptable to mainstream society.
W hen I use the term , I have both meanings in mind.
20.

T h e sort o f conspiracy' theory I ’m advocating here has nothing to do with

anti-Sem itism . Despite the fact that American conspiracy theories have appeared
across the political spectrum, targeting various enemies from the Ivy League
Protestant establishment, the pope, communists, and, yes, Jew ish bankers, many
people mistakenly assume that all conspiracy theories are anti-Sem itic. I am inter
ested in the form o f conspiracy thinking rather than in specific contents.
2 i . G rant Kester, “Access Denied: Information Policy and the Lim its o f L ib er
alism,” available in the A rticles/Papers section o f Sarah Z upko’s Cultural Studies
C enter on the W orld W id e W eb (April 1997). An abridged version appeared in

Afterimage 2 1, no. 6 (Janu ary >994)22. H ere I am influenced by Bruno Latour’s com pelling discussion in Science in
Action (Cam bridge: H arvard U niversity Press, 1987). Latour includes the example
o f U F O s to point to problems that arise when scientists think outside the “ net
works” that establish for them the conditions o f inquiry, discussion, and proof. “ For
instance,” he writes, “ an astronom er will wonder why ‘m odern educated Am ericans
still believe in flying saucers although they obviously do not exist.’ ” In this example,
“ it is im plicitly assumed that people should have gone in one direction, the only rea
sonable one to take but, unfortunately, they have been led astray by som ething, anil
it is this som ething that needs explanation. T h e straight line thev should have fol
lowed is said to be rational-, the bent one that they have unfortunately been made to
take is said to be m otional" (p. 183). Consequently, I am not trying to explain why
people believe in U FO s. M y interest is in what the attention to aliens and L T O s in
contexts beyond the ufological tells us about contem porary American society.
23. “ Push technolog)'” refers to the elimination o f the W eb browser as media are
pushed onto the screen without the user having to search for them. In 1997 early
versions o f this sort o f technology were available from PointCast, Backweb, and Ac
tive Desktop. In a typically enthusiastic embrace o f this new technology targeted at
a stockowning “you” burdened by disposable income, Wired writes: “ Netw orked
communications need interfaces that hop across nodes, exploiting the unique char
acter o f distributed connections. Technology that, say, follows you into the next
taxi you ride, gently prodding you to visit the local aquarium, all the while keeping
you up-to-date on your favorite basketball team’s game in progress. Another device
might chime on your wrist, letting you know that the route home is congested with
traffic, and flashing the address o f a restaurant where you can eat cut-rate sushi
while waiting it out. A t home on your com puter, the same system will run soothing
screensavers underneath regular news flashes, all while keeping track, in one cor
ner, of press releases from com panies whose stocks you own. W ith frequent com 
mercial messages, o f course.” See “ Push! Kiss Your Brow ser G oodbye: T h e Radical
Future o f M edia beyond the W eb," by the editors o f Wired, M arch 199 7, cover
et seq.
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24. Phil Cousineau, UFOs: A M anual fo r the M illennium (N ew York: H arperC ollins W est, 1995), p. 179 . Cousineau credits these “ quick facts” to an analysis o f
a 1990 G allu p poll done by the Centerfo r UFO Studies Journal.
25. “Antipolitics ’94,” Nev.' York Times Magazine, O ctober 16, 1994, p. 37.
26. Pm indebted to Sim on C ritchley and Aletta N orval for convincing me on
this point.
27. In her discussion o f Jam es Lovelock’s G aia hypothesis, Donna Haraway
writes: “ T h e signals em anating from an extraterrestrial perspective, such as the pho
tographic eye o f a space ship, are relayed and translated through the inform ationprocessing machines built by the m embers o f a voraciously energy-consum ing,
space-faring hom inid culture that called itself M ankind. And M an is, by self
definition, a globalizing and, therefore, global species. T h e people who built the
sem iotic and physical technology to see G aia became the global species, in which
they recognized themselves, through the concrete practices by which they built
their knowledge.” 1laraway, “ C ybo rgs and Sym bionts: L ivin g T ogether in the N ew
W orld O rder,” in The Cyborg Handbook, ed. C h ris H ables G ray (N ew York: Routledge, 1995), p. xiv.
28. W arren Young, “ T h e M achines Are Taking O ver,” Life, M arch 3, 19 6 1,
p. io8fF.
29. Constance Penley overlooks the importance o f computers and cyberspace in
her assessment o f the continued utopian potential o f N A S A and outerspace. See her

N A SA /Trek: Popular Science and Sex in America (London: Verso, 1997).
30. D ennis O verbye, “And W ill W e E ver Return?” Time, Ju ly 25, 1994, p. 58.
3 1 . Sharon Begley, “ N ext Stop M ars,” Newsweek,]v\y 25, 1994, PP- 4- ~ 4732. Kester’s “Access D en ied” appropriately places discussions o f N e t dem ocracy
in historical context, linking them with sim ilar discussions o f steam and electric
power.
33. Sec the critical article linking the Internet with conspiracy theory by G eorge
Johnson, “ Pierre, Is T h at a M asonic Flag on the M oon ?” New York Times, N ovem 
ber 24, 1996, p. E4.
34. For a thorough history o f the H eaven’s G ate group from the standpoint o f
the sociology o f new religious movements, see Robert J . Balch, “ W aiting tor the
Ships: Disillusionment and the Revitalization o f Faith in Bo and Peep’s U F O C u lt,”
in Lew is, ed., The Cods Have Landed, pp. 1 3 7 - 16 6 .
35. G eorge Johnson, “ O ld V ie w o f the Internet: N erds. N ew V iew : N u ts,” New

York Times, M arch 30, 19 9 7, pp. E i , 6.
36. M ore com plex assessments o f the political anil social meanings o f networked
computers have been com mon in genres o f science fiction and cyberpunk, whether
in film, literature, or com ic books.
37. For accounts o f the eclectic m ethodologies found in works often grouped to
gether under the name “ cultural studies,” see the introductions to Cultural Studies,
ed. and intro. Law rence G rossberg, C a ry N elson, and Paida A. T reich ler (N ew
York: Routledge, 1992), pp. 1 - 1 6 , and The Cultural Studies Reader, ed. anti intro. S i
mon D uring (N ew York: Routledge, 1993), pp. 1 - 2 5 . M y understanding o f m y ap
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proach has also been greatly enhanced by G il Rodm an’s detailed elaboration on the
use o f cultural studies for providing a specific enough account o f a cultural phe
nomenon — one, that is, that doesn’t explain away what makes a phenomenon in
teresting by subsuming it under, say, capitalism or postmodernism. T h e elements
o f cultural studies that he finds helpful for understanding the posthum ous career o f
F.lvis Presley are also what enable cultural studies to shed light on the U F O dis
course: “ its radical contextualism, its explicitly political nature, its com m itm ent to
theory, and its self-reflexivity.” See G ilbert B. Rodm an, Elvis after Elvis: The Posthu

mous Career of a Living Legend (N ew York: Routledge, 1 996), p. 19.
58.
See Ju lia Kristeva, Strangers to Ourselves, trans. Leon S. Roudiez (N ew York:
Colum bia U niversity Press, 19 9 1), and Nations without Nationalism, trans. L eon S.
Roudiez (N ew York: C olum bia U niversity Press, 199 }). T h e discussion o f Freud’s

Das Unheimliche in the form er details the psychoanalytic understanding o f the “ im
manence o f the strange within the fam iliar” (pp. 1 8 2 - 18 3 ) . Priscilla W ald’s com 
pelling analysis o f cultural anxieties as they appear in, draw’ from , and displace
specific official narratives o f nationhood and identity is also useful here. See Wald,

Constituting Americans: Cultural Anxiety and Narrative Form (Durham : Duke U n i
versity Press, 1995), especially her reflections on Freud’s use o f the uncanny (pp. 5—
io). Wald writes: “ Freud’s uncanny recognition . . . turns on the discovery that the
unfamiliar is really familiar (the stranger as se lf) but also that the familiar is unfa
m iliar (the self as stranger). . . . U ltim ately . . . the uncanny sends us home to the
discovery that ‘hom e’ is not what or where we think it is and that we, b y extension,
are not who or what we think we are” (p. 7).
39. M y sketch o f this norm ative model o f the public sphere draws from Ju rgen
H aberm as’s conceptualization o f the bourgeois public sphere in The Structural

Transformation of the Public Sphere, trans. T hom as Burger (Cam bridge: M I T Press,
1989). See also m y critique o f the public sphere in chapter 3 o f Solidarity of
Strangers: Feminism after Identity Politics (Berkeley: U niversity o f C alifornia Press,
1996), and in “ C ivil Society: Beyond the Public Sphere,” in The Handbook of Criti
cal Theory, ed. David Rasmussen (London: Basil Blackwell, 1996), pp. 2 2 0 -2 4 2 .
40. Examples include the contributions to C raig Calhoun’s edited volume

Habermas and the Public Sphere (Cam bridge: M IT Press, 1992), to The Phantom Pub
lic Sphere, ed. Bruce Robbins (M inneapolis: U niversity o f M innesota Press, 1993),
and to Public Culture 7, no. 1 (Fall 1994).
4 1 . See Zygm ut Baum an’s account o f the stranger’s disruption o f the friend/
enemy opposition. Arguing that strangehood cannot be reduced to problems o f
knowledge and interpretation, Bauman writes: “T h e strangers are not, however, the
‘as-yet-undecided’; they are, in principle, undecidables. T h e y are that ‘third ele
m ent’ which should not be. T h e true hybrids, the monsters: not just unclassified,
but unciassifiable. T h e y therefore do not question this one opposition here and
now: they question oppositions as such, the very principle o f the opposition, the
plausibility o f dichotom y it suggests. T h e y unmask the brittle artificiality o f divi
s io n — they destroy the w orld.” See Bauman, “ M odernity and Am bivalence,” in

Global Culture, ed. M ike F'eatherstone (London: Sage, 1990), p. 148.
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42. F or a thorough account o f the paranoia and fear o f conspiracy in American

The Party of Fear From Xativist Mmemcntx to
tbeSar Rr^ht tn American History (Chapel I fill: U niversity o f N o rth C arolina Press,
anti-alienism , see David H . Bennett,

1988). I’m indebted to Mart)' K elly for bringing this book to m y attention.
43. In his introduction to

The Phantom Public Sphere (pp. vii-xxvi), Bruce Rob

bins returns to W alter Lippm an’s critique o f the public as an unattainable idea to
consider what it means todav for the public to be a phantom. In this context, R ob
bins challenges the equating o f the political with the public in the sense o f open. I,
too, question the assumption that "m aking visible” is sufficient — or even neces
sary — for political action, suspecting that “ truth” is always what is presumed to be
seen or revealed. W hat makes the public a phantom is its opposition to the hidden.
T h e public sphere is haunted by the possibility o f the invisible, the closed, the se
cret, and the surreptitious. M y concern is with the way that, through its very use.
the concept o f the public sphere com pels disclosure even as it conceals its im possi
bility: there can never lie a full disclosure because suspicion is generative. Put som e
what differently, the iniersuhjectivity that gives the public sphere its political char
acter brings with it the limits and distortions of recognition.
44. I say “ m ay" because, with aliens, conspiracy i-> in the air. In “ T h e Clinton
H aters," a cover article in the

Nnr iork Times Magazine for February 23, 1997,

Philip W eiss discusses the various conspiracies allegedly involving the Clinton
W hite H ouse. T h e cover announces that “ no President has been put at the center
o f more conspiracy theories, nor been the objcct o f m ore virulent accusations.
W hat is it about Bill C linton — and the nation he leads?” Yet. .Michael Rogin points
out the centrality o f the form er president. C IA director, Skull and Bones initiate,
and T rihteralist G eo rge 1Icrbcrt W alker Bush to conspiracy thinking. See Rogin,

Cultures of United
States Imperialism, ed. \m \ Kaplan and Donald E . Pease (D urham : Duke U n iver

“ ‘M ake .My D ay!' Spectacle as Amnesia in Imperial Politics," in
sity Press, 1993), pp. 499- 534
45.
W illiam C orlett. Community without

Unity: A Polities of Derrulian Extrava
gance (Durham : Duke U niversity Press, 1989). T hanks to T om Dumm for helping
me understand the im portance o f this discussion ot reassurance.
46, Mere I am talking only aliout the U F O com m unity in the U nited States.
'I "here are large and active U F O groups in England, Australia, and Brazil. A U F O
museum and research center is under way in Japan. T h e M utual U F O N etw ork
(M U F O N ) includes representatives from thirty-five different countries.
47. At present, I can't provide solid evidence for this statement. G allup polls sup
port the claim that sightings and Itelief appear throughout the U .S. population (al
though the percentage o f college graduates who believe in I F( )s is higher than the
percentage o f those w ith only a high school education). See G allop and N ew port,
“ B elief in Psychic and Paranormal Phenomena W idespread among Am ericans.”
U F O literature stresses the diversity among witnesses and abductees. M U F O N ’s
director W alter Andrus agrees w ith this assessment, although he acknowledges that
the num ber o f African Americans interested in joining M U F O N tends to lie low.
At .V lU FO N 's 1996 International U F'O Sym posium , the audience seemed to he just
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as I described. I ’ve spoken personally with abductees from a variety of ethnic and
religious backgrounds, including iVlexican Am erican, African Am erican, Jew ish,
anil Anglo Protestant.
Brenda D en zler’s survey data on the 1996 symposium indicate that 83 percent
o f the participants were white. H e r data confirm the G allup poll results with regard
to education: 63 percent o f the participants had bachelor’s degrees, and 1 1 percent
had doctorates. Interestingly, 87 percent o f the participants claimed to vote in reg
ular elections. See Denzler, "W h o Are W e?” XIUFON UFO Journal, no. 349 (M ay
1997), pp. 9 - 1 4 .
48. T h o se o f you reading this, don’t w orry; you r secrets are safe.
49. See T o n y Kushner, Angels in America: A Gay Fantasia on National Themes
(N ew York: Theatre Com m issions G roup, 1993). In particular, I have in mind “ Part
O ne: M illennium Approaches.” Also sec David M . Jacobs, The UFO Controversy in

America (Bloom ington: Indiana U niversity Press, 1975).
50. L yn n Spigel, “ From D om estic Space to O uter Space,” Close Encounters: Film,
Feminism, and Science Fiction, ed. Constance Penley, F.lisabeth L yo n , Lynn Spigel,
and Jan et Bergstrom (Minneapolis: U niversity o f M innesota Press, 19 9 1), p. 2 10 .
See also W alter A. M c D o u g a ll,. . . The Heavens and the Earth: A Political History of
the Space Program (N ew York: Basic Books, 1985).
5 1 . Rogin writes: “ T h e linkage o f expansion to freedom instead o f to the acqui
sition o f colonies prepared the U nited States to see itself as the legitimate defender
o f freedom in the postcolonial T h ird W orld” (“ M ake M y D ay,” p. 5x0).
52. In his account o f narratives employed in the constitution o f American na
tional identity, Michael Shapiro explains that “ responses to cultural anxieties have
often taken the form o f repeating the story o f the w inning o f the W est; the retelling
o f the myth o f violent (yet sacred) expansion has been a dominant mode through
which ‘Am erica’ has perform ed its legendary national identity. Such textual perfor
mances, in which Americans are constituted (or reconstituted) in response to cul
tural anxieties about appropriate personhood, have been evident in various histori
cal p e rio d s. . . in which Am erica’s m ythic W estern past was reaffirmed . . . [and are]
especially pertinent to the politics o f constructing the alien-other.” N A S A ’s con
struction o f the astronaut-hero is one such retelling. See Shapiro, “ N arrating the
N ation, U nw elcom ing the Stranger: Anti-Im m igration Policy in C ontem porary
‘Am erica,’ ” Alternatives 22, no. 1 (Jan u ary -F e b ru ary 1997), pp. 1 - 3 4 , quotation
p. 28.
53. F.layne Rapping, The Looking Glass World o f Nonfiction TV (Boston: South
End Press, 1987), p. 79.
54. I ’m drawing here from what Shapiro refers to as “ the myth o f vacancy at the
place o f settlem ent,” a myth vital to the national identity o f the biblical Israel and
redeployed in Am erica's fantasy o f the wild, open West. See Shapiro, “ N arrating
the N ation ," p. 25.
55. Paul Bover, When Time Shall Be No More (Cam bridge: H arvard U niversity
Press, Belknap, 1992), p. 265.
56. Showalter, Hystories, p. 196.
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57- See my “ C oin in g O ut as an Alien: Feminists, U F O s, anil ‘the Oprah E f
fect,’ " in “ Bad Girls"/"Good d irk ": Women, Sex , mid Power in the Xineties, ed. Nan
Bauer M aglin and Donna P erry (N ew Brunswick: Rutgers U niversity Press,

19 9 6 ),

pp. 9 0 - 10 5 .

CHAPTER I. FUGITIVE ALIEN TRUTH
1 . There are numerous w ays to interpret not just The X -Files hut also the series’
connections to contem porary paranoia. F or example, W illiam C arey M cW illiam s
finds that “ in 1996 paranoia has taken a stride toward the mainstream: 48 percent
o f Am ericans,

Newswttk told us, believe in U F O s and are convinced that the gov

ernm ent is covering up the evidence, while 29 percent believe the governm ent has
been in contact with aliens. T h e T V Series ‘T h e X -F ile s’ (like the film Independence

Day) symbolizes that rather creepy dimension o f the national mood. It also tells us
som ething about our politics: T h e heroes are people who w ork tor the govern
ment. Americans m ay suspect officials o f being in league with malign powers, but
they also know, at least dimly, that governm ent is the best hope they’ve got.”
M cW illiams, “ Clinton’s Reelection: T h e ‘ X ’ Factor,” Commonweal, O ctober u ,
1996, p. 9. (iiven M ulder’s antagonistic relationship to the rest o f the bureau, I
don't share M cW illiam s’s interpretation o f the series. Indeed, it seems to me that
M ulder’s hope rests less in the governm ent than in the possibility o f going directly
to the people. See also the contributions to “Dewy A ll Knowledge”: Rending the X Files, ed. David Lavery, Angela Hague, and M arla C artw right (Syracuse: Syracuse
U niversity Press, 1996). O f course, the best place to find high-quality X -Files com 
m entary is the Internet.
2. See Sarah Stegall’s com m entary on the episode: “ Six D egrees o f Separation,”
posted in 1996 at http://www.welicom.com /munchkyn*m unchkyn@ net.com .com .
See also the introduction to L av e ry et al., eds., “Deny A ll Knowledge," pp. 1 3 -2 0 .
Bill Barker, SC / 114:’-1 (Reno, Nev.: Schwa Press, 1993).
4. See John F.. M ack, Abduction: Human Encounters with Aliens (N ew York:
Charles Scribner’s Sons, 1994).
5. See W hitley Strieber, Communion: A True Story (N ew York: W illiam M orrow ,
1987); Budd I lopkins, Missing Time: A Documented Study o f UFO Abductions (New
York: Richard .\larek, 19 8 1) and Intruders: The Incredible Visitations at Copley H oods
(N ew York: Random House, 1987).
6. Although H opkins’s 19 8 1 book, Missing Time, was the first to disconnect ab
duction from a U F O sighting (it reads m issing time as a sign o f an alien encounter),
it was not the first published abduction account to receive widespread attention.
T h e first, as 1 discuss below, occurred in the early sixties and involved a M assachu
setts couple, Betty anil Barney I Iill.
7. A 1990 G allup poll reported that 2 7 percent o f its respondents believed U F O s
had contacted Earth. T h is same poll reveals that although there has been a decline
in belief in the reality o fU F O s since 1978 (57% in 19 78 vs. 4 7% in 1990), there has
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been an increase in the number o f people claim ing to have seen a U F O (9% in 19 78
vs. 14 % in 1990). T h e Time/CN N poll taken in Ju n e 1997 has 8 percent o f its re
spondents reporting to have seen a U F O and 2 2 percent believing that beings from
other planets have contacted humans. “ Poll: U S H iding Know ledge o f Aliens,”
C N N interactive (Ju n e 15 , 1997), http://w w w .cnn.com /U S/9706/15/uf0.p0ll/
index.html.
Results o f a 1993 poll in G erm an y indicate that only 17 percent o f G erm ans be
lieve in the reality o f U F O s, 19 percent o f those living in the W est and 12 percent
o f those living in the East. See the Index to International Public Opinion, ig g i- ig g j
(W estport, C onn.: 1995), p. 549. Additionally, a search o f the National Neivspaper

Index indicates that mass-media attention to U FO s and aliens in 1995 (the year fol
lowing the publication o f M ack's hook) was nearly twice that o f 1990 (M enlo Park,
C alif.: Inform ation Access Com pany, 1995).
8. K arl V ick , “ U F O Abduction Takes N o t Q uite So Alien: Mainstream Society
Finds Space for Supernatural Storytellers,” Washington Post, M ay 9, 19 9 5, p. A 16 .
9. T h is posting was part o f a series in which several members rambled and
ranted about the H ollyw ood group known as the “ Rat Pack.” Som e incorporated
the Las Vegas perform ers Frank Sinatra, Dean M artin, Jo e y Bishop, Sam m y Davis
J r ., and Peter Law ford into various conspiracy theories involving the Kennedy’s, the
M ob, and control o f the governm ent. O thers w orried about their treatment o fje r r y
Lew is or admired their cool ability to “ walk into a partv as if they' were u alking onto
a yacht.”
to. Travis W alton, The Walton Experience (N ew York: Berkley, 1978).
1 1 . N either W alton nor the announcers mention that the National Enquirer fea
tured the W alton case in at least two issues (D ecem ber 16, 19 75, and Ju ly 6, 1976).
T h ey also forget to add that W alton and the six men who claimed to witness his ab
duction split the $5,00 0 prize they won from the tabloid for “ i 9 7 j ’s M ost Extraor
dinary Encounter with a U F O .” See C urtis Peebles, Watch the Skies.1 A Chronicle of
the Flying Saucer Myth (W ashington, D .C .: Sm ithsonian Institution Press, 1994),
pp. 2 3 0 - 2 3 1 .
12 . See also D ouglas R ushkoff’s discussion o f the T -sh irt campaign by the me
dia activist N ick Phillip, a campaign involving the production o f T -shirts bearing
the slogan “ U F O s Are Real.” Rushkoff quotes Phillip as saying, “ It’s the ultimate
conspiracy, in a way, but its real value is on a metaphorical level. W hat an alien
would represent in term s of dealing with our current paradigms — our under
standing o f what’s possible. As we approach the next m illennium, the rate o f change
is increasing dramatically. I think the U F O is an icon o f that change. It’s showing
that w'e're m oving through a period where we need m ore spirituality in order to an
swer the questions.” Rushkoff, Media Virus (N ew York: Ballantine, 1994).
13 . C . D. B. Bryan, Close Encounters ofthe Fourth Kind: Alien Abduction, UFOs, and
the Conference at M IT (N ew York: Knopf. 1995), p. 15 5 .
14 . M y stress on fugitivity grew out o f reading Jacques Vallee’s Passport to
Magonia: On UFOs, Folklore, and Parallel Worlds (Chicago: C ontem porary Books,
1 993 [1969]). Vallee links the “ fugitivity o f U F O manifestations” with fairy tales,
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theorizing that both are manifestations o f a superior consciousness/entity inter
vening in human life from a parallel reality.
1 5.
Elaine Show alter argues that alien abduction is but one strain o f an epidem ic
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10 3. Leon Jaroff, “ Did Aliens R eally Lan d?” Time J u n e 23, 1997, p. 7 1.
104. Sue W oodm an, “T h e Battle over Breast Im plants,” New Woman, D ecem 
ber 1996, p. 96 et seq.

CHAPTER 2. SPACE PROGRAMS
1. T h e 1995 film, directed by Ron I low ard, is based on a book by astronaut Jim
Lovell, first published as Lost Moon and then reissued as Apollo 13 (N ew York: Pocket
Books, 1994).
2. L ee Q uinby’s analysis o f home space stresses how the ambivalent set o f m ean
ings that home links together “ fire up apocalyptic longing and anxiety.” T h is might
explain part o f the appeal o f road-trip stories in general and Apollo 13 in particular.
I ler

genealogy o f home spaces, most specifically as it points to the feminization o f

a dom estic private sphere in white middle-class homes in postwar Am erica, pro
vides a helpful description o f the kind o f home evoked by the film and in media cov
erage o f astronaut lives throughout the prime years o f the space program . Q uinby
explains that homes w ere defined as “ places o f affection for a nuclear family, which
was owned by a com paratively absentee husband/father, overseen by a w ife/
m other, and enjoyed by ‘ legitim ate’ children until their maturity. T h e increased
distances between where fathers worked and where they lived brought significant
changes in hom e power/space” (Anti-Apocalypse: Essays in Genealogical Criticism
[M inneapolis: U niversity o f M innesota Press, 1994]. p. 142).
3. H om e is also quickly problemati/.ed. T h e first person at the party to speak is
“ bachelor astronaut” Jack Sw igert. H e is trying to impress a woman with a doubleentendred account of how, as command module pilot, he slides a probe into a spe
cial hole in order to couple with the lunar module (L E M ). Sw igert demonstrates
the procedure by inserting a beer bottle into a glass, suggesting that the woman
think o f herself as the glass and him as the bottle. In the book Apollo 13 Lovell
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explains: “At thirty-eight, Jack Sw igert had previously been known m ostly tor be
in g the only unmarried astronaut ever accepted into N A S A corps. In the early
1960s — when image was all, and aptitude sometimes seemed to come second —
(his was unthinkable. But as the nation's attitudes loosened up in the late 1960s,
so did N A S A ’s. T h e tall, crewcut Sw igert had the reputation

good-naturedly

tolerated by the A gen cy— o f a rambunctious bachelor with an active social lite.
W hether this was true or not was unknown, but Sw igert did what he could to per
petuate the im age. I lis H ouston apartment included a fur-covered recliner, a beer
spigot in the kitchen, wine-m aking equipm ent and a state-of-the-art stereo system ”
(p. 89).
Indeed, Sw igert’s status as the only unmarried astronaut contrasts w ith Lovell,
who is married with four children, and Fred H aise, whose wife is pregnant with
their fourth child. As the film progresses, the excesses and instabilities o f Sw igert’s
sexuality increase, adding to the tensions rising with the problems that beset the

Apollo 13 mission. A week before the launch, the third m em ber o f L o v e ll’s crew,
Ken M attingly (G ary Sinise), is exposed to the measles. Sw igert is showering when
he receives the call from N A S A that he is to take M attingly’s place. The woman
show ering with him is not the one he was flirting with at the party at the beginning
o f the film. H aise has little confidence in Sw igert, as if the bachelor astronaut were
some sort o f homewrecker. M arilyn Lovell’s loss o f her wedding ring in the shower
on the m orning o f the launch suggests as much, especially since, almost immedi
ately thereafter, Sw igert tells the medic helping him into his space suit: “ I’m going
to give them .1 ride they’ll never forget.’’
T h is hom oerotic note can be read into the excesses o f straight masculinity ap
parently necessary in the intimate w orking relationship o f a close and cozy space
craft. It is sounded directly, however, when H aise tells Lovell, “ It hurts when I uri
nate.” H e says, “ I think ole Sw igert gave me the clap." N ot only is Sw igert blamed
for a problem, his sexuality is fingered, a sexuality* capable o f transm itting a disease
to another man. After a b rief pause, H aise continues: “ H e’s been pissin’ in mv re
lief tube.’’ In an age o f A ID S , one cannot avoid linking sexual diseases passed be
tween men with this line about equipment not supplied by N A S A — especially
given Hanks's Academ y A w ard-w inning role as a lawyer with A ID S in the film

Philadelphia. Lovell responds, “ W ell, that will be a hot one at the debriefing for the
flight surgeons. T h at’s another first for Am erica’s space program .” Perhaps this in
troduction o f hom oeroticism is what enables Lovell to embrace Haise as his fears
and fever increase. Perhaps it has entered as the possibility that they will not return
home, that the relationships and assumptions marking their previous conceptions
o f home have started to collapse.
4. M y attention to urine in the film is indebted to Q uinby’s “ Urination and C iv 
ilization: Practicing Pissed C riticism ,” in Anti-Apocalypse, pp. 1 1 5 - 1 3 4 .
5. Q uinby pavs particular attention to the contem porary reconfiguration o f
the home through networks o f electronic information circuitry, conceiving the
phenomenon in terms o f the “ deploym ent o f technopression” (Anti-Apocalypse,
pp. 1 3 6 - 1 3 7 ) .
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6. See Scott Bukatman’s Terminal Identity: The Virtual Subject in Postmodern Sci
ence Fiction (Durham: Duke U niversity Press, 1993).
7. W alter Isaacson, “ In Search o f the Real Bill G ates,” Time, Jan u ary 13 , 1997,
P- 47
8. Ibid., p. 46.
9. W alter A. M c D o u g a ll, . .. The Heavens and the Earth: A Political History of the
Space Program (N ew York: Basic Books, 1985), p. 399.
10. Loudon W ainright, “Apollo’s G reat Leap for the M oon,”

Life, Ju ly 25, 1969,

p. 18D .
1 1 . H ttp://w ww .feedm ag.com /97.01 best/97.01 best/htm l.
12 . Constance Penley,

NASA/Trek: Popular Science and Sex in America (London:

Verso, 1997). p. 1 5.

l-ife, N ovem ber 30, 1959, p. 36.
Nev’sweek, Ju ly 1 1 , i960, p. 58.
15 . M c D o u g a ll,. . . The Heavens and the Earth, p. 7.
13 . “ Space: An American Necessity,”
14. “ Dawn o f the Spacem an,”
16. See ibid., pp. 1 4 1 - 1 5 6 .
17 . Ibid., p. 194.
18. Prelim inary staff draft, “ Organization for C ivil Space Program s,” February
22, 1958, pp. 1, 5 (N A S A H isto ry Office), cited ibid., p. 1 7 1 . M cD ougall provides
a comprehensive history o f the space program , docum enting the impact ot the C old
W ar, corresponding developm ents in reconnaissance and satellite technology, anil
m ilitary connections with space exploration. Since much o f m y concern is with the
public image o f the space program , I will not address its connection with secret m il
itary projects.
19. See M cD ougall, . . . The Heavens and the Earth, p. 346.
20. In his book The Decision to Go to the Moon: Project Apollo and the National In
terest (Cam bridge: M I T Press, 1970), John M . Logsdon writes: “ T h is decision
identified, for the w orld to see, a space achievem ent as a national goal sym bolic o f
American determination to remain the leading pow er in the w orld” (p. 100).
2 1. Ibid., p. 12 2 . 1 am not saying that the only reason K ennedy decided in favor
o f a moon program was image or prestige; but one factor among many, it is the one
that interests me here. L ogsdon provides a detailed analysis o f this decision and
American space policy' more generally.
22. Q uoted ibid., p. 128.
2

3. T h e sense o f an audience was not restricted to the space program , however.

T h e National Science Foundation sponsored a conference, “ I'he Mass M edia and
the Im age o f Science,” on N ovem ber 6, 1959. In his remarks, the foundation’s di
rector, Alan T . W aterman, observed that the image o f Am erican customs in the
minds o f most Americans was that presented by the media. Consequently, he rec
ommended that television consider replacing some o f the “ soap operas, shoot-’emup W esterns, and other entertainment item s" with science-related programm ing.
I le challenged the media to create “ a climate ot excellence” (not unlike that which
had enabled the Soviet U nion to achieve its technological successes), a climate
“ conducive to scientific and technological achievem ent.” Yet. Waterman acknowl
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ed ged that the p ro gra m s “ m ust he en tertain in g en ou gh to attract an audien ce, and
th us, ho pefully, to attract a sp o n so r." T h e space p ro gram w ou ld be fabricated so as
to m eet th ese dem ands. S e e Alan T . W aterm an, “ T h e C h a lle n g e o f E x ce lle n c e ,"
C o n fe re n c e on the M ass M ed ia and the Im age o f S c ie n c e . W ash in gto n , D .C ., N'ov e m lK x fi, 19 5 9 ( N A S A I listo ry O ffice). F o r a discussion o f the K en n e d y ad m in is
tration 's interest in and use o f televisio n , see also D an iel M arcu s, “ P ro file s in
C o u ra g e : T elev isu al H isto ry in the N e w F ro n tie r," a p ap er presented at th e 19 9 6
annual m eetin g o f the A m erican Stu d ies A sso ciatio n , K an sas C ity , M o
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In a provocative analysisof public culture
and popular concerns, Jodi Dean examines how serious
UFO-logists and their pop-culture counterparts tap into
fears, phobias, and conspiracy theories with a deep past
and a vivid present in American society. Aliens, the author
shows, are cultural icons, in which the new conditions of
democratic politics at the millennium can be seen.

"Jodi Dean is an emerging scholar of the first rank. In
Aliens in America she has deployed both a sophisticated

Jodi D e a n is

political theoretical framework and a concern about what
it means that so many American citizens are coming to
believe the claims of aliens.. . . This is vital and needed

Assistant Professor of

work, not just for the field of political theory, but more
generally for public intellectuals."

Political Science at Hobart

and William Smith Colleges.

— THOMAS L. DUMM, author of united states

"A fascinating and provocative book. Jodi Dean's major
insight about the cultural and political importance of

She is the author of Solidarity

UFO/alien/space discourse and representation at the
millennium is convincing and compelling."

o f Strangers: Feminism after

Identity Politics.

— ELAYNE RAPPING, author of Media-tions:
Forays into the Culture and Gender Wars

"Jodi Dean's Aliens in America is a rare find in the literature
of the social sciences. It is entertaining and, at the same
time, a politically perspicuous and textually acute reading.
It treats, from another angle of vision, what Thomas
Pynchon mapped in his Vineland: the more paranoid re
cesses of American culture. And her analysis of a variety
of popular culture genres speaks effectively to the issue of
the reliability of beliefs in relation to the functioning of
democracy."
— MICHAEL SHAPIRO, University of Hawaii
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